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Welcome
Welcome from iLEAPS and GEWEX
The 6th International Scientific Conference on the Global Energy and Water Cycle
and the 2nd Integrated Land Ecosystem-Atmosphere Study (iLEAPS) Science
Conference are being held in conjunction in Melbourne, Australia, 24-28 August
2009. The 6th International Science Conference focuses on the results from field
experiments and new developments in observations, modelling, and theory that are
being undertaken in the framework of the World Climate Research Programme
(WCRP) Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX). The 2nd iLEAPS
Science Conference focuses on interactions and feedbacks in the land-atmosphere
system in order to improve our understanding of the processes and parameterization
of modelling. The purpose of the iLEAPS Science Conference is to gather researchers
from the wide multi- and interdisciplinary field of research on land-atmosphere
interactions to present new research results. The two conferences are holding a joint
welcome and opening session with keynote presentations and one day with three
common sessions: Land in the Climate System; Aerosol, Cloud, Precipitation and
Climate Interactions; and Future Generation of Integrated Observation and Modelling
Systems.
These parallel conferences with joint sessions provide an exciting platform in which
to present and discuss the latest scientific developments in the area of water, energy,
and biogeochemical cycles. Both GEWEX, as part of the WCRP, and iLEAPS, as part
of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), provide at this event in
Melbourne a unique opportunity for cross-fertilization between the science
represented by their respective communities, leading to more fruitful cooperation in
order to address present day and future climate and global change challenges.
The program also includes special events for early career scientists. An Early Career
Scientists Workshop (ECSW) is organized by iLEAPS and GEWEX, and hosted by
the University of Melbourne, on 20-22 August 2009. The workshop is for all students,
and early career scientists working within the scope of Melbourne events organized
by iLEAPS and GEWEX.
We wish to thank Prof. Christian Jakob and his staff at Monash University for their
major role in organizing and supporting the Conferences.
On behalf of iLEAPS and GEWEX, we welcome your participation in these exciting
events and future collaboration and cooperation, which is essential for climate and
global change research!
Soroosh Sorooshian
Co-chair of Conferences
Ex-Chair, GEWEX Scientific Steering Group

Pavel Kabat
Co-chair of Conferences
Co-Chair, iLEAPS Scientific
Steering Committee

Tom Ackerman
Chair, GEWEX Scientific Steering Group

Meinrat O. Andreae
Co-Chair, iLEAPS Scientific
Steering Committee
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Organizing committees
Joint Scientific Advisory Board
Tony Busalacchi (WCRP, USA), co-chair
Carlos Nobre (IGBP, Brazil), co-chair
Ghassem Asrar (WCRP, Switzerland)
Steven Briggs (ESA-ESRIN, Italy)
John Church (CSIRO, Australia)
Congbin Fu (CAS, China)
Dave Griggs (MSI, Australia)
Tom Hatton (CSIRO, Australia)
Sakari Karjalainen (Ministry of Education, Finland)
Jack Kaye (NASA, USA)
Tim Killeen (NSF, USA)
Chet Koblinsky (NOAA/CPO, USA)
Elizabeth Lipiatou (EC, Belgium)
Geoff Love (BoM, Australia)
Gordon McBean (ICSU, Canada)
Martin Miller (ECMWF, United Kingdom)
Andras Szollosi-Nagy (UNESCO)
Rajendra Pachauri (IPCC, India)
Sybil Seitzinger (IGBP, Sweden)
Tatsushi Tokioka (JAMSTEC, Japan)
Simon Torok (CSIRO, Austrlia)
Avinash Tyagi (WMO, Switzerland)

Joint Planning Committee
Pavel Kabat (Wageningen University, The Netherlands), co-chair
Soroosh Sorooshian (University of California, Irvine, USA), co-chair
Meinrat O. Andreae (Max-Planck Institute, Germany)
Christian Jakob (University of Monash, Australia)
Anni Reissell (iLEAPS IPO, Finland)
Paul Try (IGPO, USA)
Peter van Oevelen (IGPO, USA)

Local Organizing Committee
Christian Jakob (Monash University, Australia), co-chair
Anni Reissell (iLEAPS IPO, Finland), co-chair
Peter van Oevelen (IGPO, USA), co-chair
Jason Beringer (Monash University, Australia)
Dawn Erlich (IGPO, USA)
John Finnigan (CSIRO, Australia)
Shannon Macken (IGPO, USA)
Mike Manton (Monash University, Australia)
Helen McLean (Monash University, Australia)
Andy Pitman (University of New South Wales, Australia)
Irene Thavarajah (Monash University, Australia)
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Sponsors

European Space Agency
http://www.esa.int

National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA)
Science mission Directorate
Earth Sciences Division
http://www.nasa.gov

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
http://www.jaxa.jp

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
http://www.noaa.gov

National Science Foundation,
USA
http://www.nsf.gov

Australia's Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
Marine and Atmospheric Research
http://www.csiro.au
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Finnish Meteorological Institute
http://www.fmi.fi

University of Helsinki
http://www.helsinki.fi/university

The University of Melbourne
http://www.unimelb.edu.au

School of Mathematical Sciences, Australia
http://www.monash.edu.au

American Meteorological Society
http://www.ametsoc.org
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Water and Global Change
http://www.eu-watch.org

European Integrated Project on Aerosol
Cloud Climate and Air Quality Interactions
http://www.atm.helsinki.fi/eucaari

Quantifying and Understanding
the Earth System
http://quest.bris.ac.uk

Water Scenarios for Europe
and Neighbouring States
http://www.environment.fi/
default.asp?contentid=
326381&lan=EN

http://www.campbellsci.com
The Australian Research Council
Research Network for Earth System
Science
http://www.arcness.mq.edu.au

http://www.licor.com

International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
http://www.igbp.net

World Climate Research Programme
http://wcrp.wmo.int
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Conference Program
Water in a Changing Climate
Progress in Land-Atmosphere Interactions and Energy/Water Cycle
Research

Sunday, 23 August 2009
1700 - Registration open until 2000 (Sofitel Melbourne Hotel)

Monday, 24 August 2009
0800

Registration open until 1800

GEWEX/iLEAPS Joint Plenary Session
Co-Chairs: M.O. Andreae, Max-Planck Institute for Chemistry, Germany; T.
Ackerman, JISAO, USA
0900

Welcome and Opening
Carlos Nobre, International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
Ghassem Asrar, World Climate Research Programme
Anthony Busalacchi, World Climate Research Programme
Pavel Kabat, Conference Co-Chair, iLEAPS
Soroosh Sorooshian, Conference Co-Chair, GEWEX

1000

Keynote Speeches
Challenges to Understanding the Climate System, Piers J. Sellers, NASA, Lyndon
B. Johnson Space Center, USA

1030

BREAK

1100

Lessons Learnt in Melbourne Water Management, John Thwaites, Monash
Sustainability Institute, Australia
Prediction in Politics, Policy and Science, Roger R. Pielke, Jr., Center for Science
and Technology Policy Research, USA
New Challenges in Unveiling the Links between Climate with Biogeochemical
Process and the Atmosphere, Paulo Artaxo, University of São Paulo, Brazil
Putting Humans into Earth System Models: A 21st Century Research Challenge, Will
Steffen, Climate Change Institute, The Australian National University

1120
1140
1200
1230

LUNCH
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iLEAPS and GEWEX Parallel Sessions
iLEAPS Session 1: Surface Exchange Processes from Leaf-Level to Earth
System Scale
Conveners/Co-Chairs: A. Arneth, Lund Univ., Sweden; S. Harrison, Univ. of
Bristol, UK
1400
1420

1440

1500

New developments in modeling elevated CO2 effects on vegetation at ecosystem scale,
Belinda Medlyn (invited), David Ellsworth, Sune Linder, Rich Norby, Ram Oren,
Ross McMurtrie
Interaction of micrometeorology and surface fluxes confounding the interpretation of
CO2 fluxes in central Amazonia, A. C. de Araújo, A. J. Dolman, M. J. Waterloo, J. H.
C. Gash, B. Kruijt, F. B. Zanchi, C. von Randow, J. M. E. de Lange, R. Stoevelaar, A.
O. Manzi, A. D. Nobre, R. N. Lootens, F. J. J. Backerde
From point to globe: Up-scaling carbon and water fluxes from FLUXNET EDDY
Covariance Tower via integration with Global Earth Observation, Markus
Reichstein, Martin Jung, Christian Beer, Enrico Tomelleri, Dennis Baldocchi, Nadine
Gobron, Christian Rödenbeck, Dario Papale, FLUXNET members
Harvesting of eucalyptus plantations does not lead to large soil based greenhouse gas
emissions, Stefan Arndt, Stephen Livesley, Benedikt Fest, Luke Wylie

1530

BREAK

1600

Ozone and nitrogen oxides in surface air in Russia: TROICA experiments, N. V.
Pankratova, N. F. Elansky, I. B. Belikov, R. A. Shumsky
Ozone fluxes by EDDY Covariance over a temperate grassland, tropical rainforest
and Arctic sea-ice, Jennifer B. A. Muller, Carl J. Percival, Martin W. Gallagher,
James R. Dorsey, Michael Flynn, David Fowler, Mhairi Coyle, Eiko G. Nemitz,
Carole Helfter, Howard K. Roscoe, James D. Lee, Sarah Moller
The ecological theory of climate models, Gordan B. Bonan (invited)
Incorporating functional diversity into land surface exchange processes: results from
the Jena Diversity (JeDi) vegetation model, Axel Kleidon, Kristin Bohn, Ryan
Pavlick, Björn Reu

1620

1640
1710

GEWEX Session 1: Regional Forecasting and Predictions for
Hydrological Applications in Arid Zones
Co-Chairs: S. Sorooshian, UCI, USA; M. LeBlanc, JCU, Australia
1400
1415
1430
1445
1500
1515
1530

Challenges in precipitation estimation for hydrometeorological applications, Soroosh
Sorooshian
Climate change impact on water resources for a European, Asian and African river
basin, Erika Coppola, Laura Mariotti, Xuejie Gao, En-Soon Im, Filippo Giorgi
Predicting climate change impact on low flows in a tropical river basin in India,
Kapil Dev Sharma, Ramakar Jha
Hydrological changes in the Mediterranean zone: Impacts of environmental
modifications (changing climate) in the Merguellil catchment (central Tunisia), Badia
Chulli, Guillaume Favreau, Nassime Jebnoun
Advancements of the Australian Streamflow Modelling System, Thomas Pagano, Jim
Elliott, Christopher Leahy, Adam Smith, Soori Sooriyakumaran, Prasantha
Hapuarachchi, QJ Wang
Impact of the multi-year drought on water resources in the Murray-Darling Basin,
Marc Leblanc, Sarah O. Tweed, Paul Tregoning, Guillaume Ramillien, Adam Fakes
BREAK
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GEWEX Session 2: Rainfall Variability and Drought in Australia
Co-Chairs: A. Pitman, UNSW, Australia; N. Nicholls, Monash University, Australia
1600

1615
1630
1645
1700
1715
1730
1800

Winter rainfall and circulation trends in the Southern Hemisphere, Julie Arblaster,
Harry Hendon, David Karoly, Gerald Meehl
Attribution of South East of Australia recent rainfall decline, Bertrand Timbal
Decadal shifts in weather systems affecting southern Australia, Jorgen Frederiksen,
Carsten Frederiksen, Stacey Osbrough
How does bias correction of GCM precipitation affect Australian drought estimates
for the future? Fiona Johnson, Ashish Sharma
Australian rainfall variability and predictability: slow and intraseasonal processes,
Carsten Frederiksen, Simon Grainger, Xiaogu Zheng
Homogeneous Multi-Model Ensemble prediction of Australian seasonal rainfall, EunPa Lim, Harry Hendon, David Anderson, Oscar Alves
Seasonal prediction of Australian summer monsoon rainfall, Harry Hendon, Eun-Pa
Lim
WELCOME RECEPTION

Tuesday, 25 August 2009
0800

Registration open until 1800
iLEAPS Session 1: Surface Exchange Processes from Leaf-Level to Earth
System Scale (Continued from Monday)
Conveners/Co-Chairs: A. Arneth, Lund Univ., Sweden; S. Harrison, Univ. of
Bristol, UK

0830
0850
0910
0930
0950
1010

1030

Contrasting land-surface processes in dry and wet climate simulated by an Australian
model, Huqiang Zhang, Bernard Pak
Multiple stress effects on a native eucalyptus forest: disturbance and the long way to
recovery, Eva van Gorsel, Heather Keith, Helen A. Cleugh, Ray Leuning, Vanessa
Haverd, Steve Zegelin, K. L. Jacobson
Estimation of CH4 emission from Asian region by Visit Model, Motoko Inatomi,
Akihiko Ito
Biosphere-atmosphere interactions in the EMEP MSC-W chemical transport model:
Lessons and uncertainties, David Simpson
Fire in Australian savannas: From leaf to landscape, J. Beringer (invited), L. B.
Hutley, N. J. Tapper, L. A. Cernusak, K. Görgen, D. Abramson, P. Uotila
Soil-atmosphere greenhouse gas exchange in a temperate Eucalyptus Regnans forest
in Australia: A wildfire history perspecitve, Benedikt Fest, Stephen J. Livesley,
Matthias Drösler, Jason Beringer, Stefan K. Arndt
BREAK
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iLEAPS Session 4: Aerosols from the Land Surface and Their
Interactions with the Climate System
Conveners: P. Artaxo, Univ. of Sao Paulo, Brazil; G. Feingold, NOAA, USA; V. M.
Kerminen, Finnish Meteorological Institute, Finland
Co-Chairs: M. Kulmala, Univ. of Helsinki, Finland; G. Feingold
1100
1130

1150
1210

Natural aerosol and CCN burdens in the continental atmosphere, Meinrat O.
Andreae (invited)
Biomass burning and biogenic aerosols in the tropics: What have we learnt from
African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses (AMMA) and the Oxidant and Particle
Photochemical Processes (OP-3) Studies, Hugh Coe (invited), James Allan, Keith
Bower, Gerard Capes, Jonathan Crosier, Victoria Hand, Niall Robinson, David
Vaughan, Qi Chen, Scot Martin, Jacqueline Hamilton; Nicholas Hewitt, Gavin
Phillips, Eiko Nemitz, Jim Haywood, Ben Johnson, Claire Reeves, Jennifer Murphy
Amazonian Aerosol Characterization Experiment (AMAZE-08), Scott T. Martin
(invited), P. Artaxo, AMAZE-08 Scientific Team
Optical and chemical properties of biogenic aerosols from Amazonia, Paulo Artaxo,
Luciana V. Rizzo, Melina Paixão, Silvia de Lucca, Kenia T. Wiedemann

1230

LUNCH

1400

Aerosol formation potential of plant emissions – Analysis of plant chamber
experiments, M. Dal Maso, T. Hohaus, A. Kiendler-Scharr, E. Kleist, T. F. Mentel, R.
Tillmann, J. Wildt
A modelling study on the effect of ambient conditions on new particle formation
during the EUCAARI 2007 campaign, Henri Vuollekoski, Tuomo Nieminen, SannaLiisa Sihto, Hannele Korhonen, Markku Kulmala
A combined Lagrangian-Cloud-Resolving-Model approach for a better
understanding of the temporal evolution of the boundary layer Amazonian aerosol
population, Annica M. L. Ekman, Radovan Krejci, Peter Tunved
Impact of a new aerosol climatology on GEM Radiative Budget: Comparison with
MODIS and CERES data, I. Paunova, P. Vailiancourt, L. Garand, K. von Salzen
Time-span and spatial-scale of regional new particle formation events over Finland
and southern Sweden, T. Hussein, H. Junninen, P. Tunved, A. Kristensson, M. Dal
Maso, I. Riipinen, P. P. Aalto, H.-C. Hansson, E. Swietlicki, M. Kulmala

1420
1440
1500
1515

1530

BREAK

1600

Particle formation processes in eucalypt forests – The role of sulphates and organics,
Zoran Ristovski, Tanja Suni, Markku Kulmala, Michael Boy, Nicholas Meyer, Andre
Turnipseed, Lidia Morawska, Urs Baltensperger, Rob Modini
Aerosol particles and ions at SMEAR II Station in Hyytiälä, Finland, Tuukka Petäjä
Clean and pollution-affected newly-formed particles at a virgin boreal forest, Petri
Vaattovaara, Tuukka Petäjä, Jorma Joutsensaari, Pasi Miettinen, Boris Zaprudin, Aki
Kortelainen, Juha Heijari, Pasi Yli-Pirilä, Pasi Aalto, Doug R. Worsnop, Ari
Laaksonen
Observation of the suppression of water uptake by mixed organic-sulphate aerosol
particles, Rob Modini, Zoran Ristovski, Graham Johnson, Congrong He
Land use change suppresses precipitation, Wolfgang Junkermann

1620
1640

1700
1715

GEWEX John Roads Memorial Symposium
Chair: M. Kanamitsu, UCSD, USA
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GEWEX Session 3: Analyses of Water and Energy Cycles
Chair: M. Bosilovich, NASA/GSFC, USA
0830
0845
0900
0915
0930
0945

Societal benefits from GEWEX and related water cycle research, Richard Lawford
CEOP data integration, Toshio Koike, Hiroyuki Tsutsui, Hui Lu, Katsunori
Tamagawa, Mirza Cyrus Raza, Lei Wang, Oliver Saavedra, Hideyuki Fujii
Use of CEOP data for validation of land-hydrology performance in the NCEP Global
Forecast System, Michael Ek, Sidney Katz
Modern Era Retrospective-analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) global
water and energy budgets, Michael Bosilovich, Junye Chen, Franklin R. Robertson
MRED: Multi-RCM Ensemble Downscaling of global seasonal forecasts, Raymond
Arritt
Errors of interannual variation and tend and their corrections in dynamical
downscaling, Masao Kanamitsu

1030

BREAK

1045

The North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program (NARCCAP):
Overview of results, Linda Mearns, NARCCAP Team

GEWEX Session 4: Climate Prediction Systems
Chair: S. Schubert, NASA/GSFC, USA
1100
1115
1130
1145
1200
1215

1230

Is the extreme seasonal condition easier to predict than just above or below normal?
Cheng-Ta Chen, Shou-Li Lin
Dynamical monthly forecasting for Australia: Bridging the gap between weather and
seasonal forecasting, Debbie Hudson, Oscar Alves, Harry Hendon
The Second Phase of the Global Land Atmosphere Coupling Experiment (GLACE-2):
Update on progress, Bart van den Hurk, Tomohito Yamada, Randal Koster
Low-frequency variability of the Indian Monsoon-ENSO relation and the Tropical
Atlantic, Fred Kucharski, A. Bracco, Jin Ho Yoo, Franco Molteni
Idealised and actual predictability of temperature and precipitation in the CFS and
DEMETER models, Eric Wood, David Lavers, Lifeng Luo
Predictability of the Madden-Julian Oscillation in the Poama Dynamical Seasonal
Prediction System, Harun Raschid, Harry Hendon, Oscar Alves, and Matthew
Wheeler
LUNCH

GEWEX Session 5: Regional Downscaling
Co-Chairs: B. Rockel, GKSS, Germany; L. Mearns, NCAR, USA
1400
1415
1430
1445
1500
1515

1530

Approaches to dynamical downscaling, Jack Katzfey (invited)
Downscaling of precipitation - The observational pitfall, Bodo Ahrens, A. Dobler
The Experimental Climate Prediction Center’s regional spectral model: An overview,
Ana Nunes (invited)
Precipitation climatology in the Intermountain Region of the United States simulated
by the NARCCAP regional climate models, Shih-Yu Wang, Robert R. Gillies, Eugene
S. Takle, William J. Gutowski, Jr.
Simulations of regional, extreme monthly precipitation by the NARCCAP RCMs,
William Gutowski
Regional climate model simulations of the severe 1999-2004 Canadian Prairie
drought, Kit Szeto, Burkhardt Rockel, Murray Mackay, Colin Jones, John Roads,
Ron Stewart
BREAK
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GEWEX Session 6: Regional Hydroclimate Projects and Studies
Co-Chairs: J. Huang, NOAA/CPPA, USA; R. Stewart, University of Manitoba,
Canada
1600
1615

1630
1645
1700
1715

Water isotope modeling in the Murray-Darling Basin, Matthew Fischer
High resolution simulation of annual snowfall and snowpack over Colorado and
some impacts of climate change using the pseudo climate simulation method, Roy
Rasmussen, David Gochis, Changhai Liu, Kyoko Ikeda, Jimy Dudhia, Greg
Thompson, David Yates, Fei Chen, Mukul Tewari, Wei Yu, Kathy Miller, Aigou Dai,
Vanda Grubisic, Paul Houser, Kristi Arsenault, Yang Liang
BALTEX Assessment of Climate Change (BACC) for the Baltic Sea Basin, Hans von
Storch, Hans-Jörg Isemer, Marcus Reckermann, BACC Author Team
Assessment of large-scale terrestrial water storage dynamics from multiple sources,
Pat J. F. Yeh, Hyungjun Kim, Taikan Oki
Study on the multi-dimensional critical regulation and control of water circle based
on synergy, Qilin Zhu, Hong Gan
How reliable are the estimates of climate variability in extreme precipitation? Olga
Zolina, Clemens Simmer, Alice Kapala, Konstantin Belyaev, Sergey Gulev

1730- Joint GEWEX/iLEAPS Poster Session (Terrace)
1900
1800- iLEAPS-GEIA Activities (Grand Ballroom)
1900
1900- Showing of a special edition of the documentary, Journey into the History of 2100
Water, with introduction by Prof. Terje Tvedt, Unifob Global, University of Bergen,
the film’s author. This will be followed by a special showing of the University of
Miami’s documentary, One Water. This event is open to the general public as well
as participants in the Conference and will be held in the Grand Ballroom.

Wednesday, 26 August 2009
0800

Registration open until 1800

Joint GEWEX/iLEAPS Sessions
Session A: Land in the Climate System
Conveners: N. de Noblet-Ducoudré, LSCE, France; A. Pitman, UNSW, Australia;
Joon Kim, Yonsei University, Korea; B. van den Hurk, KNMI, The Netherlands
Co-Chairs: A.Pitman; J. Kim
0830
0900

0915
0930

Building the case for (or against) land-driven climate predictability, Paul Dirmeyer
(invited), Zhichang Guo, Randal Koster, Kaye Brubaker, Adam Schlosser
A new perspective on soil moisture – precipitation feedbacks from the African
Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses, Christopher Taylor, Phillip P. Harris, Richard J.
Ellis, Amanda Gounou, Francoise Guichard, Douglas J. Parker, Leonhard Gantner,
Norbert Kalthoff, Matt Garvert, Miguel Angel Gaertner
Benchmarking the JULES model for use in a GCM, Eleanor Blyth, Matt Pryor, Steve
Sitch, Doug Clark
Lessons learned from a decade of Flux Measurements across a Global Network Of
Regional Flux Networks, Dennis Baldocchi (invited), Rodrigo Vargas, Markus
Reichstein, Dario Papale

15

0955
1010

Global and temporal characteristics of hydroclimate/vegetation biophysical process
interactions, Yongkang Xue, Fernando De Sales, Ratko Vasic, C. Roberto Mechoso,
Akio Arakawa, Stephen Prince
Quantifying irreversibility of land surface processes and their sensitivity to global
change, Axel Kleidon, James Dyke, Fabian Gans, Lee Miller, Philip Porada, Stan
Schymanski

1030

BREAK

1100
1125

Earth system vulnerabilities through carbon-climate interactions, Mike Raupach
Using observational diagnostics of soil moisture-climate interactions as constraints
to IPCC climate projections, Sonia Seneviratne, Philippe Ciais, Markus Reichstein,
Edouard L. Davin, Boris Orlowsky, and Adriaan J. Teuling

Session B: Aerosol, Cloud, Precipitation and Climate Interactions
Conveners: M. O. Andreae, Max Planck Institute for Chemistry, Germany; M. Kulmala,
Univ. of Helsinki, Finland; G. Feingold, NOAA/ESRL, USA; T. Ackerman, JISAO, USA
Co-Chairs: M. O. Andreae; T. Ackerman
1145
1215

Climate effects of aerosols: A link to cloudiness and precipitation, Teruyuki
Nakajima (invited)
Does it rain more on weekdays than weekends? R. E. Carbone, J. D. Tuttle, D.
Nychka

1230

LUNCH

1400

CAIPEEX: the first ACPC major campaign flying in contrasting aerosols and cloud
conditions all over India: Overview and preliminary results, Daniel Rosenfeld
(invited)
Anthropogenic aerosols and Southern Hemisphere climate change: a modelling
perspective, Leon Rotstayn (invited)
Trends in tropical rain rate distribution and aerosol interactions, Long Chiu, R.
Chokngamwong, Tseon Hei Har
Aerosol, clouds, precipitation and self-organisation of stratocumulus, Graham
Feingold, Hailong Wang
Do aerosols influence precipitation on a large scale? One look on potential aerosol
impact on hydrological pathways, Anders Engström, Annica Ekman, David Noone

1425
1450
1505
1520
1535

BREAK

Session C: Future Generation of Integrated Observation and Modelling
Systems
Conveners: G. Brasseur, NCAR, USA; J. Finnigan, CSIRO, Australia; M. Miller,
ECMWF, UK; K. Trenberth, NCAR, USA; H. Dolman, Free Univ.,The Netherlands
Co-Chairs: G. Brasseur; M. Miller
1600
1630
1655
1720
1735
1750

Integrated observation, modelling and data assimilation for atmospheric dynamics,
thermodynamics and composition, Adrian Simmons (invited)
Combining models and data on the global carbon cycle: Fusion or confusion, Peter
Rayner (invited)
Aspects of a climate observing system: Energy and water, Kevin Trenberth (invited)
The BEACHON Project: Integrating cycles and scales, Alex Guenther
The Australian Water Resources Assessment system: blending water cycle
observations and models at local and continental scale, Albert van Dijk, Luigi
Renzullo
Observing global and continental terrestrial water and energy budgets using satellite
remote sensing, Eric Wood, Justin Sheffield, Craig Ferguson, Tara Troy, Ming Pan

16

1805

ESA’s new contributions to an integrated global observing system, Paul Ingmann,
Mark Drinkwater, Joerg Langen, Klaus Scipal, Michael Kern, Malcolm Davidson

1930

CONFERENCE DINNER AT MELBOURNE MUSEUM

Thursday, 27 August 2009
0800

Registration open until 1800

iLEAPS Session 2: Progress in Land-Atmosphere Interactions and
Climate Change
Conveners: S. I. Seneviratne, ETH, Switzerland; P. Friedlingstein, LSCE, France; G.
Farquhar, Australian National University; P. Canadell, CSIRO, Australia
Co-Chairs: S. I. Seneviratne; P. Friedlingstein
0830
0930
0950
1010

Quantifying land-atmosphere interactions for climate change: A perspective, I. Colin
Prentice (invited)
Impact of changes in diffuse radiation on the global land carbon sink, Lina M.
Mercado, Nicolas Bellouin, Stephen Sitch, Olivier Boucher, Chris Huntingford,
Martin Wild, Peter M. Cox
Emissions of gases and particles from biomass burning during the 20th century, Claire
Granier, Aude Mieville, Cathy Liousse, Bruno Guillaume, Florent Mouillot, JeanFrançois Lamarque, Jean-Marie Grégoire, Gabrielle Pétron
Impact of land use and land cover changes on atmosphere-biosphere reactive
exchange and atmospheric chemistry, Laurens Ganzeveld

1030

BREAK

1100

The Carbon-Land Model Intercomparison Project (C-LAMP): A prototype for
coupled biosphere-atmosphere model benchmarking for the IPCC Fifth Assessment
Report (AR5), Forrest M. Hoffman, James T. Randerson, Inez Y. Fung, Peter E.
Thornton, Natalie M. Mahowald, Gordon B. Bonan, Steven W. Running
Benchmarking land surface model carbon fluxes using atmospheric CO2
measurements, Rachel M. Law, YingPing Wang, Bernard Pak
Impact of land use change and nitrogen deposition on the carbon and nitrogen stocks
of plants and soils, Atul K. Jain, Xiojuan Yang, Tosha Richardson
Modelling the spatial and temporal variability of energy, water and carbon-dioxide
fluxes over Australian tropical savannas, Peter Isaac, Jason Beringer, Lindsay Hutley

1120
1140
1200
1230

LUNCH

1400

Modelling permafrost in an earth system model: Permafrost’s response to (and role
in) climate change, David M. Lawrence (invited), Andrew G. Slater
Arctic vegetation changes induce high latitude warming through greenhouse effect,
Abigail Swann, Inez Fung, Samuel Levis, Gordon Bonan, Scott Doney
Changes in ice regimes of rivers in the northern part of Russia, Valery Vuglinsky
The role of snow/ice cover in formulating the local circulation on the northern slope
of the Himalayas, Han Zou, Libo Zhou, Shupo Ma, Peng Li

1430
1450
1510
1530

BREAK

1600

Surface warming, delay of wet season onset and intensified drought over Amazonia
and their link to global climate change, Rong Fu, Wenhong Li, Katia Fernandes,
Paola Arias

17

1620
1640
1700

Contribution of land-atmosphere coupling to temperature and precipitation extremes
of the European summer climate in the 20th century, Eric. B. Jaeger, Sonia I.
Seneviratne
The effects of climate change on future transpiration rates are modified by the
poperties of plant canopies, Miko U.F. Kirschbaum
Climate change challenges, dryland development and national effort in managing
food crisis in Nigeria, Andrew I. Ayeni

GEWEX Session 7: Observing Surface Fluxes: From Local to Global
Scales
Chair: J. Finnigan, CSIRO, Australia
0830
0900
0915
0930
0945

Surface fluxes from local to global scales, Bill Rossow (invited)
Global land-surface evaporation and climate, Eleanor Blyth, Richard Harding, W.
James Shuttleworth
Satellite estimations of atmospheric energy budgets, Bing Lin, Paul W. Stackhouse
Jr., Yongxiang Hu, Norm Loeb, Tai-Fang (Alice) Fan
Long-Term variability of land surface - atmosphere interaction in heterogeneous
terrain, Udo Rummel, Frank Beyrich, Sieghard Richter, Wolfgang Adam, Gerd
Vogel
On the balance of precipitation and evaporation at regional and global scale in the
HOAPS-3 satellite climatology and other data sets, Jörg Schulz, Axel Andersson,
Christian Klepp, Stephan Bakan

GEWEX Session 8: Multiscale Properties of the Tropical Energy and
Water Cycles: From Thunderstorms to Monsoons
Co-Chairs: H. Hendon, CAWCR, Australia; T. Yasunari, HyARC, Japan
1000
1015

The Maya Express – Linking tropical moisture to mid-latitude flooding over North
America, Paul Dirmeyer, James L. Kinter III
Diagnosis of the MJO modulation of tropical cyclogenesis using an empirical index,
Matthew Wheeler, Suzana Camargo, Adam Sobel

1030

BREAK

1100

Modelling the influence of overshooting convection on water vapour in the tropical
UTLS, Muhammad Hassim, Todd Lane
Characterizing precipitation extremes in the TRMM Multi-Satellite Precipitation
Analysis, George Huffman, Robert F. Adler, David T. Bolvin, Eric J. Nelkin
Impacts of El Niño and La Niña events on water and carbon budgets of tropical rain
forests in Indonesia, Alexander Olchev, O. Panferov, H. Kreilein, G. Gravenhorst
Mechanisms and processes for the generation of early-morning clouds over the Tonle
Sap Lake in Cambodia, Kumiko Tsujimoto, Toshio Koike

1115
1200
1215
1230

LUNCH

GEWEX Session 9: Advances in the Representation of the Energy and
Water Cycle in Models
Co-Chairs: D. Randall, CSU, USA; G. Feingold, NOAA/ESRL, USA
1400
1430

Intercomparison of single-column and LES model results with CABAUW
observations within the third GEWEX atmospheric boundary layer study (GABLS3),
Bert Holtslag, F. C. Bosveld, S. Basu, G. Svensson
Simulations of rapidly changing, under-sampled convection, David Randall, Todd
Jones

18

1445
1500
1515

Assessing the performance of a prognostic and a diagnostic cloud scheme using
single column model simulations of TWP-ICE, Charmaine Franklin, Christian Jakob,
Martin Dix, Greg Roff
Evaluating global and regional hydrological cycles in the met office global NWP
model, Paul Earnshaw, Sean Milton
A USCLVAR multi-model assessment of the impact of SST anomalies and land-atmos
feedbacks on drought, Siegfried Schubert, USCLIVAR Drought Working Group

1530

BREAK

1600

Modelling components of the surface energy balance using two canopy concepts in
the Access Model, Eva Kowalczyk, L. Stevens, Y. P. Wang, R. Law, B. Pak
Improving the numerical solution of soil moisture-based Richards Equation, Xubin
Zeng, Mark Decker

1615

GEWEX Session 10: Cloud Climate Feedbacks
Co-Chairs: R. Colman, BMRC, Australia; W. Rossow, CREST/City College of NY, USA
1630
1645
1700
1715

Understanding global cloud “feedbacks”: Rapid responses to climate forcing and
feedback evolution under large global warming, Robert Colman
Time scales of variability of the tropical atmosphere and the implied radiative
feedbacks, George Tselioudis, William B. Rossow
Exploring the low cloud feedback mechanisms with observations and LES Modelling,
Kuan-Man Xu, Anning Cheng, Zachary Eitzen
Diagnosing MJO and convection behaviour in climate models, Hongyan Zhu, Harry
Hendon, Christian Jacob

1730- Joint GEWEX/iLEAPS Poster Session (Terrace)
1900

Friday, 28 August 2009
iLEAPS Session 3: Role of Atmospheric Boundary Layer Processes in
Modulating Surface Exchanges
Conveners/Co-Chairs: L. Ganzeveld, Wageningen University, The Netherlands; B.
Holtslag, Wageningen University, The Netherlands
0830
0900
0920
0940
1000
1020
1040

Dynamics of nocturnal exchange of ozone and carbon dioxide in and above a boreal
forest canopy, Timo Vesala (invited), Üllar Rannik, Petri Keronen, Janne Rinne, Ivan
Mammarella, Pasi Kolari, Jukka Pumpanen
The role of boundary layer clouds in transport and dispersion of trace gases, Harm
Jonker (invited), Remco Verzijlbergh, Thijs Heus, Jordi Vila-Guerau de Arellano
Exchange and transformations of volatile organic compounds in the planetary
boundary layer, Thomas Karl (invited)
Micrometeorological observations of CH4 and N2O at a managed fen meadow in the
Netherlands, P. S. Kroon, A. Hensen, H. J. J. Jonker, A. P. Schrier-Uijl, M. J.
Tummers, F. C. Bosveld
Turbulence structure above vegetation canopies, John J. Finnigan, Roger H. Shaw,
Edward G. Patton
Identifying parameters to describe local land-atmosphere coupling, Michael Ek, Cor
Jacobs, Joseph A. Santanello Jr., Obbe Tuinenburg
BREAK
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1100
1120
1140

Analysis of the impact of soil moisture pattern on atmospheric dynamics on 1 August
2006 AMMA case based on high resolution numerical simulations, Sophie Bastin,
Chris Taylor, Aaron Boone, Doug Parker
Radon as a quantitative natural tracer of mixing and venting in clear and cloudy
convective boundary layers over land, Alastair Williams, Wlodek Zahorowski, Scott
Chambers, Jorg Hacker, Alan Griffiths, Adrian Element, Sylvester Werczynski
Innovative and hair-raising final talk, Pavel Kabat, M.O. Andreae, M. Kulmala, P.J.
Sellers, C. Nobre, A. Henderson-Sellers
Awards

GEWEX Session 11: The Role of Integrated Observing Systems in
Closing Regional and Global Water and Energy Budgets
Co-Chairs: T. Koike, University of Tokyo, Japan; P. Ingmann, ESA-ESTEC, The
Netherlands
0830
0900
0930
1000
1015

Space-based observations of the global water cycle, Jack Kaye (invited)
Atmospheric moist processes as revealed by A-train Earth Observations, Graeme
Stephens (invited), Deborah G. Vane
Transdisciplinary missions of JAXA on water cycles, Taikan Oki
CALIPSO laser depolarization from around the globe: Improved understanding of ice
cloud properties and relation to deep convection, Kenneth Sassen, Jiang Zhu
Water Cycle Multimission Observation Strategy (WACMOS), Bob Su, M. van
Helvoirt, R. de Jeu, D. Fernández Prieto, R. Roebeling, J. Schulz, M. Schröder, P.
Stammes, C. van der Tol, P. van Oevelen, W. Wagner, L. Wang

1030

BREAK

1100

Regionalization of surface fluxes over heterogeneous landscape of the Tibetan
Plateau, Yaoming Ma, Weiqiang Ma, Hirohiko Ishikawa

GEWEX Session 12: Climate Change and Global Precipitation
Co-Chairs: C. Kummerow, CSU, USA; TBA
1115
1130
1145
1200
1215

Relationships between global precipitation and surface temperature on inter-annual
and longer time scales, Robert Adler, Guojun Gu, George Huffman
Possible tipping points for future warm season precipitation regimes, Richard E.
Carbone
Change in precipitation extremes indices due to global warming projected, Shoji
Kusunoki, Kenji Kamiguchi, Mio Matsueda
Merging satellites, models and gauges to obtain new precipitation estimates, Mathew
Sapiano, Philip A. Arkin, John E. Janowiak, Thomas M. Smith
CPC Unified Precipitation Products: Global high-resolution gauge-satellite merged
analyses of daily precipitation, Pingping Xie, Soo-Hyun Yoo, Wei Shi, CPC
Precipitation Working Group

1230- Conference Wrap-Up, Peter van Oevelen
1300

20

List of abstracts
Monday Joint Keynote Session
Paulo Artaxo
New challenges in unveiling the links between climate with biogeochemical process and the
atmosphere
Oral, Monday Joint keynote session
Page 46
Roger Pielke
Prediction in politics, policy and science
Oral, Monday Joint keynote session

Page 47

Piers J. Sellers
Challenges to Understanding the Climate System
Oral, Monday Joint keynote session

Page 47

Will Steffen
Putting humans into Earth System models: A 21st century research challenge
Oral, Monday Joint keynote session

Page 48

John Thwaites
Lessons Learnt in Melbourne Water Management
Oral, Monday Joint keynote session

Page 48
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iLEAPS Session 1
Surface Exchange Processes from Leaf-Level to Earth System Scale
Ma. Carmelita R. Alberto, Reiner Wassmann, Takashi Hirano, Akira Miyata, Arvind Kumar, Agnes
Padre, Modesto Amante
Microclimates and CO2/heat fluxes in flooded and aerobic rice fields in the Philippines
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 50
Elena V. Berezina, N.F. Elansky, A.M. Obukhov
222
Rn and its usage for estimation of greenhouse gases emissions in the surface layer
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 52

Jason Beringer, L. B. Hutley, N. J. Tapper, L. A. Cernusak, K. Görgen, D. Abramson, P. Uotila
Fire in Australian savannas: from leaf to landscape
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 53
Gordon B. Bonan
The ecological theory of climate models
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 54

George Burba, Tanvir Demetriades-Shah, Liukang Xu, Tyler Anderson, Dayle McDermitt, Jessica
Schledlbauer, Donatella Zona, Steven Oberbauer, Walter Oechel
Open-path instrument for eddy covariance measurements of methane flux
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 55
George Burba, Michael Furtaw, Dayle McDermitt, and Tanvir Demetriades-Shah
Eddy covariance fluxes of carbon dioxide and water measured with new compact gas analyzer
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 57
Alessandro C. de Araújo, A. J. Dolman, M. J. Waterloo, J. H. C. Gash, B. Kruijt, F. B. Zanchi, C. von
Randow, J. M. E. de Lange, R. Stoevelaar, A. O. Manzi, A. D. Nobre, R. N. Lootens, F. J. J. Backer
Interaction of micrometeorology and surface fluxes confounding the interpretation of CO2 fluxes
in Central Amazonia
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 59
Remko Duursma, Belinda Medlyn, Craig Barton, Markus Löw, David Ellsworth, David Tissue, Derek
Eamus, Ross McMurtrie
Sensitivity of whole-plant water use to plant properties at elevated CO2 and drought at the
Hawkesbury forest experiment: a model-based analysis
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 60
Benedikt J. Fest, Stephen J. Livesley, Matthias Drösler, Jason Beringer Stefan K. Arndt
Soil-atmosphere greenhouse gas exchange in a temperate eucalyptus regnans forest in Australia:
a wildfire history perspective
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 61
Phil P. Harris, Christopher M. Taylor
Fine resolution estimates of land surface energy and water fluxes from a land surface model
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 62
Vanessa Haverd, Matthias Cuntz
Soil-Litter-Iso: a one-dimensional model for coupled transport of heat, water and stable isotobes
in soil with a litter layer and root extraction
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 63
Carol Hensley, Jason Beringer, Peter Isaac
Comparison of algorithms for determining remotely sensed evapotranspiration in northern
Australian savannas
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 65
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Motoko Inatomi, Akihiko Ito
Estimation of CH4 emission from Asian region by visit model
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 67

Sinkyu Kang, Keunchang Jang, Nayoung Do
Monitoring gross primary productivity, evapotranspiration, and plant water use efficiency using
MODIS
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 69
Genki Katata , Haruyasu Nagai
Numerical study of surface water and energy exchanges in arid regions using detailed land
surface model including fog deposition on vegetation
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 70
Axel Kleidon, Kristin Bohn, Ryan Pavlick, Björn Reu
Incorporating functional diversity into land surface exchange processes: results from the Jena
Diversity (JeDi) vegetation model
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 73
Hanna Katriina Lappalainen, Sanna Sevanto, Janna Bäck, Janne Rinne, Markku Kulmala
Temperature dependence of day-time concentrations of biogenic volatile organic compounds in a
boreal forest and their connection to new aerosol particle formation
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 74
In-Hye Lee, Young-Hee Lee
Characteristics of canopy turbulence in complex terrain
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 76

Stephen Livesley, Benedikt Fest, Luke Wylie, Stefan Arndt
Harvesting of eucalyptus plantations does not lead to large soil based greenhouse gas emissions
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 78
Stephen Livesley, Samantha Grover, Lindsay Hutley, Stefan Arndt, Peter Isaac, Jason Beringer.
Greenhouse gas dynamics of North Australian tropical savanna woodland: seasonality and fire
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 79
Belinda Medlyn, David Ellsworth, Sune Linder, Rich Norby, Ram Oren, Ross McMurtrie
New developments in modelling elevated CO2 effects on vegetation at ecosystem scale
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 80

Jennifer B.A. Muller, Carl J. Percival, Martin W. Gallagher, James R. Dorsey, Michael Flynn, David
Fowler, Mhairi Coyle, Eiko G. Nemitz, Carole Helfter, Howard K. Roscoe, James D. Lee, Sarah Moller
Ozone fluxes by eddy covariance over a temperate grassland, tropical rainforest and Arctic seaice
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 80
Natalia V. Pankratova; N.F. Elansky; I.B. Belikov; R.A. Shumsky
Ozone and nitrogen oxides in surface air in Russia: TROICA experiments
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 83

Supannika Potithep, Rikie Suzuki
Relation of satellite image to forest soil conditions in permaforst area, Eastern Siberia
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 84

Markus Reichstein, Martin Jung, Christian Beer, Enrico Tomelleri, Dennis Baldocchi, Nadine Gobron,
Christian Rödenbeck, Dario Papale, FLUXNET members
From point to globe: Up-scaling carbon and water fluxes from FLUXNET eddy covariance tower
via integration with global earth observation
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 85
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Brian Seok, Laurens Ganzeveld, Detlev Helmig, Richard E Honrath, Louisa J Kramer, Claudia Tor,
Brie Van Dam
Development of improved parameterizations of snow-atmosphere gas exchange processes in
earth system models
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 86
Sanna Sevanto, Teemu Hölttä, Pasi Kolari, Samuli Lainuainen, Janne Korhonen, Jukka Pumpanen,
Eero Nikinmaa, Timo Vesala
Drought responses of water and carbon cycles in a boreal forest
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 87
David Simpson
Biosphere-atmosphere interactions in the EMEP MSC-W chemical transport model: Lessons and
uncertainties
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 89
Britton Stephens, Sherri Heck, David Moore, Ankur Desai
Atmospheric CO2 measurements in mountainous terrain to monitor regional fluxes and local
disturbance
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 91
Carol Tadros, Vanessa Haverd, David Griffith, Stephen Parkes, Alastair Williams
Monitoring stable water isotopes in the biosphere and atmosphere: High resolution field data
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 93
Risto Taipale, Taina M. Ruuskanen, Maija K. Kajos, Johanna Patokoski, Hannele Hakola, Janne Rinne
Long-term measurements of volatile organic compound emissions from a boreal forest
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 94
Yoshiyuki Takahashi, Naishen Liang
Spatial and temporal variations in trace gas exchange rates observed in a forest soil
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 96

Nigel Tapper, Marwan Katurji, Jason Beringer, Lindsay Hutley
Unique observations of atmospheric turbulence associated with a low intensity savanna fire,
Adelaide River, Australia
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 98
Julio Tota, David R. Fitzjarrald
Observations of CO2 advection and subcanopy flow in two Amazon tropical rainforest: LBAECO project sites
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 99
Eva van Gorsel, Heather Keith, Helen A. Cleugh, Ray Leuning, Vanessa Haverd, Steve Zegelin, K.L.
Jacobson
Multiple stress effects on a native eucalyptus forest: Disturbance and the long way to recovery
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 100
Olaf S. Vellinga, R.W.A. Hutjes, J.A. Elbers
Representativeness of ground flux sites to regional scale airborne fluxes
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1

Page 101

Xiaoke Wang, Hongxing Zhang, Zongwei Feng
The temperature and moisture sensitivities of soil carbon dioxide efflux altered by tillage in
wheat field of loess plateau, China
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 102
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Richard A. Weinmann, Peter Isaac, Lindsay Hutley, Jason Beringer
Evapotranspiration fluxes for three land cover classes in the tropical savannahs of the Daily
River region of Australia
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 104
Ryuhei Yoshida, Takeshi Yamazaki, Takeshi Ohta
The simulation of water/energy fluxes for FLUXNET sites based on the concept of potential
response characteristics: Scale up from leaf to canopy
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 105
Huqiang Zhang, Bernard Pak
Contrasting land-surface processes in dry and wet climate simulated by an Australian model
Oral, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 107
Libo Zhou, Han Zou, Shupo Ma, Jinhuan Zhu, Peng Li, Cuiping Huo
The air mass exchange between the surface air and troposphere driven by the local circulation on
the northern slope of Mt. Everest
Poster, iLEAPS Session 1
Page 108
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iLEAPS Session 2
Progress in Land-Atmosphere Interactions and Climate Change
Bulent Acma
Promoting sustainable human settlements and eco-city planning approach: Southeastern
Anatolia region and Southeastern Anatolia project (GAP) in Turkey as a case study
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 110
Robert Adler, Koray Yilmaz, Yang Hong, Dalia Bach Kirschbaum, Harold Pierce, Fritz Policelli
Global flood and landslide prediction using satellite observations—Real-time and climate change
scenario applications
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 111
Valentine G. Anantharaj, Udaysankar S. Nair, Peter Lawrence, Thomas N. Chase, Sundar Christopher
and Thomas Jones
Comparison of CERES TOA shortwave fluxes to CCSM3 simulations with modis-derived land
surface parmeters
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 112
Andrew I. Ayeni
Climate change challenges, dryland development and national effort in managing food crisis in
Nigeria
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 114
Scott Chambers, Wlodek Zahorowski, Alastair Williams, Alex Vermeulen, Bart Verheggen, Jagoda
Crawford and Ot Sisoutham
Mixing in the lower atmosphere: An application of long-term tower-based radon gradient
measurements
Poster, iLEAPS session 2
Page 115
Yi-Ying Chen, Ming-Hsu Li
Effect of coordinate rotation and averaging period on estimating surface heat and water vapor
fluxes over mountainous terrain
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 117
Emmanouil Flaounas, Sophie Bastin, Serge Janicot
Evaluation of the impact of surface albedo and orography in the simulation of the West African
monsoon in 2006
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 119
Rong Fu, Wenhong Li, Katia Fernandes, Paola Arias
Surface warming, delay of wet season onset and intensified drought over Amazonia and their link
to global climate change
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 120
Laurens Ganzeveld, Lex Bouwman, Bas Eickhout, Elke Stehfest, Detlef van Vuuren, the MESSy team
The impact of land use and land cover changes on atmosphere-biosphere
reactive exchange and atmospheric chemistry
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 120
Claire Granier, Aude Mieville, Cathy Liousse, Bruno Guillaume, Florent Mouillot, Jean-François
Lamarque, Jean-Marie Grégoire, Gabrielle Pétron
Emissions of gases and particles from biomass burning during the 20th century
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 121
Samantha Grover, Lindsay Hutley, Stephen Livesley, Stefan Arndt, Peter Isaac, Jason Beringer
Land use change in North Australian savanna and the impact upon greenhouse gas exchange
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 122
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Qing He, Ali Mamtimin, Shuai Li, Xinchun Liu, Wen Huo, Xinhua Yang
The advances in observational study of atmospheric boundary layer in Taklimakan desert
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 123
Ann Henderson-Sellers, Kendal McGuffie
The PILPS paradox: How average improvement hides lousy land-surfaces
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 125

Forrest M. Hoffman, James T. Randerson, Inez Y. Fung, Peter E. Thornton, Natalie M. Mahowald,
Gordon B. Bonan, Steven W. Running
The carbon-land model intercomparison project (C-LAMP): A prototype for coupled biosphereatmosphere model benchmarking for the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5)
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 126
Peter Isaac, Jason Beringer, Lindsay Hutley
Modelling the spatial and temporal variability of energy, water and carbon-dioxide fluxes over
Australian tropical savannas
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 128
Akihiko Ito, Dennis G. Dye
Impact of the future radiation change on terrestrial carbon budget: A model simulation analysis
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 129
Eric. B. Jaeger, Sonia I. Seneviratne
Contribution of land-atmosphere coupling to temperature and precipitation extremes of the
European summer climate in the 20th century
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 131
Atul K. Jain, Xiojuan Yang, Tosha Richardson
Impact of land use change and nitrogen deposition on the carbon and nitrogen stocks of plants
and soils
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 132
Su-Jong Jeong, Chang-Hoi Ho, and Jee-Hoon Jeong
Increase in vegetation greenness and decrease in springtime warming over east Asia
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 133

Kwang Ho Kim, Bak Sa Kim, Min Sung Kim, Byung Hyuk Kwon, Dong Hwan Kang
Variation of carbon dioxide and meteorological factors in a campus area
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 134

Miko U.F. Kirschbaum
The effects of climate change on future transpiration rates are modified by the poperties of plant
canopies
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 135
Kenichi Kurioka, Jason Beringer, Lindsay Hutley, A. David McGuire, Eugenie S. Euskirchen
The effect of climate change and elevated atmospheric CO2 on the carbon dynamics of mountain
ash (Eucalyptus regnans) forests
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 138
Rachel M. Law, YingPing Wang and Bernard Pak
Benchmarking land surface model carbon fluxes using atmospheric CO2 measurements
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 140

David M. Lawrence, Andrew G. Slater
Modeling permafrost in an Earth System model: Permafrost's response to (and role in) climate
change
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 142
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Ian McHugh, Jason Beringer, Nigel Tapper, Mark Adams
Carbon and water budgets of Australian Alpine grasslands
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 142

Kathleen Mennell, Bob Scholes
Amplification and buffering of climate change: The succulent thicket of South Africa as a climate
regulator
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 144
Lina M. Mercado, Nicolas Bellouin, Stephen Sitch, Olivier Boucher, Chris Huntingford, Martin Wild,
Peter M. Cox
Impact of changes in diffuse radiation on the global land carbon sink
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 144
Kailasam Muni Krishna, S. Ramalingeswara Rao
Summer monsoon rainfall trends and teleconnections with climatic indices over Andhra Pradesh,
India – Global warming
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 145
Alice Niculescu, A. Deletic, E. Daly, J Beringer
Impact of biofiltration systems on water, mass and energy balances in urban areas
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 146

Iain Colin Prentice
Quantifying land-atmosphere interactions for climate change: A perspective
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 147

Lawrie Rikus
Time series comparisons of model and in-situ surface fields in the CEOP EOP3/4 data set
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 148
Arina P. Schrier-Uijl, P. Kroon, D.Hendriks, E.M.Veenendaal, P.A. Leffelaar and F. Berendse
How the methane balance changes if agricultural peatlands are transformed into wetland nature
and how this transformation influences the total carbon balance
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 149
Penelope Serrano-Ortiz, Marilyn Roland, Francisco Domingo, Sergio Sanchez-Moral, Ivan Janssens,
Andrew S. Kowalski
A pilot assessment of biological and geochemical components of ecosystem-scale CO2 exchange
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 152
R.B. Singh, Manoj
Geoinformatics based monitoring and predicting urban heat islands and promoting carbon
resilience city: Case of Delhi
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 154
Rikie Suzuki, Kooiti Masuda, Hidetaka Sakai, Akihiko Kondoh
Potential of satellite remote sensing for vegetation dynamics study in relation to meteorological
variability
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 155
Abigail Swann, Inez Fung, Samuel Levis, Gordon Bonan, Scott Doney
Arctic vegetation changes induce high latitude warming through greenhouse effect
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 156

Nadezda Tchebakova, Elena Parfenova
Possible land cover change feedbacks to albedo and net radiation in Siberia in a warming climate
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 157
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Valery Vuglinsky
Changes in ice regimes of rivers in the northern part of Russia
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 158

Guojie Wang, Albertus Johannes Dolman
Triggering and amplification of heatwaves in Europe
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 160

Yingping P. Wang, B. Pak, R.M. Law
Calibration of a global model of carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycle of terrestrial ecosystems
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 161
Stephen A. Wood, Jason Beringer, Peter Isaac, Lindsay Hutley
Variability of carbon, water and energy fluxes in the Australia’s top end
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2

Page 163

Weixing Wu, Guirui Yu, Shaoqiang Wang, Lei Zhou, Mi Zhang, Others from AsiaFLUX
On the relationship of light use efficiency and driving climatic factors in east Asia forests
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 164
Ryoji Yamashima, Jun Matsumoto, Kumiko Takata
Impacts of historical land use changes on the sesonal march of the Asian summer monsoon
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 166
Yan Xiaodong, Wu Qiong, Xiong Zhe
Effects of forest distribution change on regional climate and hydrology in China: A numerical
simulation study
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 168
Fengmei Yao, Jiahua Zhang
Remote sensing of East Asian summer monsoon-driven terrestrial ecosystem in eastern China
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 168
Xiaodong Zeng
Evaluation of the dependence of vegetation on climate in an improved dynamic global vegetation
model (CLM-DGVM)
Poster, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 170
Han Zou, Libo Zhou, Shupo Ma, Peng Li
The role of snow/ice cover in formulating the local circulation on the northern slope of the
Himalayas
Oral, iLEAPS Session 2
Page 172
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iLEAPS Session 3
The Role ofAtmospheric Boundary Layer Processes in Modulating
Surface Exhanges
Florence Bocquet, Ben Balsley
Turbulent boundary layer dynamics: Intermittent or persistent turbulence?
Poster, iLEAPS Session 3
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Aerosols from the Land Surface and their Interactions with the
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Natural aerosol and CCN burdens in the continental atmosphere
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Paul Dirmeyer, Tim DelSole, Mei Zhao
Building the case for (or against) land-driven climate predictability
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Climate change and groundwater
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Dongho Lee, Joon Kim, Kwang-Sik Lee, Sung Kim
Partitioning of catchment water budget and its implications for ecosystem carbon exchanges
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The importance of surface boundary forcing for simulated South American climate
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Soil moisture-precipitation feedback inferred from satellite datasets
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Wei-Chyung Wang, Xuezhen Zhang, Xiuqi Fang, Yu Ye, Jingyun Zheng
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century and its climate implication
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Joint Session B
Aerosol, Cloud, Precipitation and Climate Interactions
Long S. Chiu, R. Chokngamwong, Tseon Hei Har
Trends in tropical rain rate distribution and aerosol interactions
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Impact of aerosols over the precipitation in INDO - Gangetic plains
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Aerosol effect on ice cloud particle size and associated precipitation: Analyses from multi-satellite
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Christa D. Peters-Lidard, Sujay V. Kumar, Joseph A. Santanello, Jr., Rolf H. Reichle
Multi-scale hydrometeorological modeling, land data assimilation and parameter estimation with
the land information system
Poster, Joint Session C
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Peter Rayner
Combining models and data on the global carbon cycle: Fusion or confusion
Oral, Joint Session C
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Rolf Reichle, Wade Crow, Randal Koster, John Kimball, Dara Entekhabi, Jared Entin, Tom Jackson,
Joel Johnson, Kent Kellogg, Kyle McDonald, Mahta Moghaddam, Susan Moran, Eni Njoku, Peggy
O’Neill , J. C. Shi, Leung Tsang, Jakob Van Zyl
Global high resolution mapping and assimilation of Soil Moisture Observations from SMAP
Poster, Joint Session C
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Christoph Rüdiger, Jeffrey Walker, Damian Barrett, Robert Gurney, Yann Kerr, Ed Kim, John Le
Marshall
MoistureMap: Towards a soil moisture monitoring, prediction and reporting system for
sustainable land and water management
Poster, Joint Session C
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Melody Sandells, Ian Davenport, Debbie Putt, Robert Gurney
The accuracy of global snow mass estimates from passive microwave measurements
Poster, Joint Session C
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P. Sanjeeva Rao
Integrated land-ocean-atmosphere process studies over the Indian region
Poster, Joint Session C
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Adrian Simmons
Integrated observation, modelling and data assimilation for atmospheric dynamics,
thermodynamics and composition
Oral, Joint Session C
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Susan Steele-Dunne, Nick van de Giesen, Martine Rutten, Scott Tyler, Chadi Sayde, John Selker
SoilDTS: Using distributed temperature sensing to monitor large-scale variability in soil
moisture
Poster, Joint Session C
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Wei-Kuo Tao, J. Chern, S. Lamg, T. Matsui, B. Shen, X. Zeng, R. Shi
Using multi-scale modeling systems and satellite data to study the precipitation processes
Poster, Joint Session C
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Kevin E Trenberth
Aspects of a climate observing system: Energy and water
Oral, Joint Session C
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Albert van Dijk, Luigi Renzullo
The Australian Water Resources Assessment System
Oral, Joint Session C
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Eric F. Wood, Justin Sheffield, Craig Ferguson, Tara Troy, Ming Pan
Observing global and continental terrestrial water and energy budgets using satellite remote
sensing
Oral, Joint Session C
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Kei Yoshimura, Christophe Sturm, David Noone
Introduction of SWING-2/CEOP-ICCS activity
Poster, Joint Session C
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Wanchang Zhang, Dong Zhang, Jiongfeng Chen, Yonghe Liu
Towards the construction of the digital watershed and development of a distributed ecohydrological
Poster, Joint Session C
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NEW CHALLENGES IN UNVEILING THE LINKS BETWEEN
CLIMATE WITH BIOGEOCHEMICAL PROCESS AND THE
ATMOSPHERE
Paulo Artaxo
Institute of Physics, University of São Paulo, Brazil.
artaxo@if.usp.br

It is critically important for the ongoing efforts to build Earth System Models that we
actually understand the key process that regulates atmospheric composition and its
influence on regional and global climate. The iLEAPS and GEWEX programs have
an important role in understanding the profound changes that are happening with our
environment. Recent efforts in enhanced observations and modeling showed large
gaps in our knowledge of the functioning of the system that maintain life in our
planet. The large discrepancies in climate predictions indicate that we still do not
understand critical process and that models must be better tested against observations.
Long term observations are key to understand the budgets and variability of trace
gases and aerosols globally. We are starting to understand the interactions between the
hydrological cycle and land process including physical, biogeochemical and
atmospheric chemistry process that includes feedbacks at various levels. This is
essential to better forecast what will happen with the water cycle and the regional and
global radiation budget.
The aerosol-cloud-precipitation-climate links have recently showed a more complex
picture. There is lots of evidence that land surface properties and aerosol particles
have a critical role on Earth´s thermodynamic and radiative energy budgets that
affects precipitation process. But the process that regulates the influence of aerosols
on clouds includes microphysical and thermodynamic effects that strongly influences
cloud development. The effect of the aerosols in precipitation remains an open issue.
In terms of global carbon cycle, advances in the role of tropical forests dynamics and
its link with the regional climate system shows that coherent mitigation strategies will
only be developed after an approach that takes into account coupled climate,
biogeochemistry and the socio-economic drivers. Recent studies on tropical carbon
cycle showed large vulnerability and also that this issue can play a critical role in
short term carbon mitigation strategy.
The global change scientific agenda is been pressed to respond to societal needs in
terms of better understanding of future emissions scenarios and water and carbon
cycles, Earth radiation balance and other effects. We need to enhance our scientific
agenda to try to respond to the needs of a changing climate and impact mitigation
needs.
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PREDICTION IN POLITICS, POLICY AND SCIENCE
Roger Pielke
Center for Science and Technology Policy Research, USA
rpielkejr@gmail.com

Prediction is central to science. But it is also central to policy and politics, which
depend upon reconciling contested, alternative visions of the future. Consequently,
science, policy and politics become inextricably intertwined, sometimes to the
detriment of science and sometimes with pathological consequences for policy. The
situation becomes even more complicated in situations of contested certainties and
irreducible ignorance. What can scientists do in such contexts to simultaneously
maintain the integrity of science and contribute effectively to the needs of decision
makers? This talk will draw on a range of theory and experience to discuss prediction
in science, policy and politics and offer some suggestions for how the scientific
community might successfully navigate these dangerous waters.

CHALLENGES TO UNDERSTANDING THE CLIMATE SYSTEM
Piers J. Sellers
NASA, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, USA
piers.j.sellers@nasa.gov

Our community is confronted with two major challenges in the area of climate system
research. The first concerns our ability to observe the Earth system. We are in the
fortunate position of having a fully functional satellite-based Earth Observing System
(EOS) which has provided us with some real breakthroughs in understanding how our
planet works. This system has dovetailed beautifully with the global operational
meteorological satellite system over the last decade or so. However, the performance
of the next generation environmental satellite system, National Polar Orbiting
Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS), is uncertain. This new system, designed
to replace many of the EOS functions as well as meeting operational meteorological
needs, has experienced a series of funding cutbacks, delays and technical problems.
The climate science community, the new administration in Washington DC (USA)
and the international meteorological partnership will have to work hard to provide the
Earth Observing communities with the tools they need to continue the good work of
the EOS era.
Our second challenge lies in the area of climate modeling. We are on the verge of a
new revolution in climate modeling: computer hardware may make it possible to run
climate simulations at spatial resolutions of a few kilometers in the very near future.
This capability, by itself, would greatly enhance the representation of moist processes
and tropical meteorology, leading to improved climate predictions and may also
provide us with significantly more insight into regional climate impacts. To
implement this capability will require a huge commitment by government and
science, but the potential yield in scientific understanding and societal benefit could
be enormous.
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PUTTING HUMANS INTO EARTH SYSTEM MODELS: A 21ST
CENTURY RESEARCH CHALLENGE
Will Steffen
Climate Change Institute, The Australian National University
will.steffen@anu.edu.au

Climate Change Institute, The Australian National University, Canberra It has been
recognised for nearly a decade at least that humans have become a global geophysical
force that can rival some of the great forces of Nature. The concept of the
Anthropocene, which is becoming widely used in the scientific community, captures
this phenomenon. Yet, it has remained surprisingly difficult to develop Earth System
models that incorporate human phenomena as fully interactive parts of the model. The
linkage between land and atmosphere offers one area in which rapid advances can –
and in some cases, are – being made in integrating human and biophysical aspects of
Earth System functioning. This exploratory talk will describe some current
approaches for putting humans into the Earth System, from observations and
classification systems to global modelling frameworks. The latter will explore the
genre of models often called “Integrated Global Models”, as well as attempts to
include human-driven land-cover change and its consequences in Dynamic Global
Vegetation Models. The talk will conclude with some speculation about the
development of the Anthropocene through the 21st century and beyond.

LESSONS LEARNT IN MELBOURNE WATER MANAGEMENT
John Thwaites
Monash Sustainability Institute, Australia
john.thwaites@msi.monash.edu.au

Until a decade ago, people in Melbourne and many other major Australian cities had
few concerns about water supply. A decade of drought and the likely impact of
climate change have changed that. Melbourne is facing a severe water shortage that
has led to significant changes in water policy and major investment in desalination
and other supply measures. Water is now a ‘top of mind’ issue for ordinary citizens.
Water conservation has been a key aspect of the city’s response to drought and
climate change and water use per head has reduced by more than 30 per cent. Prof
Thwaites was the Victorian Deputy Premier and Minister for Water and Climate
Change from 2002 – 2007 and responsible for major policy changes in water
management. The paper will outline some of the lessons learnt from the experience of
water management in Melbourne in this period and examine the role scientists can
play in assisting government and water authoritites.
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MICROCLIMATES AND CO2/HEAT FLUXES IN FLOODED AND
AEROBIC RICE FIELDS IN THE PHILIPPINES
Ma. Carmelita R. Alberto (1), Reiner Wassmann (1,4), Takashi Hirano (2), Akira Miyata (3),
Arvind Kumar (1), Agnes Padre (1), and Modesto Amante (1)
(1) International Rice Research Institute, Los Baños, Laguna, Philippines
(2) Research Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido University, Japan
(3) National Institute of Agro-Environmental Sciences, Tsukuba, Japan
(4) Seconded from Research Center Karlsruhe, Germany
M.Alberto@CGIAR.ORG

The microclimates and seasonal fluxes of heat, moisture and CO2 were investigated
under two different rice environments: flooded and aerobic soil conditions, using the
eddy covariance technique during 2008 dry season. The fluxes were correlated with
the microclimate prevalent in each location. This study was intended to monitor the
environmental impact of shifting from lowland rice production to aerobic rice
cultivation as an alternative to maintain crop productivity under water scarcity. The
declining availability and increasing costs of water threaten the traditional way of
growing rice under irrigated conditions. Therefore, several water-saving techniques
are currently developed to lower the water requirements of the rice crop [1]. One of
the promising water-saving technologies comprises shifting from lowland rice
production to aerobic rice cultivation [2]. However, large uncertainties exist in
predicting the outcomes of these changes with regard to soil health, long-term
sustainability and environmental impacts of rice production systems.
Results from 2008 dry season investigation showed that in the aerobic rice field, the
mean air temperature in the canopy was about 1% higher while the relative humidity
and vapor pressure were about 3.9% and 2.6%, respectively, lower than in the flooded
rice field. This accounted for about 15.6% higher vapor pressure deficit in the aerobic
rice field over the growing season. However, the mean soil temperature at 5 cm depth
was about 1% lower in aerobic field than in flooded one.
Table 1. Microclimate of the rice canopy (0.75m above the soil) in flooded and aerobic rice
ecosystems in 2008 Dry season.
Flooded

Aerobic

t-value

Air temperature (ºC)

26.3 ± 1.5

26.5 ± 1.3

2.84 ***

Relative humidity (%)

79.3 ± 3.7

76.2 ± 3.7

10.64 ***

Vapor pressure (kPa)

2.68 ± 0.17

2.61 ± 0.20

11.45 ***

Vapor pressure deficit (kPa)

0.77 ± 0.19

0.89 ± 0.18

7.81 ***

Soil temp (ºC)

27.8 ± 1.5

27.5 ± 1.4

4.13 ***

Seasonal means were shown with standard deviation
Tabular t-value (p = 0.05) - 1.96
(p = 0.01) - 2.58
*** = t-test significant at 1% level

Likewise, the aerobic rice fields had higher sensible heat flux (H) and lower latent
heat flux (LE) compared to flooded fields. On seasonal average, aerobic rice fields
had 48% more sensible heat flux while flooded rice fields had 20% more latent heat
flux. Consequently, the aerobic rice fields had significantly higher Bowen ratio (0.25)
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than flooded fields (0.14), indicating that a larger proportion of the available net
radiation was used for sensible heat transfer or for warming the surrounding air.
Table 2. Daily mean values of sensible heat (H) and latent heat (LE) fluxes and Bowen ratio
) in two rice ecosystems during 2008 Dry season.
-2 -1

H (MJ m d )
LE (MJ m-2d-1)
(H/LE)

Flooded
1.06
7.98
0.14

Aerobic
1.57
6.63
0.25

Computed t-value
2.9 ***
3.5 ***
3.9 ***

Values were averaged over the entire growing period
*** = t-test significant at 1% level

The total C budget integrated over the cropping period (21 Jan – 12 May 2008)
showed that the net ecosystem exchange (NEE) in flooded rice fields was about three
times higher than in aerobic fields while gross primary production (GPP) and
ecosystem respiration (Re) were 1.5 and 1.2 times higher, respectively. The high GPP
of flooded rice ecosystem was very evident because the photosynthetic capacity of
lowland rice is naturally large and it is free from environmental stresses from dry air
and soil. The Re of flooded rice fields was also relatively high because it was
enhanced by the high photosynthetic activities of lowland rice as manifested by larger
above-ground plant biomass. The NEE, GPP, and Re values for flooded rice fields
were -258, 778, and 521 gC m-2, respectively. For aerobic rice fields, values were -85,
515, and 430 gC m-2 for NEE, GPP, and Re, respectively. The ratio of Re/GPP in
flooded fields was 0.67 while it was 0.83 for aerobic rice fields.
Table 3. Total C budget in flooded and aerobic rice fields from 21 Jan – 12 May 2008 dry
season. (unit: gC m-2)

Flooded
-258
778
521
0.67

Net Ecosystem CO2 Exchange (NEE)
Gross Primary production (GPP)
Ecosystem Respiration (Re)
Re/GPP

Aerobic
-85
515
430
0.83

The results of this investigation will contribute to a thorough evaluation of alternative
water-saving technologies by providing (for the first time) a data set on environmental
impacts.
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222

Rn AND ITS USAGE FOR ESTIMATION OF GREENHOUSE
GASES EMISSIONS IN THE SURFACE LAYER
E.V. Berezina, N.F. Elansky
A.M. Obukhov Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 3 Pyzhevsky
lane, 119017 Moscow, Russia
e_berezina_83@mail.ru

It is well known that 222Rn is widely used as a tracer for studying different
atmospheric processes including estimations of greenhouse gases emissions.
Calculation of 222Rn fluxes from the soil into the atmosphere allows quantitative
estimation of greenhouse gases emissions having the soil origin or the sources of
which are located on or near the surface. For qualitative evaluation of 222Rn fluxes a
detailed investigation of spatial and temporal variations of its concentration is
necessary.
222

Rn concentrations data in the atmospheric surface layer over continental Russia
from Moscow to Vladivostok obtained during the six TROICA (Transcontinental
Observations Into the Chemistry of the Atmosphere) expeditions of the mobile
laboratory along the Trans-Siberian railway are analyzed. Spatial distribution, diurnal
and seasonal variations of surface 222Rn concentrations along the Trans-Siberian
railroad are investigated. According to the data obtained surface 222Rn concentration
values above continental Russia vary from 0.5 to 75 Bq/m3 depending on daily
variations and geological features of the territory with the average value being 8.42 +
0.10 Bq/m3. The average 222Rn concentration is maximum in autumn and minimum in
spring.
The factors mainly influencing 222Rn concentration variations are studied: surface
temperature inversions, geological features of the territory, precipitations. 222Rn
accumulation features in the atmospheric surface layer during night temperature
inversions are analyzed. It was noted that during night temperature inversions the
surface 222Rn concentration is 7 - 8 times more than the one during the nights without
temperature inversions. Since a stable atmospheric stratification determines
accumulation and diurnal variations of many atmospheric pollutants as well as
greenhouse gases its features are analyzed in detail. During the expeditions surface
temperature inversions were observed from 18:00-19:00 to 06:00-07:00 in the warm
season and from 16:00 to 08:00-09:00 in the cold season. In this time 222Rn
accumulated in the surface atmospheric layer with its maximum concentration values
being observed near sunrise.
222

Rn fluxes from the soil into the atmosphere from Moscow to Vladivostok during
surface temperature inversions are estimated taking into account geological factors.
222
Rn accumulation layer depth in the lower atmosphere is calculated.
Using the data of CO2, CH4 and 222Rn concentrations obtained in the expeditions we
analyzed correlations between the greenhouse gases and 222Rn. There is a significant
positive correlation between CO2, CH4 and 222Rn concentrations during night
temperature inversions especially in summer and in autumn. It indicates accumulation
both 222Rn and the greenhouse gases in the surface layer during atmospheric stability.
In terms of the regressions of 222Rn concentrations with CO2 and CH4 concentrations
CO2 and CH4 night time fluxes in the surface layer from Moscow to Vladivostok are
estimated using the calculated values of 222Rn fluxes.
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FIRE IN AUSTRALIAN SAVANNAS: FROM LEAF TO
LANDSCAPE
J. Beringer (1), L. B. Hutley (2), N. J. Tapper (1), L. A. Cernusak (2), K. Görgen (3), D.
Abramson (1), and P. Uotila (1)
(1) Monash University, School of Geog and Env Sci, Monash University, Melbourne,
Australia
(2) Charles Darwin University, School of Environmental and Life Sciences, Darwin, Australia
(3) Centre de Recherche Public - Gabriel Lippmann, Département Environnement et AgroBiotechnologies, Belvaux, Luxembourg
jason.beringer@arts.monash.edu.au

Tropical savanna ecosystems account for 11.5% of the global landscape. Up to 75%
of this landscape burns annually and 50% of all biomass burning in tropical regions
originates from savannas [1]. The wet-dry tropics of northern Australia feature
extensive tracts of savanna vegetation which occupy approximately 2 million km2.
This area is equivalent to 12% of the world’s tropical savanna estate, making this
savanna biome of global significance. Fire is arguably the greatest natural and
anthropogenic environmental disturbance in this region. Vast tracts are burnt each
year by pastoralists, aboriginal landholders and conservation managers [2]. Fire in
Australian savannas, results in a scorched canopy that dramatically reduces the green
Leaf Area Index (LAI) and blackens the soil. These surface changes are likely to
result in altered energy partitioning (enhanced sensible heat flux) and shifts in albedo.
In addition, the aerodynamic and biological properties of the ecosystem may change,
affecting surface-atmosphere coupling. For example, a loss of canopy leaf area due to
fire could reduce canopy photosynthesis and evapotranspiration, greatly influencing
post-fire fluxes of water and carbon. We measured radiative, energy and carbon
exchanges over unburned and burned open forest savanna at Howard Springs, Darwin,
Australia. Fire affected the radiative balance immediately following fire through the
consumption of the grass-dominated understorey and blackening of the surface.
Albedo was halved following fire (0.12 to 0.06). A moderate intensity fire resulted in
a comprehensive canopy scorch and almost complete leaf drop in the weeks following
fire. The shutdown of most leaves within the canopy reduced transpiration and altered
energy partitioning. Leaf death and shedding also resulted in a cessation of ecosystem
carbon uptake and the savanna turned from a sink to a source of carbon to the
atmosphere because of the continued ecosystem respiration. We present data from
2001-2005 on the Net Biome Productivity of these savannas estimated at 2.0 tCha -1
yr-1 which is much greater than previously thought [3]. Fire subsequently increased
the Bowen ratio of the landscape and generated large increases in sensible heat fluxes.
We used tethered balloon to demonstrate that the boundary layer above the burned
areas was 1-2OC warmer than the unburned areas [4]. These changes in surface
energy exchange following fire, when applied at the landscape scale, may have
impacts on larger scale climate. At the local scale, enhanced sensible heat fluxes over
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patches of burnt landscape could generate mesoscale circulation systems [5].
Variations in atmospheric heating rates above burnt and unburnt savanna and
associated horizontal pressure gradients will produce atmospheric motion at a range of
scales. In order to examine these processes we performed a sensitivity analysis using a
global climate model (CSIRO Conformal-Cubic Atmospheric Model (C-CAM)). We
utilized a distributed computing approach that allowed the development of a
challenging experimental design that permitted simultaneous variation of all fire
attributes (intensity, spatial extent and time during the year) [6]. The experiment
demonstrates that savanna burning could shape the monsoon through two
mechanisms. Boundary-layer circulation and large-scale convergence is intensified
monotonically through increasing fire intensity and area burned. However, thresholds
of fire timing and area are evident in the consequent influence on monsoon rainfall. In
the optimal band of late, high intensity fires with a somewhat limited extent, it is
possible for the wet season to be significantly enhanced. As such, these results suggest
that local-to-regional scale circulation changes associated with burning may modify
patterns of precipitation and could potentially affect the strength of the Australian
monsoon as suggested by Beringer et al. (2003).
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THE ECOLOGICAL THEORY OF CLIMATE MODELS
Gordon B. Bonan
National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA
bonan@ucar.edu

Climate models have long represented vegetation-atmosphere interactions in terms of
radiative transfer, turbulent fluxes, and the hydrologic cycle. These models have
expanded beyond their hydrometeorological roots to include terrestrial ecosystems,
the carbon cycle, and vegetation dynamics. Model experiments reveal that terrestrial
ecosystems provide important climate forcing and feedback, and the models are being
applied to inform land management policies that can mitigate climate change.
Terrestrial ecosystems influence climate through physical, chemical, and biological
processes that affect planetary energetics, the hydrologic cycle, and atmospheric
composition. Biogeophysical processes (albedo, evapotranspiration) are generally
thought to cool climate (negative climate forcing) while biogeochemical processes
(carbon) are thought to provide positive climate feedback. The net effect of these
processes is highly uncertain and varies among boreal, temperate, and tropical forests.
Here, I examine ecological processes in the context of the climate forcing associated
with historical and future human uses of land (e.g., cropland and pastureland) and the
carbon cycle-climate feedback. For example, croplands have a higher albedo than
forests, and parameterization of surface albedo is a key determinant of the land use
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climate forcing. Albedo parameterizations span a range from plant canopy radiative
transfer algorithms utilizing leaf optical properties to semi-empirical
parameterizations utilizing prescribed land cover-dependent albedo. Changes in latent
heat flux with land cover change also affect climate. Differences among trees, grasses,
and crops in rooting depth and photosynthesis/stomatal conductance influence the
response of evapotranspiration to land cover change. The current generation of carbon
cycle-climate models utilizes a paradigm in which CO 2 fertilization enhances plant
productivity, offset by decreased productivity and increased soil carbon loss with
climate warming. Climate model simulations that include the nitrogen cycle question
the veracity of carbon-only simulations, but also raise new uncertainties.
Extrapolation of process-level understanding of ecosystem functioning gained from
laboratory experiments or site-specific field studies to large-scale climate models
remains a daunting challenge. Biosphere models must be better constrained with
observational data across a range of scales from in situ experimentation, flux tower
measurements of ecosystem functioning, ecological syntheses of long-term ecosystem
research, satellite monitoring of vegetation, and atmospheric monitoring of CO2.
Assessment of the state of the science, current modeling capabilities, and scientific
uncertainties highlights an important dilemma for simulations of historical and future
climate proposed for the next IPCC (AR5) assessment report: land cover change and
the carbon cycle feedback can be significant relative to other climate forcings, but the
uncertainty in these processes is large. Interdisciplinary science that integrates
knowledge of the many interacting climate services of ecosystems with the impacts of
global change is necessary to identify and understand ecosystem feedbacks in the
Earth system and the potential of ecosystems to mitigate climate change.

OPEN-PATH INSTRUMENT FOR EDDY COVARIANCE
MEASUREMENTS OF METHANE FLUX
George Burba (1), Tanvir Demetriades-Shah (1), Liukang Xu (1), Tyler Anderson (1), Dayle
McDermitt (1), Jessica Schledlbauer (3), Donatella Zona (2), Steven Oberbauer (3) and
Walter Oechel (2)
(1)LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA
(2) Department of Biology, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA, USA
(3) Department of Biological Sciences, Florida International University, Miami, FL, USA
george.burba@licor.com

Introduction
Methane is an important greenhouse gas with a warming potential of about 23 times
that of carbon dioxide over a 100-year cycle [1]. Measurements of methane fluxes
from the terrestrial biosphere have mostly been made using flux chambers, which
have many of advantages, but are discrete in time and space and may disturb surface
integrity and air pressure.
Open-path analyzers offer a number of advantages for measuring methane fluxes,
including undisturbed in-situ flux measurements, spatial integration using the Eddy
Covariance approach, zero frequency response errors due to tube attenuation,
confident water and thermal density terms from co-located fast measurements of
water and sonic temperature, and remote deployment due to lower power demands in
the absence of a pump.
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Materials and Methods
The LI-7700 open-path methane analyzer is a VCSEL (vertical-cavity surfaceemitting laser)-based instrument. It employs an open Herriott cell and measures levels
of methane with RMS noise below 6 ppb at 10 Hz sampling in controlled laboratory
conditions. The power consumption of the stand-alone LI-7700 in steady-state is
about 10W, so it can be deployed in any methane-generating location of interest on a
portable or mobile solar-powered tower, and it does not have to have grid power or
permanent industrial generator.
Eddy Covariance measurements of methane flux using the LI-7700 open-path
methane analyzer were conducted between 2006 and 2008 in three ecosystems with
contrasting weather and moisture conditions: (1) sawgrass wetland in the Florida
Everglades; (2) coastal wetlands in an Arctic tundra; and (3) pacific mangroves in
Mexico.
Eddy covariance flux data from a co-located LI-7700, LI-7500, and sonic anemometer
were collected at a 10 Hz rate. Data were processed using EdiRe software [2]
following standard FluxNet methodology [3], with stationarity tests, frequency
response, and density corrections.

Results
In all cases, methane co-spectra behaved in a manner similar to that of the co-spectra
of carbon dioxide, water vapor, and air temperature, demonstrating that the LI-7700
adequately measured fluctuations in methane concentration across the whole spectrum
of frequencies contributing to vertical atmospheric turbulent transport at the
experimental sites. All co-spectra also closely followed the Kaimal model [4], and
demonstrated good agreement with another methane co-spectrum obtained with a
TDLS (Tunable Diode Laser Spectroscope; Unisearch Associates, Inc.) over a
peatland [5].
Overall, hourly methane fluxes ranged from near-zero at night to 2-4 mg m-2 h-1 in
midday in arctic tundra [6] and Pacific mangroves, and to 3-6 mg m-2 h-1 in sawgrass
wetland. Observed fluxes were within the ranges reported in the literature for a
number of wetlands in North America [9, 10, 11], including the Everglades wetlands
[12]. Diurnal patterns were similar to those measured by closed-path sensors [7,8].
The LI-7700 open-path analyzer is a valuable tool for measuring long-term eddy
fluxes of methane due to the good frequency response and undisturbed in-situ
sampling. It enables long-term deployment of permanent, portable or mobile CH4 flux
stations at remote locations with high CH4 production, because it can be powered by a
solar panels or a small generator.
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Introduction
Open-path and closed-path designs of the fast CO2/H2O gas analyzers are wellestablished and widely used to measure concentrations and fluxes of carbon dioxide
and water vapor [1]. Both designs have their advantages and deficiencies.
Open-path analyzers (e.g., LI-7500) have excellent frequency response, long-term
stability, and low sensitivity to window contamination. They are pump-free and
require infrequent calibrations. Yet they are susceptible to data loss during
precipitation and icing, and may need instrument surface heat flux correction when
used in cold conditions [2].
Closed-path analyzers (e.g., LI-7000) can collect data during precipitation, can be
climate-controlled, and are not susceptible to surface heating issues. Yet they
experience significant frequency loss in long intake tubes, especially problematic
when computing water vapor flux. They may require frequent calibrations and need
powerful pump.
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Here we present preliminary data from third kind of a design: a compact enclosed
analyzer enabled for operation with short intake tube, intended to maximize strengths
and to minimize weaknesses of both traditional open-path and closed-path designs.

Materials and Methods
Three prototypes with four different intakes were extensively field-tested in winter,
spring and summer in 2006 and 2007 over ryegrass canopy to assess performance and
power requirements of the instrument, and to determine its' optimal configuration.
LI-7500 was used as a standard for carbon dioxide and water vapor concentrations
and frequency response, and for water vapor flux. LI-7000 was used as a standard for
carbon dioxide flux. All flux data were collected at a 10 Hz rate, and processed using
standard FluxNet methodology [3].
Instantaneous temperature fluctuations were attenuated, on average, by about 85-90%
with 0.5 m intake tube, and by about 90-95% with 1 m intake tube, minimizing
sensible heat flux portion of Webb-Pearman-Leuning term. The remainder was
measured directly eliminating open-path heating or any other temperature issues.
Cell air pressure was typically about 0.35 kPa below the ambient. This pressure drop
was observed at 14 lpm flow, with 0.5 and 1 m intakes without filter. Fluctuations in
instantaneous cell air pressure were about 0.1 kPa without buffer volume, and were
reduced to 0.02 kPa, with use of 20 l buffer downstream from the cell.
Fast temperature and pressure measured inside the cell and low sensitivity to window
contamination allowed for the use of short intake tube (0.5-1.0 m or less) with or
without intake filter, and leading to a low power demand for the pump and entire
system.
The power demand of the tested pump was about 15 W, which is considerably less
than that of traditional closed-path systems (on the order of 50-100 W), and could be
reduced further, to about 7-10 Watts, by selecting different pump or even fan [4].

Results
Frequency losses for CO2 and H2O fluxes were small, yet slightly higher than that by LI7500 (on average, 12% vs. 8% for 0.5 intake, 13% vs. 9% for 1 m intake) as expected due
to some high frequency attenuation by a short intake tube. For comparison, frequency
losses for LI-7000 with 4.5m intake tube were between 15 and 30%.
Instantaneous 10 Hz CO2 concentration values were within 2 ppm, and mostly within
1 ppm, of standard LI-7500, resulting in mean concentrations being within fraction of
one percent from the standard LI-7500.
Hourly carbon dioxide and water vapor fluxes were within 2% of the standards (LI7000 and LI-7500, respectively) after all appropriate corrections are applied. The
observed 2% difference was not statistically significant for P-value<0.05.
Flux data loss over duration of all experiments was at about 7% for open-path LI7500 mostly due to precipitation (74% loss during precipitation events). For the same
period, losses from closed-path LI-7000 were less than one percent. In all cases, only
periods with functioning sonic anemometer and u*>0.1 were considered. Data loss
was close to that of LI-7000, but with power and maintenance requirements close to
those of LI-7500, and substantially below those of LI-7000.
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Summary and Conclusions
New gas analyzer has number of advantages over open-path analyzers. Similar to the
closed-path LI-7000 analyzer, it has minimal data loss during precipitation events and
icing, it does not have surface heating issues, and it has improved water specs due
absence of solar filter.
New gas analyzer also has a number of advantages over traditional closed-path
analyzers. It has good frequency response (close to that of open-path LI-7500) due to
small and easily correctable flux attenuation loss in short intake tube. Similar to LI7500, new analyzer does not need frequent calibration, has minimal maintenance
requirements, and can be used in low power configuration with short intake tube. It is
also small, light-weight and weather-proof.
Further development includes testing it under wide range of conditions and in all
seasons, and fine-tuning specifications and software for optimal performance.
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The landscape of central Amazonia is composed of plateaus and valleys. Previous
observations have shown preferential pooling of CO2 in the valleys (de Araujo et al.,
2008a b), suggesting that the change in CO2 storage in the canopy air space (S) will be
spatially variable at the scale of the topography. This may affect the interpretation of
the net ecosystem CO2 exchange (NEE) rates measured on the plateaus if they have
used one single atmospheric CO2 concentration ([CO2]) vertical profile measurement
system. We have measured the diurnal and seasonal variation of S along the
topography by using a set of [CO2] vertical profile measurement systems. In addition,
NEE, the above-canopy turbulent exchange of CO 2 (Fc) and meteorological variables
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were also measured by micrometeorological towers located on the plateau and in the
valley.
The nocturnal accumulation of CO2 was larger on the slopes and in the valleys than on
the plateau, and was also larger in the dry season than in the wet season. In addition,
the release of this CO2 occurred later in the day on the slopes and in the valleys than
on the plateau. Differences in the flow regime above the canopy on the plateau and in
the valley, the pattern of destruction of the nocturnal boundary layer in the valley,
lateral drainage of respired CO2 downslope, and the temporal, spatial and seasonal
variability of soil CO2 efflux (Rsoil) are thought to have contributed to this. These
conditions cause S to be lower on the slopes and in the valleys than on the plateau
during midmorning hours. It is very likely that the interpretation of NEE measured on
both plateau and valley may be biased by S being lower in the valley than on the
plateau. We were not able to distinguish which term of the mass balance equation
(either Fc or S) for the plateau was more susceptible to the CO2 released from the
valley during the period after dawn. We have demonstrated that the temporal and
spatial variability of S along a gentle slope may confound the interpretation of NEE.
As many of the flux measurement towers are set over non-flat terrain, care must be
taken when using the NEE for determining the carbon balance.
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Increasing atmospheric CO2 has the potential to reduce vegetation water use, through
a direct effect on stomatal conductance. It has been suggested that this decreased
water use may alleviate drought stress [1]. This feedback is potentially important
because climate change is expected to increase occurrence of drought over many
areas, in part by changing temporal distributions of rainfall. However, many other
plant properties related to water use are also affected by elevated CO2, particularly in
field-grown plants after long-term exposure to elevated CO2 [2].
Here, we apply a new soil-plant-atmosphere model to a unique whole-tree chamber
experiment, the Hawkesbury Forest Experiment (HFE). The experiment consists of
twelve Eucalyptus saligna trees grown in large whole-tree chambers, with two [CO2]
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treatments (ambient and +200ppm). In addition, six of the trees were subjected to a
drought treatment. Fluxes of H2O and CO2 have been measured continuously for more
than a year.
The new model is an extension of the single-tree based MAESTRA model [3], which
scales leaf-level fluxes of water and CO2 to the canopy based on detailed
physiological sub-models. We added water balance and plant hydraulic components to
MAESTRA based on the SPA model [4]. Parameterization of the model to the HFE is
currently underway as the experiment is nearing its completion.
We report on a sensitivity analysis of annual whole-plant water use to variations in
important plant properties that may be affected by eCO2, in addition to the commonly
observed decline in stomatal conductance. These properties include hydraulic
conductance, minimum leaf water potential, photosynthetic capacity, and amount of
fine roots. The interaction with drought is studied by repeating the sensitivity analysis
for years with different precipitation totals, as well as different temporal patterns in
precipitation.
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Forest ecosystems are the largest carbon sink in the terrestrial biosphere. The
quantification of greenhouse gas fluxes in forest ecosystems is important to determine
the complete contribution of these ecosystems to global greenhouse gas (GHG)
exchange. Previous research in high rainfall tropical forest systems in Australia
indicated that soil nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions can be substantial when denitrification processes are promoted with high soil moisture [1] whereas these soils
were generally a methane (CH4) sink [2]. The aim of this study was to investigate the
magnitude, the spatial and the seasonal variation of soil-atmosphere N2O, CH4 and
CO2 exchange in a temperate, high rainfall forest ecosystem (Eucalyptus regnans,
1200 mm precipitation per year) in Victoria, Australia.
We measured net ecosystem exchange through eddy covariance (ongoing) and soil
based GHG fluxes with an automated measurement system in E. regnans forests near
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Kinglake West. Spatial variability of GHG fluxes in the landscape and the influence
of stand age were investigated using manual chambers in a) an approximately 350
year old over-mature stand, b) a 90 year old mature stand and c) a 30 year old juvenile
stand; all having regrown after wildfire. The same three forest stands were measured
at different times of the year to investigate the seasonality of soil GHG fluxes.
On an annual basis, the 350 year old E. regnans forest was a strong carbon sink (3 t
CO2-eq ha-1 yr-1). In contrast soil based GHG fluxes were dominated by CO2 efflux,
which contributed approximately 98% to the gross 0.017 t CO2-eq ha -1 d -1 source
strength of the forest soil, whilst N2O contributed approximately 2%. However N2 O
emissions were generally very low (mean of 6.9 g N m2 h-1). The soil was a sink for
CH4 offsetting approximately 0.8% of the gross (CO2 + N2O) source strength. The
observed low N2O emissions were related to the small inorganic N pool size and low
nitrification rates indicating tight nutrient cycling in this forest ecosystem. This was
confirmed by laboratory 15N pool dilution experiments. Soil CH4 uptake rates were
greatest in the oldest stand and lowest in the youngest stands, with soil moisture being
the major determinant of soil CH4 uptake capacity. We observed little seasonality in
soil GHG fluxes across the different forest stands, so that differences in GHG flux
amongst the different aged forest stands were maintained throughout the year.
The GHG balance of this moist temperate forest ecosystem, in the long term, is
mainly influenced by changes in photosynthesis and respiration processes whilst nonCO2 GHG exchange plays only a minor role.
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The results from climate models [1] and observation studies [2, 3] indicate that
rainfall in West Africa is sensitive to soil moisture. One of the aims of the African
Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses (AMMA) programme is to improve
understanding and prediction of this coupling between the land surface and rainfall.
In the semi-arid regions of West Africa the surface energy partition is related closely
to near-surface moisture availability. Such moisture availability exhibits marked
heterogeneity at scales of a few kilometres, related to the passage of storm systems
during the previous one or two days. The associated variations in surface fluxes affect
planetary boundary layer properties at the mesoscale, which may in turn affect rainfall
and the seasonal development of the West African monsoon.
Atmosphere models used to study this land-atmosphere coupling are sensitive to the
soil moisture initial condition. There exists no observation network for soil moisture
in West Africa, so models rely on data from atmosphere analyses, which are often
unable to describe adequately surface variation at the mesoscale. Additionally,
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retrospective estimates of the seasonal surface energy and water budgets using landsurface models are biased by persistent model errors in soil moisture.
Anomalies in near-surface (top few centimetres) soil moisture are anti-correlated with
anomalies in land-surface brightness temperature, which is observed by the SEVIRI
thermal infra-red sensors onboard the Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) satellites.
Here, we use methods developed for assimilating the MSG land-surface temperature
product from the EUMETSAT Land SAF to constrain estimates of the surface energy
and water budgets using the JULES land-surface model. This MSG temperature
product has a pixel size of approximately 3 km in this region, and is known to provide
information on surface wetness anomalies at the scales of interest [3]. The JULES
simulations are forced using near-surface boundary conditions produced by the
AMMA Land Model Inter-comparison Project (ALMIP; [4]) on a 0.5° grid. The
assimilation scheme analyses increments to the ALMIP precipitation forcing on the 3
km MSG grid. The analysis yields time-series of the JULES state and fluxes that are
consistent with both the model temporal dynamics and the observed surface
temperatures.
We describe the resulting estimates of the surface energy budget for the Sahelian wet
season of 2006. The results provide, for a large region of West Africa, improved
initial conditions for modelling studies and seasonal estimates of the surface energy
and water budgets.
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We present a new isotopically enabled hydrological scheme, “Soil-Litter-Iso”,
suitable for use as part of an isotopically-enabled land surface model. Applications of
such models include: partitioning terrestrial CO2 fluxes between photosynthesis and
respiration using 18O in atmospheric CO2 ; partitioning evapotranspiration; tracing
water movement within the soil-vegetation-atmosphere system; reconstructing
paleoclimates. Soil-Litter-Iso is a one-dimensional model for coupled transport of
heat, water and stable isotopes (HDO and H218O) in soil and litter. It is unique because
it is sufficiently numerically efficient for use at regional-global scales, yet includes the
complexity of coupled heat and water transport enabling decomposition of the total
moisture flux into liquid and vapour components. The latter is known to be important
for modelling the vertical distribution of minor isotopologues (and hence their fluxes)
because vapour transfer causes the remaining liquid water to be enriched due to
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equilibrium fractionation (preferential affinity of the lighter isotopologue for the
vapour phase) and kinetic fractionation (preferential diffusion of the lighter
isotopologue in the vapour phase). The numerical implementation is based on Ross’
fast solution to the Richards Equation [1]. This, combined with explicit solution of the
energy and moisture equations at the soil/air interface, permit the isotopic calculations
to be performed with thick soil layers (top soil layer > 1 cm) and large times steps (~
1 h), resulting in unprecedented computational efficiency. We demonstrate the
model’s numerical accuracy by conducting a series of established test cases and
comparing predictions of steady-state isotopic concentration profiles with
corresponding analytical solutions. We also demonstrate the model’s operation within
a land surface model called CABLE [2].
The model will be tested against the limited available data in the literature. It will be
compared to laboratory observations at two disturbed and non-disturbed soil columns
that were saturated and allowed to dry for periods of 173 and 253 days, respectively
[3]. The model will be further evaluated against observations under two contrasting
field conditions: firstly in a tallgrass prairie [4] and secondly in a Scots pine forest
[5],[6].
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Introduction
Two algorithms suitable for the estimation of regional scale evapotranspiration using
MODIS products are presented and validated at three flux tower sites located in open
woodland savanna in northern Australia. The sites are Howard Springs (annual
rainfall 1750mm), Adelaide River (1300mm) and Daly River (1100mm). All have an
evergreen Eucalypt spp. overstorey and a seasonally dynamic grassy understorey
driven by the wet/dry tropical monsoon. Collection 5 MODIS datasets for Leaf Area
Index, Surface Reflectance and Enhanced Vegetation Index were compiled to 8 day
composites and 500m spatial resolution. To avoid issues with non-linearity when
comparing algorithms, daily time snapshots at 11:00am (the approximate time of the
Terra sensor overpass in the NT) were used to compile the 8 day composite tower
meteorology for model forcing and the measured flux tower latent heat fluxes for
results comparison. Daily values of tower meteorology and measured fluxes
aggregated to 8 day composites are also used to drive the models and results
compared with the 11:00am results.

Methods
The modified Priestley-Taylor approach[1] uses MODIS surface reflectance data and
scales potential evaporation by the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI), the Rescaled
Moisture Index (RMI) and precipitation. RMI is obtained by calculating the linear
correlation between GMVI and EVI and subtracting the linear function from GVMI.
RMI is better able to discriminate between densely vegetated and water saturated
surfaces than either the GVMI or the EVI alone. The RMI is then applied as a
downward modifier of Potential Evapotranspiration ( Epot) to account for reduced
evaporation under water limited conditions whilst simultaneously identifying areas of
low EVI but high surface moisture such as open water bodies. A term is also added to
account for interception evaporation based on a linear relation to precipitation within
the time step. The model equations can be summarised as:

where A is the available energy and g and h are empirical functions.
The modified Penman-Monteith method[2] uses the well-known Penman-Monteith
equation to predict evapotranspiration from the vegetation combined with a PriestleyTaylor style term to estimate soil evaporation:

Available energy is partitioned into energy available at the soil surface and at the
canopy (Asoil,canopy) using MODIS Lai. Aerodynamic conductance, Ga is calculated
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from tower windspeed data and vegetation height. Canopy conductance, Gc is
calculated using a maximum stomatal conductance of 0.011m/s based on field
measurements. We implemented a further modification to this method by estimating
the parameter f as a function of GVMI:

where GVMImin=0.01 and GVMImax=0.3. For GVMI<GVMImin f=0,
GVMI>GVMImax f=1.

Results
Guerschman et al. (2009) parameterised the modified Priestley-Taylor algorithm
using seven Australian flux tower datasets including Howard Springs. Using their
published parameters, the model reproduces the observed Howard Springs
evapotranspiration well ( EPT = 0.92 Eobs, r2=0.65, RMSE=41 W/m2).
Evapotranspiration predicted by the modified Leuning et al. (2008) Penman-Monteith
approach has a smaller bias and root mean square error ( EPM = 0.98 Eobs, r2=0.61,
RMSE=38 W/m2). Figure 1 shows the time series comparison of observed
evapotranspiration and modelled values for a 4.5 year period at Howard Springs
tower. There is a tendency for the Priestley-Taylor model to under-estimate E during
the dry season which is due to the continuing transpiration of the tree canopy via deep
root systems and despite bone-dry surface conditions.

Conclusions
Two methods for estimating regional scale evapotranspiration by integrating ground
based and remotely sensed data were tested at three Australian tropical savanna sites.
The modified Penman-Monteith method performed slightly better but for regional
applications requires spatially distributed windspeed and vegetation height data for
the calculation of Ga. Height estimates for savanna vegetation classes have been
compiled by the authors and windspeed data is now available for Australia at
0.01degree resolution so these data requirements do not impede the applicability of
this method. The performance of both models is satisfactory with no significant
limitations inherent in the data requirements.
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Fig. 1. Time series of observed latent heat fluxes for 11:00am 8-day aggregates at the
Howard Springs flux tower and predictions from the modified Priestley-Taylor and modified
Penman-Monteith models.
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Paddy field is one of the major CH4 emission sources, accounting for 54-112 Tg CH4
yr-1 and 8.9-18.8% of the total CH4 emission (IPCC-AR4, 2007). Estimation of CH4
emission from paddy field remains to be uncertain and difficult, because of various
rice culture methods (e.g. irrigated, rain-fed and deepwater and so forth), water
managements (e.g. continuous and intermittently flooded), input organic matter, soil
types, and crop phenology.
To evaluate the total budget of greenhouse gases between the atmosphere and
terrestrial ecosystem including cropland, we have developed an integrated model of
trace gas exchange: VISIT (Vegetation Integrate SImulation for Trace gases). This
model contains a process-based scheme of carbon and nitrogen cycles on the basis of
a simple model Sim-CYCLE [2], which has been validated using field surveys.
Because VISIT is designed to operate at point to regional scales, it is reasonable to
conduct validation using micrometeorological flux measurement data. For CH4
emission from wetland and paddy field, a mechanistic scheme by Walter and
Heimann [1] was introduced, including cultivation practice and water management. It
simulates three major CH4 emission processes: i.e., diffusion, ebullition, and plantmediated transportation.
In this study, the model was applied to a typical Japanese rice culture in Mase, about
50km north east of Tokyo (36°03´N, 140°02´E); this site is one of the AsiaFlux sites.
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The model simulation was validated using flux measurement data by the aerodynamic
method [3] during the period from 2001 to 2005. Methane emission from the Mase
site was estimated as 12.5 – 16.7 g CH4 m-2 gp (growing period)-1; this is comparable
with the observed emission at 8.1-26.6 g CH4 m-2 gp-1 (Fig. 1). Seasonal change in
CH4 exchange was well retrieved by the model. This site was a weak CH4 sink during
fallow periods, because water table was kept lower than 50cm depth. Contribution of
diffusion, ebullition, and plant transportation to the CH 4 emission is 18.3%, 32.3%
and 49.4%, respectively. Although there remain uncertainties in parameters of soil
physics and plant ecophysiology, this study implied that the model would capture CH4
exchange of Asian paddy field with acceptable accuracy.
In our forthcoming study, we will apply the model to Asian paddy fields for
estimating total CH4 emission from this region. The estimated result will be compared
with satellite-based CH4 flux and emission inventory data. The modeling approach
becomes advantageous to make prediction under changing environments.
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Fig.1. Simulation of CH4 exchange at a paddy field with typical Japanese rice culture, in
comparison with observed data by the aerodynamic method.
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MONITORING GROSS PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY,
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION, AND PLANT WATER USE
EFFICIENCY USING MODIS
Sinkyu Kang, Keunchang Jang, Nayoung Do
Kangwon National University, Republic of Korea
kangsk@kangwon.ac.kr

Vegetation gross primary productivity (GPP) and evapotranspiration (ET) are
important ecosystem functions that determine carbon and water fluxes between land
surface and atmosphere. Both fluxes are strongly coupled with each other and also
with atmospheric and soil water conditions. Simultaneous estimation on both fluxes
provides useful information on coupling between vegetation carbon and water
processes that enables to evaluate plant physiological status on water stress, i.e. water
use efficiency (WUE). In this study, MODIS satellite data was utilized to estimate
GPP and ET. Our stand-alone MODIS GPP and ET were then used to calculate plant
water use efficiency. Our estimations were compared with ground-truth data on GPP,
ET, and WUE measured at several eddy-covariance flux tower sites in the East Asia.
Although the comparisons showed appreciable errors in MODIS GPP and ET and
hence in WUE, the seasonal variation and geographic distribution of those variables
resulted in reasonable patterns. Especially when the estimated WUE was averaged for
summer period, the averaged WUE showed good agreement with the measured WUE
across different sites. Our result indicates potential applicability of MODIS data to
evaluate GPP, ET, and WUE which can be applied to evaluate regional and global
scale monitoring on land surface interactions with atmosphere through carbon and
water fluxes and plant ecophysiological condition.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of flux tower measured and MODIS-derived water use efficiency at
Tomakomai flux tower site in 2002.
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NUMERICAL STUDY OF SURFACE WATER AND ENERGY
EXCHANGES IN ARID REGIONS USING DETAILED LAND
SURFACE MODEL INCLUDING FOG DEPOSITION ON
VEGETATION
Genki Katata , Haruyasu Nagai
Japan Atomic Energy Agency, Japan
katata.genki@jaea.go.jp

By contrast with temperate climates, vegetation in arid areas generally has insufficient
water supply by precipitation. Under such conditions, water supply to the ecosystems
due to fog (cloud) deposition has an important role on surface water exchange. In fact,
especially for woody plants, fog deposition has long been recognized to be as a crucial
factor in determining surface water balance in arid and semi-arid regions (e.g.,
Hildebrandt and Eltahir 2007). Direct measurement of fog deposition on vegetation is,
however, not an easy task since fog deposition depends on various climatic,
vegetation, and terrain characteristics. Moreover, it is not well understand how fog
deposition affect water and energy exchanges related to vegetation growth. The aim of
the present study is to clarify the influence of fog deposition on water and energy
exchanges at the atmosphere-land interface in arid areas using a detailed land surface
model (SOLVEG) under the meteorological fields given by a mesoscale
meteorological model (MM5).
The study area is the ecological protected area named Raydah Escarpment locating
the Asir mountain range facing the south-eastern coast of the Red Sea in Saudi Arabia
(Fig.1). In terms of the woodland living in the area, in addition to the highest amount
of precipitation in the country (> 250 mm yr -1), a role of fog deposition as water
resource has been addressed. We used hourly observations for wind speed and
direction, air temperature and humidity, and precipitation collected at Abha, and
liquid water content of fog at the Raydah Escarpment derived from fog water
(a) Domain 1 (54 km grid)

(b) Domain 3 (6 km grid)

Abha

Dom.2

Raydah
Dom.3

shrub / forest

grass / crop

bare soil/water

collection by passive string fog gauge for verification of MM5 calculations.
Fig. 1. Calculation domains for MM5.
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Table 1. Simulation conditions of SOLVEG.
Items

Values

Calculation period

From 1st to 20th January, 2002

Vegetation species

Needle tree (Juniperus Procera)

Leaf shape and width

Cylindrical element, 1 mm

Canopy height and layers

7.0 m with 7 layers

Boundary of soil layers

0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and
2.0 m depth

Boundary of atmosphere
layers

From 1 to 34 m height with an
increment of 1 m

Root fraction function

4, 6, 8, 12, 35, 20, 15, and 0 % of
total roots at each soil layer

Time increment

6 second

Soil bottom temperature

13

Initial soil water content

0.2 m 3 m-3 for all soil layers

Other parameters

Given by Katata (2008)

We employed calculations using MM5 to develop the meteorological field. MM5 is a
widely used Eulerian non-hydrostatic model with multi-nesting capability. Simulation
conditions of MM5 are described in Katata et al. (2007). After meteorological fields
are reproduced by MM5, we applied the SOLVEG model including fog deposition
scheme (Katata et al. 2008) to the certain grid of MM5. SOLVEG consists of onedimensional multilayer submodels for atmosphere near the surface, soil, and
vegetation interactions with a radiation transfer scheme within the canopy.
Calculation settings of SOLVEG are summarized in Table 1. Details of the model
have been described by Nagai (2004) and Katata (2009).
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(a)
Net precipitation
Fog deposition
Precipitation
Surface runoff

(b)
Evaporation from leaf surface water
Transpiration
Evaporation from the soil
FOG-CASE
NO-FOG-CASE

Fig. 2. Temporal changes in cumulative (a) net precipitation (thick solid lines), fog deposition
(thin solid lines), surface runoff (dotted lines) calculated by SOLVEG in FOG-CASE,
precipitation (dashed lines), (b) evaporation from the leaf surface water (thick solid lines)
and from the soil (dashed lines), and transpiration (thin solid lines) calculated by SOLVEG
for FOG-CASE (open circles) and NO-FOG-CASE (crosses).

Meteorological variables including liquid water content of fog were overall
reproduced by MM5 (not shown). Running the SOLVEG model under meteorological
field given by MM5, we investigate an impact of fog deposition as water supply for
woodlands in arid environments. Fig. 2 (a) shows the cumulative precipitation (Pr) by
MM5, fog deposition on vegetation (Pf) and surface runoff (Rs) by SOLVEG, and net
precipitation (=Pr + Pf Rs) at the Raydah Escarpment. Although most of heavy
rainfall from days 10 to 11 flowed out due to surface runoff, fog deposition infiltrated
into the soil and contributed to 76 % of net precipitation. This indicates that water
supply due to fog deposition is crucial for plant growth comparing with precipitation
events in arid areas. Fig. 2 (b) shows the cumulative evaporation from the leaf surface
water (Eleaf) and from the soil (Esoil), and transpiration (Etr) for two test cases; the one
considered the input of liquid water content of fog was considered to the upper
boundary condition of SOLVEG (FOG-CASE), and the other did not (NO-FOGCASE). In contrast to apparent increases of both evaporations from leaf surface water
and soil due to fog deposition, transpiration was almost similar in both cases. These
increases of latent heat can affect energy exchange for soil and plant canopy.
Comparing calculated surface temperature for FOG-CASE with one for NO-FOGCASE, fog deposition worked to cool soil temperature down via increasing latent heat
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of evaporation from the soil. This indicates that this cooling effect of fog deposition
may ease the stress of plants surviving in hot and arid climates.
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INCORPORATING FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITY INTO LAND
SURFACE EXCHANGE PROCESSES: RESULTS FROM THE
JENA DIVERSITY (JEDI) VEGETATION MODEL
Axel Kleidon , Kristin Bohn, Ryan Pavlick, Björn Reu
Max-Planck-Institut für Biogeochemie, Jena, Germany
akleidon@bgc-jena.mpg.de

One of the fundamental aspects of terrestrial vegetation is that it is inherently
diverse, in terms of its form and functioning. Yet, numerical models of the
atmosphere-biosphere system commonly do not account for biodiversity. Here we
report on the development and application of the Jena Diversity (JeDi) model, a
process-based simulation approach of terrestrial vegetation that accounts for the
diversity of plants growth forms and functions.
The JeDi modelling approach allows us to quantify how climate constrains plant
ecophysiology, how this relates to the geographic distribution of species richness, and
how the emergent effects of plant diversity relate to large-scale functioning of the land
surface. The Jena Diversity model (JeDi) is not based on plant functional types (such as
grasses and trees), but rather on plant ecophysiological trade-offs in their full ranges. The
model tests a large set of different plant growth strategies that are formed by combining
the full ranges of several trade-offs on a global grid to test their reproductive success. It is
due to the implemented ecophysiological trade-offs whether a growth strategy is able to
survive and reproduce in the climatic conditions of a particular locality. The
ecophysiological trade-offs in turn are related to allocation, ecophysiology, and
phenology. This approach, as initially published in [1], is capable to reproduce the
geographic distribution of species richness as well as the relative abundance of species
within communities and the large-scale gradient of evenness [2].
Here we demonstrate that this approach can simulate the large-scale patterns of
biogeography for the present-day climate very well as well as the associated land
surface properties and exchange fluxes. We conclude that this functional approach to
plant biodiversity reasonably captures the basic patterns and dynamics of the
terrestrial biosphere. This approach sets the foundation for future applications, in
which the simulated vegetation response to global change has a greater ability to adapt
through changes in ecosystem composition, having potentially wide-ranging
implications for biosphere-atmosphere interactions under global change.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DAY-TIME
CONCENTRATIONS OF BIOGENIC VOLATILE ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS IN A BOREAL FOREST AND THEIR
CONNECTION TO NEW AEROSOL PARTICLE FORMATION
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Introduction
The capacity for biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOC) biosynthesis in
perennial plants varies during the annual cycle. A clear seasonal concentration or
emission variation with an increase in spring, a maximum in summer and minimum in
winter of certain BVOC compounds have been demonstrated in a boreal forest [1].
The seasonal variations in atmospheric BVOC concentrations can be associated to
biological activity, namely, photosynthesis, leaf phenology and growth. Temperature
is the most important driving factor for biological activity and thereupon also for
BVOC emissions. Once BVOCs have been emitted into the atmosphere, they may
affect climate dynamics by participating in the secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
growth [2]
Our aim was to test how well temperature alone can estimate methanol, acetone,
isoprene and monoterpene concentrations in a boreal forest. We analysed the days
when temperature failed to predict the daytime BVOC concentrations in more detail,
and studied other possible factors that could be the primary driving factors in these
cases. We also attempted to link the peak concentrations with the new aerosol particle
formation event occurrence.

Material and methods
All the measurements were carried out at the SMEAR-II station (Station for
Measuring Forest Ecosystem - Atmosphere Relations), which is located in the boreal
forest in Hyytiälä (6151'N, 24 17'E, 181 m asl), southern Finland. The forest at the
station is dominated by 47-year-old (16 m in height) Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) .
Other tree species, such as spruce (Picea abies), birch (Betula spp.) and aspen
(Populus tremula) were represented in minority, only 1 % at the station but larger
proportions in the vicinity.
The methanol, acetone, isoprene and monoterpene concentrations (volume mixing
rations) [ppbv] were measured at the upper canopy level (14 metre height) using the
PTR-MS system [3]. Continuous measurements were made from June 2006 until
September 2007. To make the dataset representative of the postulated maximum
emissions, we used day-time medians of the BVOC concentrations. Meteorological
and aerosol event-day data was obtained from standard micrometeorological aerosol
measurements at the SMEAR-II station. For the calculated BVOC concentrations we
used temperature functions by Lappalainen et al. 2009 [4].
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Preliminary results
Although day-time average temperature seems to estimate the BVOC concentrations
very well (Fig.1), it seems to under/overestimate the concentrations in some of the
cases. The next step is to analyze whether these cases were related to specific
meteorological conditions, or to the timing of biological activity such as budburst or
onset of growth and could the peak concentrations explain the occurrence of new
aerosol particle formation events or the growth rate of the particles.
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Fig.1. The calculated and observed daytime methanol and monoterpene concentrations from
June 2006 to August 2007 at the SMEAR-II station.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF CANOPY TURBULENCE IN
COMPLEX TERRAIN
In-Hye Lee and Young-Hee Lee
Kyungpook National University, Korea
Department of Astronomy and Atmospheric Science
young@knu.ac.kr

The eddy covariance data have been analyzed to examine the features of canopy
turbulence in complex terrain. The measurement tower is located in the middle of hill
with about 10° slope with the aspect of east-west direction at Gwangnung forest, in
Korea [1]. The eddy covariance data were collected at two levels (20 m and 40 m) on
the tower. The mean canopy height in study site is about 19 m. Due to hilly terrain,
the occurrence of slope flow is very common and positive momentum flux occurs at
40m which is associated with wind maximum between above the canopy and 40m. In
order to examine the influence of topography on canopy turbulence, we classified data
into 5 groups depending on environmental conditions such as atmospheric stability,
the sign of momentum flux at 40 m and wind direction; one group in neutral condition
and four groups in unstable conditions. Table 1 describes the Case 1 and Case 2
depending on the sign of momentum flux at 40 m. Basic turbulent statistics have been
computed and conditional analysis and spectrum analysis have been performed in
order to examine the feature of canopy turbulence in each case.
Table 1. Description of case 1 and case 2.
Case 1

Case 2

Ruw at 40m

Positive

negative

Ruw at 20m

negative

negative

Ruw denotes correlation coefficient between u and w.

Analysis results demonstrate followings. Table 2 shows basic turbulent statistics for
five groups. In neutral conditions, the magnitude of momentum correlation coefficient
is small compared to general value over flat terrain and it shows lower magnitude in
downslope flow than in upslope flow. In unstable conditions, the groups with upslope
flow show smaller velocity skewness and larger temperature skewness than that with
downslope flow, which is associated with larger thermal instability in cases with
upslope flow in unstable conditions. When momentum flux at 40 m is positive, the
contribution of inward and out ward interaction to total flux increases, suggesting that
occurrence of slope flow reduces coherent eddy motion at canopy top. Contribution of
ejection to heat flux is larger than that of sweep in the groups with upslope flow in
unstable condition (Table 3). The spectra of horizontal wind velocity and temperature
indicate that the groups with upslope flow show larger spectral density in low
frequency region than those with downslope flow in unstable condition, indicating
that thermal convection contributes more to low-frequency fluctuation in upslope
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flow. However, the position of peak frequency in spectra of vertical wind does not
show significant difference among groups, suggesting that dominant eddy size for
vertical transfer is not different among groups.

Table 2. Basic turbulent statistics for 5 groups.
Unstable
Criterion

Neutral

Case 1

General
value

Case 2

Downslope

Upslope

Downslope

Upslope

N

58

5

55

85

71

Ruw at 40m
Ruw at 20m
RwT at 20m
Sku at 20m
Skw at 20m
SkT at 20m

-0.212
-0.290
0.0315
0.492
-0.352
-0.072

0.088
-0.069
0.410
0.521
-0.355
0.260

0.101
-0.152
0.413
0.179
0.187
0.403

-0.199
-0.223
0.433
0.525
-0.315
0.302

-0.108
-0.236
0.465
0.217
-0.013
0.557

-0.3
-0.45
1.0
-0.6

R and Sk indicate correlation coefficient and skewness for corresponding variables,
respectively. N is number of data point in each case.

Table 3. Summary of quadrant analysis result for momentum flux and heat flux

Criterion
Neutral
Unstable

Case1
Case2

Downslope
Upsope
Downslope
Upslope

Sweep + ejection /
Inward + outward
Momentum
Heat
flux
flux
2.718
1.449
1.249
5.165
1.648
4.457
2.184
5.458
2.274
5.764

Ejection / sweep
Momentum
flux
0.854
0.848
1.153
0.900
1.047

Heat
flux
1.216
1.059
1.612
1.050
1.412
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HARVESTING OF EUCALYPTUS PLANTATIONS DOES NOT
LEAD TO LARGE SOIL BASED GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS
Stephen Livesley (1), Benedikt Fest (1), Luke Wylie (1), Stefan Arndt (1)

(1) The University of Melbourne, Australia
sarndt@unimelb.edu.au
The carbon sequestration benefits of establishing plantations is often promoted as one
way of mitigating climate change. Recent research in Australia has shown that
afforestation of pastoral land with pines or eucalypts can lead to multiple greenhouse
gas benefits. Plantation trees obviously fix large amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) in
their biomass, but the plantation soils can also have lower emissions of nitrous oxide
(N2O) and greater uptake of methane (CH4) as compared to the previous pastoral landuse [1]. However, plantations have a limited life span and the harvest event can lead
to significant greenhouse gas emissions that may offset some of the benefits of
growing plantations or forests [2, 3].
This study investigated the impact of harvesting on soil based greenhouse gas
emissions in three Eucalyptus globulus plantations in Victoria, Australia. Fluxes of
CO2, CH4 and N2O were measured using manual static chambers for the course of one
year in a) mature standing plantations, b) plantations harvested at the start of that year
and c) adjacent pastures.
Our data suggest that plantations had lower N2O emissions and greater soil CH4
uptake than the adjacent pastures, However, there was little difference between the
standing and the harvested plantation soil throughout the year. CH 4 uptake was
slightly reduced in the harvested plantations, which was probably due to the greater
soil moisture levels from harvest residue mulch and decreased plant water use. Soil
N2O emissions did not increase markedly after plantation harvest, which was probably
due to closed nutrient cycling and low N availability. E. globulus is as allowed to
regrow as a coppice, i.e. the root stock resprouts for a second rotation. Consequently,
the harvesting event may not be as disruptive as the root system continues to take up
N and soil disturbance is kept to a minimum.
Our data indicate that coppice harvesting of E. globulus, one of the main plantation
species in southern Australia, does not lead to a period of large soil based CO2 and
non-CO2 greenhouse gas emissions.
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GREENHOUSE GAS DYNAMICS OF NORTH AUSTRALIAN
TROPICAL SAVANNA WOODLAND: SEASONALITY AND FIRE
Stephen Livesley (1), Samantha Grover (2), Lindsay Hutley (2), Stefan Arndt (1), Peter Isaac
(3), Jason Beringer (3).
(1) The University of Melbourne, Australia
(2) Charles Darwin University, Australia
(3) Monash University, Australia
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Savannas represent approximately 15% of the earth’s land surface and account for
~30% of global primary productivity. Australia has the world’s largest intact tropical
savanna, occupying ~25% of the continent, which is subject to extensive rangeland
meat production, frequent burning and some continued clearing. Australia’s savanna
biome has a major impact on the national greenhouse gas inventory through possible
changes to the amount of C sequestered in standing biomass and the soil with a)
altered grazing practice, b) controlled / uncontrolled fire events, and c) cyclone
disturbance. There is only a basic understanding of the seasonal dynamics of carbon
dioxide (CO2) exchange in savannas [1] and great uncertainty as to the nitrous oxide
(N2O) source strength of savannas, estimates range from 0.5 to 6.1 Tg N2O-N yr-1 [2,
3]. Savannas may also provide a major methane (CH4) sink, through soil CH4
oxidation in dry, aerobic, low density soils [4].
This study continuously measured trace gas exchange (CO2, N2O and CH4) in both
burnt and unburnt savanna woodland near Darwin, Australia, to provide a basis for
process-based understanding and modelling of trace gas exchange in savanna
ecosystems. Eddy-covariance was used to measure total and understorey carbon,
water and energy fluxes whilst an automated trace gas measurement system monitored
soil based greenhouse gas fluxes.
Our data suggest that soil N2O emissions are negligible (<2 g N m-2 h-1) regardless of
large rainfall events (> 200 mm d-1) and CH4 uptake rates range between
approximately -10 and -20 g C m-2 h-1. On an annual basis, the savanna ecosystem
removed 1000 – 2000 kg C ha-1 y-1 (3670 – 7340 kg CO2-e ha-1 y-1) from the
atmosphere, whereas the savanna soil was a weak CH4 sink (-23 kg CO2-e ha-1 y-1)
and weak N2O source (+46 CO2-e ha-1 y-1).
These emissions data can be integrated into the Australian Greenhouse Office's
National Carbon Accounting System to improve model precision and calibration and
provide a management tool for land managers to track emissions from tropical
savannas.
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN MODELLING ELEVATED CO2
EFFECTS ON VEGETATION AT ECOSYSTEM SCALE
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The representation of elevated CO2 effects on vegetation in land surface models has
changed little over the last twenty years. This stasis is somewhat surprising because of
the massive world-wide investment in long-term, large-scale chamber and free-air
CO2 enrichment (FACE) experiments that has occurred during this period. These
experiments were designed to test outstanding questions about long-term ecosystem
responses, particularly feedbacks via canopy closure and nutrient cycling. Several of
these experiments have now been running for over a decade, and answers to some of
these outstanding questions are beginning to emerge.
With the maturation of these experiments, we are now entering a period of crossexperiment data synthesis and model intercomparison that should result in significant
new developments in model representations of elevated CO2 responses. The aim of
this talk is to review the key modelling questions and to preview potential model
developments.
Particular emphasis will be placed on CO2 impacts on water use efficiency (WUE), or
the ratio of growth rate to water used. The CO2 effects on growth rate and water use
are commonly considered independently, yet they are intimately connected via the
stomata, and an increase in water use efficiency is one of the most consistent
responses to elevated CO2. The implications for modelling land surface exchange in
dry climates will be discussed.

OZONE FLUXES BY EDDY COVARIANCE OVER A
TEMPERATE GRASSLAND, TROPICAL RAINFOREST AND
ARCTIC SEA-ICE
Jennifer B.A. Muller(1), Carl J. Percival(1), Martin W. Gallagher(1), James R. Dorsey(1),
Michael Flynn(1), David Fowler(2), Mhairi Coyle(2), Eiko G. Nemitz(2), Carole Helfter(2),
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Ozone flux measurements are a direct way to estimate dry deposition, i.e. ozone
removal rates to the surface. For measurements over vegetation, high quality fluxes
are needed to separate stomatal and non-stomatal deposition. Non-stomatal or surface
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deposition is dependent on the physical and chemical regime and existing knowledge
as to exact processes and interactions is incomplete. Flux measurements presented
here have been made by eddy covariance using dry chemiluminescence analysers [1].
The measurements cover a range of chemical regimes, natural surfaces and physical
environments. Each dataset reveals different challenges when making ozone flux
measurements by eddy covariance:
(i) A direct comparison of two identical ozone analysers shows that ozone deposition
to a short temperate grassland can have a substantial uncertainty. Half-hourly flux
values can differ by up to a factor of two (Figure 1) and the difference of the mean
hourly flux ranges from 0 to 23 % with an error in the mean daily flux of ± 12 %.
These errors will propagate through the stomatal/non-stomatal partitioning and will
potentially preclude from making a meaningful interpretation of the non-stomatal
deposition processes involved. The instrument comparison has also shown that a
rigorous data quality control procedure needs to be applied when using dry
chemiluminescence analysers for ozone flux measurements.
(ii) Rare eddy covariance ozone flux measurements have been made over a rainforest
in Malaysia during July 2008 as part of the NERC OP3 project (Oxidant and particle
photochemical processes above a South-East Asian tropical rainforest). In addition to
flow over complex terrain and sub-optimal conditions for micrometeorological
measurements, high relative humidity and low ozone concentrations (around 10 ppb)
made flux measurements with the dry chemiluminescence analyser difficult.
Understanding the observed fluxes requires estimating the contributions of storage
effects, chemical reactions and physical processes such as venting of air from beneath
the canopy. Preliminary results from the tower measurements show that ozone
deposition velocities over Borneo’s rainforest are similar to those reported over the
Amazon [2].
(iii) A unique dataset of ozone fluxes over Arctic sea-ice was obtained during
February/March 2008 as part of the NERC COBRA campaign (Impact of combined
iodine & bromine release on the Arctic atmosphere). Only a limited number of direct
ozone flux measurements over snow and sea-ice exist [3] and this dataset constitutes
the first eddy covariance ozone flux measurements over sea-ice/snow covered sea-ice.
Both positive (upward) and negative (downward) ozone fluxes were observed,
highlighting the complexity of atmospheric chemistry and interactions with the
surface in the polar boundary layer. Ozone sonde profile measurements corroborate
the validity of the upward ozone fluxes seen at the surface. The decrease in ozone
concentrations above the flux measurement height and variability of concentrations
near the surface (Figure 2) illustrate how challenging it is to interpret the ozone fluxes
and estimate the removal rate of ozone to sea-ice in these conditions.
In conclusion, it has been shown that ozone flux measurements made in different
environments provide entirely different challenges in terms of interpretation. If ozone
flux measurements are to be made operationally as part of a network, well established
protocols for analysis and interpretation are needed.
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Fig. 1. Time series of ozone fluxes over Scottish grassland using the GFAS analyser (black
dotted line) and ROFI instrument (grey solid line) with error bars for the calculation method.

Fig. 2. Ozone sonde profile on 25/2/2008 09:00 at Kuujuarapik, Hudson Bay, Canada
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The results of measurements of surface ozone and nitrogen oxides concentrations over
the continental regions of Russia are discussed. The measurements were done during
10 TROICA experiments (Transcontinental Observations Into the Chemistry of the
Atmosphere).
The TROICA experiment started in 1995. By the present moment ten expeditions
along the Trans-Siberian railroad from Moscow to Vladivostok (around 9300 km) are
carried out.
We separate data sets into unpolluted and polluted areas to study temporal and spatial
features. Moreover we analyse cities (more then 100 cities). About 50% of all data
corresponds to unpolluted conditions. The data collected are used in an analysis of the
physical and chemical processes occurring over continental Russia.
In this work the estimations of seasonal and daily ozone and NOx distribution are
made. The seasonal distribution of ozone for TROICA experiments concentration
considerably differs from ozone distribution at Mace Head (Ireland) and
Hohenpeissenberg (Germany) stations and well agrees with the ozone distribution at
Zotino (Russia, East Siberia). The same concerns also a daily variability.
The ozone concentration gradient is presented. Ozone concentration gradually
increases in the eastward direction. Mean for all expeditions trend is 0.47 ppbv per 10
degrees of longitude (Fig.1). Its result of the air transport from polluted regions of
Europe and ozone depletions, oxidations of CH4 in Siberia, forest fires in Siberia and
around Baikal Lake, regional transport of burning products from Northern China.
Significant factor of ozone increasing is stratospheric-tropospheric exchange. It
appears in TROICA-3 experiment. During several hours ozone concentration was
more then 60 ppbv.
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Fig.1. Ozone distribution along TransSiberian railroad in unpolluted conditions (one-hour
averaging)

The areas of photochemical ozone generation in polluted air are also detected. We
estimate anthropogenic and natural factors, which are responsible for sharp ozone
concentration increasing.
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The water cycle process and the water and energy exchanges process have strong
influence by the meteorological conditions especially precipitation. To understand
these kinds of process, water and energy balance are needed to study. On the
terrestrial part, soil conditions such as soil moisture, soil water content and etc. are an
important factor to affect to the water and energy exchanges process. These soil
conditions are also related to the carbon amount in the soil. The soil moisture is one
key parameter which is the linkage between the exchange of water and energy at the
soil-atmosphere interface. In Siberia, soil characteristics are different from the other
area because it is under the condition of permafrost area. Soil moisture will be high in
the melting season and become low around winter season. Recently, soil moisture is
measured directly at the site by some instruments. However, the new technique of
satellite image has the potential to observe the soil moisture as well. Since shortwave
infrared wavelength has a good agreement with the soil conditions.
In this study, the relation of soil moisture and the satellite image will be focused.
Study site is located in Yakutsk area in Eastern Siberia. Vegetation type is Larch
forest. Soil properties consist of clay mixed with sand layers. The soil moisture has
been measured in depth of 2, 10, 20, 30 and 50 cm, respectively, as well as soil
temperature. The soil moisture data from 1998-2000 are selected to use in this study
as the primary step. In terms of satellite image, SPOT Vegetation 10 days composite
data will be selected to find the relationship with soil moisture data. The period of the
image is same as the soil moisture data. First, SPOT Vegetation will be calculated as
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Normalized Difference Soil
Index (NDSI). The wavelength used for NDVI calculation is red and near infrared,
while NDSI calculation is near infrared and shortwave infrared. Both vegetation
indices are commonly used for realize the vegetation and soil characteristics. NDVI is
vegetation index that identify the vegetation conditions, while NDSI can detect the
soil conditions on the ground. Second, the digital value (DN) will be compared with
the ground based measurement data. Before finding the relationship, the ground based
soil moisture data will be re-calculated as the average 10 days data to agree with
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SPOT Vegetation 10 days composite image. The inter-annual data of NDVI, NDSI
and soil moisture will be compared during 3 years. As well, the relationship of NDVI
and NDSI with soil moisture will be investigated in both linear and non-linear
regression. Then, the best regression will be selected for applying to the satellite
image.
The results show that soil moisture data has well relation with NDSI better than
NDVI. There is high value during summer season and low value in the winter season.
This agreement is also corresponded to precipitation data. Based on the relation of
NDVI, NDSI and soil moisture, the soil moisture image will be estimated over the
eastern Siberia. The result will be validated again with the ground measurement data
for accuracy improvement.

FROM POINT TO GLOBE: UP-SCALING CARBON AND
WATER FLUXES FROM FLUXNET EDDY COVARIANCE
TOWER VIA INTEGRATION WITH GLOBAL EARTH
OBSERVATION
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The current FLUXNET database (www.fluxdata.org) of CO2, water and energy
exchange between the terrestrial biosphere and the atmosphere contains almost 1000
site-years with data from more than 250 sites, encompassing all major biomes of the
world and being processed in a standardized way (1-3). In this presentation we show
that the information in the data is sufficient to derive generalized empirical
relationships between vegetation/respective remote sensing information, climate and
the biosphere-atmosphere exchanges across global biomes. These empirical patterns
are used to generate global grids of the respective fluxes and derived properties (e.g.
radiation and water-use efficiencies or climate sensitivities in general, bowen-ratio,
AET/PET ratio). For example we revisit global “text-book” numbers such as global
Gross Primary Productivity (GPP) estimated since the 70’s as ca. 120PgC (4), or
global evapotranspiration (ET) estimated at 65km3/yr-1 (5) - for the first time with a
more solid and direct empirical basis. Moreover climate factors such as radiation,
temperature and water balance are identified as regionally varying driving factors for
seasonal, inter-annual variations and trends of carbon and water fluxes.
Evaluation against independent data at regional to global scale (e.g. atmospheric CO2
inversions, runoff data) lends support to the validity of our almost purely empirical
up-scaling approaches. Hence, these global fields and relationships of biosphere-
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atmosphere exchange should be used for evaluation or benchmarking of climate
models or their land-surface components, while overcoming scale-issues with
classical point-to-grid-cell comparisons.
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Historically, snow has been looked upon as an insignificant contributor to changes in
atmospheric chemical composition. However, in recent years, numerous studies have
shown that snow-atmosphere exchange of reactive compounds can actually have a
profound impact on atmospheric chemistry. This is also due to the fact that even small
snow-atmosphere exchange fluxes can substantially change concentrations and
chemical processing in a shallow stable boundary layer (SBL) generally present over
the snow. Our field studies also show that at mid-latitude locations, the snow can
mediate soil-biogenic emissions of trace gases, e.g. at alpine/subalpine forest sites, or
be a medium for "capturing" atmospheric pollutants. In the high-latitudes, e.g. the
Arctic and Antarctica, snow is the primary source for reactive compounds that can
result in a surprisingly efficient ozone production above the snow surface.
Current chemical transport models generally ignore these subtle but essential features
of snow-atmosphere gas exchange processes. Process-based site-scale models that are
being developed still lack proper descriptions of snow-atmosphere reactive exchanges
to explain the atmospheric chemistry that is seen above the snow surface. While there
have been some improvements in modeling snow-atmosphere gas exchange
processes, a major challenge is parametrization of the gas transport in the snow and at
the snow-atmosphere interface. We will present results from our recent field work,
review the current knowledge on the exchange of reactive gases between the
cryosphere and atmosphere, and discuss the main challenges and our recent progress
in the development and implementation of a more process-based model to conduct
site-scale as well as Earth system studies.
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Carbon balance of a forest ecosystem is affected by soil water availability. The three
components of the carbon balance: CO2 uptake by photosynthesis, CO2 release by
autotrophic and heterotrophic respiration, each respond to the environment and water
availability separately. This makes the dynamics of the overall response complicated
and drought or high soil moisture content at different times of the year may result in
different net response.
In this study we used an 11-year dataset of eddy-covariance measurements above a
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) forest in Southern Finland to analyse the changes in
ecosystem CO2 fluxes during occasional summer drought. In the boreal zone water is
seldom a limiting factor for plant activity. Springtime snowmelt reloads soil water
reservoirs and at summertime the amount of precipitation is usually enough to keep
the ecosystem moist. In Finland, for example, the three summer months (June, July
and August) account for more than 30% of the annual precipitation (700 mm/year).
However, understanding the processes and feedbacks behind the ecosystem responses
in extreme conditions is increasingly important in the changing climate conditions.
In our dataset, there were three summers (1999, 2002 and 2006) when drought-related
reduction in CO2 uptake could be seen in ecosystem-scale (Fig. 1). In every case the
soil water content decreased below 0.2 m3 m-3. This represents soil water tension of
about -2 MPa at the b-horizon and agrees well with the observed limiting leaf water
potential the pine trees can produce (see also [1]). Changes in total ecosystem
respiration (autotrophic and heterotrophic combined) could be explained by soil
temperature (exponential relationship) when soil water content was >0.2 m3 m-3 but
the model failed when soil was drier indicating limitation of decomposition processes
by soil moisture. In general the reduction of CO2 uptake during drought was sharper
than the response of respiration. Therefore the forest CO2 sink was reduced more
during drought than the CO2 source. However, the ecosystem turned to a source of
CO2 only after the first rainfall event after drought. This indicates that either the
release of CO2 accumulation in the soil was triggered by precipitation or the soil
decomposition processes recovered much faster than photosynthesis.
Interestingly, autotrophic respiration (measured by stem chambers in summer 2006)
reduced only slightly during drought and it contributed a larger portion to total
respiration when the soil was dry [2]. This could be explained, for example, refilling
of embolized xylem conduits. High xylem water tension may lead to xylem
embolization which has to be repaired to avoid severe xylem dysfunction. Refilling
the xylem conduits requires use of sugars [3], which could increase the respiration
rate.
We also measured tree-level sap flow (heat dissipation method) and diurnal xylem
diameter variation (linear displacement transducers) on several trees. From that data
we estimated the water storage capacity of the trees stems and changes in xylem
conductivity (see [4]) during drought. In summer 2006 the xylem conductivity in the
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morning decreased almost 50% while the afternoon conductivity decreased only about
10% (Fig. 2). The water storage capacity of the pine trees was small. Only 1% of the
daily amount of transpiration could be extracted from the stem. This agrees well with
the observation that the stomata react fast to the decreasing soil water content.

Fig. 1. Left panel: Weekly average air temperature a), soil temperature b), photosynthetically
active photon flux density (PPFD) c) and soil water content d). Right panel: weekly total
ecosystem respiration (TER) (top) and net ecosystem exchange (NEE) (bottom) for years
1996-2006. The years of summer drought (1999, 2002 and 2006) are presented separately.
The soil water content presents an average of 3 depths weighed by pine fine root distribution
(see [5]).

Fig 2. Change in xylem conductivity during drought
in summer 2006. The morning (0:00-14:00) and
afternoon (14:00-24:00) values for moist and dry
periods are labeled with am and pm respectively.
The moist period included 30 days and the dry 19.
The standard deviation of the conductivity is marked
with error bars. Only the change in morning
conductivity was statistically significant (indicated
with ***).
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The European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme (EMEP) is an integral part of
the Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution (CLRTAP), established
in 1979. EMEP has played an important part in the development of emission
reductions scenarios, for both the Convention (now comprising 51 Parties, including
U.S.A. and Canada) and the European Commission. Evaluation against measurements
has always been a key part of EMEP modelling activities, and this work will present a
range of such activities involving biosphere-atmosphere exchange, with a focus on
particle formation and deposition issues. Further details of EMEP and also of its
measurement network can be found at www.emep.int.
The chemical transport model used at EMEP MSC-W in Oslo is a 3D Eulerian model,
covering all of Europe with a resolution of about 50x50 km2, and extending vertically
from ground level to the tropopause (100 hPa). Local-scale and global-scale versions
are in development. This model is typically used to tackle problems within the fields
of acid deposition, tropospheric ozone, and particles, including particulate
carbonaceous matter (PCM). Biosphere-atmosphere interactions included in the
EMEP model include emissions of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOC,
primarily from forests), emissions of NO from soils, and deposition of gases and
particles to all surfaces.
Emissions of BVOC from forests and other vegetation have long been recognised to
be the major source of VOC in the atmosphere. In Europe, despite the fact that only
about a third of the land-area is forest-covered, BVOC emissions still exceed
anthropogenic VOC in many countries [1]. During the summer months ozone levels
can be strongly affected by BVOC, even in industrialised areas such as North-West
Europe.
BVOC emissions are also believed to contribute strongly to the formation of
secondary organic aerosols (SOA), an important component of PCM. Studies of PCM
have been severely hampered however by its complexity - only a small fraction can be
chemically identified. Until quite recently there was little atmospheric data with
which to tackle even the most basic questions - whether PCM arises from
anthropogenic or biogenic sources, from primary emissions or through atmospheric
reactions (SOA) formation. In Europe, two recent data-sets, from the EMEP OC/EC
campaign, and the EU CARBOSOL project ([2,3], see also 16 papers in J.
Geophysical Research special section, Vol. 112, 2007), have provided invaluable
information for model and emissions evaluation. Compared to these data, the EMEP
model was found to perform well for total carbon (TC) at northern European sites, but
much worse in southern and central Europe [2]. The two major sources of PCM
identified at the CARBOSOL sites (using e.g. levoglucosan as a marker of woodburning, and carbon-14 to discriminate between modern and fossil-fuel sources) were
residential wood-burning emissions in wintertime, and biogenically formed SOA
(BSOA) in summer [3].
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Knowledge and ideas within the field of SOA formation are progressing rapidly, but it
is worrying that so little attention is paid to improving estimates of BVOC emissions the likely main source of summertime SOA. Uncertainties in BVOC emissions are
typically said to be within a factor of three, and it is clear that this needs to be
improved if we are to understand the relationship between BVOC emissions and
measured PCM levels.
Another field of intense EMEP activity has been estimates of atmospheric deposition
to ecosystems [4,5,6,7]. For example, recent work has focused on calculating the
actual uptake of ozone through the plant's stomata [5,6], rather than just the external
exposure (concentration). Such a distinction is important in many situations. For
example, high ozone concentrations are often associated with hot and very dry
weather conditions, but under such conditions vegetation will tend to reduce stomatal
openings in order to limit water loss - also protecting against ozone uptake and injury.
Modelling of stomatal ozone uptake is challenging, requiring estimates of plant
responses to temperature, light, humidity, and soil water - the latter is particularly
difficult to calculate and verify in a large scale model.
It is clear that future versions of the EMEP model will include ever more complex and
realistic treatments of biosphere-atmosphere interactions, from local to global scales.
An important and difficult part of this work will be to identify and evaluate
appropriate datasets. Even information on apparently simple data sets such as tree
height, biomass and leaf-area indices has proven surprisingly difficult to get hold of.
Larger difficulties are associated with the calculation of soil water effects.
We will present a number of examples of such biosphere-atmosphere issues for the
EMEP model, including comparisons with new measurements concerning secondary
organic aerosols from BVOC, and against data from the EU NitroEurope project. We
will also discuss some of the difficulties associated with the land-surface components
needed for such large-scale models.
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The Regional Atmospheric Continuous CO2 Network in the Rocky Mountains (Rocky
RACCOON, http://raccoon.ucar.edu) includes four high-alpine sites and two valley
sites instrumented for CO2 measurements beginning in August of 2005. Among these
are Niwot Ridge (NWR) at 3523 m elevation near tree-line on Niwot Ridge, just west
of Ward, Colorado; Storm Peak Laboratory (SPL) at 3200 m on Mt. Werner near
Steamboat Springs, Colorado; Hidden Peak at 3351 feet elevation on Hidden Peak
near Snowbird, Utah; and Fraser Experimental Forest (FEF) at 2743 m in the Fraser

Fig. 1. Monthly mean
filtered CO2
concentrations at 4
sites and differences
from interpolated
marine boundary layer
concentrations.

Experimental Forest at the bottom of the St. Louis Creek Valley near Fraser,
Colorado. We are utilizing these measurements to provide information on regional
carbon exchange in the U.S. Central Rocky Mountains and Southwest, as well as to
monitor the impact of disturbance on local valley-scales, with a goal of resolving key
drivers of variability and trends in carbon fluxes of mountain and semi-arid
ecosystems, including drought, fire, and insect outbreak. We will report on analyses
of 1) boundary-layer budgets and data-assimilation modeling for regional flux
estimates, 2) CO2 and meteorological variability to assess data and model
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representativeness, and 3) nighttime valley CO2 for large-scale respiration estimates in
insect outbreak areas.
A number of recent studies (e.g. [1]) have demonstrated that continuous observations
of CO2 concentration over the continents contain quantitative information about
fluxes on regional scales, and that these fluxes can be estimated with simple
boundary-layer (BL) budgeting techniques. We are making use of these techniques,
comparing our mid-afternoon CO2 observations to marine background and freetroposphere measurements, in order to infer regional-scale monthly-mean fluxes
upwind of our sites. Figure 1 shows monthly-mean afternoon CO2 concentrations
derived at a subset of the RACCOON sites after filtering the data for strong local
influences, and a proxy for free-troposphere concentrations constructed by
interpolating NOAA GMD measurements from Mauna Loa, Hawaii and Cold Bay,
Alaska. The differences between the continental and marine BL sites reveal clear

Fig. 2. Observed (dark gray line)
and modeled (black crosses)
diurnal cycles at NWR, and
assimilation time (black box).
Courtesy John Miller.

signals of regional carbon exchange with maximum uptake signals in spring as
expected for this region, and the agreement among the continental records lends
confidence to their ability to capture spatially integrated fluxes. We are using the
FLEXPART model to estimate atmospheric mixing depths in order to convert these
concentration differences to monthly flux estimates, and to estimate upwind influence
regions for comparison to independent flux estimates and driver maps.

Fig. 3. Nighttime CO2
buildup measured at the FEF
site, plotted as the difference
between CO2 averaged from
23-05 and from 11-16 MST.

Other promising approaches to obtain regional CO2 fluxes focus on adapting
atmospheric data-assimilation techniques to make use of continuous atmospheric CO2
measurements made on the continents [2]. NOAA’s CarbonTracker (CT,
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ ccgg/carbontracker) product uses global CO2
observations to optimize fluxes predicted by various submodels, including a remotesensing driven land-flux product. Significant uncertainties in the retrieved flux
estimates are associated with gaps in the observing network and with limitations in the
ability of atmospheric models to ingest continental CO 2 data, in particular in complex
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terrain. Data from our NWR and SPL sites have been included in the 2007 and 2008
CT runs and we will report on the impact they have on the model results. CT is
presently ingesting nighttime RACCOON data at the corresponding above-sea-level
model altitude. However, because of smoothed model topography, this leads to a
mismatch of around a thousand meters between observation and model height above
ground. Figure 2 illustrates that this can result in important features of the diurnal
cycle being misrepresented and possible bias in the retrieved fluxes. We are analyzing
our data using hourly CO2 variability, wind speed and direction, and local vertical
CO2 gradients to assess their regional representativeness and we are comparing the
observed diurnal cycles to CT predictions, with a focus on hour-to-hour variability
and trends to assess model representativeness and to ensure that CT is ingesting our
data at the optimal time and model height.
Mountain pine bark beetles are a re-occurring pest in lodgepole pines in western
North America [3]. The current infestation in the Rocky Mountains has been
exceptionally virulent and a warming climate has been at least partially implicated as
the cause. Our RACCOON observations at FEF have occurred while the trees in the
St. Louis creek drainage have experienced widespread mortality. Our CO2
measurements at the base of this valley show large increases in CO2 at night as the
valley drainage flow pools respiration from a large area. Figure 3 shows that this
nocturnal build-up has decreased over the past three years, suggesting a decrease in
ecosystem respiration in response to the insect outbreak. This decrease indicates that
the reduction in autotrophic respiration is greater than any short-term increase in litter
fall, and will be a valuable test of models predicting the impact of the recent outbreaks
on regional scale carbon fluxes. We are modifying the SIPNET ecosystem model to
include a beetle disturbance module to aid in the interpretation and extrapolation of
these results.
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Water vapour transport plays a major role in establishing the Earth’s climate system,
the water molecule is constantly cycled between the Earth’s surface and the
atmosphere.
It is the primary objective of land-surface schemes (LSSs) within Global Climate
Models (GCMs) to simulate these fluxes of water and energy between the atmosphere
and continents. Currently only a few GCMs conserve water and energy, as such LSSs
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require independent datasets for evaluation and model improvement. The two
naturally occurring isotopologues of water, 1H218O and 1H2H16O trace surface to
atmospheric processes and can therefore be used to evaluate parameterization of water
and energy fluxes. Land-surface evaluation can be achieved by comparing the direct
model output from isotopic LSSs with observational ( 2H and 18O) data [1,2,3]. The
introduction of new spectroscopic methods has made it possible to collect in real time,
high-resolution isotopic data.
We present quality controlled high resolution observational data on measured values
of 2H and 18O in the soil, plant and vapour(atmospheric) phase within a sclerophyll
eucalypt forest ecosystem. The data was collected in the spring of 2006 during a 2
week field campaign to the Australian Fluxnet (OzFlux) site near Tumbarumba in
NSW, Australia. Seven sampling lines were deployed on the 70m micrometeorology
tower at the site [4], from which water vapour was sampled from the atmosphere near
the surface, within the main canopy and above the canopy. Two independent
techniques were deployed to determine the isotopic composition of water vapour. A
portable Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectrometer was used to collect
continuous measurements of water vapour, 2H and 18O (and CO2, CH4, N2O and
CO). The FTIR measurements were collected in real time, sampling a 70m vertical
profile every half hour. FTIR sampling occurred at the same heights on the tower as
the cryogenically captured atmospheric (water) vapour for conventional Stable Water
Isotope (SWI) analysis in the laboratory. Precipitation (rain, snow and hail) and
incident water, plant water, xylem water and soil water samples were also collected
for deuterium and oxygen isotope ratio analyses.
The measured diurnal variations in 2H and 18O in soil, plant and vapour samples are
shown. The sources of water vapour in the forest ecosystem are discussed with
reference to the isotopic measurements. This type of high resolution SWI datasets of
key components of the atmosphere-surface coupled system is scarce and has the
potential to independently evaluate numerical simulations of the water cycle and in
turn enable the use of these models for long term prediction of climate patterns.
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Volatile organic compound emissions from the boreal vegetation zone contribute to
the formation and growth of atmospheric aerosol particles [1], which are an important
factor in the climate system. Boreal vegetation emits large quantities of terpenoids
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(isoprene, monoterpenes, and sesquiterpenes) [2] as well as oxygenated volatile
organic compounds (OVOCs). To quantify OVOC emissions in the ecosystem scale
and to assess their importance in comparison with monoterpene emissions, we carried
out direct micrometeorological flux measurements above a Scots pine dominated
forest in southern Finland in 2006–2008. The measurements were conducted using the
disjunct eddy covariance method [3] combined with proton transfer reaction mass
spectrometry [4].
OVOC emissions consisted of methanol, acetaldehyde, and acetone. They were of the
same order of magnitude as monoterpene emissions (Fig. 1). The median flux for the
measurement period 13 June–15 August 2006 and 28 March–25 June 2007 was 142
g m 2 h 1 for methanol, 38 g m 2 h 1 for acetaldehyde, 86 g m 2 h 1 for acetone,
and 217 g m 2 h 1 for monoterpenes.

Fig. 1. Relative magnitudes of the median VOC fluxes (M33 methanol, M45 acetaldehyde,
M59 acetone, and M137 monoterpenes).

The compatibility of the measured monoterpene emissions with the traditional
temperature dependent emission algorithm E = E30exp{ (T
30 °C)} [5] was
reasonable (Fig. 2). A fixed temperature coefficient = 0.09 °C 1, commonly used in
emission inventory models, yielded an emission potential E30 = 744 g m 2 h 1. This
value agrees well with the ones derived from micrometeorological flux measurements
with the gradient method (648 g m 2 h 1 [6]) and from shoot scale measurements
with the dynamic chamber method (626 g m 2 h 1 [7]). To determine the dependence
of OVOC emissions on environmental variables, further micrometeorological flux
measurements as well as shoot scale experiments in a controlled environment are
required.
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Fig. 2. Monoterpene emissions in the summer 2006. The black line shows the emissions
derived from the temperature dependent emission algorithm (G93).
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN TRACE GAS
EXCHANGE RATES OBSERVED IN A FOREST SOIL
Yoshiyuki Takahashi and Naishen Liang
National Institute for Environmental Studies, Japan.
yoshiyu@nies.go.jp

Soil of terrestrial ecosystems plays important roles as sink/source of atmospheric trace
gases including greenhouse gases and related components. We investigated spatial
and temporal variability in the CO2, CH4, N2O, H2 and CO of soil-atmosphere gas
exchange rates in a deciduous needle-leaf forest in Japan for 3 years.
We performed our measurements at the Tomakomai Flux Research site (42°44’N,
141°31’E) on Hokkaido Island, northern Japan. The predominant tree species at the
site was 45-year-old Japanese larch, interspersed with Japanese spruce and mixed
broadleaved species. The soil at the site, a well-drained arenaceous soil developed
from volcaniclastic sediment, was homogeneous and was classified as an immature
Volcanogenous Regosol (Pumice). The nutrient-poor soil was weakly acidic (pH 5.0
to 6.0), with high porosity. The litter layer was 1 to 2 cm thick. Below the litter layer
is a mat of organic layer between 5 and 10 cm thick and containing abundant fine
roots; the next-deepest layer is fragments of porous pumice stone (0.5–3.0 cm in
diameter) with some coarse roots. Scarcely any roots are found below a depth of 20
cm.
We used high-precision laboratory measurement coupled with a chamber-based
sampling system optimized for soil gas-exchange rates to capture this variability
under natural conditions. The detail of the sampling system and sampling procedure
were described in Takahashi and Liang (2007) and Takahashi et al. (2008).
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CH4, CO and H2 were uptaken by soil significantly throughout year. N2O was emitted
slightly from soil. Deposition velocities of CH4 and H2 showed clear seasonality (Fig.
1). The gas exchange rates of those gases showed remarkable spatial variations with a
several-fold magnitudes (Fig. 2). Spatial patterns in the gas exchange rates showed
poor similarity among them. The spatial heterogeneity in the gas exchange rates made
it difficult to assess the differences in the rates between the plots with and without
root-exclusion treatment.

Fig. 1. Timeseries of deposition velocities of CH4 (upper panels) and H2 (lower panels). Solid
circles were values measured at a root-exclusion plot and open squares were values
measured at a non-root exclusion plot.

Fig. 2. Spatial variations in deposition velocities of CH4 (left panel) and H2 (right panels).
Solid circles were values measured at late June of 2004, and open triangles were values
measured at late August of 2004.
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ADELAIDE RIVER, AUSTRALIA
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Tropical savannas are Australia’s dominant ecosystem, covering approximately 25%
of the land mass. Within that ecosystem open grassland or grassy forest understory
fire is the greatest natural and anthropogenic disturbance, burning an average 373,000
km2 every year over the period 1997-2001 (Russell-Smith et al., 2003). Although
Australian savanna grassland fires are relatively cool (generally <4000 kW m-1) in
other parts of the world they, along with more intense forest fires, can cause major
loss of life and property (Weaver, 2006). For this reason much recent effort has been
invested in developing sophisticated physically-based and three-dimensional coupled
fire-atmosphere models. Clements et al. (2006, 2008) have discussed the lack of
observations of fine-scale flow and turbulence at the fire-atmosphere interface that
would provide a means of properly validating these models.
This paper produces the first observations of turbulence and low-level wind flows in
the vicinity of a naturally-occurring grassland wildfire that, by good fortune, passed
beneath an eddy covariance tower operating at Adelaide River, Northern Territory, on
May 24, 2008. The tower and its instrumentation were undamaged. This tower was
being operated as one of a network of towers for a major study of flux inhomogeneity
across northern Australia. Core instrumentation consisted of a 3-D sonic anemometer
(Campbell Scientific Inc., model CSAT3, Logan, UT) and an LI-7500 open-path
CO2/H2O analyser (Licor Inc., Lincoln, NE). Equipment was mounted at a height of
15 m, slightly above tree canopy height. Data were sampled at 10 Hz allowing
reasonable observation of the turbulent structures in the vicinity of the fire front.
The fire (cause unknown) approached the tower from the south-east under the
influence of the prevailing trade wind flow, passing beneath the tower at 16:20 local
time in the afternoon. From scorch height the fire was estimated to have had a
relatively low intensity of 3000 kW m-1. Ambient air temperatures were ~32 ºC. Peak
temperature at 15 m on the tower observed in the 10 Hz data was 73 ºC. with CO2
concentrations reaching more than 10,000 mg m-3 instantaneously. The approach of
the fire front saw wind directions shift north westerly as air was drawn into the
updraft (~5 m s-1) associated with the fire. Immediately behind the front there was a
major area of subsidence. Perturbations in horizontal and vertical wind flow continued
for many minutes after the passage of the fire front. Frequency spectra for the w
component during the fire showed an increase in the contribution of larger eddies to
overall turbulence in comparison with immediate pre-fire conditions.
Future work seeks to replicate and extend these observations of turbulence and to
examine the nature of energy flux partitioning above the active fire. We also plan to
work with colleagues to compare observations with a state-of-the-art fire-atmosphere
model (Clark, et al.2005).
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OBSERVATIONS OF CO2 ADVECTION AND SUBCANOPY
FLOW IN TWO AMAZON TROPICAL RAINFOREST: LBA-ECO
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Under LBA-ECO NASA project, measurements of horizontal and vertical fluxes and
gradients of CO2 and wind, were made in two Amazon tropical rain forest sites, the
Tapajos National Forest Reserve (FLONA-Tapaj&oacutes - 54o58'W, 2o51'S) and
Cueiras Reserve (Manaus - 60o12'W, 2o36'S). Two observational campaigns in 2003
and 2004 were conducted in Santarem Site to describe subcanopy flows, clarify their
relationship to winds above the forest, and estimate how they may transport CO 2
horizontally. Also in Manaus Site were made observations during october 2005 to
sptember 2006, with same instrumentations system.
It is now recognized that subcanopy transport of respired CO2 is missed by budgets
that rely only on single point Eddy Covariance measurements, with the error being
most important under nocturnal calm conditions. We tested the hypothesis that
horizontal mean transport, not previously measured in tropical forests, may account
for the missing CO2 in such conditions. A subcanopy network of wind and CO 2
sensors was installed. Significant horizontal transport of CO2 was observed in the
lowest 10 m of the canopy.
Results indicate that CO2 advection accounted for 73% and 71%, respectively of the
carbon budget for all calm nights evaluated during dry and wet periods. We found that
horizontal advection is likely important to the canopy CO2 budget even for conditions
with the above-canopy friction velocity higher than commonly used thresholds. On
the Manaus LBA-SITE very different pattern have been found, with reversal wind
flow in the lee side of hill observed up sloping during nighttime and inverted during
daytime.
The subcanopy flow and CO2 horizontal and vertical gradients over slope in complex
terrain it was very different than Santarem Site. The diel cycles of the subcanopy flow
and CO2 gradients were associated with a 'gully Flow' or channel flow over the micro
basin at Manaus Site. This channel flow just above the canopy has important role in
the subcanopy flow and CO2 gradient strength.
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Forest ecosystems play a vital role in buffering the accumulation of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere by storing large amounts of carbon and by removing 3 billion tons of
carbon every year through net uptake [1]. Forest carbon sinks, however, are
vulnerable to disturbances, both human-induced and natural. Disturbances include
logging, drought, fires and pathogens/insects that can lead to significant net transfers
of carbon from the land to the atmosphere. Disturbances shape forest systems by
influencing their composition, structure, and functional processes [2]. Each
disturbance affects forests differently. Some cause large-scale tree mortality, whereas
others affect community structure and organization without causing massive
mortality.
Since several years we measure processes of the net carbon exchange, forest growth
dynamics and forest structure in a temperate eucalypt forest, which is predominantly
Eucalyptus delegatensis (R.T. Baker) (Alpine Ash) in pure and mixed stands with E.
dalrympleana (Maiden) [3]. The study site (Tumbarumba) is located in the
southeastern highlands of New South Wales, Australia. Measurements are made at a
range of temporal and spatial scales, including continuous data of the net carbon
fluxes into and out of the forest between the pedosphere, biosphere and atmosphere
[4,5,6], detailed pools and fluxes of the terrestrial carbon components [3], and forest
inventory and structural data [3, 7].
We analysed and quantified the effect of seasonal dry periods and the effects of the
2003 drought, which for many parts of Australia was the worst drought on record with
higher than average temperatures. Changes in temperature and precipitation are
known to affect insect survival, reproduction, and distribution [8]. During the summer
of 2002 – 03, canopy leaves were attacked by psyllid insects (Cardiaspina spp.)
which resulted in a loss of up to 50% in photosynthetically active leaf area. The
combined impact of drought stress and insect damage resulted in markedly reduced
growth (45-80%) and higher mortality of trees (5-60%). Growth rates were reduced
during 2002 – 03, most severely in 2003 – 04, and recovering in 2004 – 05. Mortality
remained high in 2004 – 05 indicating the prolonged effect of the stress conditions.
Net ecosystem exchange (NEE) was reduced from -550 gC m-2 yr-1 in summer 200102 to +240 gC m-2 yr-1 in summer 2003-04 (Fig. 1), turning the forest from a strong
sink to a significant source of carbon. NEE remained between -500 and -600 gC m-2
yr-1 from summer 2005 to 2008 despite two record low periods in precipitation. With
increased rainfall in early summer 2008 the ecosystem increased NEE to -1100 gC m-2
yr-1 by the end of summer 2008-09.
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Fig. 1. 12-Month running means of NEE. The period where the forest was a source of carbon
is indicated with darker grey symbols. The time axis is set to the end of the running mean
window.

We will discuss the influence of drought, elevated temperatures and insect attack on
NEE and ecosystem evapotranspiration. We will characterize the response of C
uptake by trees in terms of their growth and mortality and investigate the dynamics in
forest structure. This will provide insight into processes that are vulnerable to change
under changing climate.
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In 2007, the CarboEurope-IP Regional Component organised the second edition of the
CERES measurement campaign in the southwest of France. This was a follow-up of
the initial campaign in 2005. CERES’07 consisted of two intensive observational
periods (IOPs), of which one in spring and the other in late summer. During both
IOPs, ground stations, tall towers, radiosondes and a number of aircrafts were used,
including our own environmental research aircraft (ERA).
The ERA is a small aircraft flying at low altitudes and low air speeds, equipped to
measure fluxes of carbon dioxide, latent heat and sensible heat using the eddycorrelation technique. In addition, instruments are on board for measuring ground
temperature, net radiation and photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). Flux data
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obtained with the ERA during CERES’07 have been analyzed and will be presented
here.
In the data analysis, we present regional fluxes (e.g., of carbon dioxide) focussing at
seasonal trends in relation to landscape elements. To achieve this, flight tracks were
split into homogeneous segments based on land cover, topography and soil type.
During both IOPs, weather conditions were constant. This gives us the possibility to
average data in each segment across all flights, where taking care of diurnal variation
in surface fluxes and radiation still remains. Data from ground flux sites were
introduced in order to attempt to scale up to regional fluxes for the experimental
domain. Here, the issue appears on the representativeness of ground flux data
compared to airborne flux data in a large intensive measurement campaign, such as
CERES’07.
The results of our analysis strategy on airborne flux data in comparison with ground
station data will be presented here with a special focus on the representativeness of
regional fluxes (e.g., of carbon dioxide) retrieved from ground flux data.

THE TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE SENSITIVITIES OF
SOIL CARBON DIOXIDE EFFLUX ALTERED BY TILLAGE IN
WHEAT FIELD OF LOESS PLATEAU, CHINA
Xiaoke Wang, Hongxing Zhang, Zongwei Feng
Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, CAS, CHINA
wangxk@rcees.ac.cn

Introduction
Tillage as a conventional practice has lasted for thousands years in Loess Plateau
because of its significant benefits for crop production. Although recent studies have
shown that tillage is a prominent culprit to soil carbon loss in croplands, there are few
investigations into the compound influences of tillage, temperature and soil moisture
on soil CO2 efflux. In this study, by continuous measurements of soil CO 2 efflux
using multiple automated chamber systems, the temperature and moisture sensitivities
of soil CO2 efflux were assessed when the tillage practiced in the fallow period of
winter wheat in Loess Plateau, China.

Methods
This study was conducted at Changwu Agro-Ecological Experiment Station of
Chinese Academic of Sciences located in the middle south of Loess Plateau (35o12’N,
107 o 40’E). The mean annual precipitation is 584 mm, and the mean temperature is
9.1oC. The climate is prevailed by semi-arid continental monsoon, and the soil is
subjected to moisture deficiency frequently. The organic matter content was about
3%. The winter wheat in the study was sown in September of previous year, and
harvested on June. On Julian day of 204 (July 23, 2007), 37 days after the harvest, the
land was tilled up to 20 cm depth by tractor as local practice.
Soil CO2 efflux was measured in situ continuously by a multi-automated chamber (50
× 50 × 50 cm) system (Zhang, et al. 2007) improved from the methods used by
Goulden and Crill (1997), Liang et al. (2003) and Bubier et al. (2002). The three
chambers employed with the system were inserted 5 cm into the soils and kept in situ
from harvest to sown of next crop. Soil CO2 efflux was calculated based on the
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change in CO2 concentration within the chamber. The measurement began on Julian
day 166 (June 15, 2007) when wheat was harvested, ended on Julian day 240.
The sensitivity of soil CO2 efflux to air temperature was assessed using Q10, and the
sensitivity of CO2 efflux to soil moisture is assessed as the slope of the linear
regression of CO2 efflux to moisture.
In order to prevent the confounding effects of temperature and moisture on CO2
efflux, soil moisture was groupd into three ranges as 0.24~0.26, 0.26~0.28 and
0.28~0.30 m3.m3 for calculating temperature sensitivity, and air temperature into three
ranges as 15~20oC, 20~25 oC, and 25~30 oC for calculating moisture sensitivity for
each range and chamber. Then the temperature and moisture sensitivities of CO2
efflux were compared between after and before the tillage for each chamber.

Results
There is a significant increase in CO2 efflux stimulated by tillage. The Mean CO2
efflux increased from 2.00-2.66 u mol/m2/s before the tillage to 5.08- 7.72 u mol/m2/s
after tillage, 2.49-2.90 times in increment.
The exponential relationships between soil CO2 efflux and air temperature were
significant for all chambers and soil moisture ranges after the tillage, while before the
tillage the significant relationships were only occurred in soil moisture ranges of 0.26
to 0.28 m3/m3 and 0.28 to 0.30 m3/m3 for Chamber 1 and 2. This may indicate that
tillage enhance the dependence of soil CO2 efflux on temperature. The temperature
sensitivity of CO2 efflux (Q10) was in ranges of 1.09-1.27 before the tillage and 1.221.68 after the tillage, and increased by 22-32%. For each chamber, Q10 decreased with
increasing soil moisture in period of either before the tillage or after the tillage.
There were significant linear relationships between CO2 efflux and soil moisture for
each chamber within the temperature within each range of 5 oC of temperature,
suggesting that soil CO2 efflux increase with increasing moisture. The soil moisture
sensitivity of CO2 efflux (the slope of the regression of CO2 efflux to moisture) after
the tillage were 2.14~3.59 times that before the tillage within every temperature
interval of 5 oC, indicating that tillage increase the soil moisture sensitivity of CO2
efflux.

Conclusion
There were some significant relationships between soil CO2 efflux and temperature
and soil moisture in exponential and linear ways, which provided indicators for
assessing the temperature and moisture sensitivities of soil CO2 efflux. This study
showed that after tillage, CO2 efflux and temperature and moisture sensitivities
increased by 2.49-2.90 times, 22-32% and 2.14-3.59 times. That means the increased
CO2 efflux may be related with increases in their temperature and moisture
sensitivities. This also inferred that soil carbon loss caused by tillage is related to the
increases in temperature and moisture sensitivities of CO2 efflux in arid wheat field.
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The wet-dry tropical savannah systems of northern Australia cover approximately a
quarter of the continent and are driven by the north Australian monsoon. The native
vegetation of this region is highly adapted to survive in these extreme conditions of
short, intense rainfall and the extended periods of dry. In the Daly River region, the
native vegetation consists primarily of woodland savannah, with a mix of eucalyptus
trees with a grassy understory. The growth dynamics and survival mechanisms of
these two dominant plant groups result in a complex evapotranspiration signature that
can only be understood by studying each of these plant groups separately. Increasing
pressure to develop the Daly River region in the Northern Territory has led to an
ongoing Tropical Rivers and Coastal Knowledge (TRaCK) project set up to look at
the impact that clearing savannah woodland will have on evapotranspiration fluxes
and the water balance of the Daly River catchment. This has resulted in an
opportunity to study three different sites and gives an insight into the different
evapotranspiration dynamics of three vegetation systems within the same localised
region, as well as the impact of clearing and regrowth in this area. Some of the results
from this study are presented in this paper.
The selected sites represent some of the major land use classes in the Daly River area
and have been studied using eddy-covariance flux towers to measure
evapotranspiration and carbon fluxes. The sites being studied are a native uncleared
savannah woodland site, a modified pasture site that was cleared twenty five years
ago, and an unmanaged natural regrowth site that was cleared 8 years ago. The native
uncleared savannah woodland site consists of native grasses with a mixed Eucalyptus
tetrodonta and Eucalyptus miniata woodland canopy, while the modified pasture site
consists of exotic grasses and herbs, without any overstory canopy. Since the 8 year
old regrowth site has been largely unmanaged since clearing, it is a hybrid of the two
other sites, with a mix of exotic and indigenous grasses and secondary woodland
regrowth, similar in composition to the native uncleared site.
The region’s rainfall occurs during the short 3-4 month wet season, and the sustained
dry season lasts the rest of the year. Both the native and exotic grasses grow rapidly
during the wet season; while the Eucalypts are evergreen and remain
photosynthetically active through the long dry season. Using data from these sites, we
can see how the seasonal variations in leaf area index (LAI) and the vegetation
dynamics of the eucalyptus woodland and grasses drive evapotranspiration at each of
the sites. As expected, results show that the modified pasture site has the most
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variable LAI and the most seasonal evapotranspiration. Although the uncleared native
woodland savannah site also has a strong seasonality, the stable LAI in the evergreen
eucalypt tree canopy results in the least variable evapotranspiration among the sites.
The deep rooting trees in the uncleared native savannah site significantly draw on soil
water throughout the dry season to sustain themselves, resulting in lower soil moisture
content at this site. The unmanaged regrowth at the 8 year regrowth site shares
characteristics of both the two other sites and shows signs of transitioning back to the
original native evapotranspiration behaviour. This clearly shows that the native
eucalyptus species play a significant role in moderating the variability of
evapotranspiration fluxes in these systems, and demonstrates that the water balance in
these systems is highly impacted by the clearing of these woodland savannahs.

THE SIMULATION OF WATER/ENERGY FLUXES FOR
FLUXNET SITES BASED ON THE CONCEPT OF POTENTIAL
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS: SCALE UP FROM LEAF TO
CANOPY
Ryuhei Yoshida(1), Takeshi Yamazaki(1) and Takeshi Ohta(2)
(1) Tohoku University, Japan
(2) Nagoya University, Japan
ryu@wind.geophys.tohoku.ac.jp

The forest occupies about 30% of the land surface area. Annual evapotranspiration
from the forest is nearly equal to evaporation from the lake. To understand the
interaction between the land surface and the atmosphere, the modeling of stomata
plays an important role.
Matsumoto, et al., (2008) analyzed that the surface conductance for forests in Japan
and Siberia, and showed that the Jarvis type conductance model (Jarvis, 1976) using
pooled parameter among these forests could simulate the surface conductance in situ.
They proposed the concept of potential response characteristics (PRC). The PRC
concept is that stomatal response associated with water/energy is same for all forest in
the same environment and there are no differences for the forest location. The actual
observed stomatal response reflects the difference of the site environment, not
vegetation type.

Fig 1. Analyzed sites.

Based on this PRC concept we simulate
water/energy exchange between forest and
atmosphere for FLUXNET sites. Analyzed
sites are 11 sites (Fig. 1). We use onedimensional model (2LM) which consists
of vegetation, soil and snow sub-models
(Yamazaki, et al., 2004). The concept of
PRC is used for the calculation of latent
heat flux. The Jarvis type parameter set is
derived from pooled parameter among
Japan and Siberia forest in LEAF scale.
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Fig. 2 shows the JJA (June, July and August) mean of the latent heat flux for
FLUXNET sites. The bar of observational data is the residue of heat balance equation.
For many sites the simulated latent heat flux is in the range of observational one.
Although the parameter set was determined for boreal and temperate zone, the latent
heat flux could be simulated for the tropical rain forest. It is a remarkable point. This
result shows the effectiveness of the concept of PRC beyond the difference of the
forest location.

Fig 2. JJA mean latent heat flux
The numbers corresponds to Fig. 1.

There are a few sites the latent heat flux is overestimated even though taking account
of the residue of heat balance. In one of these sites, Tharandt (No. 9), the main factor
is the VPD for evapotranspiration (Fig. 3). The gray bar shows imposed value, the
black one is equilibrium value, and black line is the decoupling factor. The JJA mean
of decoupling factor is 0.14. Thus the evapotranspiration is controlled by the VPD in
Tharandt, not by the net radiation. The summary of analysis site is shown (Fig. 4).
There is a negative correlation between the decoupling factor and the relative error.
The correlation coefficient is -0.61. From the PRC parameter sensitivity experiment,
the most impactful parameter to the latent heat flux is D50 which is included in the
function of the stomatal response to VPD (not shown).

Fig 3. Seasonal change of latent heat
component Tharandt in 2000.

Fig 4. 2LM relative error plotted
against decoupling factor.
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We examined the effectiveness of the concept of PRC using Jarvis type conductance model
and one-dimensional land surface model. It is effective for many FLUXNET sites to simulate
forest-atmosphere water/energy exchange. It is a remarkable point that although the concept
of PRC was derived for Japan and Siberia forest we could simulate water/energy exchange
for the tropical rain forest. For sites where the latent heat flux was overestimated, the stomatal
conductance response of vapor pressure deficit is overestimated.
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CONTRASTING LAND-SURFACE PROCESSES IN DRY AND
WET CLIMATE SIMULATED BY AN AUSTRALIAN MODEL
Huqiang Zhang and Bernard Pak
Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research
h.zhang@bom.gov.au

The CSIRO Atmosphere Biosphere Land Exchange (CABLE), a community land-surface
scheme, is being further developed as one of key components for the Australian Climate
Community Climate Earth System Simulator (ACCESS). As part of the development of
CABLE for ACCESS, we have conducted 50-year global offline simulations to explore the
characteristics of interannual and decadal time-scale variations of land-surface processes
and the interactions between energy, water and carbon cycles as simulated by CABLE. In
this analysis, we focus on contrasting the model results in the Australian and South
American (mainly Amazon Basin) continents which are dominated by dry and wet climate,
respectively. Through this comparison, we expect to identify different features of energy,
water and carbon cycles under the two different climate regimes and evaluate the model
skill in capturing some observed interannual and decadal variations in these regions. Firstly,
we have compared CABLE surface climatology against by a number of observation-based
datasets, including different features in surface energy and water partitions. Then, we focus
on assessing if it has any significant skills in simulating some observed variations of surface
processes in the last several decades. Our results show that CABLE is able to reproduce
nonlinear relationship between rainfall decrease and a sharp reduction in surface runoff
area-averaged over the southwest of Western Australia for the period of 1949 to 2001.
Evaporation, as a significant water loss term, contributes to such discrepancy between
changes in rainfall and runoff. The increase in evaporation is dominated by enhanced
surface radiation. We have also examined the features of the model-simulated soil moisture
variations. Besides its significant memory in the Amazon basin, there is discernable soil
moisture memory simulated in the model in the southeast part of Australia in its winter
season which could potentially affect its climate variability and predictability. In addition,
the model has simulated significant downward trend of NPP over the Amazon basin. To
understand such results, another experiment has been conducted with constant CO2
concentration during the 50-year period to allow us further exploring the responses of
terrestrial carbon uptake to climate variations.
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THE AIR MASS EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE SURFACE AIR
AND TROPOSPHERE DRIVEN BY THE LOCAL CIRCULATION
ON THE NORTHERN SLOPE OF MT. EVEREST
Libo Zhou (1), Han Zou (1,2), Shupo Ma (1), Jinhuan Zhu (1), Peng Li (1), Cuiping Huo (1)
(1) LAPC &LAOR, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 100029,
China
(2) Institute of Tibet Plateau Research, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 100085, China

The Tibetan Plateau has great influences on the regional climate and environment
systems in Asia, through the air mass/energy exchange processes between the surface
air and troposphere. Previous studies have been focused on the near surface turbulent
exchange processes over the flat areas of the plateau. However, more than half of the
plateau is covered by great mountain systems. The strong solar radiation over the
inhomogeneous terrain in the mountains drives strong local circulations. These
circulations could play important roles in the air mass exchange processes between
the surface air and troposphere. To understand the surface air mass exchange
processes driven by the local circulations in the Tibetan mountains, an observational
campaign HEST2006 (Himalayan Exchange between the Surface and Troposphere
2006) was conducted in the Rongbuk Valley on the northern slope of Mt. Everest.
With the above observational data, the air mass exchange between the surface air and
troposphere on the northern slope of Mt. Everest is calculated based on a volume
closure technique. The wind analysis shows a dominating down-valley flow,
occurring from the noon to early morning, with strong downward vertical component,
in the local circulation system on the northern slope of Mt. Everest. The volume
closure analysis shows an air mass exchange mainly directed from the troposphere to
the surface in this region. This downward air mass exchange causes a strong
ventilation of 6.4×1011 m3day-1 on the northern slope of Mt. Everest, equivalent to 36
times of the closed valley volume. Therefore, the local circulation on the northern
slope of Mt. Everest could bring a strong air mass exchange between the surface air
and troposphere. In addition, the relation of the air mass exchange on the northern
slope of Mt. Everest to the South Asian summer monsoon is also discussed in this
study.
Keywords: air mass exchange, local circulation, Mt. Everest, Tibetan Plateau.
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PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE HUMAN SETTLEMENTS AND ECO-CITY
PLANNING APPROACH: SOUTHEASTERN ANATOLIA REGION AND
SOUTHEASTERN ANATOLIA PROJECT(GAP) IN TURKEY AS A CASE
STUDY
Bulent Acma
Anadolu University, Department of Economics, Unit of Southeastern Anatolia Project (GAP)
bacma@anadolu.edu.tr

In the recent years, there have been many opportunities flourishing through the
development of Turkey. One of these is unvalued rich agricultural and hydro-sources
in the Southeastern Anatolia Region. The Southeastern Anatolia Project (GAP), one
of the most important projects to develop the remarkable natural resources of the
world, is considered as a chance to make use of rich water and agricultural resources
of the Southeastern Anatolia Region.
In the recent years, the concept of promoting sustainable human settlements and ecocity planning approach have been included into the GAP Project. And by applying
these concepts in real projects caused remarkable results through development of the
region.
The aim of this study is analyze the concepts of promoting sustainable human
settlements and eco-city planning approach in the GAP Project that has been still
processed.
In the first section, the region of Southeastern Anatolia and the GAP Project will be
introduced briefly. In the second section, the stages of GAP Project and the project
existing will be analyzed. In the third section, the projects and sub-projects used for
promoting sustainable human settlements will be introduced.
In the last and fourth section, a series of policies and strategies for providing the
process of settlements which is optimal and harmonizes with eco-system will be
given.
Keywords: Promoting Sustainable Human Settlements and Eco-City Planning
Approach, Land Use, Southeastern Anatolia Region and Southeastern Anatolia
Project(GAP), Regional Development and Human Resources.
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GLOBAL FLOOD AND LANDSLIDE PREDICTION USING
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS—REAL-TIME AND CLIMATE
CHANGE SCENARIO APPLICATIONS
Robert Adler (1), Koray Yilmaz (1), Yang Hong (2), Dalia Bach Kirschbaum (3), Harold
Pierce (4), Fritz Policelli (5)
(1) University of Maryland—College Park/NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(2) University of Oklahoma
(3) Columbia University
(4) Science Systems and Applications, Incorporated/NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(5)NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
radler@umd.edu

A global flood and landslide detection/prediction system is now running in real-time
using satellite multi-satellite rainfall analysis in combination with hydrological
models and algorithms to estimate key flood and landslide parameters
(http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov/publications_dir/potential_flood_hydro.html). The system
also uses satellite-based land surface information such as digital elevation information
from the NASA SRTM (Shuttle Radar Terrain Mission) and vegetation information
from MODIS in he model and algorithm calculations. Progress in using the TRMM
Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis (TMPA) as input to these flood and landslide
forecasts is outlined, with case studies as well as validation in terms of flood/landslide
events. Examples shown include the major flood in Burma in spring of 2008 and
examples of floods and landslide events associated with tropical cyclones.
The flood determination algorithm consists of three major components: 1) multisatellite precipitation estimation; 2) characterization of land surface including digital
elevation information and other surface information, topography-derived hydrologic
parameters such as flow direction, flow accumulation, basin, and river network etc.;
3) a hydrological model to infiltrate rainfall and route overland runoff. Results of
calculated water depth over a threshold are then displayed about six hours after realtime. Time-history of inundations are also calculated and displayed. Validation
analysis indicates good results for flood detection and evolution, but with limitations
in the current routing calculations. Occasional flood events are missed due to
limitations in the satellite rain estimations. Global numerical weather prediction
rainfall forecasts are being used experimentally to extend the period of utility of the
flood information.
In terms of landslides, the satellite rainfall information is combined with a global
landslide susceptibility map, derived from a combination of global surface
characteristics (digital elevation topography, slope, soil types, soil texture, and land
cover classification etc.) using a weighted linear combination approach. In those areas
identified as “susceptible” (based on the surface characteristics), landslides are
forecast where and when a rainfall intensity/duration threshold is exceeded. Results
are described indicating general agreement with landslide occurrences, but with
regions of over- and under-estimation.
These flood and landslide algorithms have potential to be used in climate change
scenarios to estimate the impact of both changes in surface conditions (e.g.,
deforestation) and/or in rainfall changes due to global warming. Changes in frequency
and intensity of flood and landslide events are explored initially using inter-annual
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changes as a proxy for climate-change trends. These preliminary results will provide
guidance for future, detailed analyses using down-scaled climate change information.

COMPARISON OF CERES TOA SHORTWAVE FLUXES TO
CCSM3 SIMULATIONS WITH MODIS-DERIVED LAND
SURFACE PARMETERS
Valentine G. Anantharaj (1), Udaysankar S. Nair (2), Peter Lawrence (3,4), Thomas N. Chase
(4), Sundar Christopher (2) and Thomas Jones(2)
(1) Geosystems Research Institute, Mississippi State University, USA
(2) National Space Science and Technology Center, University of Alabama – Huntsville,
USA
(3) National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA
(4) Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Studies, University of Colorado,
USA
vga1@msstate.edu

This study examines and compares the climatology of clear-sky, upwelling shortwave
fluxes at the top-of-the-atmosphere ( S TOA – also referred to as SWFTOA), simulated
from a suite of Community Climate Modeling System 3 (CCSM3) experiments, with
the monthly climatologies derived from Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System
(CERES) observations. The CCSM3 modeling experiments considered include a set
of three ten year climate simulations: (1) using CCSM3 without any modification
(CNTRL); (2) the default CCSM3 land surface parameters substituted using land
surface characteristics derived from MODIS observations (CLM-MODIS); and (3)
CLM-MODIS in combination with SiB hydrological model (CLM-SiB). The SWF TOA
from these three experiments were compared against a climatology of SWFTOA
derived from 8 years of CERES observations. Systematic biases in CCSM3 radiative
transfer parameterization are examined using observations from two ARM sites. This
study shows that the TOA shortwave radiation budget in CCSM3 can be improved
through the use of MODIS-derived land surface albedo. The use of MODIS-derived
albedo improves the pattern of annual variation of the simulated SWFTOA and further
improvement may be achieved through the use of the SiB land surface scheme.
Analysis and elimination of systematic errors in the CCSM3 radiative transfer
parameterization is also needed to fully realize the advantage gained through the use
of MODIS-derived albedo.
In comparison to CERES observations, on a global and annual average basis, all three
CCSM3 experiments overestimate SWFTOA over land and ocean areas. Regionally,
CCSM3 overestimates SWFTOA over some land and ocean areas while
underestimating it over others. Substantial differences exist between CERES
observations and CCSM3 over global agricultural areas. CCSM3 significantly
underestimates SWFTOA over the Saharan and Arabian Deserts; and utilization of
MODIS-derived land surface albedo to constrain CCSM3 simulation improves
simulation of SWFTOA over these regions (Fig. 1a). Prescription of MODIS-derived
albedo has a higher impact over agricultural areas than regions covered by native
vegetation, since the CCSM-CLM parameterizations are less effective at capturing
phenological variations modulated by anthropogenic activities. The seasonal impact
of utilizing MODIS albedo observations can be substantial on a global average basis.
Regionally the impact of utilizing MODIS albedo can be significant both on seasonal
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and annual time scales. Over selected sites, after using ground-based observations to
remove systematic biases that exist in CCSM computation of SWFTOA, it is found that
the use of MODIS albedo improves the simulation of SWFTOA (Fig. 1b). The inability
of coarse resolution CCSM3 simulation to resolve spatial heterogeneity of snowfall
over high altitude sites such as the US Rockies and the Tibetan Plateau causes
overestimation of SWFTOA in these areas. Use of MODIS-derived albedo does not
help improve simulation of SWFTOA at these high altitude sites.
Table 1: Global means of differences between CCSM and CERES TOA shortwave fluxes (W
m-2)
Grid Cells

All

Water

Land

Experiment

DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

Annual

CONTROL

3.6731

3.8929

4.4382

3.3356

3.8350

CLMMODIS

3.6235

3.7707

3.9643

3.6112

3.7424

CLM-SiB

3.4162

3.8933

3.5674

4.3689

3.8115

CONTROL

2.1276

0.7435

1.3121

2.2134

1.5992

CLMMODIS

2.1282

0.7341

1.2903

2.2091

1.5904

CLM-SiB

1.7365

1.011

0.5616

2.7678

1.5192

CONTROL

6.2734

9.1156

9.7076

5.1796

7.5691

CLMMODIS

6.1394

8.8063

8.4717

5.9152

7.3332

CLM-SiB

6.2425

8.6731

8.6341

6.9999

7.6374

Discrepancies also exist in the simulation of SWFTOA over ocean areas since CCSM3
does not account for the effect of wind speed on ocean surface albedo. Over ocean
areas, CCSM3 generally underestimates SWFTOA. Since the radiative transfer scheme
tends to underestimate absorption in the shortwave part of the spectrum,
underestimation of SWFTOA over such ocean areas are related to incorrect
specification of ocean albedo. Biases in simulated SWFTOA over ocean areas are
primarily correlated to wind speed distribution since CCSM3 ocean surface albedo
parameterization does not consider wind speed effects. CCSM3 overestimates
SWFTOA in the polar ocean areas. Introduction of an improved sea ice
parameterization in the CLM-SiB simulation improved conditions over the Antarctic
Ocean but not the Arctic Ocean.
Comparison of model simulated SWFTOA to observations is difficult due to systematic
biases in CCSM3 radiative transfer computations that vary geographically. Error
analysis show that the radiative transfer parameterization in CCSM3 underestimates
atmospheric attenuation of shortwave radiation and the magnitude of error varies
geographically. Over two selected ARM-CART sites, where systematic biases could
be estimated and removed from the CSSM3 computed SWFTOA, it is found that
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utilization of MODIS-derived land surface albedo improves the simulation of
SWFTOA.
MODISCCSM
SiBCCSM

CONTROLCCSM

CERES

MODISCCSM+BIAS
CONTROLCCSM+BIAS
SiBCCSM+BIAS

Fig. 1: (a) Seasonal variation of CERES-observed and CCSM-simulated SWFTOA over
Chad, Sahara (left); and (b) ARM Mobile Facility at Niami, Niger (right). The dashed lines
indicate the bias-corrected values for the respective CCSM experiments.

CLIMATE CHANGE CHALLENGES, DRYLAND
DEVELOPMENT AND NATIONAL EFFORT IN MANAGING
FOOD CRISIS IN NIGERIA
Andrew I. Ayeni
Drought and Desertification Department, Federal Ministry of Environment, Abuja, Nigeria.
aiayeni2000@yahoo.com

Dry areas by definition are very fragile and highly vulnerable to environmental
change. Climate change impact on dry areas means higher temperature, changing
rainfall patterns. These changes have had strong impacts on economic, social and
political dimensions of development in dry areas. Rural communities in the dry areas
are vulnerable to multiple risks due to environmental degradation, Climate variability,
droughts, poor market access and price fluctuations. These risks further deteriorate the
potentials of already diminishing resources and declining agricultural of dry land
communities.
For temperature rise of 20c 2050 about one to three billion people would suffer from
acute water shortages, and about 30 million more people would go hungry as
agricultural yields go into recession across the globe with a predicted temperature rise
of 1.30c by 2025 would see tens of millions more go hungry due to falling agricultural
yields in the developing countries (including Nigeria.) and rising global food crisis,
increase drought etc. The result of all this is famine/food crisis, mass migration
thereby slowing down developmental effort such as MDG, NEPAD, NEEDS etc.
In order to address squarely those weather related food crisis in Nigeria, adequate
knowledge of the link between weather, Agricultural production and food security is
required as explained in the paper. In addition, these weather and climate information
should be considered critical inputs into any agricultural and food production
programme activities. The Federal Ministry of environment through its drought and
desertification department is doing just this
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MIXING IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE: AN APPLICATION
OF LONG-TERM TOWER-BASED RADON GRADIENT
MEASUREMENTS
Scott Chambers (1), Wlodek Zahorowski (1), Alastair Williams (1), Alex Vermeulen (2), Bart
Verheggen (2), Jagoda Crawford (1) and Ot Sisoutham(1).
(1) Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, PMB 1, Menai, NSW 2234,
Australia
(2) Energy Research Centre of The Netherlands, P.O. Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, The
Netherlands
Scott.Chambers@ansto.gov.au

Timely and economical adaptation to our changing climate relies heavily upon our
ability to accurately forecast future climate scenarios. Improving our understanding
of physical atmospheric processes and their representation in weather and climate
models is crucial to increasing our ability to forecast climate trends with reasonable
confidence. Mixing processes within the atmospheric boundary layer, and the
nocturnal boundary layer in particular, are of particular importance and continue to be
problematic (be source of considerable uncertainties) in contemporary weather and
climate models.
To evaluate, and ultimately improve, near-surface mixing representations it is
necessary to construct quantitative measures of vertical mixing and exchange within
the lower atmosphere at a temporal resolution sufficient to resolve the diurnal cycle.
One way to quantitatively characterize near-surface mixing processes on diurnal time
scales is to make continuous, high temporal resolution, gradient measurements of a
suitable atmospheric tracer. Radon is a naturally occurring, radioactive, noble gas,
with a relatively uniform source and low solubility in water. The half-life of radon
(3.8-days) is optimum for boundary layer mixing studies, since it is long compared
with typical turbulent timescales ( 1-hour) but short enough to constrain its
concentration in the free troposphere to be typically 1-3 orders of magnitude lower
than near surface values. The combination of these properties makes radon an
excellent tracer for vertical mixing studies in the boundary layer.
By implementing two tower-based systems for continuous measurement of nearsurface radon gradients we aim to progress understanding of vertical mixing processes
in the lower atmosphere.
ANSTO has developed a suite of dual flow loop, two filter radon detectors suitable for
continuous hourly monitoring and multi-year deployment. In this study we are using
1500 L detectors with a lower limit of detection of approximately 40 mBq m-3. Due
to their 45-minute response time these detectors can not be multiplexed for gradient
measurements, so dedicated detectors are being used for each height of the gradient
measurements.
At present we are measuring near-surface radon gradients at two sites: Lucas Heights,
New South Wales (34.053ºS, 150.981ºE) and the Cabauw Experimental Site for
Atmospheric Research (CESAR) in The Netherlands (51.971ºN, 4.927ºE). The Lucas
Heights gradient observations, between 2-50 m above ground level (agl), specifically
target mixing in the atmospheric surface layer whereas those at CESAR, between 20200 m agl, target mixing in the lower atmospheric boundary layer.
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We present a summary of the first year of measurements at each site including case
studies which highlight seasonal contrasts in mixing conditions. Variability observed
in the hourly radon time series at each site was evident on seasonal, synoptic and
diurnal time scales. Seasonal and synoptic variability resulted from changes in
airmass fetch whereas diurnal variability reflected changes in the local mixing regime.
The amplitude of the diurnal radon signal and the magnitude of the nocturnal radon
gradient at each site were found to be strongly correlated with atmospheric stability
(Figure 1 and Figure 2).
All observations
20m ws > 7m/s
20m ws < 3 m/s
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Fig. 1. Diurnal composite radon signal at Cabauw for all data and segregated by wind speed.
Diurnal amplitude is highest for periods of weak winds and lowest for wind speeds >7ms-1.
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Fig. 2. Temperature gradient and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) as a function of the diurnal
amplitude in radon concentration. Stars indicate periods of large nocturnal vertical radon
gradient and open squares small vertical radon gradient.
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EFFECT OF COORDINATE ROTATION AND AVERAGING
PERIOD ON ESTIMATING SURFACE HEAT AND WATER
VAPOR FLUXES OVER MOUNTAINOUS TERRAIN
Yi-Ying Chen and Ming-Hsu Li
Institute of Hydrological and Oceanic Sciences, National Central University, Taoyuan,
Taiwan
spancer_hot@hotmail.com

Coordinate rotation is often applied to align measured turbulence data with stream
wise direction before turbulent fluxes calculation and a standard averaging period
(30min) is also wildly been used in these fluxes estimation. Different rotation
approaches and averaging periods may cause systematic bias and significant
variations on estimated fluxes. Thus, measuring the surface fluxes over a non-flat
terrain furthers the requirement of selecting a proper rotation technique and an
optimal averaging period. In this study, three coordinate rotation approaches,
including no, double(McMillian, 1988) , and planar-fit (Wilzack, et al., 2001)
rotations, and averaging periods from 15min to 240min, were applied for computing
heat and water vapor fluxes over a mountainous terrain with the eddy covariance
method.
The experiment was conducted in an experimental watershed, Lien-Hua-Chih (LHC),
located in the central Taiwan. Vegetation type is a mixture of natural deciduous forest
and shrubs with a canopy height of about 17 m. The observation tower was built to a
height of 22 m. The site is a typical mountainous terrain with significant meso-scale
circulation. Figure 1 shows the wet season (right) and the dry night time (left) wind
direction, horizontal wind speed, and vertical wind speed at the LHC site. Prevailing
wind direction is NE in day time and ES in night time during these seasons.
Turbulence data above canopy were measured with an eddy covariance system, a 3-D
sonic anemometer (Young 81000) and a krypton hygrometer (Campbell KH20). Raw
data sampled at 10 Hz was recorded in a data logger, CR1000, and stored by a CF
card device. Slow response air temperature/humidity profiles data were used to
calculate heat storage flux inside of the canopy layer, and pressure date was used to
estimate the air density fluctuation effects.
Figure 2 shows effects of coordinate rotation approaches in various averaging periods
on average daily energy closure fraction. Based on the criteria of the best energy
closure fraction and minimum uncertainty, applying planar-fit rotation with an
averaging period of 60 min is suggested. Lacking of energy closure fraction can be
explained by Ogive method (Berger et al.) of the seasonal latent heat which indicted
an averaging period of 30min may be not long enough to capture the flow frequency
transport of certain hours in a diurnal cycle. Figure 3 gives an example of kinematic
hat flux during the dry season and the wet season.

Reference
[1] B.W., Berger et al., 2001, J. Atmos. Ocean. Technol. 18, 529–542.
[2] R.T., McMillen, 1988, Boundary-Layer Meteorol. 43, 231–245.
[3] J. M. Wilczak et al., 2001. Boundary-Layer Meteorol 99:127–150.
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Fig. 1. Wind direction, horizontal and vertical wind velocity at the LHC site during the dry
season (left) and the wet season (right). The square dots indicate source directions of wind
field in x-y plane.
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EVALUATION OF THE IMPACT OF SURFACE ALBEDO AND
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The impact of local weather and especially of rainfall to West African communities is
crucial in terms of economy, water resources and food security. In consequence, the
scientific community gathered around an international project, the African
Multidisciplinary Monsoon Analysis (AMMA), dedicated to the improvement of our
knowledge of the West African monsoon (WAM) and its variability. In particular, the
improvement of weather forecasting needs to better understand the WAM dynamics
and its connection with rainfall.
The aim of this study is to improve our understanding of the role of the different
forcings (oceans, continental surface, large scale activity) on the WAM. To achieve
this goal, we use a regional model to simulate the WAM circulation of year 2006,
which corresponds with the Special Observing Period of the AMMA experiment, thus
providing a high density of observations to compare with for the model’s validation.
In particular we bear our attention on the timing of the WAM onset (abrupt
displacement of the Intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) from 5°N to 10°N
approximately which occurs climatologically at the end of June) and the evaluation of
the volume and the location of precipitations. The criterium used to detect the onset is
the date when a significant decrease of convection lasting a few days is observed,
followed by a northerly displacement of the ITCZ and the associated precipitations.
For this purpose, the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) is used to
represent the atmospheric circulation over western Africa -with a resolution of 60km,
a domain that covers the West and North Africa, the Guinean Gulf, part of the
Atlantic ocean (western limit is located at 28.3°W) and of the Mediterranean sea (up
to 39°N)-, for a period of seven months (from March to September).
In the work presented here, we performed four simulations with a similar
configuration of the WRF model but with different surface albedo (climatologic
albedo provided by the USGS database versus satellite data), and orography values
(suppression of the Hoggar and Aïr massifs which play an important role on the
Sahelian Heat Low seasonal cycle according to idealized studies) in order to
investigate the impact of these elements in the model. Results show that although the
modifications done for the sensitivity tests have a striking impact on the WAM
dynamics, such as the depth and the seasonal cycle of the Sahelian Heat Low and the
Intertropical Discontinuity, the onset date is not modified. So, according to this study,
albedo and orography are not proved to be key elements for the timing of the WAM
onset. However, results show a high impact on the spatial repartition and intensity of
precipitations when we modify the surface albedo due to the modification of the
radiative budget at the surface. On the contrary, even if the suppression of orography
clearly modifies the seasonal cycle of the SHL, its impact on rainfall is not so
obvious, leading to the conclusion that the SHL may not be as important in the WAM
triggering as others studies could let think.
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SURFACE WARMING, DELAY OF WET SEASON ONSET AND
INTENSIFIED DROUGHT OVER AMAZONIA AND THEIR LINK
TO GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE
Rong Fu, Wenhong Li, Katia Fernandes, Paola Arias
fu@eas.gatech.edu

Observations suggest that the surface temperature has been increasing, wet season is
beginning at a later date and droughts have become stronger over the last few decades
over Amazonia. These changes are consistent with an increase of atmospheric
stability in all seasons and with weakened cold air incursions which are important to
jump start the wet season. Both these factors are correlated with warming of sea
surface temperatures (SSTs) in the eastern tropical Pacific and tropical Atlantic, a
pole-ward shift of southern hemispheric jets, and land surface feedbacks to these
externally forced changes. Comparison of climate model simulations with and
without anthropogenic forcing suggests that this delay of wet season is explained at
least in part by anthropogenic forcing. Global climate models that agree well with
observations in the 20th century indicate a likelihood over the next century of further
delays of the wet season, and of a greater intensity of droughts. These changes may
eventually destabilize the evergreen rainforests over much of the Amazon.

THE IMPACT OF LAND USE AND LAND COVER CHANGES ON
ATMOSPHERE-BIOSPHERERE ACTIVE EXCHANGE AND
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
Laurens Ganzeveld (1,3), Lex Bouwman (2), Bas Eickhout (2), Elke Stehfest (2), Detlef van
Vuuren (2) and the MESSy team (3)
(1) Wageningen University and Research Centre, Department of Environmental Sciences,
Chair Group Earth System Sciences, Wageningen, Netherlands
(2) National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, Netherlands Environmental
Assessment Agency, Bilthoven, Netherlands
(3)Max-Planck Institute for Chemistry, Mainz, Germany, http://www.messyinterface.org/
laurens.
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Projections of future land cover and land use changes indicate that anthropogenic
changes of ecosystems will continue at a fast pace in future. In order to demonstrate
potential consequences of these changes for system Earth beyond climate and the
carbon cycle, we present an analysis of the regional and global scale impact of
landcover and land-use changes on biogenic emissions, deposition and canopy
interactions, and atmospheric chemistry. We also elaborate on the relative importance
of land cover and land use change compared to anthropogenic emissions changes for
atmospheric chemistry.
Tropical deforestation, affecting albedo, biomass and roughness, results in a complex
response of drivers of atmosphere-biosphere reactive exchange and chemistry. For
example, deforestation on the periphery of the Amazon basin results in a decrease in
net radiation, turbulence and, despite a substantial decrease in evapotranspiration, in a
decrease in the sensible heat flux and boundary layer depth.
The analysis shows a significant increase in simulated ozone and hydroxyl (OH)
concentrations (50%) over the deforested areas in Africa whereas over central
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Amazonia an increase in isoprene emissions (due to increase in biomass) results in a
further decrease in ozone and OH. However, the enhanced input of reactive N through
predicted increases in fertilizer use use partly compensates for this OH titration.
The analysis stresses that assessment of the consequences of land cover and land use
changes on atmosphere-biosphere reactive exchange, chemistry and climate requires
consideration of changes in biogenic emissions, deposition and boundary layer
ransport as a function of common key drivers.

EMISSIONS OF GASES AND PARTICLES FROM BIOMASS
BURNING DURING THE 20TH CENTURY
Claire Granier (1,2,3), Aude Mieville (1), Cathy Liousse (4), Bruno Guillaume (4), Florent
Mouillot (5), Jean-François Lamarque (2,3), Jean-Marie Grégoire (6), Gabrielle Pétron (3,7)
(1) Université Pierre et Marie Curie-Paris 6, UMR7620, Paris, France; LATMOS, CNRS,
UMR8190, Paris, France
(2) NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL), Chemical Sciences Division, Boulder,
Colorado, USA
(3) Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES), University of
Colorado at Boulder, Colorado, USA
(4) Laboratoire d’Aérologie, UMR 5560, Toulouse, France
(5) IRD, CEFE/CNRS, Montpellier, France
(6) Joint Research Center, Ispra, Italy
(7) NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL), Global Monitoring Division, Boulder,
Colorado, USA
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During the 20th century, human activities and biomass burning have led to the
emissions of large quantities of trace gases and particles into the atmosphere. These
emissions have resulted in significant perturbations of the radiative balance of the
atmosphere, as well as of the air quality at global and regional scales. The definition
of emission regulation policies and the evaluation of the effect of these policies
requires therefore an accurate estimate of atmospheric compounds emissions and of
their temporal evolution.
Inventories of gases and particles emissions from biomass burning have been
developed for the 1900-2005 period. For the period 1997-2005, fire emissions have
been estimated from satellite products: burnt areas, active fires, and a vegetation
distribution map. Emissions were first estimated for the year 2000 and for different
vegetation categories. The temporal and spatial distribution of the CO2 emissions for
the 1997-2005 period was then derived through a scaling of the number of active fires.
The scaling was done for each vegetation class and for three latitude bands. Emissions
ratios were used to derive the emissions of all other chemical species.
Emissions for the 1900-2000 period were derived from historical burnt areas at a
resolution of 1x1°, combined the same vegetation map as used for the recent
emissions. A scaling factor was applied to emissions within forest and savanna
ecosystems separately, in order to ensure a continuity between historical and recent
emissions. Monthly emissions were derived using the average seasonal variation of
1997-2005 emissions.
The methodology used for calculating the emissions will be discussed, together with
the evolution of the distributions of biomass burning emissions during the 20th
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century, at the global scale and for different regions. The results will be compared
with the distributions provided by other inventories and results of inverse modeling
studies.
Emissions of CO2 for different regions during the 1900-2000 period are shown in
Figure 1. In North America and Russia, emissions have decreased significantly during
the 20th century. A steady decrease is also observed in Australia, which is likely due
less pronounced intense deforestation practices in this region. A large increase in
emissions is shown in Africa, mostly in its western part, and in South America during
the second half of the century. In the southern part of South America, emissions were
rather high at the beginning of the century. Large increases in the emissions in tropical
and sub-tropical regions are also observed at the end of the century, especially in
Central Asia/India, South-East Asia and especially Indonesia.
The evolution of the emissions of other trace species, such as ozone precursors
(carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides) and particles (black carbon and organic
carbon) will be discussed.
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Fig. 1: Evolution of the emissions of CO2 from biomass burning during the 20th century.

LAND USE CHANGE IN NORTH AUSTRALIAN SAVANNA AND
THE IMPACT UPON GREENHOUSE GAS EXCHANGE
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Clearing of savanna woodland for native and improved pasture for meat production in
northern Australia has had a considerable impact upon carbon, nutrient and
greenhouse gas balance of the region. Carbon loss through vegetation removal is
evident [1] but changes in the net ecosystem exchange of carbon dioxide, methane
and nitrous oxide have yet to be quantified. Australia has the world’s largest intact
tropical savanna, occupying ~25% of the continent, and this biome has a major impact
on the national greenhouse gas inventory because of the potential for C sequestration
through altered grazing and fire regimes, but likewise the potential for large carbon
loss and greenhouse gas emissions with fire and cyclone events. There is great
uncertainty associated with the nitrous oxide (N2O) and methane (CH4) source-sink
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strength of Australian savannas. Clearing savanna for grazed pasture may increase
N2O emissions by increasing N inputs (excreta and N2-fixation), soil water status and
compaction, whilst reducing soil CH4 uptake (oxidation) by methanotroph bacteria.
This study assessed seasonal greenhouse gas exchange in the Douglas-Daly region of
NT, Australia under a) young (~5 yr) and b) old (~25 yr) pastures and c) grazed
savanna woodland. Soil derived emissions of N2 O and CH4 and soil C density were
assessed in replicated sites of these three ecosystems. The net ecosystem exchange of
CO2 was measured continuously through eddy-covariance, and soil-atmosphere
exchange of N2O, CO2 and CH4 exchange was measured through episodic manual
chamber incubations. Ecosystem CO2 uptake was greater in the pasture than the
woodland early in the growing (rainy) season, but on an annual basis was greatest in
the savanna woodland. Soil N2O emissions were generally small (< 2 µg N2O-N m-2
h-1) in all land-use types, but in response to ‘break of rains’ increased up to ~15 µg
N2O-N m-2 h-1 in the improved pasture and ~5 µg N2O-N m-2 h-1 in the savanna
woodland. Soil CH4 uptake was substantial (-12 to -38 µg CH4-C m-2 h-1) in the
savanna, while we observed CH4 emissions between 0 and 182 µg CH4-C m-2 h-1 in
the 25 year old pasture. Methane uptake decreased as water content increased.
These ecosystem exchange data can be integrated into the Australian Greenhouse
Office's National Carbon Accounting System to improve model precision and
calibration and will also provide an important planning and management tool for land
managers in north Australia.
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THE ADVANCES IN OBSERVATIONAL STUDY OF
ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER IN TAKLIMAKAN
DESERT
Qing He (1), Ali Mamtimin (1), Shuai Li (2), Xinchun Liu (1), Wen Huo(1), Xinhua Yang (1)
(1) Institute of Desert and Meteorology, China Meteorological Administration, Urumqi
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The atmosphere environment monitor station of Taklimakan Desert (situated in
39°00 N, 83°40 E altitude is 1099.3m) regards the 80m gradient tower as the core,
including 80m gradient tower detection system radiation detection system surfaceatmosphere energy budget system turbulent flux monitoring system Eddy Covariance
detection system, Large aperture scintillometer atmospheric boundary layer vertical
profiles detection system tethersonde system alignment calibration automatic weather
station dust flux detection system, the gradient detection system in the northern
margin of Taklimakan Desert, standard observation site of blown sand , the tracing
and monitoring platform of sandstorms. They can monitor the turbulence
characteristic of sand source in the surface layer, and confirm the parameter of
threshold sand and transportation in different ground surface and soil types in the dust
source regions, and determine dust flux, and interpret the mechanisms of threshold
sand, diffusion and transportation of sandstorms, and support the research work of
desert meteorology and land surface process in arid area.
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Some research results in the near future are as follows in the five examples below:
The diurnal variation of gradient velocity in surface layer has better consistency with
the gale and sand storm weather process in spring and summer inTaZhong area. In
spring, the wind speed assumes multi-peaks, the fluctuation is larger, and the change
is gentle in summer. In daytime, within 80m in surface layer, the temperature kepts
elevating and achieves the maximum temperature at 14:30 in local time. At night the
temperature is continuously decreased, and falls to the minimum temperature at 05:30
before dawn. The moisture gradient in surface layer in spring and summer season
diminish continuously in daytime, and the reducing range of humidity is smaller in the
nearer surface, it changes isvery small above 10 m altitudes. After local tome 9:30,
inside the surface layer 80 m, specific humidity decreases rapidly as straight line. At
night, after 21:30, specific humidity rises rapidly, and it is also the more remarkable
the nearer to the ground. Above 10 m altitudes, it changes slowly. The maximum and
minimum daily average value of specific humidity in summer are all more than two
times as it in spring.
The aerodynamic roughness length value in spring and summer ranges from 6.01 ×106 to 6.63×10-4m, which average is 8.01×10-5 m. The Z0 of the high and larger dune
(alignment calibration automatic weather station A) in distance1.6 km on the eastern
side and the natural sand flat (alignment calibration automatic weather station B) in
distance 2.2 km on the west side of the atmosphere environment monitor station are
respectively 7.53 × 10-5m and 5.11 × 10-5m. The average roughness length Z0 of
these three different surface is 6.88 × 10-5m, and the average of pure natural sand
automatic calibration points A, B is 6.32 × 10-5m. These values can be used as a
reference value in Taklimakan Desert.
The mean of zero-plane displacement d is 0.08 m in spring and summer in TaZhong
area, and they are both zero in alignment calibration automatic weather station A and
B.
The average grain size in XiaoTang desert transition zone (situated in 40°49'10''N,
84°17'28''E, altitude is 945m) is greater than which in TaZhong area. The average
grain size in XiaoTang desert transition zone ranges from 3 to 7 , it belongs to the
mixture of very fine sand 3 to 4 (0.0625 to 0.125mm), the coarse sand 4 to 5 (0.031
to 0.0625mm) and the medium powder sand 5 to 6 (0.0156 to 0.031mm).The average
grain size in TaZhong area ranges from 2 to 4 , it belongs to the mixture of silver
sand 2 to 3 (0.125 to 0.25mm) and very fine sand 3 to 4 (0.0625 to 0.125mm).
The dust flux is analyzed during a dust storm, the results show that the impact
velocity of sand is 80centimeters per second or so. When the friction velocity is
greater than 20 centimeters per second, the sand will begin to move; when the friction
velocity is greater than 30 centimeters per second, the moving speed of dust is up, as a
result the number of dust impact particle also increases.
Key Words The atmosphere environment monitor station of Taklimakan Desert;
Temperature and Humidity profiles; Roughness Length; Zero Plane Displacement
Height; Grain Size; Impact Velocity of Sand and Dust
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PILPS (the Project for Intercomparison of Land-surface Parameterisation Schemes)
shares with all other reported climate model intercomparisons and assessments from
the Intercomparison of Radiation Codes in Climate Models (ICRCCM) in 1984 to the
IPCC AR4 in 2007 the paradox that while all-scheme averages have improved skill
over time, individual models continue to exhibit mediocre to downright bad behaviour
[1].
The World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) launched the Project for the
Intercomparison of Land-surface Parameterization Schemes (PILPS) in 1992 with the
goal of understanding and improving the parameterization of fluxes of heat, moisture
and mass (including carbon and momentum) between the atmosphere and the
continental surface in climate and weather forecast models. PILPS diagnoses the
behaviours of participating land-surface schemes (LSSs) in controlled experiments
implemented in four phases. The most recent phases is co-sponsored by iLEAPS and
focuses on the use of water isotopes as an important new way to improve Earth
System models. The immediate application of better land-surface modelling are
enhanced understanding of land-surface exchanges of moisture and energy and better
simulations of hydro-climate variability, together giving insight into future water
resource vulnerability [2].
Here we consider why averaging poor model performance is negatively affecting
perception of climate scientists’ skill and propose actions to “out” the bad models and
so regain political and community trust.
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The need to capture important climate feedbacks in general circulation models
(GCMs) has resulted in new efforts to include atmospheric chemistry and land and
ocean biogeochemistry into the next generation of production climate models, now
often referred to as Earth System Models (ESMs). While a number of terrestrial and
ocean carbon models have been coupled to GCMs, recent work has shown that such
models can yield a wide range of results [1], suggesting that a more rigorous set of
offline and partially coupled experiments along with detailed analyses of processes
and comparisons with measurements, are warranted. The Carbon-Land Model
Intercomparison Project (C-LAMP) provides a simulation protocol and model
performance metrics based upon comparisons against best-available satellite- and
ground-based measurements [2]. Originally developed under the auspices of the
Community Climate System Model (CCSM) Biogeochemistry Working Group to test
state-of-the-art biogeochemistry models within the CCSM3 framework [3], C-LAMP
serves to provide feedback to the modeling community regarding model
improvements and to the measurement community by suggesting new observational
campaigns (see Figure 1). The model output metadata standards and diagnostics
package developed for C-LAMP round out a prototype for an international biosphereatmosphere model benchmarking activity that could enhance the planned model
simulations for the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5).
C-LAMP Experiment 1 consists of a set of uncoupled simulations of terrestrial carbon
models specifically designed to examine the ability of the models to reproduce surface
carbon and energy fluxes at multiple sites and to exhibit the influence of climate
variability, prescribed atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen (N) deposition, and
land cover change on projections of terrestrial carbon fluxes during the 20 th century.
Experiment 2 consists of partially coupled simulations of the terrestrial carbon model
with an active atmosphere model exchanging energy and moisture fluxes. In all
experiments, atmospheric CO2 follows the prescribed historical trajectory from
C4MIP. In Experiment 2, the atmosphere model is forced with prescribed sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) and corresponding sea ice concentrations from the Hadley
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Centre; prescribed CO2 is radiatively active; and land, fossil fuel, and ocean CO2
fluxes are advected by the model. Both sets of experiments were performed using two
different biogeochemistry modules coupled to the Community Land Model (CLM3)
in CCSM3: the CASA´ model of Fung, et al., and the carbon-nitrogen (CN) model of
Thornton. Comparisons against Ameriflux site measurements, MODIS satellite
observations, NOAA flask records, and other datasets have been performed. More
information about C-LAMP, the experimental protocol, performance metrics, output
standards, and model-data comparisons from the CLM3-CASA´ and CLM3-CN
models are available at http://www.climatemodeling.org/c-lamp.
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Fig. 1: The Carbon-Land Model Intercomparison Project (C-LAMP) helps to bridge the gap
between the measurement and modeling communities by comparing models against bestavailable observational data sets. C-LAMP provides feedback to both communities by
offering suggestions for model improvements and by suggesting new measurement
campaigns. All C-LAMP model results and diagnostics are distributed via the Earth System
Grid (ESG).
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The dominant ecosystem of Northern Australia is savanna. This ecosystem accounts
for approximately one sixth of the global landscape and one fifth of the Australian
land surface. Savanna ecosystems are highly productive (net primary production 1.1
Kg drymatter m-2 year-1) but highly variable (0.98 - 1.75 Kg drymatter m-2 year-1)[1].
The patterns and processes of carbon and water cycles in Northern Australia are likely
to be highly variable in space due to the diverse nature of the ecosystems (savannas of
varying density and leaf area index, floodplains, swamps) and in time due to the
characteristic wet season-dry season climate.
The Australian tropical savanna presents many unique features to experimentalists
and modellers alike. It is a mix of C3 (typically woody overstorey) and C4 (typically
grassy understorey) plants. It is a highly dynamic ecosystem with large annual
variations in the fluxes driven by the response of the vegetation, particularly the
understorey, to the wet season-dry season climate of the tropics. There are also large
inter-annual variations driven by changes in the Monsoon onset and duration and
disturbance by fire. In addition, the areas covered by tropical savanna tend to be
poorly represented in meteorological and plant physiological data sets.
We have used two land-surface models to investigate the spatial and temporal
variability in the surface fluxes over Australian tropical savanna: a "big leaf" model
(CABLE)[2] and a multi-layer canopy model (ACASA)[3]. The sensitivity of the
models to Leaf Area Index (Lai), C4 fraction (the ratio of C4 Lai to total canopy Lai),
vcmax (maximum carboxylation rate) and soil moisture (field capacity and wilting
point) has been explored using data from the Howard Springs savanna site (Northern
Territory, Australia). We find that it is necessary to resolve the seasonal dynamics in
both Lai and C4 fraction to adequately resolve the seasonal changes in CO2 uptake by
tropical savanna. The seasonal dynamics in the water vapour flux are more strongly
controlled by changes in the available energy and are less sensitive to Lai and C4
fraction. It was also necessary to tune the soil properties used by both models,
particularly the wilting point, in order to reproduce the observed water vapour fluxes
throughout the dry season. This is thought to be due to the ability of trees in the
savanna to access deep soil moisture during this time.
The sensitivity studies also reveal a number of limitations in the chosen models.
Firstly, the multi-layer model has no explicit treatment of the C4 photosynthetic
pathway. Secondly, both models assume that the understorey and overstorey leaves
are attached to the same root system. Thirdly, in effect both models use the same
description of leaf size and angular distribution for both C3 and C4 plants, even
though these differ considerably for real-world savannas.
Having assessed the models' sensitivity to the inputs described above, we test the
models' ability to resolve the spatial variability in the observed fluxes of water vapour
and carbon dioxide. Forcing data for the models comes from a network of flux towers
established along a north-south rainfall gradient in the Northern Territory, Australia.
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We use the MODIS Lai data, scaled when necessary to match optical measurements at
the flux tower sites, and C4 fraction is inferred from a combination of the seasonal
change in total canopy Lai and C4 Lai determined by harvest techniques at the time of
maximum understorey growth. Leaf-scale photosynthesis measurements made at each
site during an intensive field campaign in September 2008 are used to inform the
choice of photosynthetic parameters for the vegetation at each site.
Results of the model validation exercise at each site will be presented to assess the
models' ability to resolve both temporal and spatial variability in the water vapour and
carbon dioxide fluxes over Australian tropical savanna. The results are then
interpreted in the context of the known limitations of each model to assess which
areas of model development are most likely to result in significantly improved
performance.
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Future change in the net ecosystem budget of carbon dioxide (CO2) can act as a
potential feedback mechanism to the human-induced climate change. Variability in
ecosystem carbon budget has been investigated in terms of elevated CO2
concentration, temperate rise, precipitation change, and disturbances (e.g., wildfire
and land use change). However, it is less clear whether and how future change in solar
radiation would affect terrestrial carbon budget through the altered photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) and net shortwave radiation and resultant water condition.
This study explores the impact of future radiation change on terrestrial carbon budget,
in conjunction with atmospheric CO2, temperature, and precipitation changes. A
process-based global terrestrial ecosystem model, VISIT (Vegetation Integrative
Simulator for Trace gases), was developed and used; this model was improved from a
simple carbon cycle model, Sim-CYCLE [1], and has been validated using field
survey and flux measurement data. Simulations were conducted during the period
from 1901 to 2000 using historical climate data (CRU TS2.1) and from 2001 to 2100
using AOGCM-projected data for the IPCC AR4. To account for uncertainty in the
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climate projection, we used 12 climate trajectories by 4 AOGCMs (CCCma-T63,
IPSL, HadCM3, and MIROC-medium resolution) for the SRES A1B, A2, and B1
emission scenarios. Spatio-temporal distribution of PAR and its beam/diffuse
composition was estimated using the relationship between cloudiness and scattering in
the atmosphere [2]. Furthermore, we used two canopy photosynthesis schemes to
examine the difference in responsiveness of gross primary production (GPP) to PAR
change: a big-leaf scheme by Monsi and Saeki [3] and a sun/shade scheme by De
Pury and Farquhar [4].
The impact of radiation change was clarified by comparing between simulations, one
including future radiation change and another using contemporary radiation condition,
for each of the 12 climate scenarios. These simulations showed that GPP would
gradually increase due to CO2 fertilization effect and elongation of growing period,
but with different magnitude among the input scenarios, simulations, and canopy
schemes. Most climate projections implied that shortwave radiation and PAR would
decrease probably due to stimulated cloud formation. As a result, total GPP became
lower when including the future radiation change, especially in cases of the sun/shade
canopy scheme by up to 2 Pg C yr–1 (Fig. 1). However, the big-leaf (mono-layer)
scheme seems less responsive to future radiation change than the sun/shade scheme,
and total GPP increased for several climate projections. However, these responses
occur heterogeneously over the land surface, differing between arid and humid
regions and between low and high latitudes. We will further investigate the spatial and
temporal patterns in the simulation result, including historical change (e.g., the global
dimming and brightening).
This study implied that future change in solar radiation would exert an ancillary
influence on the terrestrial carbon budget, and that difference in canopy scheme could
be a source of uncertainty in model simulation. Therefore, further researches are
required to improve parameterizations of atmospheric and canopy radiation transfer
and photosynthesis, for both observation and model development.

Fig 1. Temporal change in the difference of total gross primary production (GPP) between
simulations with and without radiation change after 2000, on the basis of 12 climate
projections by AOGCMs, using two canopy photosynthesis schemes.
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CONTRIBUTION OF LAND-ATMOSPHERE COUPLING TO
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As suggested by several recent modeling studies, land-atmosphere coupling has a
large impact on European summer climate variability, which is linked to the
occurrence of extreme climate events such as heatwaves or heavy convection.
In this study we use the non-hydrostatic Regional Climate Model CLM to perform a
set of simulations with and without land-atmosphere coupling for the time period
1958-2006. The coupled simulation uses a fully coupled land-surface model, while in
the uncoupled simulations soil moisture is prescribed in different ways. The first
uncoupled simulation prescribes a mean seasonal cycle soil moisture. The second
uncoupled simulation additionally includes the intra-annual variability of soil
moisture (variability below 100 days is filtered out), and the third simulation
additionally includes intra-annual plus intraseasonal variability (variability below 10
days is filtered out). This set of simulations allows us to assess the impact of soil
moisture on temperature and precipitation extremes, depending on the time scales of
soil moisture variability. To evaluate the maximum range of soil moisture impact on
climate, we have additionally performed two extreme simulations fixing soil moisture
over the whole simulation period at the plant wilting point and field capacity,
respectively. For the evaluation of the temperature and precipitation extremes in the
model simulations, the observational gridded data set from the EU-FP6 ENSEMBLES
project is used.
The temperature and precipitation extremes in this set of CLM simulations are
analysed using several statistical methods. First, we assess the probability density
functions (PDF) of daily maximum temperature (TMAX) and mean precipitation (P)
by fitting a Generalized Extreme Value and a Gamma distribution to the data,
respectively. Second, we use several indices for extremes as defined by the EUprojects STARDEX or CECILIA, such as hot day and heat wave index or wet day
intensity and frequency. Finally, we also estimate return values and return periods of
TMAX and P using extreme value analysis (block maxima and peak-over-threshold).
In the analysed experiments, we find a continuous reduction of temperature extremes
with enhanced reduction of soil moisture variability. However, the strongest signal
occurs for the two extreme experiments, which indicates that both changes in
variability and mean value of soil moisture have an impact on temperature variability
and extremes. Interestingly, there also seems to be a continuous reduction of
persistence if soil moisture variability is filtered, associated with a reduction of soil
moisture memory. For precipitation the impact of soil moisture is less pronounced.
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While there is a positive feedback of precipitation extremes with soil moisture (as
indicated by the two extreme experiments), there is hardly any significant influence of
soil moisture variability on precipitation extremes. One exception are 5day
precipitation maxima, which are reduced if soil moisture variability is filtered, again
likely as a cause of the reduction of persistence.
We also assess possible trends in extremes over the period of investigation and their
link to soil moisture. For TMAX sadfsdfwe find a decreasing trend until 1980 and an
increasing one afterwards over the whole European continent, consistent with
observed trends in incoming radiation (so called “dimming” and “brightening”
phases). However, since aerosol load is kept fixed in our simulations, the trend can
only be induced by the large-scale forcing via clouds or by soil moisture. Indeed, we
find the same trends in the model cloud cover and, hence, conclude that the largescale forcing is the main cause for the trends in TMAX. However, we also find that
soil moisture has an amplifying effect, since simulations without soil moisture trends
do not present the same trend magnitude. Daily precipitation on the other hand has a
less pronounced trend pattern, but exhibits nonetheless a tendency for negative trends
in Southern and positive trends in Northern Europe, as expected for the future
European summer climate according to the IPCC AR4 report.

IMPACT OF LAND USE CHANGE AND NITROGEN
DEPOSITION ON THE CARBON AND NITROGEN STOCKS OF
PLANTS AND SOILS
Atul K. Jain, Xiojuan Yang, Tosha Richardson
Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801
jain1@uiuc.edu

Human activities have significantly altered the Earth’s vegetation cover in nearly
every part of the world. Such changes have the potential to alter regional and global
climate through changes in the biophysical characteristics of the Earth’s surface, such
as albedo and surface roughness and in the biogeochemical cycles of terrestrial
ecosystems, such as the global C and N cycles. Historically, land-use change has
generally released carbon to the atmosphere due to the conversion of forests to
croplands and pastures, but in recent decades, C stocks in forest ecosystems can
increase through reforestation, afforestation and forest regrowth on abandoned land.
Such changes are commonly simulated with terrestrial carbon cycle only model.
However, the accumulation of C stocks can be constrained if the land use changes
occur in nitrogen limited regions. In addition, nitrogen supply through fertilization
and nitrogen deposition could reduce or even remove the nitrogen limitation on
carbon uptake. Therefore, the terrestrial nitrogen cycle also has the potential to
interact with carbon cycle response to changes in land use. Nevertheless, simulations
of terrestrial C fluxes with carbon-nitrogen cycle models in response to changes in
land cover are less common. Accordingly, in this study a terrestrial coupled carbonnitrogen cycle model, Integrated Science Assessment Model (ISAM), is used to
examine the response of terrestrial carbon and nitrogen stocks in response to changes
in historical land use, atmospheric nitrogen deposition and the interactions with
atmospheric CO2 and climate.
The ISAM biogeochemical cycles consist of fully prognostic carbon and nitrogen
dynamics associated with changes in LCLUCs, vegetation, litter (above and below
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ground) decomposition, and soil organic matter. The model accounts for water and
energy processes in the vegetation and soil column. The model simulates the carbon
and nitrogen fluxes to and from different compartments of the terrestrial biosphere
with 0.5-by-0.5 degree spatial resolution. The modeled carbon cycle includes
feedback processes such as CO2 fertilization, climate effects on photosynthesis and
respiration and increased carbon fixation by nitrogen deposition; whereas the model
nitrogen cycle includes all the major processes associated with nitrogen, including
immobilization, mineralization, nitrification, denitrification, leaching.
We use several different historical data sets for land-cover change and an atmospheric
deposition data set to estimate the uncertainties in the regional and global terrestrial
carbon and N fluxes. The land use data sets consist of land use changes for croplands,
pastureland and wood harvest. We then compare the model-based estimated range of
terrestrial fluxes with the data-based estimated range of flux values to evaluate the
model performance.
Our model results suggest that changes in the N cycle affects the carbon storage
associated with forest regrowth on former agriculture land and on reforested land. The
forest regrowth and carbon accumulation is reduced not only in regions where
nitrogen is a limiting nutrient, particularly in mid and high latitudes, but also in
tropics where N is not a limiting nutrient. Our study also suggests that increased
nitrogen availability driven by deposition could stimulate the accumulation of
additional carbon in terrestrial ecosystems, mainly in re-growing forests. The results
of this study indicates that interactions between the nitrogen and the carbon cycles are
currently playing an important role in limiting the terrestrial carbon and nitrogen
stocks due to changes in land use, and therefore need to be considered in coupled
carbon-climate system models.

INCREASE IN VEGETATION GREENNESS AND DECREASE IN
SPRINGTIME WARMING OVER EAST ASIA
Su-Jong Jeong (1), Chang-Hoi Ho(1), and Jee-Hoon Jeong(2)
(1) School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea
(2) Department of Earth Sciences, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden
waterbell@cpl.snu.ac.kr

This study investigates the impact of increased vegetation greening on the springtime
temperature over East Asia for 1982 2000. An analysis of station-based temperature
records and satellitemeasured normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
indicates that slight warming (<0.4°C 10-yr 1) occurred over regions that experienced
large increase in NDVI ( 0.08 10-yr 1). On the contrary, strong warming ( 0.8°C 10yr 1) occurred over regions that exhibited minor changes in NDVI (<0.04 10-yr 1).
For the most part, this inverse NDVI–temperature relationship observed with the daily
maximum temperature. Thus, it is suggested that the decrease in warming was mostly
attributable to the increase in evapotranspiration associated with increased vegetation
greening. Earlier vegetation growth may have further strengthened the effect of this
vegetation–evaporation on spring temperature.
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VARIATION OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND METEOROLOGICAL
FACTORS IN A CAMPUS AREA
Kwang Ho Kim, Bak Sa Kim, Min Sung Kim, Byung Hyuk Kwon, Dong Hwan Kang
Pukyong National University, Korea
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Carbon dioxide that is increasing every year rapidly and the exchange between
surface and atmosphere has been treated with all classes as one of the important
processes depending in air temperature and carbon dioxide concentration.
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reported that the air temperature
will be increased from 1.4 °C to 4 °C until the end of this century (IPCC, 2007).
Urban atmosphere may play an important role for the future micro-climate change
with respect to temperature and CO2 concentration. The campus area is liberal in
global warming gas like CO2. This study was carried out to evaluate the feasibility of
using the campus-rural environmental gradient in replacement of the IPCC mid-term
scenario (after 30-50 years). For this, we measured atmospheric CO2 concentration
and flux, air temperature and atmospheric turbulent heat fluxes on the roof located in
the middle of the campus zone. Eddy covariance technique, which is the only direct
flux measurement method, was employed to quantitatively understand the interaction
between the farmland ecosystem and the atmospheric boundary layer. Half-hourly
averaged CO2 concentration showed distinct diurnal and seasonal variations, which
were closely related to changes in net ecosystem exchange (NEE) of CO2. Daytime
maximum CO2 uptake was about -1.0 mg CO2 m-2 s-1 whereas nighttime CO2 release
was up to 0.3 mg CO2 m-2 s-1 which is analogous to the rural area. Both daytime CO2
uptake and nighttime release decreased gradually during the winter season. To
understand these exchange mechanism and in-depth analysis, process-level field
experiments and intensive short-term intercomparisons are also expected to be
followed.
Flux densities of CO2, sensible heat, latent heat and momentum were measured by the
eddy covariance method (Grelle, 1996). Eddy correlation equipments were mounted on
the mast at a height of 3 m above ground. This system consisted of a 3 dimensional
ultrasonic anemometer and densities of CO2/H2O were measured with an open path
infrared gas analyzer. Data sampled at 10 Hz were connected to Data-logger. The
collected data that were sent to Eddy Covariance System (ECS) were also
programmed to do on line computation. Observation data from eddy covariance
system were corrected by Ecpack Program using Planar fit method (Wilczak, 2001).
Automatic weather system was set up to monitor the weather parameters including
radiations, temperature and wind.
Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) show the hourly values of the CO2 mass density and air temperature
(at 2 m) for the whole period. The mass density of CO2 increased steadily throughout
the night to an average value of 772.2 mg m-3 (standard deviation: 46.8 mg m-3) at
0800 LST and then decreased rapidly to an average value of 724.0 mg m-3 (standard
deviation: 29 mg m-3). Fig. 1(b) shows that the daily distribution of temperature for 3
month. The distributions of air temperature were in contract with carbon dioxide
shape (Fig. 1(a)). The more it was cold (temperature < 10 °C), the more carbon
dioxide mass density were increased from 750 mg m-3 to 900 mg m-3 (Fig. 1(a) and
1(b)).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) CO2 mass density and (b) air temperature at 2 m. The plus sign (+) : 17 December,
2007 to 28 February, 2008 and Square ( ) : 1 March, 2008 ~ 26 March, 2008.

Paul et al (1995) represented that the concentration of carbon dioxide at the Bossoleto
in central Italy in the morning is associated with a rapid temperature increase of over
10 °C before the CO2 disperses. During the night, more stable atmospheric condition
develops and concentrations build up to a maximum around 0800 LST. There is a
small reduction in concentration over the hour from 0800 LST, the most rapid change
occurs in the short period after 0900 LST after sun rising.
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THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON FUTURE
TRANSPIRATION RATES ARE MODIFIED BY THE
POPERTIES OF PLANT CANOPIES
Miko U.F. Kirschbaum
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Water loss depends on the properties of vegetated surfaces, with forest and grassland
canopies responding to different key controlling variables. In particular, transpiration
from grasslands is primarily controlled by radiation, which is unlikely to change much
in the future, whereas transpiration from forests is more strongly dependent on vapour
pressure deficits, that are likely to increase in future in line with increasing
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temperature. Hence, changes in drought incidence are likely to differ between forests
and pastures.
Water loss is also affected by changes in plant physiology, such as possible stomatal
closure in response to increasing CO2 concentration. This will reduce water loss, with
the extent of this reduction depending on the extent of increases in CO2 concentration
and the stomatal sensitivity to CO2 concentration. Physiological adjustments can thus
reduce transpiration rates from plant
canopies.
Evapotranspiration is strongly affected
by temperature because warmer air can
hold more moisture. The vapour pressure
deficit of the air increases with warming
by between 5 and 6% °C-1 over most
temperature combinations (Kirschbaum
2000). These changes in VPD can then
be used to calculate increases in
transpiration rate with warming. The
calculations shown here were done with
the Penman-Monteith equation. Canopy
and aerodynamic resistances were
chosen to represent typical values for the
two different canopy types.
The simulations suggest warming to
have only slight effects on transpiration
rate for grasslands because of the
predominant control of transpiration by
net radiation rather than the vapour
pressure deficit of the air, and because
net radiation is likely not to change
much in future even with considerable
global
warming.
Increases
in
-1
transpiration rate range from 1% °C at
40°C to an increase of about 4% °C-1 at
5°C (Fig. 1a).

Fig. 1. Change in transpiration rate with
warming (a) and with warming plus stomatal
closure in response to increasing CO2 (b). After
Kirschbaum (2004).

There is likely to be a greater increase in transpiration rate in forest systems (Fig. 1a)
because transpiration rate in these systems is more strongly controlled by VPD and
less by net radiation. Calculated increases ranged from 5% °C-1 at 5ºC to 2% °C-1 at
40°C. Calculated increases in transpiration are even greater for forest systems under
stress, with increases in transpiration rate ranging from 3 to 6% °C-1 because
transpiration rate in stressed forests is even more strongly controlled by VPD.
However, it is important to also consider stomatal closure in response to increasing
CO2 concentration.
Under increased CO2 concentration stomata of most plants are observed to close to
some extent. The effect of such partial stomatal closure is illustrated in Fig. 1b which
shows the effect of a 1° increase in temperature together with some degree of stomatal
closure as indicated in the Figure. Stomatal closure by 10% would have the effect of
almost completely negating the effect of increasing temperature by 1ºC (Fig. 1b).
Stomatal closure by more than 10% would lead to a net reduction of transpiration rate.
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Stomatal closure by less than 10% with warming by 1 °C would still lead to increased
transpiration rates, but by less than the increase without stomatal adjustment (Fig. 1b).
Simple formulations of future drought risk, such as analyses based on the
Thornthwaite method (Thornthwaite 1948), are likely to overestimate changes in
drought risk into the future. The work shown here uses a modelling approach based on
use of the Penman-Monteith equation that more fully captures the relevant physical
drivers of transpiration, and makes it possible to link transpiration to features of
different plant canopies. It shows different climate-change responses in transpiration
for grasslands and forests and the modulating effect of stomatal closure in response to
increasing CO2 concentration.
These issues have been highlighted more than 15 years ago by McKenney and
Rosenberg (1993) who drew attention to the importance of using an appropriate
function for calculating changes in transpiration rates with global warming. Potential
evapotranspiration rates can be estimated using a variety of equations with varying
physical rationales. The Thornthwaite method partly, although implicitly, relies on the
existing correlation between radiation and temperature in the current climate. This
method, or derived products, such as the Palmer Drought Index, are frequently used
because they use few parameters and they can give adequate calculations of
transpiration under current climatic conditions. It works under current conditions
because the two basic drivers of transpiration, radiation and vapour pressure deficit,
are correlated with each other.
However, that correlation will not persist into the future as temperature increases are
likely to be greater than corresponding changes in radiation. Simplified approaches of
calculating evapotranspiration that depend on this correlation of temperature and
radiation are therefore likely to overestimated future changes in evapotranspiration.
Despite this systematic problem, these simpler approaches still continue to be used.
Increases in drought incidence are still a potential problem (Wang 2005; Sheffield and
Wood 2008) but not as much as would be predicted by studies that rely on these
simpler approaches (McKenney and Rosenberg 1993; Kirschbaum 2000, 2004).
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Forests play an important role in global carbon cycle, because of their extensive area,
large carbon pool and fluxes, and are also potentially an important carbon pool and
sink in Australia. Because of the large carbon pools and fluxes, a slight shift in the
balance between photosynthesis and ecosystem respiration can affect the CO 2 flux to
the atmosphere considerably and could potentially shift a current carbon sink into a
source. This process is responsive to change in climate and atmospheric CO2
concentration. Also changes in other natural and anthropogenic disturbances will
affect the carbon dynamics of the forests.
Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans) has one of the highest living biomass per ha
recorded of any Australian forests[1] and is one of the dominant species of the
Melbourne water catchment . It is the tallest flowering plant in the world and also an
important timber species with its high growth rate and large biomass. For effective
management of the forests in the water catchment it is important to have an
understanding of the current carbon dynamics of the forests and its vulnerability to
climate change, however the current carbon dynamics of the forests and its
vulnerability to climate change is uncertain. Climate change and anthropogenic
pressures will also inevitably have an effect on future fire regime of the forests thus
on its carbon dynamics. Fire is an integral part of Eucalyptus regnans life cycle and it
is important to have an understanding of the carbon dynamics of the forests through
its life cycle at different stages since fire and how they will respond to change in
climate and fire regimes.
The aim of this study is to increase the understanding of the effect of climate change,
atmospheric CO2 elevation and change in fire regime on the carbon dynamics of
Eucalyptus regnans forests through, 1. Quantifying the current carbon inventory of
the forest stands along a chrono-sequence, 2. Simulating the effect of climate change
and atmospheric CO2 elevation on the forests’ carbon dynamics, 3. Simulating the
effect of change in fire regime on the forests’ carbon dynamics.
A flux tower has been established at a 277 years old (since fire) Mountain Ash
(Eucalyptus regnans) old-growth forest to collect carbon and water fluxes using eddy
covariance method. And additional re-growth sites, 25 and 81 years old have also
been established. The study site is located at Wallaby Creek Catchment, Kinglake,
VIC, approximately 100 km northeast of Melbourne and is a closed water catchment
providing water to the Melbourne area. The dominant species in forested area in the
catchment is Eucalyptus regnans, and bushfires of varying severity have affected
many parts of the catchment from 1851 to 1982, burning some areas repeatedly and
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severely, and leaving some areas untouched [2]. The study site has been recently
burned on Black Saturday 7th February 2009.
To achieve the study aim, biometric and meteorological data collections are being
employed in conjunction with two models (TEM: Terrestrial Ecosystem Model and
CAR4D). The data will be employed to parameterize the models as a tool to
investigate the effect of climate change, atmospheric CO2 elevation and change in fire
regime. TEM is a process based global scale eco-system simulation model that
incorporates carbon and nitrogen cycle on monthly to centennial time scales. Major
data used to parameterise and run TEM includes, carbon and nitrogen in vegetation,
soil carbon and nitrogen, GPP, and NPP, together with climate data [3,4] Scenarios
with different levels of atmospheric CO2 concentration, air temperature and rainfall
are being simulated. CAR4D is a landscape level model that simulates carbon
sequestration of Eucalyptus regnans forests with varying environments, fire and
management regimes at an annual time step[5,6].
The preliminary carbon budget compiled from field data from the old-growth site,
show a total carbon of 1316tC/ha with 914tC/ha for the Eucalyptus regnans
component, 50tC/ha for the understory and 350tC/ha for the leaf litter, coarse woody
debris and soil component. This figure is in line with the average carbon mass figure
of above 1200tC/ha for Eucalyptus regnans forests in the central highlands of Victoria
and Tasmania[7] and show that Eucalyptus regnans forests have the highest carbon
per ha of Australian forests and play a significant role in Australian forest’s carbon
dynamics.
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BENCHMARKING LAND SURFACE MODEL CARBON FLUXES
USING ATMOSPHERIC CO2 MEASURMENTS
Rachel M. Law, YingPing Wang and Bernard Pak
Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research, CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric
Research, Aspendale, Victoria, Australia
rachel.law@csiro.au

There are large uncertainties in the magnitude of future climate-carbon feedbacks [1]
so it is important that the modelled carbon cycle is tested against a variety of datasets,
including measurements of atmospheric CO2 (e.g. [2]). There are a number of reasons
for assessing carbon fluxes against atmospheric CO2; firstly changes in atmospheric
CO2 provide forcing to the climate so mean concentrations need to be modelled
realistically, secondly atmospheric mixing means that atmospheric CO2 measurements
often provide information about carbon fluxes across a region and thirdly
measurements over different timescales and across a range of spatial scales can be
used to test different components of the carbon fluxes and the processes underlying
those fluxes. The representation of the carbon cycle in typical land-surface models
includes many parameters, often chosen separately for each vegetation type. The
choice of a best set of parameters may be formalised (e.g. [3]) or rely on a more adhoc tuning process. Ad-hoc tuning can be time-consuming. A land-surface model may
be run efficiently off-line using prescribed meteorological forcing, but atmospheric
CO2 is not available. Here we explore whether atmospheric CO2 can also be
calculated efficiently to facilitate model benchmarking. Figure 1 shows a schematic
representation of different pathways for calculating atmospheric CO2. The shaded area
represents the fully coupled land-surface and climate model, producing atmospheric
CO2
using
modelled
carbon
fluxes
at
each
time-step.
Meteorological forcing

Climate model
+ land-surface

Atmospheric CO2
(on-line)

CO2 fluxes

Land-surface
model off-line

Monthly mean
fluxes: CO2 run as
passive tracer

Monthly mean
fluxes: response
functions

Atmospheric CO2

Atmospheric CO2

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of different pathways to calculate atmospheric CO2

Alternative pathways to atmospheric CO2 might involve taking a set of carbon fluxes
(from either online or offline simulations), averaging the fluxes in time and then using
either the full climate model, a transport model, or a set of response functions to
calculate the atmospheric CO2 concentration. Each method has potential uses,
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efficiencies and errors. Here we will explore some of these. The fastest method to
calculate atmospheric CO2 is to use a set of response functions, after the initial
overhead of calculating those responses. Typically month-long pulses of CO2 are
input to the atmosphere from small regions and the evolution of atmospheric CO2 at
selected measurement sites is selected. CO2 concentrations from any flux field can
then be approximated by scaling and summing the individual responses. However it is
important to understand whether the approximation is good enough for tasks such as
testing the model sensitivity to parameter changes. Figure 2 shows an example result.

Fig. 2: Observed (solid with error bars) and modelled seasonal cycle of atmospheric CO2 at
Mauna Loa for 1980-1999. The modelled cases are an online simulation (solid), a simulation
using mean monthly 1980-1999 fluxes (long dash) and a response function reconstruction
(short dash).

In this case, the error seen in the original online simulation (underestimated seasonal
amplitude) is reproduced using the other methods. This suggests the quicker methods
could be used to help diagnose the problem. The response functions could be used to
identify which regions or vegetation types are contributing most to the underestimate.
This would inform some targeted adjustment of model parameters in off-line
simulations to test the sensitivity of the modelled CO2 amplitude to parameter
changes. This study will explore the range of possible CO2 signals that can be used to
test carbon fluxes through a response function method and what limitations are
imposed by approximating atmospheric transport in this way.
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MODELING PERMAFROST IN AN EARTH SYSTEM MODEL:
PERMAFROST'S RESPONSE TO (AND ROLE IN) CLIMATE
CHANGE
David M. Lawrence and Andrew G. Slater
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO, USA
dlawren@ucar.edu

Permafrost, or perpetually frozen ground, has typically not been realistically
represented in global climate or Earth System models. Here, we describe recent
efforts to better represent permafrost in the Community Land Model (CLM, which is
the land-surface scheme used in the Community Climate System Model, CCSM). The
improved model is used to evaluate the role of a range of climate change forcings on
soil warming and permafrost degradation. Global climate models suggest that
warming in the Arctic will be considerably stronger than the rest of the world. In the
CCSM3, 21st century terrestrial Arctic warming ranges from ~+4 to +8°C depending
on emission scenario. This warming is non-linear, due in part to periods of accelerated
sea ice loss. Along with the warming, CCSM3 (and other global models) project an
increase in winter snowfall and concomitant changes in snow depth, snow density,
and snow-season length. The strong projected warming is, not surprisingly the largest
contributor to permafrost degradation. However, we can also attribute roughly 18% of
the projected permafrost degradation to increasing snowfall and the resulting
maintenance of the insulating snowpack even in the face of strong warming. We also
find that a period of accelerated warming associated with rapid sea ice loss can
accelerate soil warming and lead to rapid thaw of warm permafrost and to increased
vulnerability of colder permafrost.
Finally, we will discuss how permafrost thaw can feedback onto climate change via
its role in the Arctic hydrological, biogeophysical, and biogeochemical cycles. The
complex role that the hydrology of permafrost-affected soils plays on the Arctic soil
carbon response to climate change (e.g. carbon dioxide emissions versus methane
production under warming).

CARBON AND WATER BUDGETS OF AUSTRALIAN ALPINE
GRASSLANDS
Ian McHugh (1), Jason Beringer (1), Nigel Tapper (1), Mark Adams (2)
(1) Monash University, Melbourne, Australia
(2) University of Sydney, Australia
Ian.Mchugh@arts.monash.edu.au

Australian alpine grasslands are a rare and uniquely vulnerable ecosystem in the Australian
context. Found only on the peaks of the taller mountains in Australia’s south east, they have
often been called ‘islands in the sky’ [1]. Occupying the cold extreme of Australia’s
bioclimatic spectrum, and with a number of threatened and endemic species’ of flora and
fauna, the natural and scientific significance of Australia’s alpine grasslands has long been
recognised [2]. Occupying the upper reaches of many of the south-east’s key water supply
catchments and supporting a large tourist trade, they are also invaluable from the
perspective of water resources and economics.
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Climate change represents a serious threat to the ecological integrity of these systems,
for a number of reasons. Internationally, higher altitude regions have been shown to
be warming at a rate faster than the global average in recent decades [3]. Their
vulnerability is compounded by the fact that the geographical circumstances of alpine
ecosystems generally - and Australia’s alpine grasslands in particular - preclude
migration as an adaptive response to warming [4]. In Australia, they also lie within a
region already considered one of the most bushfire prone on the planet - in 2003, large
swathes of the alpine and subalpine zones of Australia’s southeast were burned in
widespread wildfires [5]. Across south-eastern Australia generally, climate models
project continued warming and drying into the future, and increased attendant risk of
similar fire events in future [6].
Notwithstanding a long history of alpine ecosystem research in Australia, the task of
characterising the surface-atmosphere exchanges of carbon, water and energy at the
ecosystem scale has not been undertaken up to now. The enhancement of our
understanding about these surface-atmosphere exchanges and the biophysical
parameters that drive them would significantly improve our ability to predict the
likely sensitivity of Australian grasslands to future changes in climate. As with the
Arctic, low temperatures limit the primary processes of carbon import
(photosynthesis) and export (autotrophic and heterotrophic) to and from the
ecosystem. These processes may respond differently to rapid changes in climate, thus
altering both the allocation of carbon between above- and belowground pools, and the
net carbon budget more generally. Any changes in surface exchange properties in turn
carry concomitant implications for water and energy budgets.
In late 2006, a research project was established to investigate the above issues. Its specific
aims were to: i) characterise the carbon, water and energy balances of an alpine and subalpine grassland; ii) elucidate the primary biophysical drivers of these exchanges, and; iii)
explore the implications of future climate change in light of this understanding.
Two grassland sites were established in late 2006, one of which can be described as truly
alpine (Dargo High Plains in Victoria) and the other as subalpine (Nimmo Plain in NSW).
Preliminary results show that both sites were significant carbon sinks during both
years, though the higher altitude (Dargo) site was a much weaker sink, owing to both
lower maximal uptake rates during the growing season and a prolonged period of net
carbon efflux during the snow-covered winter period (there was no sustained snow
cover at the subalpine Nimmo site during these years). In 2007, this respiratory loss
represented nearly 50% of the annual carbon sink. Despite higher rates of ecosystem
respiration (Re) at the Nimmo site, it represented a carbon sink almost three times that
of the Dargo site on an annual basis, due to much higher rates of gross primary
production (GPP). Summertime reductions in net ecosystem production were driven
primarily by phase mismatches between Re and GPP. The former (controlled
primarily by temperature) peaks in January, whereas the latter (dominated by radiative
input) peaks in December. Consequently maximum uptake is centred on December at
both sites. Neither of the sites investigated here demonstrated strong water limitation
during the summer months.
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AMPLIFICATION AND BUFFERING OF CLIMATE CHANGE:
THE SUCCULENT THICKET OF SOUTH AFRICA AS A
CLIMATE REGULATOR
Kathleen Mennell and Bob Scholes
CSIR-NRE, South Africa
KMennell@csir.co.za

The semi-arid thicket in the Eastern Cape of South Africa is dominated by the
evergreen succulent shrub Portulacaria afra (spekboom). Spekboom has a facultative
Crassulacean Acid Metabolism. It has been suggested that this provides it with a
productivity and ecosystem carbon storage potential that is unusually high for the
semi-arid environment in which it grows [1].
Injudicious goat farming in the 1930’s lead to widespread thicket transformation.
Today over 70% of the original spekboom-dominated thicket extent is considered
moderately to severely degraded. A substantial loss of carbon stocks has resulted.
The area is a focus for ecosystem restoration projects, which are seen as achieving the
combined aims of sequestering carbon, improving rural livelihoods, restoring
biodiversity, and conserving a range of other ecosystem services.
This study investigates the regional-scale climate changes that may have accompanied
the thicket degradation, and which could follow from widespread restoration. We
compare the energy, carbon and water balances of adjacent degraded and intact
thicket sites and address questions relating to the multi-decade carbon dynamics of
restoration projects.
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Solar radiation is one of the major drivers of plant functioning and therefore any
changes in this field are likely to affect plant photosynthesis. Global and regional
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changes in solar radiation have occurred over the industrial era linked to scattering of
absorbing aerosols from both anthropogenic and stratospheric sources. Major volcanic
events during this period include the eruptions of el Chichon in 1986 and Mount
Pinatubo in 1991. A decrease in total solar radiation in many regions of the world has
been measured at the earth surface over the 1950-1990 period [1-3] followed by a
regional increase in total radiation since the late 1980’s [3]. The aforementioned
changes in total radiation reaching the surface are taken into account in state of the art
global carbon cycle simulations. However, in parallel to the change in total radiation
there is usually a change in the direct and diffuse component of total radiation which
is likely to have an effect on canopy photosynthesis. Various theoretical, experimental
and modelling studies indicate that photosynthesis can increase with the diffuse
fraction of the solar irradiance [4-7]. For instance, it has been suggested that the
decrease in the atmospheric [CO2] growth-rate after the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in
1991, was caused by such an enhancement of photosynthetic uptake as volcanic
aerosols scattered the incoming sunlight to produce a higher diffuse fraction [4-5].
In this study we estimate the total impact of variations in diffuse radiation on the land
carbon sink during the period 1901-2100 [8]. This is done using a global land surface
scheme (JULES) modified to account for the effects of variations of direct and diffuse
radiation on canopy photosynthesis. We use short wave and photosynthetic active
radiation fields reconstructed from the Hadley centre climate model which takes into
account the scattering and absorption of light by tropospheric and stratospheric
aerosols. We describe the simulation of the land carbon cycle through the dimmingbrightening and post Pinatubo periods, and diagnose the large impact that changes in
diffuse radiation had on the land carbon sink. We also discuss the implications of
these results for the future land carbon-sink, under likely changes in the atmospheric
aerosol loading.
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SUMMER MONSOON RAINFALL TRENDS AND
TELECONNECTIONS WITH CLIMATIC INDICES OVER
ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA – GLOBAL WARMING
K. Muni Krishna and S. Ramalingeswara Rao
Dept of Meteorology and Oceanography, Andhra University
kailasam15@yahoo.co.in

Andhra Pradesh is one of the most agriculture harvesting states in India. It
experiences both southwest (June-September) and northeast (October-December)
monsoon seasons in a year, but highest amount of rainfall is received during
southwest monsoon period. Andhra Pradesh is divided into three sub divisions namely
Telengana, Coastal Andhra Pradesh and Rayalaseema. An attempt is made in this
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study to examine the decadal variability of rainfall from 1877 to 2006 period using
Cramer’s test. And also the relationship between climatic indices, understand possible
impacts of anthropogenic greenhouse warming.

IMPACT OF BIOFILTRATION SYSTEMS ON WATER, MASS
AND ENERGY BALANCES IN URBAN AREAS
A. Niculescu (1), A. Deletic (1), E. Daly (1), J Beringer (2)
(1) Department of Civil Engineering, Monash University, Victoria, Australia, 3800
(2) School of Geography and Environmental Science, Monash University, Victoria, Australia,
3800
Alice.Niculescu@eng.monash.edu.au

Vegetated stormwater biofiltration systems have been proven very efficient in
removing stormwater pollution and improving the level of runoff returned to the
environment. Biofiltration systems (also known as biofilters, bioretention systems and
rain gardens) initially filter stormwater runoff through a dense vegetated surface and
then divert the runoff through an underground vertical soil filter system. The treated
runoff is successively either collected via an underground slotted pipe for discharge or
reuse, or dispersed for groundwater recharge. As a result of their efficacy in
improving the quality of stormwater runoff, it is likely that the implementation of
such systems in urban areas will greatly increase in the future. For example, a
proposed 10 000 biofiltration systems are scheduled to be installed in Melbourne
within the next 5 years [1].
To date, much research has been dedicated to maximising the performance of
biofilters for the purpose of treating stormwater. However, less attention has been
dedicated to the hydrology of these systems, which may have a significant impact on
the local water cycle, greenhouse gas and energy balances. In addition to stormwater
treatment, the system could potentially uptake CO2 effectively from the atmosphere
through photosynthesis. They are likely to provide benefits to the microclimate
through transpiration and therefore need to be assessed in terms of their sustainability
including an assessment of carbon balance and trace gas fluxes. The goal of research
is to assess this sustainability in terms of benefit versus cost. The focus of this
research is based at one such biofiltration unit installed at Monash University, Clayton
Campus (Melbourne, VIC). This biofilter treats stormwater runoff diverted from a
100% impervious car park and discharges the treated stormwater to an adjacent pond.
In this study a monitored system is created within an enclosed chamber at the biofilter
to measure evapotranspiration, greenhouse gas fluxes (CO2, CH4, and N2O) as well as
soil moisture, soil temperature and meteorological conditions.
This will enable us to investigate the impact of a biofiltration system on the
interaction between soil and atmosphere in a sub-urban setting. Preliminary results
from this experiment will be presented and the potential impact of the biofilter on the
local water and greenhouse balances will be discussed.
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QUANTIFYING LAND-ATMOSPHERE INTERACTIONS FOR
CLIMATE CHANGE: A PERSPECTIVE
I. Colin Prentice
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Climate changes can be reduced or amplified by feedbacks involving environmental
effects on the physics of the land surface (biogeophysical feedbacks), the uptake,
storage and release of carbon dioxide by terrestrial ecosystems (carbon-cycle
feedbacks), and changes in the terrestrial sources and sinks of non-CO2 greenhouse
gases and other reactive compounds that influence atmospheric chemistry
(biogeochemical feedbacks). The processes generating the different kinds of
feedbacks are often closely coupled; for example, any process that influences foliage
cover and/or net primary production is likely to generate feedbacks in all three
categories. A good illustration is the effect of rising CO2 concentration on
photosynthesis and stomatal conductance, which can bring about a cascade of effects
including increased absorption of shortwave radiation at the surface, whose feedback
effect on climate is opposite to the more obvious effect effect of promoting increased
terrestrial carbon storage. Some feedback mechanisms – e.g. the influence of
vegetation changes on dust emissions – defy classification, operating at multiple
levels, involving all categories of feedbacks, and linking land and marine ecosystems
through atmospheric transport.
The possible significance of a wide variety of land-atmosphere feedbacks on climate
change has been recognized for decades, and a field of science has emerged that has
focused on relevant experiments and observations that have produced a body of
knowledge about these processes. Yet their quantification at a global scale, and the
assessment of which processes are quantitatively important for climate change,
remains in an undeveloped state. Earth System Models with even a basic, incomplete
set of biosphere-atmosphere feedbacks represented in fully interactive form are a
relatively new phenomenon. No such models were ready for the IPCC Fourth
Assessment Report; a handful will be used to run future climate scenarios in the next
IPCC report. It can be argued that the development of these models has, nevertheless,
already run ahead of the underling science. In many cases the wealth of available
information has not been synthesized in a theoretical framework adequate for processbased modelling; while the modelling effort has missed excellent opportunities for
model evaluation and improvement by systematic comparison with observational
benchmarks.
I will argue that a more purposeful collaboration of the different scientific
communities involved could remove important impediments to progress. This
suggestion will be illustrated by reference to the current state of quantification of
climate-carbon cycle feedback processes, which is represented by an alarmingly large
divergence among the predictions of different models. On the one hand, the state of
knowledge as regards CO2 fertilization and resulting effects at the ecosystem level is
very hard for a non-specialist to discern from the published literature; this may in part
account for the wide spread of model results. On the other hand, the adequacy of
different models to represent key carbon cycle processes could be rigorously tested
against large-scale observations of CO2 concentration at different locations, which
afford many insights – into the seasonal cycle and interannual variability of CO 2
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uptake and release, and the long-term trends in the amount and seasonality of carbon
uptake. Such comparisons will inevitable uncover weaknesses in models and spur the
modelling groups to make improvements. Similarly, protocols should be devised that
allow exploitation of observational data sets on other Earth System properties,
including remotely sensed foliage cover, and concentrations of other atmospheric
constituents measured both in situ and from space.
The present level of uncertainty in land biosphere processes and feedbacks is fast
becoming unacceptable. These feedbacks need to be quantified, in order to predict the
relationship between mitigation actions and outcomes (most notably, CO2 emissions
and concentrations), as governments and organizations increasingly focus on the goal
of mitigating climate change. At present, the uncertainties associated with climatecarbon cycle feedbacks are at least at large as the uncertainties in climate sensitivity
associated with water vapour and clouds in climate models – a conclusion reached by
several recent studies that have attempted to find a common metric. The good news is
that there are excellent opportunities for rapid progress in narrowing the uncertainties
in models, building on decades of observational and experimental science.

TIME SERIES COMPARISONS OF MODEL AND IN-SITU
SURFACE FIELDS IN THE CEOP EOP3/4 DATA SET
Lawrie Rikus
Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research
l.rikus@bom.gov.au

The Coordinated Energy and water cycle Observations Project (CEOP) has collected
model output location time series (MOLTS) from a number of numerical weather
prediction and assimilation centres together with in-situ data for the GEWEX
Regional Hydroclimate Projects (RHPs). The data for the combined 3rd and 4th
Enhanced Observing periods (EOP3/4) which collected data from October 2002 to the
end of 2004 is now basically complete. It contains a comprehensive set of standard
surface fields for most locations and models and provides a useful model validation
study.
For the purposes of this study the data from all sites which had as complete as
possible set of data for 5 basic variables were extracted from the data archive
(http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/ceop/dm/). The basic variables chosen were screen
temperature, humidity and windspeed, as well as surface pressure and precipitation.
Eighteen RHPs had sufficiently complete data and these form a set that spans a
comprehensive range of climatic regimes and orographic settings. The MOLTS for the
analysis cycle for 6 models were extracted from the MOLTS data repository
(http://www.mad.zmaw.de/projects-at-md/ceop/). As some of the models provided
data at a frequency of only 3 hours all the in-situ and higher time resolution model
data was converted to 3 hourly time series for uniformity. Standard time series
techniques were applied to the data to highlight gross differences and possible errors.
A number of the in-situ projects contain data for locations around a nominal centre
which was used by the modeling centres to select the closest model grid point to
define their MOLTS output. These sub-locations combined with the variation in the
resolution and grid definitions of the models results in a distribution of data at points
spanning a relatively large spatial area. This complicates direct comparison of
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MOLTS and in-situ data but it also provides information on the sub-grid scale
variability of the surface fields in the region. Given that the MOLTS is effective
model grid data and not point-like like the in-situ data this information can be used to
validate direct comparison. The selected surface fields represent a range in their
sensitivity to the horizontal scales at which they are sampled, with temperature and
pressure showing minimal differences from the large scale and precipitation showing
the most local variability. Windspeed showed some sensitivity to topography as
expected. The comparison of surface pressure required the use of a separate height
correction for each location and MOLTS but otherwise the data was uncorrected. In a
couple of cases the MOLTS points were over sea instead of land which clearly caused
some problems in the surface property parameterization. In the case of the Equatorial
Island site whilst the MOLTS points are over ocean the surface fields tend to lack the
island’s orographic effects.
To facilitate the use of wavelet time series techniques it was necessary to fill in as
much of the missing data as possible. Data requiring filling of more than 3 days data
were ignored. The comprehensiveness of the combined in-situ and MOLTS enabled a
number of data imputation techniques to be tested and allowed an estimate of the
robustness of the results to be obtained. Wavelet spectra and wavelet correlations were
calculated for each of the variables and models. A selection of these will be discussed.

HOW THE METHANE BALANCE CHANGES IF
AGRICULTURAL PEATLANDS ARE TRANSFORMED INTO
WETLAND NATURE AND HOW THIS TRANSFORMATION
INFLUENCES THE TOTAL CARBON BALANCE CONTRIBUTION TO COST ACTION ES0804
A.P. Schrier-Uijl(1), P. Kroon(2), D.Hendriks(4), E.M.Veenendaal(1), P.A. Leffelaar(3) and
F. Berendse(1)
(1) Faculty of Plant Ecology and Nature Conservation, Wageningen University, The
Netherlands (arina.schrier@wur.nl)
(2) Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN), Department of Air Quality and
Climate Change, The Netherlands
(3) Department of Plant Production Systems, Wageningen University, P.O. Box 430, 6700
AK Wageningen, The Netherlands.
(4) Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU), The Netherlands
arina.schrier@wur.nl

Large parts of the peatlands in Atlantic Europe are intensively managed. In the
Netherlands Eutrophic peatlands have been drained for centuries and in the last 50
years peatlands have been drained even more deeply to make modern agriculture
possible. The resulting peat oxidation makes that these peatlands are major CO2
sources (Schothorst, 1977; Langeveld et al., 1997; Veenendaal et al., 2007).
Burgerhart (2001) and Van den Bos (2003) have suggested that peat oxidation can be
reduced if agricultural peatlands are transformed into wetland nature by raising the
water table and by reducing agricultural intensity. These measures alter the carbon
cycle and probably turn greenhouse gas sources into sinks. However, large uncertainty
exist of such measures on the methane (CH4) balance and on the contribution of CH4
in the total carbon balance.
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A landscape scale experiment has started in 2005 in which three areas are chosen and
in which agricultural intensity ranges from high to low. The effects of transformation
of intensively managed peatlands into wetland nature on the carbon balance, and more
specifically on the CH4 balance have been studied for more than three years.
The research areas Oukoop and Stein are located in the west of the Netherlands. Both
areas have peaty soils with clay in the upper 30 cm. The areas have a characteristic
pattern with drainage ditches (21% of the area) and meadows (79%).
The Stein area is under less intensive management as the area is now being managed
as a bird protection area. Management consists of mowing 2 times a year. The mean
highest GWT is 15 cm below the surface, and the mean lowest GWT is 45 cm below
the surface.
The Oukoop area is an intensively managed dairy farm area. Management consists of
application of manure and fertilizer 5 times a year and mowing about 4 times a year.
The mean highest GWT is 25 cm below surface and the mean lowest GWT is 55 cm
below surface.
The Horstermeer area is located in the central part of the Netherlands on former
agricultural land. The research site has been taken out of agricultural production more
than 10 years ago, and has developed into semi-natural grassland. Management
consists only of regulation of the ditch water table.
Gas flux measurements were performed in the areas by (1) using a closed chamber
method for CO2 and CH4 every month up to every two weeks in the period 2005-2009
and 2) the eddy covariance method for CO2 (2005-2009). For continuous
measurements of CH4 in the Oukoop site, we used the eddy covariance dataset of
Kroon et al. (2007). Wind speed, air temperature and water vapour pressure were
monitored in the three sites and also temperature (water/soil), soil moisture and water
level were measured. Since the spring of 2008 we also performed pH and EC
measurements in the ditches.
We first focused on spatial and seasonal variability of CH4 and CO2 emissions in peat
meadows and on the upscaling of fluxes measured by chambers to larger spatial scales
and larger temporal scales. By using using step-wise multiple linear regression
analysis (case-wise elimination of variables) and by taking into account the landscape
elements that contribute differently to the CH4 balance, fluxes measured by the
chambers were upscaled to landscape scale. The reliability of this upscaling procedure
was tested by comparing the upscaled CO2 and CH4 flux measurements to landscape
scale CO2 and CH4 fluxes measured by eddy covariance systems in the same site.
Uncertainties per landscape element where estimated with a temperature dependent
approach. Annual CH4 balances were estimated for the areas and were compared.
Ditches and bordering edges were emission hotspots in the landscape and appeared to
be very important contributors to the CH4 balance in the three sites. Former studies
often did not take fluxes from drainage ditches into account, which can cause up to
50% underestimation of the CH4 flux in peat areas as such.
A clear seasonal pattern for CH4 emissions existed and temperature was the most
important driving variable of CH4 and CO2 emission (Figure 1).
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Fig. 1. The dependency of ln transformed CH4 fluxes (mg m-2 hr-1) on temperature (0C) in
ditches and fields in Oukoop (left) and Stein (right). Temperatures are pooled. The x-error
bars represent the standard deviation of the temperature per class and the y-error bars
represent the standard deviation of the lnCH4 flux.

After correction for temperature, no difference between day and night CH4 fluxes
occurred and regressions with temperature as explanatory variable were used to scale
CH4 and CO2 fluxes up to landscape scale. To test the reliability of the models that
were used for upscaling, cumulative fluxes based on chamber measurements were
compared to the cumulative fluxes measured by eddy covariance (see Figure 2 for
CH4). The difference in cumulative fluxes was 16.5% for CH4 and 17% for CO2 over
a period of three months and one year, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Time series of measured (red solid line) and modeled (blue dashed line) daily
averaged CH4 fluxes during the period 21 August to 5 November, 2006. The uncertainty band
around the dotted line represents plus and minus one standard error for mean prediction,
based on the regression analyses, and calculated for each day. The large bars represent days
on which wind velocity exceeded 5 m s-1; the brown large arrow represents a manure
application event and the green small arrow represents a mowing event.

Terrestrial annual CH4 fluxes ranged from 146.3 to 203.3 kg ha-1 in Oukoop and from
156.7 to 180.2 kg ha-1 in Stein of which 46% and 43% of the emissions was from
ditches and bordering edges (Table 1). Terrestrial CH4 fluxes of the Horstermeer site
were the highest in all years but if farm based emissions were taken into account, CH 4
emissions in Oukoop did not differ significantly from the Horstermeer CH4 emissions.
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Table 1. Mean soil temperatures, water temperatures and temperature based estimates of
annual terrestrial methane emissions (kg CH4 ha-1) for the intensively (Oukoop) and
extensively (Stein) managed sites.
2006

2007

2008

Tsoil_mean

10.5

10.5

10.4

Twater_mean

10.9

12.6

12.6

Modeled CH4 flux
Oukoop
Modeled CH4 flux Stein

203.3 (±48%)

162.2 (±60%)

146.3 (±60%)

156.7 (±63%)

180.2 (±54%)

162.9 (±59%)

When comparing the total CH4 and CO2 balances of the intensively managed and
extensively managed areas to the CH4 and CO2 balance of the Horstermeer site, the
studies suggest so far that transformation of agricultural land to nature development
will not lead to a significant increase in CH4 emission, and will turn CO2 sources into
CO2 sinks.

A PILOT ASSESSMENT OF BIOLOGICAL AND
GEOCHEMICAL COMPONENTS OF ECOSYSTEM-SCALE CO2
EXCHANGE
Penelope Serrano-Ortiz (1), Marilyn Roland (2), Francisco Domingo (3), Sergio SanchezMoral (4), Ivan Janssens (5), Andrew S. Kowalski (6)
(1)Department of Biology, University of Antwerp, Wilrijk, Belgium
(2) Department of Biology, University of Antwerp, Wilrijk, Belgium
(3) (Estación Experimental de Zonas Áridas, CSIC, Almería, Spain
(4) Departamento de Geología, Museo Nacional Ciencias Naturales CSIC, Madrid, Spain
(5) Department of Biology, University of Antwerp, Wilrijk, Belgium
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The eddy covariance micrometeorological technique is one of the most important
tools for understanding and monitoring the global carbon cycle [Matross, et al.,
2006]. The international micrometeorological network of eddy flux towers
(FLUXNET) provides direct ecosystem measurements of carbon dioxide, water
vapour and energy flux densities [Baldocchi, et al., 2001] and is a critical source of
information for the validation and improvement of models used to study regional and
global carbon cycles [Friend, et al., 2007]. In these investigations, the net CO2 flux
has generally been interpreted as a biological flux (photosynthesis and respiration)
neglecting carbonaceous rock dissolution or weathering processes. This net CO2 flux
is commonly termed Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) and separated into in Gross
Primary Production (GPP) and Total Ecosystem Respiration (TER) components using
ecophysiological models [Falge, et al., 2001]. In this context, the net flux of CO2
associated with carbonate reactions is assumed negligible when compared to the gross
biological flux, and therefore not taken into account in ecosystem-scale carbon cycle
research.
Evidence from two ecosystems overlying carbonaceous substrates contradicts the
common, unstated hypothesis that surface-atmosphere exchange of CO2 in terrestrial
ecosystems always can be interpreted purely in terms of biological processes of
photosynthesis and respiration. A combination of micrometeorological and
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subterranean data from two sites – one semi-arid and another temperate maritime –
gives strong indications that geochemical processes related to karst
weathering/precipitation and ventilation of subterranean cavities play important roles
in the local carbon balance on timescales associated with turbulent exchange. In these
carbonaceous soils that occupy 12-17% the Earth’s land surface [Ford and Williams,
1989], biological and geochemical processes act together to determine carbon cycling.
Photosynthesis and carbonaceous rock dissolution are CO2 uptake processes while
respiration, macropore ventilation and carbonate precipitation cause CO2 release. .
However, geochemical processes depend directly on soil CO2 concentrations that can
be determined by biological processes. In this context, although biological processes
(photosynthesis and respiration) and their partitioning are well known for some
ecosystems, their interactions with geochemical processes are still unknown.
For the semi-arid shrubland ecosystem, nearly four years of CO2 exchange were
divided into periods dominated by biological versus geochemical processes as a first
step to determine their contributions to annual and interannual CO2 exchange. The
period of geochemical dominance was found to last typically two months during each
year, and characterize between 19% and 45% of the annual CO2 exchange. However,
these preliminary divisions of CO2 exchange during biological and geochemical
periods guarantee neither the lack of geochemical processes during biological periods,
nor vice versa. Furthermore approximately two months per year define days with
indeterminate dominance of processes, and are not included in the analyses. In this
context the eddy covariance technique and meteorological measurements cannot be
applied alone to characterize the ecosystem CO2 exchange over carbonaceous
ecosystem. Further research is needed regarding the decomposition of net CO2
exchange into geochemical and biological contributions, possibly via isotopic
analyses, leaf-level fluxes and coupled models of biogeochemistry to confirm these
results from micrometeorology. Nowadays, deconvolution of geochemical and
biological CO2 fluxes is being done using the geochemical model WITCH [Goddéris,
et al., 2006]; and those first results of this partitioning will be shown.
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Geoinformatics integrate the data coming from GPS. Remote sensing and
Geographical Information System (GIS) for monitoring and predicting environmental
and climate changes. Urban heat islands are emerging as serious environmental
challenges of the mega city. Land use is the dominant factor for intensifying Urban
heat island (UHI) effect. Atmospheric inversion, another vital phenomenon, occurs by
trapping of the cold air over Delhi with gaseous pollutant. Vehicular pollution is
accountable for almost 70% of the air pollution in Delhi. Degradation in air quality
noticed, further threatening serious health problems. Positive relationship exists
between existence of green cover and micro-climate. Land Use/Cover Change
monitoring can bring better understanding for status of green cover and Urban Heat
Island (UHI). Therefore, it is essential to monitor and predict Urban Heat Island as it
has impact on the micro-climate of Delhi.
The objective of the present paper is to relate land use change and urban heat island
effect in Delhi metropolitan region. IRS-1C LISS-III data has been used for land use
analysis. Dense built-up has been increasing with maximum pace followed by open
built-up. Dense built-up has increased from 1.31% in 1977 to 28.48% in 2006. Since
1981 Urban population has increased more than 2 times and Urban area which was
40% in 1981 has increased up to 62%. Need of housing have increased due to
tremendous population growth rate resulting into conversion of land into built-up
area. Land use changes accelerate along transport corridors–NH 1,2,10,24 and so on.
Built-up area is encroaching fertile agricultural land - especially in Northwest and
Southeast region. Dense built-up leads to high energy use which is responsible for
heating the urban environment. Satellite imageries classified in 5 classes taken into
consideration according to their reflectance values (albedo). Maximum weightage has
been assigned to land use, 0.55 in 0 to 1 scale. Within this layer five classes have
identified using supervised classification and weightage has been given from 0-1 scale
according to their importance where dense built-up has got maximum weightage 0.47,
followed by open built-up 0.25, barren and vacant land 0.14, vegetation and
agriculture land 0.08, and water bodies 0.06. Rest all factors industries, traffic
intersections and power plants have got 0.15 weightage each from 0-1 scale. Within
the layer also classification has done. Buffer area of 500 m, 1 Kms and 1.5 Kms have
taken for influence area and 3 multiple ring buffers have made around them at 500
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meter distance from the source, where 0.5, 0.33 and 0.17 weightage has been
assigned respectively.
There are several locations of UHIs and these are shifting outwards. UHI develops
along transport network in dense populated areas. Better roads and insufficient
transport means increase the problem two ways-first high income group shift outside
the city in search of better living and responsible for land use change. secondly middle
income group professionals come with their own vehicles and contribute in increasing
air pollution. The paper also suggests land use planning and promotion of Green
buildings and Green neighborhood concept for mitigating the UHI effects in order to
develop carbon resilience mega city. Development of solar city using solar energy for:
street lights, traffic lights and water heaters is need of the hour. Integration of land use
planning with transport development-optimisation of travel distance and trips should
be promoted. Carbon resilience efforts should aim to cut urban demand of
conventional energy to at least 10 per cent by 2015.

POTENTIAL OF SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING FOR
VEGETATION DYNAMICS STUDY IN RELATION TO
METEOROLOGICAL VARIABILITY
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By the satellite remote sensing of NOAA/AVHRR, the decadal time series of the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), which is a proxy of the
photosynthetic potential of the land surface vegetation, was compiled at a global
scale, and enabled us to analyze the spatio-temporal variation of the global vegetation
from 1981 to the present. Base on the time series, the prolonging trend of vegetation
growing season was pointed out in northern Eurasia, and its relation to the
meteorological warming trend was suggested. NDVI data have a considerable
applicability for studies on the global vegetation dynamics in relation to the
meteorological variability.
Which meteorological factor, air temperature (T), precipitation (P), or
Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR; 0.4 – 0.7 m in wavelength) dominates
the behavior of vegetation in each region of the global area? To answer this question,
the interannual change of NDVI was compared with T, P, and PAR over global land
areas from 1986 to 1995. As for NDVI the annual mean NDVI of each year was
calculated from the monthly NDVI of a global 20-year NOAA/AVHRR dataset
produced by Chiba University. Yearly values of T, P, and PAR averaged through the
growing season (April to August in the Northern Hemisphere; October to February in
the Southern Hemisphere) were obtained from International Satellite Land Surface
Climatology Project (ISLSCP) Initiative II dataset. In areas to the north of 50N, the
interannual correlation of NDVI and T is the strongest, while in the low and mid
latitudes that of NDVI and P is the strongest. Some grid cells over tropic, western
Siberia, etc. indicate a strong correlation between NDVI and PAR. These results
provide us essential ideas on the climatic controlling factor for vegetation in each
region.
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Vegetation provides water vapor into the atmosphere through the transpiration. We
examined the co-variability between interannual changes of NDVI and the actual
evapotranspiration (ET) over northern Eurasia from 1982 to 2000. Two kinds of
NDVI were obtained from Pathfinder AVHRR Land (PAL) and Global Inventory
Monitoring and Modeling Studies (GIMMS) dataset. ET was estimated from modelassimilated atmospheric data (NCEP Ranalysis-2) and gridded precipitation data
(CMAP) according to the atmospheric water budget. Consequently, we found a strong
co-variability between them in June over almost all the vegetated regions in northern
Eurasia. This result suggests that the interannual change of the vegetation has a
potential to modify the continental-scale actual evaporation through the transpiration
activity.
19-year (1982 to 2000) trend of the annual cumulative NDVI (SigmaNDVI) and the
annual maximum NDVI (MaxNDVI) over an ecotone from the boreal forest to the
tundra in eastern Siberia was examined. NDVI was obtained from the PAL data set.
The increasing trend in SigmaNDVI was found in boreal forest areas in the
mountainous region around Lake Baikal. This trend should be an indication of
prolongation of the growing season owing to warming as pointed out by previous
studies. Also an increasing trend of MaxNDVI was found over the forest-tundra
ecotone to the north of the boreal forest. This suggests that signals of the biomass
increase or the vegetation shift occurred in the region are detected. A rising trend in
winter minimum temperature was detected over this region according to the
temperature record at surface meteorological stations, suggesting that the cause of the
vegetation increase trend is the warming in the winter temperature.
Thus, these results demonstrated the high applicability and potential of satellitederived NDVI times for vegetation dynamics studies in relation to the meteorological
variability.

ARCTIC VEGETATION CHANGES INDUCE HIGH LATITUDE
WARMING THROUGH GREENHOUSE EFFECT
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The range of high-latitude trees is expected to expand poleward with warming and, in
fact, the northern tree-line is moving northward now (e.g. Lloyd (2005)). Changes in
vegetation cover are recognized to modify climate and the energy budget of the Earth
through changes in albedo in high latitudes and evapotranspiration (ET) in the tropics
(Bonan, 2008; Fischlin et al., 2007). In snow-covered regions, the springtime growth
of leaves enhances solar absorption because surface albedo is reduced from the albedo
of snow (~0.8) towards the albedo of leaves (~0.1). Leaves also play a hydrologic
role, moving water from the soil to the atmosphere through transpiration. Deciduous
trees have higher rates of transpiration than needle-leaved trees (e.g. Chapin et al.
(2000)). They also establish themselves quickly and may invade warming tundra more
effectively than Boreal evergreen trees (Edwards et al., 2005). Here we use a global
climate model with an interactive biosphere to investigate the effects of adding
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deciduous trees on bare ground at high northern latitudes. Albedo change is
considered to be the dominant mechanism by which trees directly modify climate at
high-latitudes (e.g. Bonan et al. (1992)). We find that the top-of-atmosphere radiative
imbalance from enhanced transpiration (associated with the expanded forest cover) is
1.8 times larger than the forcing due to albedo change from the forest. Furthermore,
the greenhouse warming by additional water vapor melts sea ice and triggers a
positive feedback through changes in ocean albedo and evaporation. Vegetation
feedbacks through albedo and transpiration produce a strong warming if they act in
combination with sea-ice processes.
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Our goal was to simulate vegetation cover and hot spots of vegetation change in the
changing climate of Siberia by the end in the 21st and to insight vegetation change
feedbacks on the alteration of surface albedo and energy by the end in the 21st
century. We applied the Siberian BioClimatic Model (SiBCliM) to the Hadley Centre
HadCM3 A1FI scenario corresponding to the largest temperature increase to highlight
possible vegetation change. SiBCliM predicts a biome (a zonal vegetation class) from
three climatic indices (growing degree-days, negative degree-days and an annual
moisture index) and permafrost. Dramatic changes in land cover are predicted from
the A1FI scenario: northern vegetation types (tundra, forest-tundra, and taiga) would
decrease from 81.5% to some 30% enabling southern habitats (forest-steppe, steppe
and semidesert) to expand from 18.5% to 70%. The southern borderline of taiga in
Siberia is shaped by melting permafrost and wild fires which rapidly promote
equilibrium between the vegetation and the climate. Altered land cover, permafrost
and fire feedback to the climate system resulting in a potential non-linear response to
changes in climate.
We investigated effects of land cover change on a surface reflectivity (albedo)
resulting in net radiation alterations. We calculated summer albedo (defined for a
period with no snow cover) change by 2080 as the differences between albedo
ascribed to each pixel (between 60oE -140oE and 50oN -75oN) according to a
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vegetation type in the current and 2080 climates. The summer albedo difference was
about 5% between forest (smaller albedo) and steppe/tundra (greater albedo)
vegetation types; and 3% between light coniferous (larch and pine) and dark
coniferous (Siberian pine, fir and spruce) forests. In a warmed climate by 2080,
summer albedo would increase over 70% of the area in the southern and middle
latitudes in Siberia due to the forest retreat. In the northern latitudes and highlands,
tundra would be replaced by the forest with decreased albedo on 30% of the territory.
The total would result in about a 1% albedo increase over the entire area. Even if we
ignore a shorter snow cover period under the predicted warmer climate, these
calculations suggest that considering summer albedo change only, shortwave radiation
balance, BS, in summer would increase by ~ 30 MJ*m-2 in 1/3 of the area in the north
and would decrease by ~80 MJ*m-2 in 2/3 of the area in the south. Summer net
radiation (B) would decrease by about 66 MJ*m-2 (or about 567*1012 MJ for the entire
area with positive albedo change) and thus result in cooling of 2/3 of the area in
southern and central Siberia. This pattern of land cover change would increase B by
25 MJ*m-2 (or about 82*1012 MJ for the entire area with negative albedo change) and
warm 1/3 of Siberia in the north, enhancing an even greater warming than predicted in
the high latitudes. Thus, regional effects of land cover change on climate would be
non-linear. This land change projection suggests that the interactive biosphere should
be included into in global and regional circulation models to get more reliable
projections.

CHANGES IN ICE REGIMES OF RIVERS IN THE
NORTHERN PART OF RUSSIA
Valery Vuglinsky
State Hydrological Institute, 2nd Line 23, 199053, St.Petersburg, Russian Federation,
vvuglins@vv4218.spb.edu

The problem of the assessment of ice regimes changing under the influence both
the current and future changes of climatic situation is urgent for the rivers of the
Northern part of Russia. Many rivers within this territory are used intensively
during winter time and such ice regime characteristics as dates of ice-on and
ice-off, duration of ice events, and maximum ice cover thickness are very
important and may frequently be characterized as a limiting factors. Dates and
duration of ice events are associated with navigation and specific features of
hydraulic structures construction in winter. The ice cover thickness is a
determining factor to estimate the ice-bearing capacity and dates of ice-routes
operation across rivers. Investigations show that ice regimes in the rivers within
the Northern part of Russia were changed significantly during the last 20-25
years. The main reason such a situation became a stable positive trend of winter
air temperatures during this time.

Methodological approaches
Analysis of ice events dynamics in the rivers of the Northern part of Russia has
been made on the basis of observation data series on ice regime characteristics
and ice cover thickness published in hydrological yearbooks. Data from 60
hydrological stations installed on large and mid-size rivers within the study area
have been used for the analysis. An electronic database has been prepared for
the period from the beginning of observations up to 2000-2005.
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Assessment of ice regime changes has been made for 1980-2005 in comparison
with 1950-1979. The period 1950-1979 was selected as a base period because it
was characterized by missing trend in air temperature series, whereas mean
annual air temperature for that period was close to norm. As there were gaps in
data, low quality of the data and a necessity to use additional data characterizing
winter temperature background adjacent to the study river basins, two
methodological approaches have been applied. The first approach is based on a
comparison of averaged characteristics of ice regimes for 1950-1979 and 19802005 to determine the gradients of these changes and use this gradient for future
assessments. The second approach is based on the establishment of correlation
between ice regime characteristics and winter air temperatures for the study
periods, with its future use with the account of prognostic values of winter air
temperature. In most cases both of these approaches were used for the analyses.

Assessment of changes in ice regime characteristics
During the last 20-25 years, earlier ice cover formation (by 3-8 days on the
average) was observed on large rivers in the North East of European Russia, if
compared with the period 1950-1979; as a whole, it corresponded to a tendency
towards a little fall of mean air temperature in autumn.
In the rivers of the North West of European Russia and Northern part of Asian
Russia a stable positive tendency was observed during the 55-year period (19502005) on the dynamics of the dates of the start of ice-on and a negative tendency
– in the dynamics of the dates of ice-off, i.e. later dates of ice-on and earlier
dates of ice-off. If compared with the base period 1950-1979, this shift during
the last twenty five years equaled 5-7 days on the average. This tendency in
these regions would be kept during 2010-2015.
Mean ice cover duration in the last twenty five years in middle and large rivers
of the Northern part of Russia became 2-10 days shorter, if compared with the
previous 30-year period. Moreover, there is an evident tendency towards a
shorter ice cover duration by 25-30 days on the average observes in the rivers of
the North West of European Russia during the whole 55-year period.
In accordance with the forecast of further air temperature rise in winter and
spring, the ice cover duration in the rivers of the Northern part of Russia would
be shorter. In some rivers (Pechora. Northern Dvina, Lena, Yenisey) this
shortening in 2015 may be 10-20 days.
Practically in all mid-size and large study rivers in the Northern part of Russia a
decrease of maximum ice cover thickness by 5-7 cm on the average (European
Russia) and by 20-30 cm (Asian Russia) was observed during the last twenty
five years. If compared with the previous 30-year period. Moreover, in many
rivers, a negative tendency towards a thinner maximum ice cover thickness was
observed during the whole 50-year period. In accordance with a tendency
towards higher spring and winter air temperatures, a further thinning of the
maximum ice cover thickness in mid-size and large rivers of the Northern part
of Russia is expected.
As further climate warming is most probable for the next decades in the territory
of Russia, positive trends of winter air temperatures in particular, it is possible
to expect a development of those tendencies towards changes in the ice regimes
in rivers which were established for the last twenty five years. Therefore, it is
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very important to adapt different branches of economy to the changes in ice
river regime which may cause both positive and negative results.

Conclusion
The above changes in ice regimes on the rivers within the Northern part of
Russia require an adaptation of different economic branches related with water
use in winter time. If the discovered tendencies remain in the ice regime
variations on the rivers of the Northern part of Russia, two major branches of
economics (navigation and road transport) would be affected most seriously.
Moreover, adaptation measures may be different. For example, a longer period
of navigation due to shorter periods of ice-on would increase freight turn-over
of the river fleet on the one hand, and, on the other hand, it would hinder the
arrangement of ice crossings across the river thus causing great difficulties in
operation of the freight traffic and passenger transport across these rivers. This
situation is typical of many northern towns along the river banks.
The observed thinning of the maximum ice cover thickness on the rivers within
the Northern part of Russia leads to a lower carrying capacity of ice routes for
the traffic, and consequently, to less volumes of the transported cargoes at the
same frequency of vehicles motion. A lower efficiency of ice roads operation is
also connected with a shorter ice-on period. Under such conditions adaptation
measures are required, aimed at optimization of traffic along the ice roads.
These measures may be as follows: more intensive transport along ice routes,
artificial ice increment on the reaches with critical ice cover thickness,
arrangement of combined routes along ice and land, etc. Adaptation measures
will be also required for planning the ice crossings across rivers.

TRIGGERING AND AMPLIFICATION OF HEATWAVES IN
EUROPE
Guojie Wang, Albertus Johannes Dolman
Hydrology & Geo-environmental Sciences Department, Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences,
VU University, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
gwang@falw.vu.nl

The recent climate over Europe can be characterized by increasing summer dryness
and the occurrence of heatwaves. Climate projections suggest an even higher
summertime heatwave frequency. A detailed understanding of how these events are
triggered by large-scale Sea Surface Temperature (SST) patterns and how and if they
are subsequently maintained and enhanced is lacking. With long-term precipitation
and temperature observations from CRU, we present for the first time a clear and
robust out-of-phase association between wintertime precipitation anomaly (P) over
continental Mediterranean areas and summertime land surface temperature (SAT)
anomaly over central Europe, indicating an eastward propagating land-atmosphere
feedback as recently found in sensitivity simulations. The summertime temperature
variance forced by wintertime precipitation is estimated, and a significance test is
performed to make it robust through a Monte Carlo bootstrap method (10000
repetitions). It is shown that wintertime precipitation forces roughly 15% of the total
variance of summertime SAT interannual variation over central Europe, passing 5%
significance test. Interestingly, the largest SAT anomaly forced by springtime
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precipitation exists over west continental Mediterranean, not spatially consistent with
the largest variance precipitation forces. This is because summertime SAT show much
stronger interannul variation over west continental Mediterranean than in central
Europe, and therefore central Europe is much more sensitive to external forcing. The
principal components of this P-SAT association show a high correlation (corr=0.65)
with North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the dominating atmosphere circulation pattern
over north Atlantic in winter. A positive phase of NAO reduces wintertime
precipitation over the Mediterranean area, triggering a dry land-surface atmosphere
system which can be sustained into summer by a positive feedback. This indicates that
land-atmosphere feedback over Europe is a response to wintertime North Atlantic
Oscillation.
The same analysis is performed to summertime SAT and simultaneous North Atlantic
SST. Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation plays a dominant role in triggering
summertime heatwaves over west Europe (from southwest to northwest), explaining
roughly 60-70% of the total summertime SAT variance passing 1% significance test,
and this triggering was enhanced by anthropogenic warming in the 20th century. The
clustering of heatwaves over the continental Mediterranean area on decadal timescale
is strongly associated with the natural variation of Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
(AMO). AMO forces roughly 40% of the total summertime SAT variance over the
continental Mediterranean area, passing 1% significance level; while over northwest
Europe the AMO forcing is weak. A warm phase of AMO tends to cause a clustering
of Mediterranean heatwaves in the multidecadal frequency band. Increased frequency
of recent heatwaves in the past decades is thought to be determined by the warming of
the North Atlantic sector, a combination of anthropological warming and a warm
phase of AMO. The land-surface atmosphere feedback initialized by NAO-related
precipitation produces a regional amplifying of global warming. The robust linkages
of European summertime heatwaves to NAO and AMO we have shown in this study
provide a road for further improvement of forecasts of European summertime
heatwaves.

CALIBRATION OF A GLOBAL MODEL OF CARBON,
NITROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS CYCLE OF TERRESTRIAL
ECOSYSTEMS
Y.P. Wang, B. Pak, R.M. Law
CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric Research, Centre for Australian Weather and Climate
Research, PMB #1, Aspendale, Victoria 3195, Australia
Yingping.wang@csiro.au

A recent study using a climate model with the fully coupled carbon and nitrogen cycles
showed that the response of carbon uptake to increasing CO2 concentration is reduced by
74% when nitrogen limitation is considered (Thornton et al. 2007). Therefore nutrient
limitation should be accounted for in the studies of carbon-climate feedback. Several
models have been developed to simulate carbon and nitrogen cycles of global terrestrial
biosphere, most models have yet to be coupled to global climate models. We have recently
developed a model to simulate the carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles of global
terrestrial biosphere (CASACNP). The CASACNP model consists of 9 carbon pools, 10
nitrogen pools and 12 phosphorus pools (see Figure 1). For each biome, the model has 35
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parameters. Values of these parameters are estimated by calibrating the model simulations
against observations or independent estimates.
Three kinds of data are available for calibration globally. The first kind is the global
monthly canopy leaf area index derived from satellite observations from 1982 to
1998, and the second data set includes mean plant biomass carbon by biome types or
by 5o latitudinal bands and soil organic carbon and nitrogen by biome or by latitudinal
bands and variation of leaf N:P ratio with latitude, and the third dataset is monthly
atmospheric surface CO2 concentrations at about 50 ground stations.
Each dataset can provide constraint on some of the 35 model parameters for each
biome. For example, estimates of monthly canopy leaf area index provide a good
constraint on the allocation of net primary production to leaf, but very little
information about other pools. Estimates of soil organic carbon nitrogen pools provide
good constraints on the mean turnover rates of soil pools, but very little on the
partitioning of different soil pools. Atmospheric surface CO2 concentration provides
excellent constraint on the seasonal variation of net carbon exchange of different
biomes, and sensitivities of soil respiration to temperature.
We develop a systematic calibration methodology to calibrate CASACNP using the global
datasets and identify what other measurements are required to constrain those parameters
that cannot be reliably estimated using the dataset identified above. We shall also discuss
equi-finality in the estimates of the temperature sensitivities of soil carbon decomposition
and the implications for the predicted responses of soil carbon dynamics to global warming.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of different pools and flows as represented in CASACNP
model. There are nine organic pools, each organic pool has three state variables, the amount
of carbon, nitrogen or phosphorus. The model also includes one inorganic nitrogen pool and
three inorganic phosphorus pools (labile, sorbed and the occluded pool).
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VARIABILITY OF CARBON, WATER AND ENERGY FLUXES
IN THE AUSTRALIA’S TOP END
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1) Monash University, Australia
2) Charles Darwin University, Australia
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Savanna ecosystems cover 16 million km2, approximately 20% of the Earth’s land
surface, making them a major part of the world’s vegetation. In Australia, the wet-dry
tropics feature approximately 2 million km2 of savanna vegetation, equivalent to
12.5% of the world’s tropical savannas and approximately 25% of the Australian
continent. Australia’s savannas feature a highly heterogeneous landscape of almost
treeless grasslands to denser woodlands (with a grass understorey) driven by a rainfall
gradient that result in a decreased rainfall of 2 mm km-1 (north to south). The large
spatial extent and frequent disturbance caused by fire, with fire burning Australia’s
savannas every 2-3 years [1], burning an average of 373000 km2 yr-1 make this region
an important ecosystem in terms of Australia’s continental carbon balance [1],[3].
Previous studies of carbon uptake in the savannas of the Northern Territory of
Australia, have taken place at the Howard Springs open-forest long term flux site.
These studies show that savannas are a strong sink of carbon with a typical net
ecosystem productivity of around 4 t C ha yr -1 for an undisturbed savanna [2].
Tropical savannas range between almost treeless grasslands to denser woodlands with
different species of plants making it important to measure the fluxes of a range of
different savannas to better quantify the carbon and water budgets of Australian
savannas.
In order to determine the fluxes of Australia’s savannas we measured the spatial and
temporal variability of CO2, water and energy fluxes at different savanna sites in the
Northern Territory of Australia. To achieve this we used the eddy-covariance
technique, following Beringer et al., (2007), using guyed towers consisting of a 3-D
sonic anemometer (Campbell Scientific Inc. Logan, UT) and an open-path gas
analyser (Licor Inc., Lincoln, NE). Measurements at the sites include radiation
budget, sensible heat, latent heat, CO2 and momentum fluxes, air temperature, relative
humidity and soil moisture and temperature.
These sites feature differing vegetation type and leaf area index, as well as differing
monsoon onset times and durations which drive the rainfall gradient, all of which are
expected to modulate the carbon and water fluxes.
This paper will provide results showing how these fluxes vary between the different
ecosystem types over a year, as well as what characteristics drive this variability in
terms of leaf area index, water and light use efficiencies, soil properties and other site
characteristics.
Preliminary results show that during a typical wet season, which is responsible for
72% of the mean annual net ecosystem productivity, despite ecophysical differences
between savanna sites, fluxes of CO2 from Howard Springs, an open forest savanna
35 km east of Darwin), Daly River, also an open-forest savanna ( 200 km south of
Darwin) and Fogg Dam, a seasonally inundated wet land (near Howard Springs), were
very similar (Fig. 1). Further sites have been set up at, approximately 80 km and 700
km south of Darwin and results for these will also be presented.
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Fig. 1. Hourly averages of CO2 uptake during the wet season for Howard Springs, Daly River
and Fogg Dam, with standard error bars.
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ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF LIGHT USE EFFICIENCY AND
DRIVING CLIMATIC FACTORS IN EAST ASIA FORESTS
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(1) Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, China
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Light Use Efficiency LUE is widely used for scaling land-air carbon fluxes and
studying vegetation photosynthesis effectiveness on leaf or species scales. However,
the variation and environmental controls on ecological LUE of forests remain poorly
documented, especially in East Asia region. Therefore, eight typical forests in East
Asia were adopted here for analyzing spatio-temporal variation of the ecological
LUE. Nineteen site-year daily carbon fluxes and metrological data, which were
required from eddy covariance towers, were related to calculate ecological LUE.
Generally, daily ecological LUE in East Asia forests were between 0.3 ~ 1.0
gC/molPhoton (about 1.4 ~ 4.6 gC/MJ PAR), while monthly and annual LUE spans
0.4 ~ 0.7 and 0.05 ~ 0.35 gC/molPhoton respectively, indicating the variation range of
LUE became much less over longer studying periods. Furthermore, annual ecological
LUE of East Asia forests were negatively correlated to latitude
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(LUEannual = -0.0044 * Latitude + 0.3357 R2=0.39, n=19). The maximal annual
LUE were mostly found in the tropical evergreen forests (about 0.31±0.01
gC/molPhoton) while minimal ones appeared in the sub-arctic needle-leaf forests
(0.05±0.01 gC/molPhoton).
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Fig. 1. Linear fits of annual LUEeco (with SE) and Latitude among all investigating East Asia
forests. DNF: deciduous needleleaf forest; DBF: deciduous broadleaf forest; MF: mixed
forest; ENF: evergreen needleleaf forest; EBF: evergreen broadleaf forest; In addition, the
main biological control of LUE was Gross Primary Productivity (GPP), which explaining
80% of LUE variation. In comparison, Photosynthetically Active Radiation (PAR) only
explained for 15%.
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productivity; incident PAR: incident photosynthetically active radiation.

On annual scale, mean air temperature was the primary environmental control on LUE
rather than water vapor pressure deficiency in East Asia region. The resultant spatiotemporal variation and bio-environmental controls of ecological LUE in East Asia
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might improve our understanding on forest carbon cycle and propel further effort on
regional biogeochemical modeling.
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The vegetation plays an important role in land-atmosphere interaction, through energy
and water balances at the earth’s surface. This study investigated impacts of the
extended cultivation which mainly occurred in India, central China and Europe over
150 years from 1700 to 1850 on regional atmospheric circulation and its seasonal
change, in particular, the onset and retreat of Asian summer monsoon, by using an
AGCM (Atmospheric General Circulation Model) of MIROC (Model for
Interdisciplinary Research on Climate; K-1 model developers, 2004) version 3.2 with
a land surface scheme, MATSIRO (Minimal Advanced Treatments of Surface
Interaction and Runoff; Takata et al., 2003).
Two equilibrium experiments were conducted with the global distributions of
vegetation types in 1700 and 1850 (1700VEG and 1850VEG) as a boundary
condition. Other boundary conditions, such as sea surface temperature, sea ice and
CO2 were fixed at the present-day climatology. Each experiment was conducted for
50 years, and we used the latter 40-year mean values for analysis.
We found that the extended cultivation delayed the beginning of the summer rainy
season over the Indian subcontinent (Fig. 1a, Table 1), due to the evapotranspiration
decrease in spring, and brought about the early termination of the rainy season there.
On the other hand in South China, the extended cultivation brought about early onset
and retreat of the summer rainy season (Fig. 1b, Table 1). The large-scale Asian
monsoon activity represented by Kawamura-index (Kawamura 1998) was decreased
by the extended cultivation in the onset and retreat phases (Fig. 2). In other word, the
extended cultivation had an impact on the seasonal march of the large-scale Asian
summer monsoon circulation
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a)

b)

Fig. 1. The Seasonal march of pentad precipitation (mm day-1) in 1700VEG (solid line) and
1850VEG (broken line) in a) Indian subcontinent (75 – 80E, 20 – 22N) and b) south China
(106 – 114E, 22 – 28N)

Fig. 2. The large-scale monsoon activity represented by Kawamura-index (m) in 1700VEG
(solid line) and its difference from 1850VEG (1850VEG - 1700VEG; broken line). 1700VEG
is presented by pentad mean with the left vertical axis, while 1850VEG-1700VEG by 5-pentad
running mean with right vertical axis.
Table 1. The pentad number (in parenthesis) and its central date of monsoon onset and
retreat in the Indian subcontinent and south China, calculated by the definition in Wang and
Ho (2002).

1700VEG
onset

retreat

Indian
subcontinent

Jun. 8 (P32)

Oct. 8 (P56)

south China

May 18 (P28)

Aug. 28 (P48)

1850VEG
onset
retreat
Sep. 18
Jun. 13 (P33)
(P52)
Aug. 18
May 13 (P27)
(P46)
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EFFECTS OF FOREST DISTRIBUTION CHANGE ON
REGIONAL CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY IN CHINA: A
NUMERICAL SIMULATION STUDY
Yan Xiaodong, Wu Qiong, Xiong Zhe
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100029

By using the regional climate model(RIEMS2.0), a series of modeling experiments
are undertaken to investigate the impacts of forest distribution change on the regional
climate in China. The simulation results show that just concentrate the forest in china
respectively to the east, south, west, east north and middle part of china would not
lead to average temperature change of china is clear, but the average temperature
change of the area that forest congregated is clear, rise higher than 0.6 ºC, and in the
other area ,the temperature decreased about 0.2 ºC .In the west experiment, the
average temperature change of the area that forest congregated is higher that the other
four experiment, about rise 1.89 ºC, the other four experiment rise almost the same,
about 0.6~0.7 ºC. the change of the distribution of forest in china also may lead
hydrological change, in the spatial, the change of sensible heat and latent heat is
almost the opposite, but in the time cycle, the change is not follow this conclusion.
the change of spatial distribution of the surface net radiation is almost the same as the
change of the temperature spatial distribution, so the net radiation change is a very
important reason for the temperature change; the precipitation change is very
complicated, in each experiment, the result is different from each other; In conclusion,
the change of the forest distribution in china change the regional climate much.
Keywords: Forest distribution change, regional climate, numerical simulation

REMOTE SENSING OF EAST ASIAN SUMMER MONSOONDRIVEN TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEM IN EASTERN CHINA
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The terrestrial ecosystem of eastern China is intensely influenced by the East Asian
summer monsoon (EASM) [1,2]. At onset of the EASM, the beginning and
development of rainy season are crucial to the natural and agriculture ecosystem. It is
essential to reveal impact of the EASM on the vegetation ecosystem in eastern China.
The LAI variations derived from remote sensing considerably reveal the changes of
vegetation characteristics, which can be used to better understand the interaction
between vegetation and climate [3, 4]. This study used the ISLSCP-II / LAI dataset
o

o

derived from NOAA-AVHRR with monthly, 1 •1 grid. The bioclimatic datasets
include monthly precipitation and temperature was obtained from the CMAP and
ECMWF [5]. Firstly, the variation of LAI and its association with the interannual
variability of the monsoon climate in China was discussed. The strong monsoon year
is defined as the year if the rain front moves to the most part of Northern China.
Commonly, the strong monsoon brings about the strong rainfall. We analyzed the 9year precipitation from 1982 to 1990 based on this definition. The result shows that
the 1986a is a weak monsoon year but 1990a a strong monsoon year.
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A weak monsoon case in 1986 and a strong one in 1990 are chosen to compare the
interannual LAI and precipitation variations in the monsoon region. Fig.1 describes
variations of seasonal precipitation in 1986 (see Fig.1) and 1990 (see Fig.2) at
26 ~44 N, 111 ~116 E. The results show that the precipitation intensity in 1986
obviously is lower than that in 1990. Fig. 2 indicates that during the growing season,
LAI in 1990 is higher than that in 1986.

Fig.1 Precipitation of different monsoon intensity years in the study area (a)
1986 (b) 1990

Fig.2 LAI variations of different monsoon intensity years in the study area (a) 1986 (b)
1990.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the LAI variations of MAM and JJA in vegetation growing
season in 1986 and 1990. The results present that from March to May and again from
June to August in the vegetation growing season, LAI of 1990 is higher than that of
1986, especially in the northern part of the Asian monsoon region (i.e., mid-latitude
region). It indicates that high interannual variability is a significant feature of
precipitation in the monsoon region, which also serves as a driving force for the
ecosystem variations at this time scale.

Fig. 3. LAI variations in 1986 and 1990 in the study area. (a) MAM, (b) JJA.
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Secondly, we used the 9-year LAI data and climate data to examine the correlations
between the precipitation and vegetation in different seasons with the seasonal cycle.
The results illustrated that in early March to April, at 23 ~29 N of the South China,
the precipitation of forward flood season starts to reach the South China, the rainfall
appears in this region at the same time. This period can be called the first steady
phase and it lasts about one month. Meanwhile, the vegetation begins growing, and
LAI increases rapidly; at May and early June, when the summer monsoon movers
over most part of the Yangtze River (29 ~36 N), widespread rainfalls appear in these
regions, i.e., the Mei-yu season of the Yangtze River occurs, which is also called the
second steady phase, and it lasts about one month; here, vegetation grows flourishing
and LAI increases rapidly. up to mid-July, the summer monsoon moves to northern
China (36 ~44 N) and controls most part of northern China, widespread rainfalls
occur in these regions, the vegetation grows rapidly in this period, LAI also peaks in
the whole year, which is called the third steady phase. This phase lasts till the mid-late
term of the August. The result shows that LAI also peaks along with the rainfall
process development. From early September, however, when the monsoon rain belt
starts to retreat rapidly, the rainfall ends in northern China. Here, the biomass
decreases in the northern China ecosystem and LAI declines rapidly, thereafter keeps
at a very low value throughout the winter. The figures show that the precipitation
arrives at its maximum, but LAI doesn’t peak synchronously, which reflect that the
response of plants to the seasonal changes of precipitation seems to be lag about
20~30 days.
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EVALUATION OF THE DEPENDENCE OF VEGETATION ON
CLIMATE IN AN IMPROVED DYNAMIC GLOBAL
VEGETATION MODEL (CLM-DGVM)
Xiaodong Zeng
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Terrestrial ecosystems have long been considered as climate “indicator”, not only
representing the long-term average weather conditions [1], but also responding to its
short-term variation. The changes in ecosystem structures as well as vegetation traits
also have effects on the vegetation-land-atmosphere interactions, and hence influence
the local and global climate. It is crucial that new version of Earth System Dynamic
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Model includes the Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (DGVM) to predict the
variable vegetation in the climate change study.
This work investigated the dependence of vegetation on climate in the Community
Land Model - Dynamic Global Vegetation Model (CLM-DGVM) [2]. The CLMDGVM simulates 7 tree plant functional types (PFTs) and 3 grass PFTs, besides the
bare soil. Considering the absent of shrub in CLM-DGVM, we developed a shrub submodel [3] for representing temperate and boreal shrubs and implemented it into CLMDGVM. A global offline simulation of the revised model were run at T-62 spatial
resolution (192x94 grid cells) for 600 years, forced with the cycling of observedbased atmospheric data during 1950-1999. The results from the last 50 years of
simulation were then used to evaluate the long-term average global vegetation
distribution and its dependence on climate.
Major results are: (1) The model correctly reproduced the zonal distributions of
vegetation types (Fig 1). For example, the locations of peak of simulated trees
distribution are around the equator, 60 N, and 50 S, grasses at 15 N, 15 S, and 35 S,
shrubs at subtropical regions and 70 N, and bare soil at 25 N, 25 S, and 80 N, all
were consistent with CLM3.5 surface dataset which is derived from Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) observation. But in quantity the
simulations over-estimated tree coverage and under-estimated grass coverage, which
may partly due to absent of crops in the model as well as the land cover change
caused by human activities. (2) The most suitable climate condition (i.e., ranges for
annual precipitation and annual mean temperature) for different vegetation types are
totally different (Fig. 2). Trees dominate in the humid regions with annual mean
temperate higher than -10 C, and their required precipitation increases as the mean
temperature increases. The favorite condition for grass is annual precipitation around
400~900 mm and temperature around 10~25 C. Shrubs survive over arid to semiarid
regions with annual precipitation less than 300 mm and temperature around 15 C,
(temperate shrub), and cold regions with temperature around -20~-10 C (boreal
shrub). The most arid or coldest regions are bare soil. Similar plot for PFT further
shows that each PFT has its own maximum distribution center, implying the strong
correlation between vegetation distribution and the combination of precipitation and
temperature in the model.

Fig. 1. The zonal distribution of vegetation coverage calculated from (a) CLM-DGVM offline
simulation, and (b) CLM3.5 surface dataset.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the vegetation coverage on climate (fpc-PT plot). The grey levels
show the average percent of vegetation coverage (fpc), the x-axis is the annual precipitation
(in mm), and y-axis the annual mean temperature (in C).
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The Tibetan Plateau plays important roles in the climate systems over the Asia and the
Northern Hemisphere, and sensitively responses to the global change. The
energy/mass exchange between the surface and atmosphere stands as the link between
the plateau and the global climate system. Studies show that the energy/mass
exchange in the Tibetan mountain regions which cover about half area of the plateau
is mainly driven by the local circulations. Therefore, the local circulations in the
Tibetan mountains could be essential important in the impact and response processes
of the plateau to the global change. Tibetan mountains are featured as great altitudes
and snow/ice covers. The snow/ice covers are obviously impacted by the climate
change, e.g., the snow/ice area over the Tibetan mountains are reducing under the
global warming background. The future snow/ice cover change in the Tibetan
mountains with the global warming scenario could modulate the local circulation
systems, and therefore, make a feedback to the impact and response processes of the
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plateau to the global change. Studying the role of snow/ice cover in the Tibetan
mountains in formulating the local circulations becomes key issue in understanding
the relation of the plateau to the global change.
This study attempts to analysis the role of snow/ice cover in formulating the local
circulation on the northern slope of Mt. Everest, as an example of the Tibetan
mountains, based on observational data and numerical simulations. Analysis shows
the local circulation system on the northern slope of Mt. Everest has a unique diurnal
variation, with a very weak up-valley wind in the morning and a strong down-valley
flow in the rest of day. The diurnal variation and the propagation of the local wind
indicate a strong impact of the snow/ice cover on the local circulation. The numerical
experiments with the realistic terrain and removal of the snow/ice cover rebuild the
observed circulation, and exhibit the ideal local circulation without snow/ice cover
(i.e. mountain/valley wind system), respectively. Comparing the two numerical
simulation results, one of the components in the local circulation, the “glacier wind”,
driven by the snow/ice cover in the Mt. Everest region is derived. It can be clearly
seen that the “glacier wind” starts and maintains the strong down-valley flow of the
local circulation in the afternoon. Therefore, the snow/ice cover plays important role
in strengthening down-valley flow, and furthermore, enhancing the energy/mass
exchange processes driven by the local circulation. It can be assumed that the
energy/mass exchange processes in the Tibetan mountains will be weakened by
reducing the snow/ice cover in the further global warming scenario.
Key Words: Snow/ice cover, local circulation, the Himalayas, the Tibet Plateau
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TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER DYNAMICS:
INTERMITTENT OR PERSISTENT TURBULENCE?
Florence Bocquet, Ben Balsley
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences, University of Colorado at
Boulder, U.S.A.
Bocquet@colorado.edu

To improve understanding of land-atmosphere interactions, it is imperative to better
characterize atmospheric boundary layer dynamics, particularly the occurrence of
turbulence. We outline an established method for estimating the turbulence dissipation
rate using a tethered-kite/-balloon. This technique can not only probe the boundary
layer (BL) but also the residual layer (RL), i.e. up to 1-2 km ([1], [2]; Figure 1).
Results from studying nocturnal stable boundary layers, which are believed to greatly
suppress surface-atmosphere gas exchange, show that turbulence is persistent even
during the most stable BL conditions ([2], [3]). This weak but persistent turbulence
can evolve into stronger and more intermittent turbulence (Figure 2).
Based on our results, a parameterization for turbulence at altitudes higher than
meteorological towers is suggested for upside-down BLs, traditional and thin
traditional BLs [3]. It appears that vertical gradients of temperature and wind speed
are predominant variables, having coefficients one order of magnitude larger than the
ones of turbulence and its dissipation rate, for all 3 types of BL. Vertical temperature
gradients, however, seem to play a key role in upside-down BLs, while vertical wind
speed gradients seem to drive the dynamics in thin traditional and traditional BLs.
Upside-down BL: Flt 7, pkg 1, profile 1 (ascent)
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Fig. 1: Vertical profile of estimated turbulence (m2s-3), temperature T (°C), wind speed WS
(ms-1), wind direction WD (rad): example of Flight 7 (Oct. 14) ~ 2:10 GMT.
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MIXING IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE: AN APPLICATION
OF LONG-TERM TOWER-BASED RADON GRADIENT
MEASUREMENTS
Scott Chambers(1), Wlodek Zahorowski(1), Alastair Williams(1), Alex Vermeulen(2), Bart
Verheggen(2) and Jagoda Crawford(1)
(1) Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, PMB 1, Menai, NSW 2234,
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(2) Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands, P.O. Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands
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Timely and economical adaptation to our changing climate relies heavily upon our
ability to accurately forecast future climate scenarios. Improving our understanding
of physical atmospheric processes and their representation in weather and climate
models is crucial to increasing our ability to forecast climate trends with reasonable
confidence. Mixing processes within the atmospheric boundary layer, and the
nocturnal boundary layer in particular, are of particular importance and continue to be
a source of considerable uncertainty in contemporary weather and climate models.
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To evaluate, and ultimately improve, near-surface mixing representations it is
necessary to construct quantitative measures of vertical mixing and exchange within
the lower atmosphere at a temporal resolution sufficient to resolve the diurnal cycle.
One way to quantitatively characterize near-surface mixing processes on diurnal time
scales is to make continuous, high temporal resolution, gradient measurements of a
suitable atmospheric tracer. Radon is a naturally occurring, radioactive, noble gas,
with a relatively uniform source and low solubility in water. The half-life of radon
(3.8-days) is optimum for boundary layer mixing studies, since it is long compared
with typical turbulent timescales ( 1-hour) but short enough to constrain its
concentration in the free troposphere to be typically 1-3 orders of magnitude lower
than near surface values. The combination of these properties makes radon an
excellent tracer for vertical mixing studies in the boundary layer. By implementing
two tower-based systems for continuous measurement of near-surface radon gradients
we aim to progress understanding of vertical mixing processes in the lower
atmosphere.
The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation has developed a suite
of dual flow loop, two filter radon detectors suitable for continuous hourly monitoring
and multi-year deployment. In this study we are using 1500 L detectors with a lower
limit of detection of approximately 40 mBq m-3. Due to their 45-minute response time
these detectors can not be multiplexed for gradient measurements, so dedicated
detectors are being used for each height of the gradient measurements.
At present we are measuring near-surface radon gradients at two sites: Lucas Heights,
New South Wales (34.053ºS, 150.981ºE) and the Cabauw Experimental Site for
Atmospheric Research (CESAR) in the Netherlands (51.971ºN, 4.927ºE). The Lucas
Heights gradient observations, between 2-50 m above ground level (agl), specifically
target mixing in the atmospheric surface layer whereas those at CESAR, between 20200 m agl, target mixing in the lower atmospheric boundary layer.
We present a summary of the first year of measurements at each site including case
studies which highlight seasonal contrasts in mixing conditions. Variability observed
in the hourly radon time series at each site was evident on seasonal, synoptic and
diurnal time scales. Seasonal and synoptic variability resulted from changes in
airmass fetch whereas diurnal variability reflected changes in the local mixing regime.
The amplitude of the diurnal radon signal and the magnitude of the nocturnal radon
gradient at each site were found to be strongly correlated with atmospheric stability
(Figure 1 and Figure 2).
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ASSESSING MODEL TRANSPORT AND BOUNDARY LAYER
PARAMETERIZATIONS IN A CLIMATE MODEL USING
ATMOSPHERIC CO2 CONCENTRATIONS
Katherine D. Corbin, Rachel M. Law
Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research, CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric
Research, Aspendale, Victoria, Australia
katherine.corbin@csiro.au

Climate models currently offer a variety of boundary layer schemes to parameterize
the processes determining the exchange of energy, water, and momentum between the
land surface and the atmosphere1,2. Simulations utilizing large-scale weather and
climate prediction models, mesoscale atmospheric models, and micrometeorological
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models have all contributed to the development of boundary layer schemes; and
numerous studies have demonstrated the sensitivity of models to the boundary layer
parameterization used3,4,5. Accurate modelling of turbulent mixing in the atmospheric
boundary layer is essential for the prediction of temperature, water vapour, wind,
clouds, precipitation, and trace gas concentrations.
Due to surface sources and sinks, atmospheric CO2 concentrations depend on boundary
layer processes6. The covariance of surface fluxes and boundary layer depth and mixing,
combined with meridional transport, impacts the CO2 concentration field at the surface;
therefore, boundary layer schemes will alter resulting modelled concentrations. An
intercomparison study of atmospheric transport models, TransCom, showed that the
annual and zonal mean concentrations resulting from prescribed CO2 fluxes varied across
the models by more than 1 ppm7. Since CO2 concentrations are highly sensitive to
boundary layer dynamics, analyses of these concentrations can be used to evaluate
boundary layer schemes and atmospheric transport.
Using the UK Met Office’s Unified Model (UM), this study assesses the performance of
various boundary layer parameterizations by analysing the resulting atmospheric CO2
fields, as well as the passive tracer SF6. The simulated CO2 and SF6 concentrations are
compared with TransCom model concentrations and atmospheric observations over a
range of time and spatial scales. The diurnal cycle and day-to-day variability will be
analysed using continuous data from towers, monthly variability at individual sites will be
investigated using tower and flask measurements, and global variability on annual and
seasonal timescales will be compared with TransCom results.
Time-series, monthly mean and annual mean CO2 concentrations all show sensitivity to
the stable boundary layer parameterization. The diurnal cycle in CO2 concentrations
varies by more than 30 ppm at some locations depending on the boundary layer scheme.
On the global scale, annual mean CO2 concentrations from biological fluxes show that the
choice of stable boundary layer scheme alters the concentrations in the UM by more than
2 ppm in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) (Figure 1). Compared with model results from
TransCom, one boundary layer scheme overestimates the annual mean concentration in
the NH by more than 1.5 ppm, while a different scheme simulates concentrations within
the range of the TransCom models. This study shows the potential of CO2 concentrations
and passive tracers, such as SF6, to be used as a metric for evaluating atmospheric
transport and boundary layer schemes in climate models.
Fig. 1. Zonal, annual mean CO2
concentrations from the UM (black)
and from the TransCom models (grey
dashed). The solid black line are the
results using the ‘sharpest’ boundary
layer scheme over the land surface,
and the dashed black line shows the
concentrations using the ‘long-tails’
parameterization. Both UM stable
boundary layer schemes shown are
based on the Richardson number with
alterations in the stability function:
the stability function decreases more
rapidly with Richardson number for
the ‘sharpest’ parameterization than
for ‘long-tails’.
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IDENTIFYING PARAMETERS TO DESCRIBE LOCAL LANDATMOSPHERE COUPLING
Michael Ek(1), Cor Jacobs(2), Joseph A. Santanello, Jr.(3), Obbe Tuinenburg(2)
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The GEWEX Land-Atmosphere System Study / Local Coupling (GLASS/LoCo)
project seeks to understand the role of local land atmosphere coupling in the evolution
of surface fluxes and state variables including clouds [1]. The theme of landatmosphere interaction is a research area that is rapidly developing; after the wellknown GLACE experiments [2], and various diagnostic studies, new research has
evolved in modeling and observing the degree of land-atmosphere coupling on local
scales. Questions of interest are (1) how much is coupling related to local versus
"remote" processes, (2) what is the nature and strength of coupling, and (3) how does
this change (e.g. for different temporal and spatial scales, geographic regions, and
changing climates). As such, this is an important issue on both weather and climate
time scales. The GLASS/LoCo working group is investigating diagnostics to quantify
land-atmosphere coupling. The "Omega" coupling parameter [3], will be extended to
include the role of soil moisture and to characterize the role of the evolving
atmospheric boundary layer and boundary-layer entrainment. After suitable
diagnostics are identified, output from weather and climate models will be used to
"map" land-atmosphere coupling in regards to (1)-(3) above.
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TURBULENCE STRUCTURE ABOVE VEGETATION CANOPIES
John J. Finnigan(1), Roger H. Shaw(2), Edward G. Patton(3)
(1) CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric Research, Canberra, Australia;
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Turbulence in the canopy/roughness sub layer (RSL) is significantly more coherent
and more efficient at transporting momentum and scalars than that the inertial sub
layer (ISL) above. Canopy/RSL turbulence in most ways resembles a turbulent
mixing layer rather than a boundary layer. To understand these differences we have
analysed a Large Eddy Simulation of the flow above and within a vegetation canopy.
The 3D velocity and scalar structure of a characteristic eddy is educed by
compositing, using local maxima of static pressure at the canopy top as a trigger. The
characteristic eddy consists of an upstream Head-down, sweep-generating hairpin
vortex superimposed on a downstream Head-up, ejection-generating hairpin. The
convergence region between the sweep and ejection produces a pressure maximum
between the hairpins and this is also the location of a coherent scalar microfront. This
eddy structure matches that observed in simulations of homogeneous shear flows and
channel flows and also fits with earlier field and wind tunnel measurements in canopy
flows. It is significantly different from the accepted picture of eddy structure educed
over smooth walls based on work by a variety of researchers over the last two
decades.
We propose a phenomenological model to explain both the structure of the
characteristic eddy and the key differences between turbulence in the canopy/RSL and
the ISL above. This model is motivated by the non-linear development of the
eigenmodes that result from linear small perturbation analysis of the inflected velocity
profile at the canopy top. The existence of these non-linear eigenmodes is
demonstrated by a numerical simulation of an idealised inflected flow field. Two
opposing symmetry-breaking mechanisms related to the inhomogeneity of the canopy
in the vertical explain the dominance of sweeps motions in the canopy/RSL and
ejections higher in the boundary layer in the eddy transport of momentum and scalars.
The controlling length scale of the non-linear eigenmodes is the vorticity thickness at
the canopy top, which Harman and Finnigan [1] have shown to be an extra scaling
parameter that can be used to successfully modify Monin-Obukhov similarity theory
over vegetation canopies.
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THE STRUCTURE AND ENERGETIC OF THE CONVECTIVE
BOUNDARY LAYER OVER FOREST AND PASTURE IN THE
AMAZON REGION
Gilberto Fisch(1), James Avelar(2)
(1) Instituto de Aeronáutica e Espaço (IAE/CTA), Brazil
(2) Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE), Brazil
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The Convective Boundary Layer (CBL) couples the surface and the free atmosphere
during daytime and characterizes the properties of clouds and aerosols. In order to
understand of this mechanism, the temporal evolution and structure of the CBL was
studied using a LES model [1] and compared with observations collected during the
field experiment (RACCI LBA 2002 dry-to-wet transition period). It was selected two
days (18 and 25 Sept) representative of the period in which the generation of turbulent
kinetic energy (TKE) has been dominated by purely convective processes. The total
simulation time was approximately 12 hours, being 6 hours for increasing the surface
heat flux and 6 for the decline and it is used the legend F for Forest and P for Pasture.
The simulations have been splitted in short (S1 and F1) and long (S2 and F2) time
integration. The results show that the height of the CBL has large differences in the
early hours of the day (differences around 20-30%) and the pasture site presents the
highest values. Also, the pasture is much more turbulent than the forest (around 40%),
both due to the higher value of the sensible heat fluxes. The field observations also
showed that the height of the CBL is higher over pasture than over forest [2].
Analyzing the contrast between forest and pasture areas, it was found that the surface
fluxes differences was around 41% on Sept 18, 2002 and this difference produced
almost 66% of difference in the thermal component of the TKE. The TKE from large
eddies for S1 presents larger intensities. Also, the results for D25FS1 and D25PS1
suggested that forest and pasture have similar processes of transferring energy. As
expected, the contrasts between forest and pasture are very strong. The TKE is also
computed for 18 Sept 2002. This analysis showed that the pasture has almost 2/3 more
thermally generated turbulent energy than the forest

Fig. 1. The average TKE from Large eddies.
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THE ROLE OF BOUNDARY LAYER CLOUDS IN TRANSPORT
AND DISPERSION OF TRACE GASES
Harm Jonker(1), Remco Verzijlbergh(2), Thijs Heus(3), Jordi Vila-Guerau de Arellano(4)
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This numerical study investigates the influence of boundary layer clouds on the
transport and dispersion characteristics of trace gases. Compared to dry boundary
layers, dispersion in cloud-topped boundary layers has received much less attention. It
is well known that PBL clouds have a marked influence on the dynamics of the
boundary layer, enhancing/damping convection by modulating the short- and longwave radiative budgets as well as by latent heat release, but much less is known how
the presence of clouds quantitatively (and sometimes even qualitatively) affects the
dispersion characteristics of trace gases. To get a better understanding of the impact of
clouds on dispersion, we conduct a series of high resolution (i.e. cloud resolving)
Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) of various cloud types and investigate the dispersion
of a passive tracer in the form of Lagrangian particles. Four archetype atmospheric
boundary layers are studied: 1) a dry convective boundary layer (for reference), 2) a
‘smoke’ cloud boundary layer in which the turbulence is driven by radiative cooling,
3) a stratocumulus topped boundary layer and 4) a shallow cumulus topped boundary
layer.
We show that the dispersion characteristics of the smoke cloud boundary layer as well
as the stratocumulus situation can be well understood by generalizing concepts that
are employed for describing dispersion in dry convective boundary layers. A general
result is that the presence of clouds enhances mixing and dispersion - a notion that is
not always reflected well in traditional parameterization models, in which clouds
usually suppress dispersion by diminishing solar irradiance.
The dispersion characteristics of a cumulus cloud layer turn out to be markedly
different from the other three cases and the results can not be explained by only
considering the well-known top-hat velocity distribution that lies at the heart
convection-parameterizations in weather and climate models. To understand the
surprising characteristics in the shallow cumulus layer, this case has been examined in
more detail by 1) determining the velocity distribution conditioned on the distance to
the nearest cloud and 2) accounting for the wavelike behavior associated with the
stratified dry environment.
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EXCHANGE AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF VOLATILE
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN THE PLANETARY BOUNDARY
LAYER.
Thomas Karl
National Center for Atmospheric Research
tomkarl@mail.com

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) account for a large fraction of the reduced
carbon in the atmosphere and fuel tropospheric ozone production. More recently their
importance for the organic aerosol budget in the atmosphere has been recognized.
Global annual emissions of VOC exceed those of methane and carbon monoxide. The
current IPCC2007 report recommends global VOC emission rates based on the Third
Assessment Report. This recommendation would most likely significantly
underestimate the global annual VOC flux into the atmosphere. Land-atmosphere
interactions are considered particularly uncertain. Reliable quantification of VOC
emissions and their chemical transformations in the lower atmosphere is therefore
needed to reduce uncertainties when modelling their impact on the Earth system. The
presentation will discuss new insights on trace gas exchanges gained from recent field
experiments as part of the newly established BEACHON (Bio-hydro-atmosphere
interactions of Energy, Aerosols, Carbon, H2O, Organics & Nitrogen) project.

MICROMETEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS OF CH4 AND
N2O AT A MANAGED FEN MEADOW IN THE NETHERLANDS –

CONTRIBUTION TO COST-ACTION ES0804

P.S. Kroon (1,2), A. Hensen (1), H.J.J. Jonker (2), A.P. Schrier-Uijl (3), M. J. Tummers (2),
F.C. Bosveld (4)
(1) Energy research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN), Department of Air Quality and Climate
Change, The Netherlands
(2) TU Delft, Department of Multi-Scale Physics, Research Group Clouds, Climate and Air
Quality, The Netherlands
(3) Wageningen University, Department of Nature Conservation and Plant Ecology, The
Netherlands
(4) Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute (KNMI), Section Atmospheric Research, The
Netherlands
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The uncertainty in annual estimates of the exchange of CH4 and N2O over agricultural
fields is almost always 50% or higher when chamber measurements are used. This is
mainly due to the combination of spatial and temporal variation of the emission which
is difficult to cover with chamber measurements. Micrometeorological methods
provide a good alternative determine integrated emission estimates on a hectare scale
that also have continuous coverage in time. Instrumentation is now becoming
available that meets the requirement for CH4 and N2O eddy covariance (EC)
measurements. The four objectives of this study were 1) to validate the suitability of a
quantum cascade laser (QCL) spectrometer for EC flux measurements, 2) to develop
correction algorithms for the systematic errors in the measured EC flux, 3) to
determine the uncertainty in EC flux measurements, and 4) to estimate the annual CH4
an N2O emission from a managed fen meadow in the Netherlands.
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The performance of a QCL system [1]
The performance was evaluated for EC flux measurements using three months of
continuous measurements and laboratory tests. The required criteria for EC flux
measurements including continuity, sampling frequency, precision and stationarity
were examined. The system operated continuously with about one visit a week. The
electronic sampling frequency was 10 Hz, however, the response time was 0.08 s,
which corresponds to a bandwidth of 2 Hz. A precision of 2.9 and 0.5 ppbHz-1/2 was
obtained for CH4 and N2O, respectively. Accuracy was assured by frequent
calibrations and drifts in the system were compensated by a 120 s running mean filter.

Systematic errors [2][3]
Errors involved in a measured EC flux were investigated using literature study and
field measurements. Four dominant systematic errors in an individual EC flux
measurements were due to changing calibration, density effects, low and high
frequency response losses. The corrections of the low and high frequency response
losses were based on the (empirical) Kaimal spectra. The reliability of the Kaimal
spectra was checked using laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) measurements since the
Kaimal spectra were derived using instruments with a limited response time. LDA
provides a means to determine the entire vertical wind velocity spectrum, i.e. from the
production scale down to the dissipation scale. The measured spectra were found to be
in good agreement with the Kaimal spectra. Therefore, the frequency response losses
could be corrected using Kaimal spectra. After applying these four corrections, the 30
min EC fluxes sometimes increased by more than 100%, which reveals the
importance of correcting the fluxes for systematic errors. The Webb-correction and
calibration correction were the dominant factors.

Flux uncertainty [3]
The uncertainty in EC flux measurements of CH4 and N2O was analyzed using both
literature and field measurements. The uncertainty of a single 30 min EC flux measurement
was dominated by the random uncertainty due to one-point sampling. The magnitude of the
one-point sampling uncertainty depends on the flux magnitude and the mean wind velocity.
For CH4 fluxes larger than 500 ngCm-2s-1 and N2O fluxes larger than 150 ngNm-2s-1, the
one-point sampling uncertainty for a single 30 min flux value was estimated to be about
150% and 250% for a mean wind velocity of 1 ms-1. For a mean wind velocity of 10 ms-1
the uncertainties were lower, about 50% and 100% for CH4 and N2O, respectively. For
months with 100% data coverage without gap filling, the monthly average EC flux was
estimated within an uncertainty range of about 9-10% and 8-12% for CH4 and N2O. This
uncertainty was mainly due to the systematic uncertainty in the calibration factor. These
levels of uncertainty imply that EC flux measurements can indeed contribute to more
accurate estimations from net ecosystem exchange of both gasses and are of great added
value to chamber measurements.

Fen meadow measurements 2006-2008
The EC flux measurement setup was used to evaluate CH4 and N2O emissions at a
dairy farm site at Oukoop (52º02’ N, 4º46’E) in the Netherlands from February 2006
– October 2008. Manure and artificial fertilizer were applied about five times a year
from February to September. Besides, there were also about five harvest events.
Manure and artificial fertilizer application were about 55 m3 h-1yr-1 (253 kgN ha-1yr-1)
and 320 kgha-1yr-1 (84 kgNha-1yr-1). The average CH4 and N2O exchange was about
400 ngCm-2s-1 and 45 ngNm-2s-1, respectively. A seasonal variation was found
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especially for CH4 and a clear diurnal pattern was observed for the concentration
levels. The flux levels for both gasses did not have a clear diurnal pattern. The emitted
percentage N was sometimes much larger than the default value of 1% used in IPCC
reports. The annual emissions were estimated after gap filling the data using
management and meteorological data.
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DIAGNOSING LOCAL LAND-ATMOSPHERE COUPLING ON
DIURNAL TIME SCALES
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Land-atmosphere (L-A) interactions and coupling remain weak links in current
observational and modeling approaches to understanding and predicting the EarthAtmosphere system. The degree to which the land impacts the atmosphere (and viceversa) is difficult to quantify given the disparate resolutions and complexities of land
surface and atmospheric models and lack of comprehensive observations at the
process level. However, the convective planetary boundary layer (PBL) serves as a
short-term memory of land surface processes (through the integration of regional
surface fluxes on diurnal scales), and therefore is diagnostic of the surface energy
balance. Further, the mixed-layer and land surface equilibrium reached each day
describes the degree of coupling and the impact of feedbacks within the L-A system.
As such, knowledge of temperature and moisture evolution in the PBL can be
instrumental in estimating surface fluxes and properties across regional scales as well
as quantifying and improving L-A representations in coupled models.
While recent progress has been made in identifying hotspots of large-scale and
seasonal L-A coupling, a comprehensive approach to diagnosing the full nature of
local land-atmosphere coupling (hereafter referred to as ‘LoCo’) at the process-level
has yet to be developed. In order for a robust methodology to diagnose coupling to be
effective and useful to the community, it must be comprehensive and integrative of LA processes and feedbacks; while at the same time able to be implemented using
easily observed and understood properties of the system. The need for a framework
that can be applied to models and evaluated against observations will only become
more critical as advances in remote sensing continue to provide a wealth of
information on the land surface and PBL that can be incorporated into L-A studies
and models (e.g. data assimilation).
A relatively straightforward but untested approach that may satisfy these requirements
for local and diurnal time scales is the concept of vector representation of PBL heat
and moisture (energy) budgets, as introduced by Betts [1] in the form of ‘mixing
diagrams’. This conservative variable approach relates the diurnal evolution of
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specific humidity (q) and potential temperature ( ) to the land surface and mixed layer
energy balance and, in effect, the diurnal equilibrium established by L-A interactions.
The daytime variability of and q is sensitive to and, in fact, integrative of the
dominant processes involved in LoCo, and generation of these plots and derived
metrics requires only the diurnal evolution of and q, average Hsfc, and maximum
PBLH, all which are routinely measured and output from coupled models.
Figure 1a shows an example of a mixing diagram for the 12-hour change in Lq and
Cp as simulated by a coupled mesoscale model during June 2002 at a point in
Oklahoma. The change from 12Z to 00Z is fully described by vector components that
represent the fluxes of heat and moisture from the land surface and the top of the PBL
(entrainment). Therefore, the L-A equilibrium established on this day can be
quantified by the derived fluxes from the land surface and PBL (entrainment).
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Fig. 1. a) Diurnal co-evolution of 2m-potential temperature (Cp ) vs. 2m-specific humidity
(Lq) from a representative day during June 2002 in the U.S. SGP. LIS-WRF simulations of b)
evaporative fraction versus PBL height and c) PBL budgets of heat and moisture fluxes from
the land surface and entrainment for each PBL-LSM combination relative to observations.

In this study, the mixing diagram approach is applied to coupled mesoscale model
with a suite of PBL and land surface model (LSM) options along with observations
during field experiments in the U. S. Southern Great Plains. Specifically, the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model has been coupled to the Land Information
System (LIS), which provides a flexible and high-resolution representation and
initialization of land surface physics and states. Within this framework, the coupling
established by each pairing of the available PBL schemes in WRF with the LSMs in
LIS is evaluated in terms of the diurnal temperature and humidity evolution in the
mixed layer. Results show how the sensitivities of each mixed-layer equilibrium (Fig.
1b) and total heat and moisture budget (Fig. 1c) to the specific choice of PBL scheme
and LSM varies across surface moisture regimes and can be quantified and evaluated
against observations. As such, this methodology provides a potential pathway to study
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factors controlling local land-atmosphere coupling (LoCo) using the LIS-WRF
system, which will serve as a testbed for future experiments to evaluate coupling
diagnostics within the community.
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NOCTURNAL BOUNDARY LAYER MEASUREMENTS DURING
THE AMAZONIAN AEROSOL CHARACTERIZATION
EXPERIMENT (AMAZE)
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To characterize the Nocturnal Boundary Layer (NBL) hourly profiles of wind,
pressure, temperature, humidity and 5 sizes particles concentration, were made by
using tethered balloon at INPA tropical Amazon rainforest Reserve (Cuieiras) 100 km
northwest from Manaus city. The measurements were made during the wet season
March/2008. The NBL height was 100 to 150m, with a very well mixed layer close to
surface associate with temperature inversion. The wind profiles shows a very clear
low level in two nights, about 500 to 900 m, and, in general, all nights show an stable
and cooler air layer close the surface uncoupled with outer residual boundary layer
above. At the site a very clear drainage flow from north quadrant down slope eastward
quadrant during very the stable cases. This findings is correlates with particles profiles
where was commonly trapped by stable layer presenting high concentrations, for all 5
sizes measured, close to the surface at vegetation level and just above it. All nights
presents high humidity with fog formation in three cases, associates with temperature
below the 23°C. The wind speed was very low about 0.5 to calm, in generally
associate with drainage flow downhill. The NBL dynamics is a discussion issue
associate to the aerosol nocturnal mixing in complex terrain with tall vegetation, the
currently AMAZE site case.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF CANOPY TURBULENCE DURING
THE TRANSITION FROM CONVECTIVE TO STABLE
CONDITIONS
Eva van Gorsel, John J. Finnigan, Ian N. Harman, Ray Leuning
CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric Research, Canberra, Australia
Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research (CAWCR)
eva.vangorsel@csiro.au

Increasing atmospheric stability is known to suppress turbulent mixing. This is
particularly marked in plant canopies and often leads to a decoupling of above- and
within-canopy flows. Understanding the dynamics that lead to decoupling and
knowledge of the characteristics of within-canopy flows is of particular importance
when interpreting nocturnal exchanges of CO 2 and trace gases.
During a special observational period we measured profiles of temperature and wind
components at 9 heights on a 70m tower in and above a 40m high open Eucalypt
forest. The measurements were carried out with Type T thermocouples and 2D
Windsonics. A second 11m high tower was situated on a nearby slope and sub-canopy
turbulence was measured simultaneously at 7 heights with 3D Sonics.
This data set is used to demonstrate how the different transport processes of
momentum and heat lead to wind and temperature gradients and hence Richardson
number (Ri) profiles which induce decoupling of the flow [1]. When the atmosphere
above the canopy is stably stratified the differences in wind and temperature gradients
result in supercritical Richardson numbers below the canopy top and a collapse of incanopy turbulence. At canopy top wind shear is often sufficiently strong to cause Ri to
drop below the critical value of ¼. This situation allows Kelvin–Helmholtz waves to
form. These waves propagate into the canopy, where we observe highly coherent
scalar fluctuations that are damped only very close to the ground. Observations
indicate that within standard errors the period of the fluctuations is equal to 2 /N,
where N is the Brunt Väisälä frequency. The amplitude of the scalar fluctuations can
be very substantial (Fig. 1). On occasion the above-canopy stratification shifts from
stable (0<Ri<1/4) to neutral yet conditions within the canopy remain supercritical. In
these conditions we observe a broadening of the within-canopy spectral peaks and an
increase in the amplitude of the waves, as momentum and energy from the
background flow passes into the wave.

Fig. 1. Top panel: Time series of
temperature fluctuations on
29.11.2006 02:00-03.00 for 3
selected heights. The bottom
panel shows contours of the
temperatures from all seven
measurement heights ranging
from -2.68 °C (light grey) to
3.94 °C (dark grey). The mean
has been subtracted from each
of the time series.
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These results have implications for the use of measured flux and concentration data.
Even if above-canopy flows are neutral and friction velocities high, within-canopy
flows can remain supercritical and hence non-turbulent. We will discuss how different
terms of the mass balance are affected if they are measured in ideal conditions (flat
terrain) or on sloping terrain.
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The eddy covariance (EC) and gradient measurements of carbon dioxide at Hyytiälä,
SMEAR II Scots pine site have revealed that by summing EC, storage and vertical
advection terms night-time CO2 flux becomes invariant of turbulence intensity
(friction velocity) and stability. The same was found to be true for ozone. The vertical
advection term of ozone exchange accounted for a significant fraction of ozone
transport under low turbulence conditions at night. Similarly to CO2 flux, the EC flux
of ozone was decreasing with turbulence intensity (friction velocity), and storage
change of the compound did not compensate the reduction (well-known night-time
measurement problem). Accounting for vertical advection resulted in invariance of
ozone deposition rate on turbulence intensity. The result highlights the importance of
advection when considering the exchange measurements of any scalar. Analysis of
aerodynamic and laminar boundary layer resistances by the model approach indicated
that the surface resistance and/or chemical sink strength was limiting ozone
deposition. The possible aerial ozone sink by known fast chemical reactions with
sesquiterpenes and NO explains only a minor fraction of ozone sink. Thus the
deposition is controlled either by stomatal uptake or surface reactions or both of them,
the mechanisms not affected by turbulence intensity.
CO2 exchange at night is most extensively studied by micrometeorologists. The
experience can be transferred also to other trace gas studies. In turn, the estimation of
advection terms for other scalars, including the chemically reactive ones, would
contribute also to understanding of night-time turbulent transfer of CO2. However, the
night-time forest-atmosphere exchange of reactive and non-reactive gases is different
due to chemical sink in air below the observation level. The potential of chemical
reactions to produce/destroy depends on the time scale of chemical reactions relative
to average turbulent transport time between sources/sinks and observation level. Also,
CO2 is emitted and ozone deposits into forest canopy at night. Under strongly stable
conditions the emission of a substance leads to significant accumulation inside
canopy, which results in large storage term but can lead also to large horizontal as
well as vertical advection terms (terms being proportional to horizontal and vertical
gradients of concentration). On the contrary, ozone is deposited into forest canopy and
under limited turbulent transport conditions the ozone depletion leads to lower
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concentrations inside canopy. However, the horizontal and vertical gradients formed
under such conditions can not be as large as for emitted quantity and thus the mass
balance of ozone is probably less affected by advection terms.
We also studied the filtering of the night-time EC data. The traditional filtering
criterion is based on the friction velocity (u **). Although this method is commonly
used in the Fluxnet community, it is subjected to several drawbacks. First, when the
air flows above and below canopy are decoupled, the friction velocity measured above
the canopy (at the same level of EC flux) fails to represent the degree of turbulent
mixing within the canopy. In fact in some cases, while the turbulence above canopy
can still be maintained, the mixing in the subcanopy layer is suppressed. In this
situation the gradient Richardson number below the canopy top assumes supercritical
values (tends to infinity) and the sub-canopy wind direction tends to follow the local
terrain slope, regardless of the above canopy flow. Furthermore, the choice of the u *
threshold value is rather subjective and at some sites its determination is impossible.
Since the friction velocity is a flux itself, it may be subject to large variability due to
the mesoscale (low frequency) contribution and/or measurement errors. Another
option proposed is to use the standard deviation of vertical velocity as a proxy to
detect periods of low mixing conditions. While this approach needs further
experimental validations for above canopy measurements, it is worth to mention that
it has been successfully used for obtaining reliable estimation of CO2 fluxes measured
in a canopy trunk space. Finally, a promising filtering approach, based on the
maximum value of EC and storage fluxes, leads to determination of a temperature
response function for the night-time respiration. In this study we investigated the
reliability of a new filtering approach based on a bulk Richardson number, defined
with subcanopy measurements of mean air temperature and wind velocity. We
compare the new method with the above mentioned approaches and we used
independent respiration measurements based on chamber method to validate gapfilled estimates of long term CO2 exchange.

RADON AS A QUANTITATIVE NATURAL TRACER OF
MIXING AND VENTING IN CLEAR AND CLOUDY
CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY LAYERS OVER LAND
Alastair Williams(1), Wlodek Zahorowski(1), Scott Chambers(1), Jorg Hacker(2), Alan
Griffiths(1), Adrian Element(1) and Sylvester Werczynski(1)
(1) Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO), PMB 1, Menai,
NSW 2234, Australia
(2) Airborne Research Australia (Flinders University), PO Box 335, Salisbury South, SA
5106, Australia
Alastair.Williams@ansto.gov.au

The vertical distribution of the natural radioactive tracer radon-222 through the
atmospheric boundary layer is a quantitative indicator of exchange and mixing
between the terrestrial surface and the lower atmosphere. Radon is therefore a useful
tool in the effort to reduce systematic errors in the representation of boundary layer
processes in weather and climate prediction models.
We report results from a multi-year program of campaign-style measurements
intended to provide seasonal, high-resolution vertical profiles of radon and supporting
meteorology in the convective boundary layer over rural inland Australia. Surface
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time series and vertical profiles of radon and meteorological quantities were obtained
during winter and summer field campaigns in Goulburn NSW, using sensors based on
the ground, on towers and mounted on a motorized glider operated by Airborne
Research Australia (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The 10-trap ANSTO radon sampler, mounted in the under-wing pod of Airborne
Research Australia’s instrumented motor glider, has a compact horizontal configuration,
weight of 23 kg, power consumption of 220W @24V and solid-state logging electronics to
enable high altitude profiles.

Conditions encountered during the campaigns ranged from light-wind convective to
high-wind near-neutral boundary layers, and from clear skies to moderately developed
fair-weather cumulus and stratocumulus. Vertical profiles from a number of flight
case studies are related to the time series of surface radon concentrations, which
exhibit a large variability in diurnal amplitudes during periods ranging from lightwind clear-sky conditions (large amplitude) to high-wind and cloudy conditions
(small amplitude).
Due to its 3.8-day half-life, radon concentrations in the free atmosphere are
constrained to be 1-3 orders of magnitude lower than near-surface values. This
ensures that a large radon jump is always maintained between the ABL and the air
high above. As a consequence of the “top-down” mixing process, radon displays a
range of gradients in the upper mixed layer of the ABL that are sensitive to the degree
of exchange (entrainment) across the interface (Fig 2).
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Fig. 2. Profiles of radon and met. parameters in a cloudless winter CBL, obtained with the
Mark III radon sampler. Despite a well mixed temperature profile and strong vertical mixing
(w-variance), radon displays a strong gradient in the upper mixed layer. This is indicative of
“top-down” diffusion, and demonstrates the sensitivity of radon to the process of entrainment
across the top of the CBL.

In the presence of active boundary layer clouds, the venting of air from the mixed
(sub-cloud) layer is strongly enhanced, leading to radon concentrations that remain
high within the main part of the cloud layer and only diminish towards its top. Given
that the aircraft flew mainly in the spaces between clouds, the radon data thus
indicates the extent to which air is detrained out of the clouds in what is effectively an
enhanced boundary layer venting process.
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NATURAL AEROSOL AND CCN BURDENS IN THE
CONTINENTAL ATMOSPHERE
Meinrat O. Andreae
Biogeochemistry Department, Max-Planck-Institute for Chemistry, Mainz, Germany
andreae@mpch-mainz.mpg.de

The aerosol over today’s continents is a blend of particles of natural and
anthropogenic origin. Because the lifetime of aerosol particles is comparable to the
time scale of intra-continental and intercontinental transport, anthropogenic aerosols
are ubiquitous and the natural “background” aerosol is difficult to observe and
quantify with confidence. In-situ measurements of aerosol concentrations at remote
sites (Amazonia, Siberia, etc.), together with data on appropriate pollution tracers,
permit an assessment of anthropogenic and natural aerosol fractions. From these data,
estimates of the natural in-situ concentrations of terrestrial aerosols can be derived.
The concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) can be obtained using either
direct measurements or information on size spectra and aerosol hygroscopicity.
Chemical and microscopic investigations provide clues on the production mechanisms
that maintain the natural aerosol populations over the remote continents. Adding
remote sensing information makes it possible to up-scale the in-situ observations to a
global picture of the natural continental aerosol.

OPTICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BIOGENIC
AEROSOLS FROM AMAZONIA
Paulo Artaxo, Luciana V. Rizzo, Melina Paixão, Silvia de Lucca, Kenia T. Wiedemann
Institute of Physics, University of São Paulo, Brazil
artaxo@if.usp.br

During the wet season, the Amazon region is one of the last continental regions where
we can still find rather pristine conditions in terms of aerosol particle properties and
concentrations. Emissions from the vegetation dominate the aerosol mass and particle
population, as well as their optical and droplet activation properties. We have done
extensive experiments in the last 10 years to characterize the biogenic aerosol
seasonal concentrations, properties and possible impacts on biogeochemical cycles
and cloud properties. The recent experiments AMAZE (AMazonian Aerosol
characteriZation Experiment (AMAZE-08) and EUCAARI revealed new insights on
natural biogenic particles chemistry, size distribution, hygroscopic properties and
optical characteristics over long periods. In these experiments, light absorption was
determined with the use of an Aethalometer and an MAAP (Multi Angle Absorption
Photometer) instruments. Light scattering was measured with a 3 wavelength TSI
nephelometer and an Ecotech nephelometer. The elemental composition was
measured trough SFU with Nuclepore filters analyzed by PIXE and IC. CCN
properties were analyzed operating one cloud condensation nuclei counter (CCNC).
Two tapered element oscillating microbalances (TEOM), two scanning mobility
particle sizer (SMPS) and two OPCs made detailed aerosol properties. An AERONET
sun-photometer with calibrated radiometers for total and photosynthetically active
radiation (PAR) was also operated.
Single scattering albedo from ground measurements shows values varying from 0.86
to 0.97, values that are consistent with sun-photometer AERONET measurements.
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Very low fine mode aerosol mass concentration was measured (about 2.2 ug/m3), and
coarse mode particles are responsible for a significant fraction of scattering and
absorption. Sulfur was observed in very low concentrations (20-150 ng/m3), and most
of the aerosol mass was organic (60 to 90% of the aerosol mass). Particle
concentrations are on the order of 150-300 particles/cm3, and about 60% of them can
act as CCN. Long range transport of soil dust from Sahara were observed and also
recorded in the light scattering coefficient and aerosol size distribution. Wavelength
dependence of absorption and scattering indicates the strong influence of coarse mode
aerosol. Biogenic particles have strong absorption properties. Size distribution
measurements shows consistence with the scattering coefficients measured, and
shows the dominance of coarse mode particles.

BIOMASS BURNING AND BIOGENIC AEROSOLS IN THE
TROPICS: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNT FROM AFRICAN
MONSOON MULTIDISCIPLINARY ANALYSES (AMMA) AND
THE OXIDANT AND PARTICLE PHOTOCHEMICAL
PROCESSES (OP-3) STUDIES
Hugh Coe(1), James Allan(1), Keith Bower(1), Gerard Capes(1), Jonathan Crosier(1),
Victoria Hand(1), Niall Robinson(1), David Vaughan(1), Qi Chen(2), Scot Martin (2),
Jacqueline Hamilton(3); Nicholas Hewitt(4), Gavin Phillips(5), Eiko Nemitz(5), Jim
Haywood(6), Ben Johnson(6), Claire Reeves(7), Jennifer Murphy(8)
(1) University of Manchester, UK
(2) Harvard University, USA
(3) University of York, UK
(4) University of Lancaster, UK
(5) Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, UK
(6) Met office, UK
(7) University of East Anglia, UK
(8) University of Toronto, Canada
hugh.coe@manchester.ac.uk

This paper describes recent experiments focussing on man-made and naturally
produced aerosol in sub-tropical and tropical environments and their impacts. The
results are based on two major international field programmes: AMMA (the African
Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses) experiment, which took place in West Africa in
2006 and studied aerosol in both the wet and dry seasons; and OP-3 (Oxidants and
Particle Photochemical Processes study (OP-3), which was based in Borneo during
2008.
During the AMMA project the Facility for Airborne Atmospheric Measurements
(FAAM), a BAe-146 aircraft converted to an airborne laboratory, was based in
Niamey, Niger, between 13th January and 3rd February 2006 and also between 17th
July and 17th August 2006. Between 4th and 17th February, the FAAM aircraft was
based in Dakar, Senegal.
During January and February, the dry season, extensive biomass burning was present
across the whole of subtropical west Africa. During this time sub-Saharan Africa is
influenced by low level flows from the north bringing dust into the region from the
desert to the north. Air from the south containing biomass burning emissions, is lifted
over the colder Saharan flow and is advected to the west. Biomass burning dominates
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the submicron aerosol load during this period. Layers of aged biomass burning
aerosols were observed throughout the region and fresh biomass burning aerosols
were encountered during the penetration of smoke plumes at low altitudes.
Measurements using an Aerodyne Quadrupole Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS)
show changes in chemical composition between fresh and aged biomass burning
aerosols, over a region spanning thousands of kilometres[1]. An almost linear
relationship between organic aerosol mass concentration and carbon monoxide
concentration was observed across the region. A net carbon loss occurs over the
aerosol lifetime in the region due to a combination of chemical processing and
repartitioning of organic mass to the gas phase. Regional scale emission ratios for
organic (0.041) and black carbon (0.0072) with respect to CO have been estimated
over West Africa, one of the largest sources of biomass burning globally. The lack of
additional secondary material condensing on the BB aerosol over time is in contrast to
earlier studies but is consistent with measurements of the single scattering albedo
from BB aerosol in the region which do not appear to show changes with age [2]. The
measurements of total SSA show significant variability (0.73-0.94), largely due to the
presence of dust which is considerably more scattering than the BB aerosol.
However, much of the variability was due to other factors and internal mixing with
the dust may have had a significant role to play. Some evidence of internal mixing of
BB and dust aerosol was observed [3] which, if representative of the wider region
shows that natural aerosol can significantly mediate man made effects.
During the wet season in west Africa there is little influence of BB, and the Saharan
dust layer is elevated above the monsoon system advancing northward from the Gulf
of Guinea into the sub-Saharan region. At this time the region experiences rapid
vegetation growth and emissions of volatile organic gases are high. We have shown
that whilst aerosol number concentrations are low, the median organic aerosol loading
is 1.08 gm-3, the loadings are higher than can be predicted from precursor
concentrations, allowing for concentration dependent yields though the differences are
not as high as have been observed over polluted mid-latitude environments.
Furthermore if new yield measurements derived at ambient concentration levels are
used the predictions and observations appear in reasonable agreement.
During the OP-3 study in Borneo ground based measurements were made at a GAW
station over a region of pristine tropical forest in the Danum Valley. Organic mass
loadings were observed to similar to those observed during the AMAZE experiment
in Amazonia, though the sulfate mass was larger. Analysis of air masses using a
range of chemical tracers shows that the periods of enhanced sulfate are associated
with marine air masses. Anthropogenic and biogenic sources of this sulfate are
discussed. The organic fraction is variable and during periods when air masses are
from central Borneo is the most prevalent submicron aerosol component. Factor
analysis shows that multiple organic components were present. Detailed
measurements of organic composition using 2D GC-MS and LC-MS methods from
filter samples will be presented. Measurements were also taken over a palm oil
plantation and these show significantly more organic aerosol was present compared to
the Danum Valley region. Aircraft studies using the FAAM aircraft also show
differences in loading between the oil palm and the natural forest. The airborne
measurements also show distinct changes in the relative organic composition with
height. The influence that the aerosol composition has on the hygroscopic properties
of the particles and on the particle population’s ability to act as cloud condensation
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nuclei will also be presented. The OP-3 study showed that biologically produced
organic particulate is significant and results will be presented.
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AEROSOL FORMATION POTENTIAL OF PLANT EMISSIONS –
ANALYSIS OF PLANT CHAMBER EXPERIMENTS
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Biogenic volatile organic compound (BVOC) emissions are temperature dependent,
with increasing temperatures causing increasing emissions. The ongoing climate
change is expected to raise air temperatures; this will have an effect on the vegetation
and its emission pattern. Increased temperatures could also lead to increased
occurrences of heat stress in plants, inducing changes in plant emission patterns. This
has given rise to propositions for a negative feedback between vegetation and climate
[1], with increasing temperatures causing increased aerosol loading, which in turn has
a cooling effect.
Laboratory investigations on the potential of plant emissions to form secondary
organic aerosols (SOA) have focused on single VOCs, such as -pinene, which is
probably the most investigated monoterpene [2]. However, it has been found that
using a single model compound to represent biogenic emissions may lead to biased
results: experiments have shown that realistic VOC mixtures from real trees produce
more particles than -pinene [3]. In order to be able to quantify how aerosol
production from plant emissions changes as environmental conditions change, we
have performed experiments in the Jülich plant chamber - reaction chamber setup,
described in Mentel et al. [3]. The chamber provides well defined environmental
conditions for plants as well as an extensive gas-phase analytics and aerosol
measurement facilities. Here, we present analysis of results from a boreal tree
measurement campaign with birch, pine and spruce was performed together with
control measurements with alpha-pinene. In support, we also present analysis of data
measured in 2008, when particle formation from alpha-pinene was studied under
varying relative humidities and UV irradiation intensities.
The experimental setup consisted of two chambers, both approximately 1.5 m3 in
volume; the separate volumes were constantly stirred by fans. Air carrying plant
emissions was taken from the plant chamber to the reaction chamber. The reaction
chamber was constantly flushed with ozone, and was equipped with a UV-lamp.
When the UV lamp was switched on, photolysis of O3 produced OH-radicals and
particle formation was initiated.
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The nucleation rates observed during the particle formation bursts were of the order of
0.1 to 100. The formed particles grew usually with a rate that was of the order of tens
of nanometers per hour. The observed rates compare reasonably well with field
observations[4]. The air turnover rate in the reaction chamber resulted in an aerosol
lifetime of ca one hour; this meant that it was possible to observe events in the
chambers with timescales resembling those observed in the field.
Analysis of the SOA formation experiments revealed that aerosol formation depended
on various environmental factors. We focused here on the dependence on the emission
pattern, temperature, relative humidity and intensity of the UV radiation source
utilized.
For each of the tree species used, the SOA formation potential showed a first-order
linear dependence on the total carbon emission. Plant emissions were more efficient
particle producers than -pinene, with birch the most efficient, then pine and spruce.
The difference in particle formation potential was mainly due to differences in
nucleation rates. The species dependence of the nucleation was correlated to the
amount of sesquiterpenes and oxidized VOCs in the emission pattern.
To study the temperature dependence, pine trees were subjected to temperatures from
20°C to 35°C and the resulting emissions were fed to the reaction chamber with an
ozone concentration of ca. 80 ppb. The temperature in the plant chamber was held
constant. Increasing the temperature led to an expected increase in VOC emissions.
This caused both increased particle formation and particle growth rates. However,
when the CCN activation was measured for two events, one at 25°C and the other at
35°C, it was found that at higher temperatures the CCN activation critical diameter
was higher by 10-15 nm, indicating that particles produced from higher-temperature
emissions produce particles activate later as CCN.
To study the effects of humidity and radiation intensity on aerosol formation, we
performed experiments at varying relative humidity and the UV irradiation in the
reaction chamber with -pinene as the aerosol precursor. Both increasing the UV
irradiation and RH lead to a increase in particle nucleation rate. Analysis points
towards the OH radical formation process as the source of these dependencies.
Although the participation of inorganic vapours in the observed nucleation in the plant
chamber is possible, the observation that different plant species show differing
particle production efficiencies indicates that the plant emissions play a definite part
in the observed nucleation process. Whether the effect is directly in the nucleation
process itself or due to changes in the gaseous precursor chemistry needs to be
investigated in more detail. In any case, we show in this study that increased organic
emissions not only lead to more aerosol mass, but also increase the number of
particles formed.
We also studied the effect of environmental variables such as temperature, relative humidity
and UV radiation. All of the aforementioned parameters increase the nucleation rate
observed in the plant chamber. In the case of temperature, this is mostly due to the increase
in plant emissions. The reason for the RH effect is more unclear; it is probable that it is
mostly due to the OH production enhancement by water.
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Background
Common boundary layer aerosol nucleation events, known as “bananas”, have been
reported in the literature from worldwide locations, but they have until now not been
observed in the tropics. In addition to this, several features points toward a different
nucleation mechanism in the Amazon than elsewhere, e.g. the absence of very small
freshly formed ultrafine particles below 0.01 µm, the irregular occurrence of new
particles with a mode around 0.02 µm and the sulfur deficient environment of the
tropical rain forest that may inhibit nucleation near the surface. In this study we test
the hypothesis that the small particles are formed aloft via in-cloud nucleation. The
outflow regions of tropical deep convective clouds are known to be favorable areas
for new particle formation. [1] showed that aerosol nucleation over the Amazon basin
make take place already within, or around, the core of deep convective clouds, where
isoprene oxidation products emitted from the canopy could have the potential to
contribute significantly to the new particle formation. If new particles are formed
within the cloud, these particles do not have to undergo a long subsidence pathway to
be entrained back into boundary layer. A certain fraction of the population can be
brought rapidly back to the boundary layer by the cloud downdraft. This could be one
potential explanation to the irregular occurrence of new particles around 0.02 µm in
the boundary layer over the tropical rainforest.

Method
In this study, we combine results from simulations using a detailed aerosol process
model [2] with those from an explicit aerosol-cloud-resolving model [1] to better
understand the temporal evolution of the Amazonian boundary layer aerosol
population. We first use the detailed Lagrangian process model to simulate the
evolution of the aerosol population within the boundary layer during transport from
the Atlantic Ocean in over the Amazon Basin. The model is initialized with in-situ
observed aerosol size distributions [3] and a range of observed values of SO2,
isoprene emissions and DMS. Thereafter, we utilize the output from the Lagrangian
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process model as a range of input to the interactive aerosol-cloud-resolving model to
examine new particle formation and transport of aerosols within the shallow and deep
convective clouds occurring regularly over the tropical rain forest. The results indicate
that both sulfuric acid and low volatile organic oxidation products, likely from
isoprene oxidation, are required to form small particles. We find that the low
temperatures in the free troposphere along with a small condensation sink favors
formation of small clusters, and that the low temperature further promotes growth of
these freshly formed particles over the “Kelvin barrier”. This mechanistic explanation
is coherent with the growth up to somewhat stables size classes, but further growth is
limited by the shortage of condensable species. In summary we try to determine the
limiting factors for new particle formation and provide a mechanistic explanation for
the absence of new particle formation (i.e. nucleation) in the mixing layer but also
provide a tentative explanation to why small particles still appear there, seemingly in
a very narrow size range.
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Being a relative conservative environmental tracer, chloride has been widely used to
study terrestrial component of the hydrological cycle, especially water flow in vadose
zone and groundwater recharge. A good estimate of atmospheric chloride input is
important to appropriately apply the chloride tracer, however, this is challenging in
the coastal area where the chloride deposition may vary significantly within a short
distance. As well as this, deposition of chloride from the atmosphere provides insight
on some influencing factors on aerosol deposition. In this study, we presented
chloride deposition data at both open and canopy sites in the Mount Lofty Ranges,
South Australia. Multivariate analysis is preformed to analyse the data. The
preliminary results suggest that the terrain aspect, in addition to the distance from the
coast, is a significant factor influencing chloride deposition. However, the terrain
elevation is not an important factor. Comparison of the open and canopy sites indicate
that vegetation canopy may enhance chloride deposition up to 200%. The results of
this study are used to construct chloride deposition and precipitation chloride
concentration maps in the study area.
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Atmospheric aerosol particles serving as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) are key
elements of the hydrological cycle and climate. Here we present the first size-resolved
CCN measurements in Amazonia characterized at water vapor supersaturations in the
range of S = 0.10-0.82% in pristine tropical rainforest air during the AMAZE-08
campaign in central Amazonia. The effective hygroscopicity parameters describing
the influence of chemical composition on the CCN activity of aerosol particles varied
in the range of = 0.05-0.45. The overall median value of
0.15 was only half of
the value typically observed for continental aerosols in other regions of the world.
Aitken mode particles were less hygroscopic than accumulation mode particles (
0.1 at D 50 nm;
0.2 at D 200 nm).
The dry CCN activation diameters measured during AMAZE-08 at S = 0.10-0.82%
were in the range of 40-240 nm, corresponding to effective hygroscopicity parameters
in the range of 0.05-0.45. The overall median value of
0.15 is only half of the
value typically observed for continental aerosols in other regions of the world, and
Aitken mode particles (D 50-90 nm,
0.1) were on average less hygroscopic than
accumulation mode particles (D 100-200 nm,
0.2), which is in good agreement
with the results of HTDMA measurements in earlier studies.
The hygroscopicity parameters derived from the CCN measurements are fully
consistent with AMS measurement data showing that the organic mass fraction was
on average as high as ~90% in the Aitken mode (D < 100 nm) and a little lower in the
accumulation mode (~80% at D 200 nm). The values that were determined at low
supersaturation, and are most characteristic for the accumulation mode, exhibited a
close linear correlation with Xm,org. Extrapolation yielded effective average
hygroscopicity parameters for the organic and inorganic particle components: org
0.1 is consistent with laboratory studies of secondary organic aerosol and indicates an
effective average molecular mass of ~230-250 g mol-1 for the organic compounds;
0.6 is characteristic for ammonium sulfate and related compounds (Fig 1).
inorg
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Fig. 1. Correlations between the effective hygroscopicity of CCN ( a) observed at S = 0.1%
and the organic mass fraction (Xm,org) determined by integral AMS measurements. Linear fit
equations, correlation coefficients, and numbers of data points: y=0.634-0.543x, R2=0.81,
n=97.

From these results we derived a simple parameterization that approximately describes
both the size-dependence and the temporal variability of particle hygroscopicity as a
function
of
AMS-based
organic
and
inorganic
mass
fractions:
0.1 X m ,org 0.6 X m ,inorg . Predicted and measured
values were in fair
p
agreement (Fig 2), and the mean relative deviation between CCN number
concentrations predicted with a -Köhler model using p and measured CCN number
concentrations was mostly less than 20%.
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Fig. 2. Effective hygroscopicity parameters ( a, t) plotted against the midpoint activation
diameters (Da, Dt) derived from the CCN efficiency spectra (3- and 2-parameter CDF fits)
averaged over the entire campaign. The data points are median values corresponding to a
given level of supersaturation (S=0.10-0.82%), and the error bars extend to from the lower to
the upper quartiles. The gray symbols and line indicate the effective hygroscopicity
parameters predicted from the median organic and inorganic mass fractions determined by
size-resolved AMS measurements ( p)

Systematic cloud model sensitivity studies should clarify which properties of
atmospheric aerosols and CCN activation (number and size, hygroscopicity, mixing
state, water uptake kinetics, etc.) are most crucial and should be investigated with
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priority in order to progress in unraveling aerosol-cloud-climate interactions over
Amazonia and around the world.
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Background
Contrary to greenhouse gases that warm up the atmosphere, aerosol particles are
capable of cooling down the climate. Aerosol particles have impacts on the Earth’s
radiative balance, and thus the climate, via two different mechanisms that are known
as the direct and indirect effects (e.g. Lohmann and Feichter, 2005; Haywood and
Boucher, 2000). The direct effect includes scattering of incoming solar radiation that
affects the radiation balance of the earth. The indirect effect is a result of the interplay
between aerosols and water vapor where aerosol particles play a role as cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) for the cloud formation. Regional new particle formation
(NPF) is possibly one of the key processes in producing high aerosol number
concentration over large scales in both remote and urban areas as illustrated by several
studies performed in Finland and Sweden (e.g. Kulmala et al., 2004; Hussein et al.,
2009 and therein references). These newly formed aerosol particles, when having
suitable ambient conditions, can grow to the CCN size and can participate in rain
droplet formation.
A regional NPF event consists of two stages: during the first stage the aerosol
particles are formed and observed within the nucleation mode size-range (mainly
diameter < 25 nm) and during the second stage the newly formed particles grow to
bigger sizes. This suggests a new concept, “time-span”, that can be defined as the time
period from the first moment when the newly formed mode of aerosol particles is
observable below 25 nm until the newly formed mode is not any more distinguishable
from other modes of aerosol particles after growing to bigger sizes (Hussein et al.,
2009). It is, any way, expected that the longer the time-span is the larger the spatial-
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scale of the regional NPF event. However, it has not been clear how the spatial-scale
is linked to the time-span.

Objectives
In this study we quantified the time-span of the observed regional NPF events and
how it is related to the spatial-scale of the event. Our analysis consisted of event-toevent comparison observed at five monitoring stations in Finland (SMEAR I–III
stations) and southern Sweden (Vavihill and Aspvreten). This approach has not been
presented before and it provided quantification for the occurrence of regional
identical-NPF events. The main outcomes of this investigation are currently published
by Hussein et al. (2009).

Results and conclusions
NPF events are often observed at several locations simultaneously, meaning there
were favourable conditions for NPF over a large domain and the events cover a large
spatial-scale. However, the events were rarely identical in terms of the start time of
the events and their temporal evolution (Table 1), which means that differences in
meteorology, source strengths and geography drives a local temporal behaviour for
these events. During large spatial-scale events, the time-span of the event can be
followed for more than 30 hours.
According to the air masses back-trajectory, about 60% and 28% of the observed NPF
events could be traced back to locations beyond 220 km at Hyytiälä and Värriö
respectively. This study agreed with our previous observations that NPF events started
over the continents but not over the Atlantic Ocean (Tunved et al., 2006). On the other
hand, the sulfur rich sea-traffic emissions along the busy transport routes in the Baltic
Sea probably has a role in the events observed at Hyytiälä as previously suggested for
Vavihill in southern Sweden (Kristensson et al. 2008).
Table 1. Occurrence of regional NPF events.
Simultaneous
Identical
events
events
May 5, 1997 – December 31, 2006
Southern Finland *
142
61
Southern Finland
137
59
January 1, 1998 – December 31, 2006
Finland **
50
9
Southern Finland
31
20
February 21, 2001 – May 20, 2004
Finland
22
3
Finland and Southern Sweden ***
9
2
*
The regional scale “Southern Finland” includes Helsinki (SMEAR III) and Hyytiälä (SMEAR II).
The total number of NPF events was respectively 184 and 850 observed at Helsinki and Hyytiälä.
Time period

Regional scale

**

The regional scale “Finland” includes Helsinki (SMEAR III), Hyytiälä (SMEAR II), and Värriö
(SMEAR I). The total number of NPF events was respectively 175, 823, and 535 observed at
Helsinki, Hyytiälä, and Värriö.

***

The regional scale “Finland and Southern Sweden” includes the SMEAR stations, Aspvreten, and
Vavihill. The total number of NPF events was respectively 56, 380, 220, 164, and 245 observed at
Helsinki, Hyytiälä, Värriö, Aspvreten, and Vavihill.

We also reported empirical evidences that aerosol particles originated from regional
NPF events may remain distinguishable in the atmosphere for a long time (> 3 days).
According to the Nordic conditions, such events had a long time-span mainly because
the air masses were continuously from the Atlantic Ocean or/and the air masses were
confined within a certain region during the following days after the newly particles
were formed. As illustrated by a case study, which is representative for such events,
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the newly formed aerosol particles can grow to 0.25 m in diameter. This is clear
evidence that regional aerosol particles originating from such regional NPF events
have a significant fraction in the particulate mass concentration of fine particles (PM1)
and also in the number concentration of CCN. In the same case study, the ultrafine
fraction of aerosol particles contributed to about 30% of the PM1 concentration during
the initial stage of such intensive regional NPF event.
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Aerosols of natural and anthropogenic origin have important climate effects through
interaction with clouds, which are among the main uncertainties in climate models
due to the large variability of aerosol sizes, types and 3D-distributions [1].
Experimental investigations are typically restricted to high concentrations in industrial
and urban aerosol plumes although in more remote areas already slight changes in the
aerosol concentrations can have a large impact. This study reports on investigations of
aerosols over a remote natural laboratory, along the ~1500 km long Vermin Proof
Fence, also called “State Barrier Fence”, in Western Australia. This Fence, built in the
first decade of the 20th century, separates an area of >100.000 square km of
homogeneous terrain, converted to arable land (west), from the natural vegetation of
inner Australia, conserved as a nature preserve (east). The Fence protects the
agriculture from an invasion of animals but also protects the nature preserve from
farming pressure and serves as a clear cut between the two types of landscape. Recent
satellite images indicate that the Fence also works as a separation line between
different meteorological regions. Clouds, for example, develop more often over
regions with natural vegetation [2]. Early surveys of aerosols over Australia [3] found
generally clean conditions with less than 1000 ultrafine (~ 20 nm) particles / cm3
throughout most of Australia. Local enhancements were occasionally observed in
coastal areas, but, for the analysis of particle distributions they were considered to be
unimportant. However, higher numbers of ultrafine particles were now also found
downwind of tropical eucalyptus forests on the Australian east coast.
The rationale for this project was to investigate the processes behind the regional
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change of the precipitation patterns in Western Australia [4]. The western tip of the
continent has experienced a reduction of precipitation by about 30% (from an average
of 325 mm/a) since the 1970’s. This reduction of precipitation pattern is most
probably due to a combination of regional processes. Modifications of albedo and
surface roughness by land use affect regional meteorology and cloudiness. A regional
change of aerosol populations would be another important factor controlling the
conversion of water vapour and cloud condensation nuclei to raindrops. A response of
clouds to additional aerosols depends on convection and temperature levels, but in
general, precipitation would be reduced. A recent critical review of the current state of
research indicated the difficulties to relate rainfall depletion to increased
anthropogenic aerosol numbers [5] as precipitation is an effect of both, cloud
dynamics and aerosol driven cloud microphysics and these processes cannot be
separated.
Here we report on a new biogenic, though human-induced, source of ultrafine particle
production observed over continental Australia, which was previously overlooked.
This source is intense enough to double the number of CCN on a regional scale. Their
identification was possible only with the deployment of novel instrumentation for
particle size distributions.
In contrast to previous results from European boreal forests with new particle
production over forests in Western Australia ultrafine particle numbers were up to an
order of magnitude higher over agricultural areas while over forests continental
background concentrations were found. These particles show the typical behaviour of
nucleation mode aerosols which grow within a couple of hours into CCN. As a source
for nucleation precursors the scattered salt lakes in then agriculture could be
identified, salt lakes in the natural vegetation never emitted particles. The contribution
of nucleation mode particles doubled the available CCN over the deforested area.

Fig. 1. Aerosol size distributions under calm conditions (wind speed below 2.5 m/s).
Nucleation mode particles were found only over selected salt lakes. The white spots are
smaller salt lakes (d). Size distributions over Lake Stubbs (circle) in the west in the morning
(a) and three hours later after aging of the particles (c). Size distribution over natural
vegetation (b) without change between morning and afternoon. Note also the different scales
in the total numbers.

A closer look into cloud microphysics of a single layer of cumulus clouds confirmed
the expected dependence of cloud droplets on additional aerosols. The higher number
of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) over the agriculture lead to an increase in droplet
number, and a reduction of droplet size and the number of droplets above 15 um.
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Though more water vapour was available over the agriculture the liquid water content
was higher within the clouds over the natural vegetation.
The production mechanism for the observed enhanced CCN precursor aerosols finally
could be traced back to changes in the ground water table following large scale
deforestation.
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The air quality in the Eastern Lapland is generally good, characterized with very
intense, short-term pollution episodes originating from the Kola Peninsula [1].These
moments of increased SO2 concentrations have a severe impact to the atmosphere in
Eastern Lapland [2]. At SMEAR I –station, these episodes of high trace gas
concentrations alongside with aerosol and meteorological measurements, have been
investigated and measured since the early 1990’s [3].
In the late 1980’s the yearly sulphur dioxide emissions of Monchegorsk and Nikel
were greater than those of Finland in total [3]. Highest concentrations of SO2 are
observed usually at wintertime, when the air mass is passing over Kola Peninsula, i.e.
the local wind direction is between North and East. The median and mean
concentrations of SO2 at SMEAR I over the measuring period 1991 to 2008 were 0.5
µg m-3 and 2.2 µg m-3, respectively (Table 1). The peak values, which correspond to
the pollution episodes from Kola, have a clear decreasing trend since the late 1990’s
(Fig. 1). According to the EU directive, the hourly and annual limits for SO 2 are 350
µg m-3 and 20 µg m-3, respectively.
Most of the SO2(S) dry deposition measured at SMEAR I –station is originated from
Kola Peninsula smelters with an average yearly sum of 0.07 g m-2. On contrary to the
decreasing trend of SO2 concentration, there is no visible trend in SO2(S) dry
deposition. Although the SO2 concentration is as high in the air coming from the
direction of Nikel as it is from the Monchegorsk direction, Monchegorsk dominates
the dry deposition of SO2.
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Table 1. Mean, median and 99th percentile values for SO2, NOX and NO2 measured at SMEAR
I –station 1991-2008.
-3

Mean (µg m )
Median (µg m-3)
99th percentile (µg m-3)
Data coverage

SO2
2.2
0.5
25.1
86% (1991-)

NOX
0.9
0.5
5.2
88% (1995-)

NO2
0.8
0.5
5.1
88% (1995-)

Nitrogen oxides (NOX) have been slightly increasing from the late 1990’s and the
highest concentrations are measured with easterly and south-easterly winds. This is
likely to be due to increased traffic in the Western Russia and Eastern Europe. Thus,
most of NOX concentrations are a result of long-range transport. The median and
mean NOX concentrations for 1995 to 2008 were 0.5 µg m-3 and 0.9 µg m-3,
respectively (Table 1).

Fig. 1. Time series of hourly concentrations of SO2 and NOX; median and the 99th percentile,
measured at SMEAR I –station. A linear fit to the 99th percentile is also shown.

The highest particle volume concentrations occur with north-easterly and southwesterly winds and the smallest with north-westerly winds. This is when the air is
blowing from the Arctic Ocean and the aerosol population is relatively young. Also
the smallest concentrations of NOX occur with north-westerly winds.
An example of a pollution episode that occurred 16 to 19 August 2000 is shown
below in Fig. 2. By comparing the 96 h back-trajectories and the measured SO2
concentration, it is clear that as the air mass passes over Kola Peninsula, and Nikel or
Mochegorsk in particular, the sulphur dioxide concentration rises rapidly and is much
greater than, for instance, the normal background in Helsinki, the capital of Finland.
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Fig. 2. The SO2 and particle volume concentration at SMEAR I –station 10.8. – 19.8.2000 and
96 hr back-trajectories for 15.8. – 18.8.2000. In addition, the normal background of sulphur
dioxide in Helsinki urban area is shown.
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Atmospheric aerosol particles and trace gases affect the quality of our lives in many
ways. They impact human health and they have the potential to change climate
patterns and the hydrological cycle [1]. An important feature of the atmospheric
aerosol system is the formation of new atmospheric aerosol particles. Although
aerosol formation takes place almost everywhere in the atmosphere [2], our
knowledge of this phenomenon has serious gaps. Basic, process-level understanding
of atmospheric aerosols is lacking, and our knowledge of the chemical composition
of newly formed aerosol particles is deficient.
The small mass of newly formed particles presents an enormous challenge for
analytical devices. The biggest issue relates to the time needed to collect a
representative sample with sufficient particle mass for the analytical device to
detect. With a sample collection feature included, the sample mass in analysis can
be increased and the analysis of ultrafine aerosol particles is facilitated. An aerosol
mass spectrometry offers a good method to analyze atmospheric aerosols within a
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short time interval and without sample pretreatment [3]. Today, the most
challenging part in the analysis of ultrafine aerosol particles is determining the
organic fraction of the compounds. The inorganic part is better known. The problem
is that many similar and reactive organic compounds may be present in the particles
and complicate the analysis [4].
An aerosol mass spectrometer with laser desorption and ionization for ultrafine
aerosol particles was constructed. The operation of the apparatus is based on the
aerosol particle collection to a metal surface over a short time period. The near realtime aerosol particle collection makes possible the analysis of the particle phase
compounds with short lifetimes. The collected aerosol particles are charged with a
bipolar charger, size-separated by a differential mobility analyzer according to their
electrical mobility and collected on the charged metal surface of a sampling valve.
The collected particles are subjected to a two-step laser desorption ionization before
the mass spectrometric analysis. The ionized molecules are analyzed according to
their m/z ratios with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
The aerosol mass spectrometer was tested with different chemical compounds, and
its applicability for the determination of selected organic compounds was studied.
The fast mass spectrometric measurements were used for the analysis of self
generated wood combustion products (Fig 1.). The particle size was 50 nm and the
collection time 15 minutes. Particle average number concentration was about 2 · 10 5
cm-3. From this spectrum many n-alkanes and some PAH’s can be identified. These
are the products that are often detected from wood combustion products. The system
was tested also with ambient aerosol samples and applied for the analysis of organic
composition of freshly formed boreal forest particles.

Fig. 1. Spectrum of self generated wood combustion products. Particle size 50 nm
and collection time 15 minutes.
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THE TEMPORAL-SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION CHARACTER AND
EFFECT FACTORS OF TSP IN TARIM BASIN
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The Tarim Basin is a large endorheic basin occupying an area of more than 400,000
km2. It is located in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region in China's far west. Its
northern boundary is the Tian Shan mountain range and its southern is the Kunlun
Mountains on the northern edge of the Tibetan Plateau. The Taklamakan Desert
dominates much of the basin.
The Tarim Basin is the remains of an ancient microcontinent that amalgamated with
the growing Eurasian continent during the Carboniferous to Permian. At present,
deformation around the margins of the basin is resulting in the microcontinental crust
being underthrust beneath the Tien Shan to the north, and the Kunlun Shan to the
south. The Tarim Basin is believed to contain large reserves of petroleum and natural
gas, with methane comprising over 70 percent of the natural gas reserve, up to 9.2 bb.
A thick succession of Paleozoic, Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks occupy the central
parts of the basin, locally exceeding thicknesses of 15 km. The source rocks of oil and
gas tend to be Permian mudstones. Below this level is a complex Precambrian
basement believed to be the remnants of the original Tarim microplate, which accrued
to the growing Eurasian continent in Carboniferous time. The snow on K2, the second
highest mountain in the world, flows into glaciers which move down the valleys to
melt. The melted water forms rivers which flow down the mountains and into the
Tarim Basin, never reaching the sea. Surrounded by desert, some rivers feed the oases
where the water is used for irrigation while others flow to salt lakes and marshes.
In this paper, the temporal - spatial distribution and change characteristics of TSP in
Tarim basin were analyzed based on the TSP data of sandstorm observatory network
in Kumul, Tazhong and Hotan from 2004 to 2008, and the TSP data of Tikanli,
Minfeng and Kashgar from April 2007 to March 2008, the same time the effect
factors of TSP were analyzed. The results are as follows in the five examples below.
TSP concentration of the east of Tarim basin was the lowest, the southern margin was
the highest, the TSP concentration decreased gradually to the edge of the West basin,
and Tazhong had a relatively high value. The dust weather was a major effect factor
of TSP concentration, and the more the dust weather days, the higher of the TSP
concentration.
The annual average TSP concentration of Kumul was the lowest during 2004-2008,
and the highest was Hotan, Tazhong was between.
In the seasonal average TSP concentration from 2004 to 2007, the highest average
was spring, the second was summer and autumn was than winter.
From 2005 to 2008, and there was a low-value of TSP concentration in January to
February, a larger peak areas in March to May, and the TSP concentration was
gradually declining from June to December.
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In May 2007, TSP concentration was higher than in August, either May or August,
TSP concentration changed acutely everyday.
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The main objectives of AMAZE-08 were to understand the sources and regulators of
organic particle mass in a pristine continental environment and the connections
between particle chemistry and particle optical and hygroscopic properties. The
AMAZE-08 tower measurements were conducted in Central Amazonia between
February 7 and March 14, 2008 during the rainy reason. The winds were
predominantly from the ENE across 1600 km of untouched forest from the Atlantic
Ocean. The overall composition of submicron Amazonian aerosol particles for
background conditions is 80 to 90% organic material, with the balance in sulfate. This
talk will present several new stories that have emerged during the analysis of the
AMAZE-08 data set. For example, (1) high-resolution aerosol mass spectra, in
conjunction with complementary instrumentation, suggest that organic carbon in the
submicron particles at times has a significant source outside of the Amazon Basin and
at other times can be explained well by in-Basin sources. (2) Particles collected and
imaged by scanning electron microscopy suggest an extremely active production of
secondary organic aerosol and that the resulting organic mass dominates the
submicron particle fraction. (3) The variability in the CCN activity of submicron
particles can be explained by diameter and by use of an effective hygroscopicity of
mixing based on an organic parameter and a sulfate parameter; the organic parameter
has the same value as obtained for SOA particles in laboratory experiments. (4) A
major source of ice nuclei in the wet season of the Amazon is transcontinental
transport of Saharan dust; a local source of biological particles also contributes to the
IN population, likely dominating at warmer temperatures where ice initiation occurs
more frequently. Further examples of other emerging findings will also be presented.
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OBSERVATION OF THE SUPPRESSION OF WATER UPTAKE
BY MIXED ORGANIC-SULPHATE AEROSOL PARTICLES
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The presence of organic films on atmospheric aerosols can potentially reduce the rate
of mass transfer of water vapour between droplets and their surroundings and can alter
the climatic influence of such particles. For example if the condensational growth of a
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), with such an organic film, is sufficiently retarded,
the particles may not have enough time to activate in a rising air mass. This would
tend to decrease cloud droplet concentration and affect cloud albedo [1, 2]. Here we
report the apparent water uptake suppression of atmospheric particles with organic
films from the nucleation and Aitken modes in a remote coastal environment.
Measurements were conducted over a month in autumn (March/April) 2007 at Agnes
Water (24°12’S, 151°54’E), a remote coastal site ~500km north of Brisbane on the
east coast of Australia. A Volatility-Hygroscopicity-Tandem Differential Mobility
Analyser (VH-TDMA)[3] was used to simultaneously measure the volatile and
hygroscopic properties of atmospheric particles. This produces a unique signature.
Comparison of VH-TDMA signatures measured in the field with those of laboratory
aerosols of known chemical composition can then help determine the composition of
the atmospheric particles. In addition, the VH-TDMA technique is able to probe
changes in the hygroscopic properties of particles as volatile organic components are
progressively evaporated.
Some VH-TDMA scans detected internally mixed organic-sulphate particles in the
nucleation and Aitken modes in clean marine air. It is suggested that the organic
component is most likely biogenic in origin and generated from the vegetation
covered Fraser Island or the coastal zone of Hervey Bay. Evaporation of the organic
component in the VH-TDMA caused significant increases in particle hygroscopicity.
The increases were so large they could only be explained by an increase in the
absolute amount of water uptake by the sulphate residuals, and not merely an increase
in their hygroscopicity. In other words, the effect could not be explained assuming
independent water uptake of the individual particle components (ZSR approximation).
We suggest that the organic component was suppressing the rate of hygroscopic
growth of the mixed particles on the timescale of humidification in the VH-TDMA
(6.5 secs).
This effect was observed for natural particles at the lower end of the range of particle
sizes expected to be relevant for cloud drop formation. Modelling studies have shown
that delayed condensational growth (by water vapour) of particles can affect cloud
microphysical properties. Therefore the climatic impact of such mixed organicsulphate particles is potentially very large. Further research is required to determine
the abundance of hygroscopic growth inhibiting organic compounds in natural and
polluted environments.
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Since 1995, the Canadian weather forecast model known as the Global Environmental
Multiscale (GEM) model has only considered simplified, zonally-uniform aerosol for
its direct effect in modulating the radiation fluxes. The present work revises the
representation of tropospheric aerosols in GEM to account for the annual cycle of
several aerosol species, namely sulfate, sea salt, desert dust, desert dust, organic
carbon and black carbon. This is achieved by using climatology of aerosol mass
loadings from a chemistry-transport model and new parameterizations of aerosol
optical properties consistently derived for each aerosol type and each spectral interval
of the radiation parameterization. The impact of the new aerosol representation is
illustrated on year-long simulations with a low-resolution version of the model.
Comparison is done against forecasts with the previously operational aerosol, against
forecasts with the AeroCom (Aerosol Comparison between Observations and Models)
aerosol climatology and against remotely-sensed observations from CERES, MODIS
and MISR.
The revised aerosol representation has brought a number of improvements in the
model, most notably of aerosol optical depth at 550 nm (AOD) and clear-sky radiative
fluxes. The AOD agrees better in magnitude, and spatial and temporal variation with
MODIS- and MISR-retrieved AOD than the previously operational aerosol. On
component basis, the globally and annually averaged AOD shows good agreement
with AeroCom only for sea salt, while differences are found for sulfate, dust and
organics. These differences are explained by aerosol dry mass differences (for
organics and dust) and by specific extinction differences (for sulfate). The
improvements in the radiative fluxes are more pronounced under clear-sky conditions
(~2 W m-2 globally averaged), as cloud forcing dominates the uncertainly in the
modeled fluxes in all-sky conditions. In clear-skies, the uncertainty in the modeled
fluxes when compared to CERES fluxes is larger at the surface (+5 W m-2) than it is
at top of atmosphere (-2 W m-2). At the surface, aerosol absorption becomes
important in addition of aerosol scattering, which is the predominant effect at top of
atmosphere. In our model, aerosol absorption is underestimated and it is not an
exception, as generally chemistry-climate models disagree on the magnitude of the
absorption.
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Introduction
The atmosphere contains ubiquitous numbers of aerosol particles suspended in the air.
Atmospheric aerosol particles affect the global climate directly by scattering incoming
solar radiation and indirectly by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).
Regionally, suspended particulate matter degrades visibility [1] and has negative
effects on human health [2, 3]. In a larger scale, the aerosol particles affect the global
albedo as well as precipitation patterns [4]. The net effects depend on the number of
particles, their chemical composition, and their physical size. The aerosol particle
population is closely linked with the Earth’s surface and reflects the regional
emissions of both gaseous and particulate phase components. Due to the complexity
of the connections between the surface exchange of gases and particles, atmospheric
aerosol particles and global climate, they pose a large uncertainty in the current
estimates on the global climate change [5].
In order to assess the role of atmospheric aerosol particles in the global and regional
scales, representative measurements in connection with modelling are needed. Station
for Measuring Forest Ecosystem – Atmosphere Relations (SMEAR, [6,7,8]) is a grand
example of long term monitoring station at a high scientific level. Initially the first
SMEAR station was established in Värriö, Finnish Lapland in 1991 [9,10] followed
by the second station in Hyytiälä in 1998 [7,8]. A station located in Helsinki in an
urban environment was initiated in 2004 [11], which can be utilized in the assessment
of climatic and health effects of particulate matter in the populated areas. Even more
recently the fourth SMEAR station located in Puijo tower in Kuopio was connected to
the SMEAR network. This particular station provides a good benchmark for studying
e.g. the significance of atmospheric aerosol particles to cloud formation as the
measurements are conducted in- and out of clouds.
Aim of this study is to highlight the importance of long term-monitoring of
atmosphere-land interactions presenting a SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä as an
example, and to summarize atmospheric aerosol measurements conducted at the
station during the last decade. The main scientific discoveries and future prospects of
the SMEAR measurement philosophy are discussed.
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SMEAR II station
The boreal forests represent approximately one third of the global forested environments
forming a circumpolar band throughout the northern hemisphere continents. It has a high
potential to affect the global climate processes [12, 13]. A representative location of
managed boreal forest is located in Hyytiälä, Finland. The intensive measurements are
conducted at SMEAR II (Station for Measuring Forest Ecosystem – Atmosphere
Relations), which is located in a rather homogenous Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.)
stand on a relatively flat terrain at Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station of the University of
Helsinki (61 51’N, 24 17’E, 181 m above sea level) 220 km NW from Helsinki. The
managed stand was established in 1962 by sowing after the area was treated with
prescribed burning and light soil preparation.

SMEAR II includes four main components: (i) an instrumented 73 m tall mast, (ii)
systems to monitor aerosols, (iii) instrumentation to monitor tree functions, and (iv)
two instrumented mini catchments. The mast monitors CO 2, H2O, CO, O3, SO2, NO,
NO2, temperature and wind speed profiles, properties of solar and thermal radiation of
the stand and fluxes of CO2, H2O, O3 aerosols and several volatile organic compounds
between the canopy and the atmosphere. For more details, see also [6, 7, 8].
The main philosophy in the selection of SMEAR II site was to provide a closure
between the pools and fluxes of material and energy within the atmosphere-land
interface. The aim is to monitor all relevant parameters connected to the atmospheric
aerosol particle population are monitored within the SMEAR II infrastructure. A large
portion of the instruments are operated continuously year round. In addition,
important gap-filling measurements are conducted in campaignvise during intensive
measurement periods spanning from weeks to months.

Aerosol particle, ion and precursor measurements at SMEAR II
The single most important parameter is aerosol particle number size distribution
between 3 to 1000 nm in mobility equivalent diameter, which is monitored with a
Differential Mobility Particle Sizer [14] since beginning of year 1996 [15]. In
addition, the total number concentration is monitored with separate condensation
particle counters (CPCs) to corroborate the size distribution measurements as well as
to provide information on the chemical composition of the sub-10 nm particles as in
Condensation Particle Counter Battery (CPCB) technique [16]. Larger particles are
measured with an Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS) as well as with an Electrical
Low-Pressure Impactor (ELPI), [17]. Mass concentration in PM10, PM2.5 and PM1
fractions are monitored with Dekati PM10 impactors [18]. Atmospheric ions are
measured at SMEAR II continuously. The instrumentation includes Balanced
Scanning Mobility Sizer (BSMA) [19], Air Ion Spectromer (AIS) [20] and Neutral
cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS) [21, 22]. The total concentration and number
size distribution of the ions and naturally charged aerosol particles in the size range
approximately 0.8 to 44 nm in mobility equivalent diameters is detected with the ion
instruments. Charging state of the sub-10 nm particle population is monitored with an
ion-DMPS [23, 24]. In order to assess ion production rates, both internal and external
radiation is monitored [25] within the SMEAR II framework.
Scattering due to the particles are measured with a TSI nephelometer and absorption
is monitored with a Magee Scientific Aethalometer. Particle flux is measured with
micrometeorological techniques, namely with Eddy Correlation (EC), e.g. [26, 27]
and with a Relaxed Eddy Accumulation (REA) technique [28]. Vertical extent of the
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particle population is monitored with a Vaisala CL31 ceilometer [29] and with a
Cimel CE-318 sunphotometer and also with occasional hot-air balloon [30] and
tethered balloon [31] profiles as well as with aeroplane measurements [32].
Chemical characterization of ambient particles for selected inorganic components is
conducted for filter samples within the Co-operative Programme for Monitoring and
Evaluation of the Long-range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe (EMEP).
More detailed size fractioned characterization is performed within various campaigns
(e.g. [33]). On-line chemical composition is measured with an Aerodyne Aerosol
Mass Spectrometer (e.g. [34]). Indirect information on the chemical composition of
the sub-micron particle population is obtained with a Hygroscopic Tandem
Differential Mobility Particle Analyzer (HTDMA) [35], which measures how much
certain sized particles grow under sub-saturated conditions (typically at 90% relative
humidity). Long-term HTDMA measurements are conducted within the EUCAARI
project [36] and periodically an organic TDMA [37] is operated at SMEAR II [31, 38,
39]. Also volatility analysis of the size distribution can be utilized to reveal chemical
nature of the particle population [40]. The ability of the sub-micron particles to act as
cloud condensation nuclei is monitored with a Droplet Measurement Technologies
CCNC.
Several potential precursor gases for the aerosol particles are monitored within the
SMEAR framework. Proton-Transfer Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS) is used to
measure both concentrations [41, 42] and emissions [43] and fluxes [44] of various
volatile organic compounds. Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS)
technique [45, 46] is used to monitor concentrations of sulphuric acid and hydroxyl
radical [47]. Ammonia is measured with an Ion Mobility Spectrometer (IMS) and a
Diffusion Scrubber and Flow Injection Analyzer [48].

Key results related to aerosol particles and ions
Shortly after the aerosol number size distribution measurements were initiated, gas-toparticle conversion was observed to occur at the boundary layer in the boreal forest
environment [15]. The appearance of fresh nucleation mode particles i.e. events
briefly after sunrise is a regular phenomenon taking place approximately in one day in
four [49]. Formation of nucleation mode particles from the gas phase vapors occurs in
the boundary layer in a global scale in various different environments [50]. In the
boreal forest the maximum frequency occurs during spring months and secondary
maximum is observed in the autumn months. Recently the instrumental development
has pushed the detection limit closer to the size relevant to the initial nucleation [21].
Although small ion clusters are ubiquitous in the boreal forest atmosphere (e.g. [51,
52], they can typically only explain less than 10% of the formation rate of the
atmospheric clusters [24].
Various theories have been put forward to explain the formation [53]. Gaseous phase
sulphuric acid correlates with the initial appearance of clusters with less than 10 min
of time difference [54]. Indirectly the CPCB-technique [16] has shown that in
Hyytiälä 3 nm particles contain a considerable amount of water soluble components
[55].
Subsequently the formed particles grow towards climatically relevant Aitken and
accumulation mode sizes due to condensation of both sulphuric acid and organic
vapors [56, 31]. There is indirectly evidence of the contribution of less hygroscopic,
probably organic species, to the growth of the particles [35, 57]. During the growth
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the particles accumulate less volatile material [40]. On-line aerosol mass
spectrometric methods have revealed that the particles are composed to a large extent
by organic constituents during the following night after the initial formation [34].
Trajectory analysis combined with has shown that boreal forests are a large source for
biogenic aerosol [12] affecting the global climate.

Outlook
The long-term atmospheric monitoring using cutting-edge instrumentation supported
by new innovations in both data analysis as well theoretical background for
interpreting the results has been fruitful in both revealing the physics and chemistry
behind atmospheric new particle formation as well in assessment of this process in a
global scale. Further field studies are needed to fully resolve these issues. Recent
development in the mass spectrometric techniques, in particularly time-of-flight
instruments, will be the key unfolding the components participating in the formation
and subsequent growth of the atmospheric nanoparticles. Long-term measurements
lasting for decades at various locations are needed to assess the anthropogenic and
natural aerosol influence on the global climate.
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The influence of biogenic particle formation on climate is a well recognized
phenomenon. To understand the mechanisms underlying the biogenic particle
formation, determining the chemical composition of the new particles and therefore
the species that drive the particle production is of utmost importance. Due to the very
small amount of mass involved, indirect approaches are frequently used to infer the
composition. We present here the results of such an indirect approach by
simultaneously measuring volatile and hygroscopic properties of newly formed
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particles in a forest environment. The instrument selects a narrow particle size range
from the ambient size distribution and heats the particles to a desired temperature.
Any volatile material present in the particles will start to evaporate, which leads to a
reduction in particle diameter. Next, the particles are exposed to controlled high
humidity. If the particle diameter increases (as a result of hygroscopic growth) a
hydrophilic component must be present. The process is repeated several times so that
with slowly increasing temperature, more of the particle is evaporated, slowly
decreasing the particle diameter, then observing the hygroscopic growth of the
remaining particle. The observed dependence of volatility and hygroscopic growth on
temperature can then be compared with those of reference aerosols generated in the
laboratory.
Applying the above technique we show experimental evidence that, in a eucalypt
forest environment, the freshly nucleated particles consist of both sulphates and
photo-oxidation products of a monoterpene, most likely -pinene. We also found that
the amount of sulphates present in particles to be closely related to the concentration
of SO2, and therefore sulphuric acid concentration[1]. Our calculations further show
that sulphates in most cases are responsible for a reasonable small fraction (<6%) of
the growth with the organics being responsible for the bigger fraction of the growth.
The only exception being the day with very high SO2 concentration where the
sulphates were responsible for almost 50% of the growth. We further observed a
particle growth rate, in the 7-20nm range, that was almost size independent. Thus our
results actually confirm the existence of a two step process suggested by Kulmala et
al[2] with nucleation and cluster formation and subsequent growth of these particles
being carried out not only by one component but by simultaneous growth of sulphates
and organics that take the particles to climatically relevant sizes.
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ORGANIC AEROSOLS AND THEIR BIOGENIC PRECURSORS
AT A SOUTHERN ONTARIO MIXED FOREST
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Photosynthetically active forests can act as a significant source of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) to the lower atmosphere, and thereby contribute to the formation
of ozone and particulate matter. This paper describes the results from a five-week
campaign designed to investigate gas-to-particle conversion above a mixed forest in
southern Ontario, Canada. At this site, continuous forest-atmosphere exchanges have
been made since 1995. The summer intensive involved two Aerosol Mass
Spectrometers (AMS): one measured speciated aerosol fluxes by eddy covariance,
and another provided detailed aerosol mass spectra every 10 minutes with high mass
resolution (HR-ToF-AMS). A Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTRMS) recorded the concentrations of isoprene, its reaction-products, acetone, toluene,
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and the sum of monoterpenes. Gas chromatography was employed to provide hourly
concentrations of relevant monoterpenes.
In contrast to other locations where similar measurements have been conducted,
particle growth episodes were observed only about every second day at Borden during
August 2006, correlated with preceding night time minimum canopy temperatures
below about 14oC. On several occasions aerosol growth after nucleation was in part
due to organics, possibly of biogenic origin. Analysis of the organic aerosol
oxygen/carbon (O/C) ratio by high resolution aerosol mass spectrometry shows that
the oxidative state of the organics during growth is rapidly increasing over the course
of several hours. In addition, organics formed via biogenic oxidation during relatively
clean periods are significantly less oxidized than aged urban aerosols, consistent with
reduced photo-chemical activity. This is reflected in the correlation between O/C and
sulphate, where air masses with high O/C are correlated with higher sulphate, while
conversely biogenic events were associated with periods of very low sulphate.
Increases in organic aerosol mass are also more clearly associated with increases in
isoprene and its oxidation products, rather than monoterpenes. The results suggest that
biogenic oxidation was a contributor to the organic aerosol at the Borden site, under
clean conditions, but was significantly less important during periods of urban outflow,
despite increased photo-chemical activity.

CLOUD BASE AEROSOL AND ASSOCIATED
MICROPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS IN SOUTHEAST
QUEENSLAND
Sarah Tessendorf(1), Roelof Bruintjes(1), Duncan Axisa(1), Courtney Arnold(1), Justin
Peter(2), Louise Wilson(2), Michael Manton(2), Peter May(3), Roger Stone(4), Ian Craig(4),
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Many regions of Australia have experienced severe drought over the past few years,
and with population continually growing, great stresses on water resources have been
the result. The Queensland government subsequently sponsored a Cloud Seeding
Research Program (CSRP) in southeast Queensland. The southeast Queensland CSRP
is a cloud seeding feasibility study conducted in the Brisbane, Australia region of
southeast Queensland for the past two austral summers. The second season of the
CSRP (CSRP2) took place between October 2008 and February 2009. In second
season of the feasibility study, two Doppler radars (one with dual-polarization
capabilities) and an aircraft with microphysical instrumentation and seeding
capabilities were employed. The purpose of the second season was to continue
building our understanding of the climatology of the region’s cloud and precipitation
characteristics and to continue the randomized seeding experiment that was begun in
the first season. The overall goal of this research is to assess the impact of
hygroscopic seeding on convective clouds in the region.
The aircraft observations collected in the second season included fine through coarse
mode aerosol measurements (utilizing DMA, PCASP, and FSSP instrumentation) and
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aerosol filter sampling to assess the composition and deliquescence of the measured
aerosol. Cloud microphysical measurements included a cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN) counter, and cloud droplet spectrometers (FSSP and CAS) and imaging probes
(CIP and PIP). On each flight in the CSRP2 field program, the aircraft took standard
measurements of cloud base aerosol and CCN, as well as the initial drop size
distribution (DSD) in the cloud above cloud base. These basic measurements allowed
us to build a climatology of cloud base aerosol conditions and relate them to the initial
DSDs in the clouds.
Preliminary observations from CSRP2 indicate that the domain of the southeast
Queensland CSRP experienced great variations in sub-cloud aerosol conditions, even
over the course of a few days, from more continental to more maritime in nature. The
more continental conditions exhibited a dominant fine (or nucleation) mode in the
aerosol size distribution, while the more maritime conditions exhibited at least an
order of magnitude lower primary mode aerosol concentration, which was also shifted
into accumulation mode sizes, as well as a more robust coarse mode. The more
continental regimes are hypothesized to have less efficient warm rain processes,
whereas those clouds forming in more maritime regimes are thought to have very
efficient warm rain processes. Assessing the variety of aerosol regimes, as well as the
frequency of occurrence for each regime in the CSRP domain, and studying the
effectiveness of warm rain processes under each aerosol regime is crucial to assess the
effectiveness of hygroscopic seeding, as well as to gain a better understanding of the
nature of precipitation processes across the varying aerosol conditions in the region.
This paper will present the cloud base aerosol and CCN climatology from the CSRP2
field program. The results will be classified by a variety of factors that might
influence the observed variations, including wind direction, regional location, and
cloud base height to name a few, and relate the cloud base aerosol measurements to
the initial cloud droplet spectra and subsequent warm rain processes.

CLEAN AND POLLUTION-AFFECTED NEWLY-FORMED
PARTICLES AT A VIRGIN BOREAL FOREST
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Zaprudin(1,5), Aki Kortelainen(1), Juha Heijari(1,6), Pasi Yli-Pirilä(1), Pasi Aalto(2), Doug
R. Worsnop(3), and Ari Laaksonen(1,4)
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The geographical extent of the tropical, temperate and boreal forests is about 30% of the
Earth’s land surface. Those forests are located around the world in different climate zones
effecting widely on atmospheric composition via new particle formation. The Boreal forests
solely cover one third of the forests extent and are one of the largest vegetation
environments, forming a circumpolar band throughout the northern hemisphere continents,
with a high potential to affect climate processes [1]. In order to more fully understand the
possible climatic effects of the forests, the properties of secondary organic aerosols (SOA)
in varying conditions (e.g. a change in meteorological parameters or in the concentrations of
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biogenic and antropogenic trace gases) need to be better known. In this study, we applied
the UFO-TDMA (ultrafine organic tandem differential mobility analyzer [2]) and the
UFH-TDMA (ultrafine hygroscopicity tandem differential mobility analyzer [3]) methods
parallel to shed light on the evolution of the nucleation and Aitken mode particle
compositions (via physic-chemical properties) at a virgin boreal forest site in varying
conditions. The measurements were carried out at Hyytiälä forest station in Northern
Europe (Finland) during 15 spring nucleation events. We also carried out a statistical
analysis using linear correlations in order to explain the variability in the composition
behaviour of the particles during multiple nucleation events. The overall results show a
clear anthropogenic influence on the nucleation and Aitken mode particle compositions
during the events. The SO2/MTOP and NOx/MTOP (MTOP, monoterpene oxidation
products) ratios explain most strongly the variation in the nucleation mode composition
during clean and pollution-affected events (see Table 1), suggesting also the importance of
Table 1. The square of linear correlation coefficient R2 is tabulated for EGF_10nm vs. y and
HGF_10nm vs. y. The letter y stands for different variables during 15, eight, and clean new particle
formation events when 3 nm and 10 nm newly-formed particles were simultaneously clearly
present). MTOP data obtained from Sellegri et al. (2005 [4]; 8 events) and sulfuric acid data from
Boy et al. (2005 [5]; 15 events). The plus (+) sign stands for an increasing trend line and the minus
(-) sign for a decreasing trend line. The R2 values in parenthesis indicate a correlation or an
anticorrelation if two measurement points would be ignored in UFH-TDMA data.
R2 (8) for
EGF 10nm

R2 clean for
EGF 10m

R2 (15) for
HGF 10 nm

R2 (8)_ for
HGF 10 nm

R2 clean for
HGF 10nm

CO

R2 (15) for
EGF
10nm
-0.46

-0.69

-0.62

NOx

-0.11

-0.14

+0.27

MTOP

---

+0.51

+0.84

+0.28
(+0.29)
+0.15
(+0.17)
---

SO2

-0.16

-0.47

--0.42

WD

+0.44

+0.49

+0.49

T

+0.52

+0.59

+0.72

RH

0.00

0.00

--0.02

H2O

+0.35

+0.47

+0.56

HGF

--0.55

-0.78

0.00

H2SO4

--0.23

-0.31

-0.13

T/SO2

+0.26

+0.18

+0.11

O3

+0.36

+0.71

+0.64

SO2/MT
OP
NOx/M
TOP
H2SO4/
MTOP

---

-0.86

-0.85

+0.25
(+0.28)
-0.32
(-0.37)
-0.23
(-0.30)
0.00
(0.00)
-0.09
(-0.18)
-0.55
(-0.55)
+0.35
(+0.40)
-0.30
(-0.30)
-0.13
(-0.16)
---

---

-0.59

-0.85

---

---

-0.64

-0.65

---

+0.70
(+0.71)
+0.47
(+0.21)
0.00
(-0.01)
+0.53
(+0.70)
-0.61
(-0.64)
-0.27
(-0.41)
0.00
(+0.03)
-0.03
(-0.14)
-0.78
(-0.78)
+0.33
(+0.43)
-0.28
(-0.30)
-0.45
(-0.52)
+0.64
(+0.88)
+0.63
(+0.90)
+0.41
(+0.57)

+0.56
(0.00)
+0.35
(0.00)
+0.44
(0.00)
+0.11
(+0.05)
+0.21
(0.00)
+0.27
(+0.15)
+0.49
(+0.09)
+0.41
(+0.14)
0.00
(0.00)
+0.03
(0.00)
-0.12
(-0.25)
+0.05
(+0.22)
+0.01
(0.00)
-0.02
(-0.01)
0.00
(0.00)

y
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organic sulfur compounds, in addition to other sulfur, nitrogen and organic compounds, in
particle formation, composition and properties. During the cleanest events, MTOP explain
significantly the time behaviour of the 10 nm particle composition with an estimated
organic fraction of over 95%.
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One would raise little stir by stating that climate change is a current issue. But what is
less obvious, or even unknown, is the effect that aerosols have on climate. While their
net effect on radiative forcing is widely believed to be negative, the underlying
uncertainty in its magnitude equals the radiative forcing credited to carbon dioxide
[1]. In addition, there are health-related issues in what comes to fine particles in
human respiratory system.
One of the largest uncertainties is related to the formation of new particles, a process
known as nucleation. While several theoretical approaches have been derived, none
have been successful in explaining the observed new particle formation events in all
ambient conditions. A recent candidate mechanism was proposed by Kulmala et al.
[2] in the form of spontaneous activation of an ever-present 1.5—2 nm pool of
clusters. The activating agent was suggested to be sulphuric acid, an assumption that
is supported by various experimental observations.
In this study we will use an aerosol microphysical model to test the effect of varying
the identity and properties of the activating and condensing vapours. We will also
investigate the background aerosol characteristics required for new particle formation.
Comparison with experimental measurements performed in Hyytiälä, Finland will be
made, focusing on the differences between clean and polluted air masses during the
EUCAARI campaign from March to June in 2007 [3]. An example day of new
particle formation measured with a DMPS [4] is shown in Figure 1.
The study will be conducted using a modified version of the UHMA model
(University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model [5]). The model is an aerosol
dynamics box model that simulates the evolution of particle distribution in clear sky
conditions. All the basic aerosol dynamics processes have been implemented:
nucleation, condensation, coagulation and dry deposition, which are solved with the
4th order Runge-Kutta method.
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An example of a simulated new particle formation event, in ambient conditions
representing those in Figure 1, is presented in Figure 2. While the general
characteristics are similar, the model underestimates the formation rate of particles,
and the growth of over 10 nm particles is slower than the measurement suggests. On
the other hand, the background particles seem to grow more than they should. In
conclusion, preliminary results suggest good agreement between the measurements
and the model.

Fig. 1. Particle number--size distribution as a function of time from a DMPS
measurement.

Fig. 2. Modeled particle number--size distribution as a function of time using several
input parameters from measurements performed on the day of Figure 1.
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Atmospheric aerosol particles play a fundamental role in the global radiative balance,
in the biogeochemical cycles and in many critical processes in the global climate
changes issue. The anthropogenic aerosol emissions change the solar radiation
balance, changing the atmospheric temperature profile, strongly affecting the clouds
microphysics, beyond other secondary effects.
The Amazon region is living critical transformations of the land use and is extremely
important in the global climate changes point of view [1,2,3]. Many authors have been
proposing (see, for example, references 4 and 5) a strong link between the biogenic
emissions, mainly primary emissions, and the hydrological cycle in Amazonia; and
that the pristine forest plays an important role in the production of cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN). It was recently showed [6] that aerosol particles have a strong
connection with the carbon assimilation in the Amazon Basin, being well established
that aerosol particles hold a key piece in the biogeochemical, climate and hydrological
system in Amazonia [7-9]. The feedbacks between the climate and the aerosol
concentration will be completely understood only when we are able to properly
describe the tools that manage the natural aerosol concentrations in regions as the
Amazonia.
As part of the LBA/BARCA experiment (Regional Atmospheric Carbon Budget in
Amazonia), we performed a huge campaign for large scale measurements of the
physical properties of the aerosol particles over Amazon Basin during
November/December-2008. There were performed eighteen flights over Belém,
Manaus, São Gabriel da Cachoeira, Tefé, Macapá, Boa Vista, Alta Floresta, among
others, covering almost the whole Amazon region, during more than 90 flight hours.
The aircraft was equipped for optical scattering measurements (Nephelometer TSI
3665) and radiation absorption (Multi Angle Absorption Photometer, Thermo MAAP
5012), nano-particles distribution (Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer, SMPS TSI),
optical particle size distribution (Optical Particle Counter, OPC Lasair II), total
particle concentration (Condensation Particle Counter, CPC3010 TSI) among other
properties.
More than 60 vertical profiles were obtained from 150 to 4500 m, and show the
particle concentration variability along of the planetary boundary layer and above it,
allowing the obtaining of the aerosols radiative forcing in anthropogenic impacted
regions of Amazonia. The experimental data will allow us to obtain also the single
scattering albedo and its spatial variability throughout the Amazon Basin. Together
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with the vertical profiles obtained with the NASA/AERONET sunphotometers
ground-based in Manaus, the analysis will provide the closure of the optical and
physical aerosol properties, improving the knowledge of the critical parameters that
make part of the calculations of the aerosol radiative forcing in Amazonia.
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The understanding of the vegetation stocks and fluxes of carbon is important for land
surface and climate modelling communities and carbon accounting and sequestration.
Due to their importance, numerous reporting tools have been developed to monitor
these two variables, and each have their strengths and limitations. Stocks of carbon
are highly related to the aboveground biomass (AGB) which also represents the
amount of carbon that may be released to the atmosphere in the case of disturbances
such as natural and anthropogenic fires, cyclones and land use and land cover change.
Fluxes of carbon from the vegetation are related to the photosynthetic activity and
production of vegetation which is determined primarily by leaf area index (LAI).
Among different methods for the quantification of these variables, remote sensing
offers the ability to provide high spatial resolution estimates and a complementary
nature to other techniques by providing inputs to land surface, ecosystem and global
climate models. In addition, remote sensing is useful in scaling up of point
measurements to larger spatial scales.
Traditional remote sensing of vegetation uses broad spectral bands offered by
multispectral sensors which are not able to fully capture the fine spectral variations
and differences in spectral reflectance between different surface objects and cover
types. Additionally, these sensors are not able to provide information about the
structure and vertical architecture of different layers of the vegetation.
New remote sensing technologies and sensors have been developed to overcome the
traditional shortcomings. Imaging spectroscopy is capable of collecting a huge
number of narrow and continuous spectral bands. Light Detection And Ranging
(LiDAR) is another new remote sensing capability that became available through the
integration of different technological advancements. LiDAR pulses are able to
penetrate into the canopy and provide unique information about the 3-dimensional
architecture of the plant canopies which has been beyond the scope of other sensors.
The information required for the accurate and detailed estimation of the stocks and
fluxes of carbon and vegetation parameters comes not from any single platform but a
combination of imaging spectroscopy data and lidar data. These two sensors provide
complementary data for the study of vegetation and their combined use will enhance
the estimation of the vegetation parameters.
This study will integrate these two data sources for the estimation of LAI and AGB in
order to provide high spatial resolution input to the land surface models. The core
technique to be used here is the object based image analysis (OBIA) method. OBIA
will be used to extract homogeneous spectral and structural segments from these
sources and combines them to delineate individual trees using expert rules. The
individual trees will enable us to integrate remote sensing results with traditional
ground based inventory data. This integration will enable us to scale up the groundtruth data to large scale spatially explicit estimate of LAI and AGB.
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This paper will provide preliminary results of the implementation and development of
these algorithms for the estimation of LAI and AGB across the savanna biome of
northern Australia. The developed algorithm for the detection and delineation of
individual trees based on the integration of the two sources of data and the results of
the transformation technique to compress the imaging spectroscopy data will be
presented here. The accuracy of the estimated LAI and AGB will be reported in this
paper.

FUTURE GROUND WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT FOR
NORTH EASTERN NIGERIA
Andrew I. Ayeni
Drought and Desertification Department, Federal Ministry of Environment, Abuja, Nigeria.
aiayeni200@yahoo.com

Northeastern Nigeria lies within the lake clad basin, being one of the largest inland
drainage basin in Africa. To date ground water has been the main sources of water
supply in this area. As many as one hundred or more boreholes serves the urban and
semi-urban areas. Due to large number of boreholes and the high rate of abstraction,
coupled with the lack of adequate recharge to replenish the abstracted water, there is
high rate of decline in the ground water levels. Other problem militating against
provision of adequate water supply are: lack of stable power supply, poor water
quality, high cost of fuel & imbricates, harsh climatic conditions, lack of adequate
funds, lack of understanding of water resources and adequate manpower to develop
and managed it.
This have lead to water crisis in this area which is also an arid zone as a result of over
exploitation of water resources and lack of management strategies. Proper
management strategies taking into cognizance these and other related issue are
required to maintain a sustainable water resources in the area.
The paper discusses the problem associated with the development and utilization of
ground water as well as the neglect of water management practices and suggests
management strategies.

DESERTIFICATION AND ITS IMPACTS ON WATER
RESOURCES, AND AGRICULTURE IN NORTHERN NIGERIA
Andrew I. Ayeni
Drought and Desertification Department, Federal Ministry of Environment, Abuja, Nigeria.
aiayeni200@yahoo.com

Desertification as we all know is land degradation in Arid, semi-Arid and dry subhumid Areas, resulting from factors including climate variations and human activity
(UNCCD). IFAD 2000 differentiates between desertization as being anthropogenic
and desertification as being natural, due to climatic variation.
Northern Nigeria falls with arid and serni arid zones and is faced with desertification
that impacts heavily on its water resources. This paper take look at this impacts, on
water resources and agriculture on desertification frontline state and prefers
sustainable management strategies.
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LESSONS LEARNED FROM A DECADE OF FLUX
MEASUREMENTS ACROSS A GLOBAL NETWORK OF
REGIONAL FLUX NETWORKS
Dennis Baldocchi(1) and Rodrigo Vargas(1), Markus Reichstein(2), Dario Papale(3)
(1) University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA
(2) Max Planck Institute of Biogeochemistry, Jena, Germany
(3) University of Tuscia, Viterbo, Italy

FLUXNET project brings together scientists from across the world (Asia, Europe, the
Americas and Africa), who are measuring carbon dioxide, water vapor and energy
fluxes between vegetation and the atmosphere, to collaborate and produce a valueadded and integrated database. Conceptually, FLUXNET starts with measurements of
mass and energy exchange and meteorological variables being collected by individual
groups sponsored by a constellation of regional networks. Data are submitted to a
central database, they are checked for quality and gaps are filled with a variety of
statistical methods. FLUXNET is responsible for producing and distributing a valueadded database that consists of daily and annual integrals and averages of carbon,
water and energy fluxes. In addition, these fluxes are manipulated to produce
ecologically relevant variables. For example, net carbon fluxes are partitioned into
components, like gross primary productivity and ecosystem respiration. The database
also contains a cohort of site metadata variables including associated meteorological
variables and site (plant and soil) meta-data. Viewed together, as an integrated
database, one is able to query the database across time and space. Obviously, this
database is becoming a ‘treasure-trove’ of information for divining how the biosphere
‘breathes’ and is poised to support a new generation of science questions and projects.
The new LaThuile database contains flux and meteorological information from over
250 sites and represents over 950 site years of data, and supercedes the 2000 Marconi
dataset. Contained within this data set are records from many sites exceeding 10 years
in duration, giving us the opportunity to investigate issues relating to trends and
interannual variability, and clusters of sites examining the role of land use change and
disturbance. This database is poised to give us a better understanding how terrestrial
ecosystems ‘breathe’ and how this breathing responds to a wide range in climate
variables, plant functional types and ecological disturbance. These data are also
proving to be useful for parameterizing and validating remote sensing algorithms and
ecosystem models and producing a new understanding of phenology; a open-access
portion of the ‘LaThuile’ database will be released to the general community under
the name ‘Asilomar’.
Key findings reported so far include: (1) ecosystems with the greatest net carbon
uptake have the longest growing season, not the greatest assimilation, FA; (2)
ecosystems losing carbon were recently disturbed; (3) many old-growth forests act as
carbon sinks; and (4) year-to-year decreases in net carbon flux, FN, are attributed to a
suite of stresses that decrease FA and ecosystem respiration, FR, in tandem. Short-term
flux measurements revealed emergent-scale processes including: (1) the enhancement
of light use efficiency by diffuse light; (2) dynamic pulses in FR following rain; and
(3) the acclimation FA and FR to temperature.
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IMPORTANCE OF LAND-ATMOSPHERE COUPLING TO
EUROPEAN SUMMERTIME HEAT WAVES AT VARIOUS
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL SCALES
Berny Bisselink, Guojie Wang, Richard de Jeu, Albertus Johannes Dolman
Department of Hydrology & Geo-environmental Sciences, VU University, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands
berny.bisselink@falw.vu.nl

Soil moisture is a key variable controlling numerous processes and feedback
mechanism within the climate system. In this work, the sensitivity of soil moisture in
heat wave periods to non-local and local atmospheric interactions is evaluated. We
bring together several approaches and data sets to investigate evidence of landatmosphere interactions in heat wave periods. These approaches use data from
observations or from a regional climate model. The risk of extreme heat waves like
the one of summer 2003 is likely to increase in the future. It is therefore important to
investigate the contribution of land-atmosphere interactions in dry periods.
First, we investigate how large-scale circulation patterns are coupled to land
atmosphere interactions. With long-term precipitation and temperature observations
from CRU, we calculate a clear and robust out-of-phase association between
wintertime precipitation anomalies (P) over continental Mediterranean areas and
summertime land surface temperature (SAT) anomalies over central Europe.
Wintertime precipitation explains roughly 15% of the total variance of the interannual
variation of summertime SAT over central Europe, passing the 5% significance test.
The dominating atmosphere circulation pattern over north Atlantic in winter is the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). The principal components of the P-SAT
association show a high correlation (r = 0.65) with the NAO. A positive phase of
NAO reduces wintertime precipitation over the Mediterranean area, triggering a dry
land-surface atmosphere system which can be sustained into summer by a positive
feedback. This indicates that land-atmosphere feedback over Europe is a response to
wintertime NAO.
The same analysis is performed to summertime SAT and simultaneous North Atlantic
SST. The SST explains 51% of the temperature variance in Europe, with the largest
explained variance (60-70%) from the southwest to the northwest of Europe. The
analysis with the NAO and the SST indicate the dominance of large scale circulation
patterns on the interannual variation of the SAT in Europe.
At a smaller scale we calculate with a lagrangian dynamical precipitation recycling
model the precipitation recycling variability in 2003. In heat wave periods, when
moisture of advective origin diminishes, the local evaporation becomes an important
contributor to precipitation even when the total amount is small. However, later in the
season, the evaporation is affecting the precipitation recycling in this period due the
lack of water availability caused by the dryness of the preceding spring and summer
season. Not only evaporation is important for recycling, but also a mechanism to
trigger precipitation. In a case study for a specific day with high recycling ratio, we
see that precipitation in general originates from oceanic sources and the contribution
of evaporation is limited. As the moisture fluxes diminish the air has more time to
traverse the region and capture moisture for evaporative origin. An important factor is
that the soil moisture storage is not limited. We hypothesize that in these cases
recycling plays a significant role as a mechanism in triggering precipitation.
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With this study, we show that land-atmosphere feedbacks play an important role for
the European continent on both non-local and local scale. During heat waves, when
advected moisture is diminished and the soil moisture storage is not limited,
evaporation contributes significantly to precipitation recycling as a trigger
mechanism. In future climate with more heat waves, changes in evaporation can have
an impact on the regional climate conditions. With the NAO and the SST we have
excellent tools to predict European summertime heat waves.

BENCHMARKING THE JULES MODEL FOR USE IN A GCM
Eleanor Blyth(1), Matt Pryor(2), Steve Sitch(2), Doug Clark(3)
(1) CEH
(2) Met Office
(3) CEH
emb@ceh.ac.uk

Uncertainties in the General Circulation Models (GCMs) that contribute predictions
of the 21st century to the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) need to be
reduced. One way to do that is to create filters by evaluating the performance of
GCMs in the 20th century. Benchmarks of acceptable performance can be created
based on observations that comprise documented measures of variables that GCMs
calculate, including the status within the Earth system in the 20th century of energy,
water, carbon stores and of movements between these stores. Since these are linked, it
is important that these three aspects of the model are benchmarked simultaneously.
Land Surface Models (LSMs) are numerical expressions of our current understanding
of the terrestrial part of the climate system. The LSM of the UK Hadley Centre GCM
(JULES) can be run off-line, separate from the GCM, and the benchmarks data sets
and tests can be applied to JULES using observed forcing data form the 20th century.
In this way, the uncertainties in the GCM due to the land surface can be identified. A
suite of experiments have been designed to test the performance of the JULES model
against independent data sets.
In the first stage of this benchmarking process, an initial set of data have been chosen
to test the ability of the model at a global scale to reproduce the monthly, regional
water and carbon balance, as well as the diurnal evolution of the water and energy
fluxes. Five aspects of the system are tested using five different datasets. These are:
Hourly evaporation, heat and carbon dioxide fluxes from 10 FLUXNET sites. This
tests the diurnal variation of the heat and water fluxes which is important for weather
prediction, and the split of the carbon flux into photosynthesis and respiration, which
is important for carbon modelling. The 10 sites are chosen to test the model’s
performance where the land surface makes a big difference to the evaporation, rather
than the energy and water balance being rainfall and energy driven. They represent a
wide range of climate and biomes type as well as soil type.
Monthly carbon dioxide concentrations at 10 flask sites. A matrix has to be applied to
the modelled carbon dioxide fluxes to make a direct comparison with the flask
observations. This tests the seasonality of the carbon dioxide fluxes from different
regions around the world.
Monthly NDVI at 10 regions around the world. The model leaf area is compared to
the NDVI from satellite. This tests the simulation of phenology of the model.
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Monthly river flow from 10 large river basins around the world. A river-routing
model is applied to the runoff generated by the model. This tests the large-scale waterbalance of the model
Current distribution of 5 basic plant functional types in 10 regions around the world.
The model is spun up over a long time-span and aims to predict the current land
cover, in terms of plant functional type (broad leaf tree, needleleaf tree, c3 grass, c4
grass, shrubs and bare ground). This tests the vegetation dynamical part of the model.
Statistics which quantify the performance of JULES against each of these data sets
will be presented. The data and tests are being shared at an international level to help
form an accepted land-climate benchmark test. An overview of the datasets chosen
and the performance of JULES will be presented.

MONITORING SOIL AND VEGETATION FLUXES OF CARBON
AND WATER AT THE GLOBAL SCALE: TOWARDS A GMES
SERVICE
Jean-Christophe Calvet(1), Jean-François Mahfouf(1), Gianpaolo Balsamo(2), Frédéric
Chevallier(3), Laszlo Kullmann(4), Andras Horanyi(4), Dario Papale(5), Guenther
Seufert(6), Han The(7)
(1) CNRM-GAME (Meteo-France, CNRS)
(2) ECMWF
(3) LSCE (CEA, CNRS)
(4) OMSZ
(5) University of Tuscia
(6) JRC-IES
(7) KNMI
calvet@meteo.fr

GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) is a European initiative for
the implementation of information services dealing with environment and security
(http://www.gmes.info). GMES is based on observation data received from Earth
Observation satellites and ground based information. These data will be coordinated,
analyzed and prepared for end-users.
The vegetation/land component of GMES (http://www.land.eu) is called “Land
Monitoring Core service” (LMCS). The geoland2 project (2008-2012), co-funded by
the European Commission, is a demonstrator of the evolution of the LMCS, including
the consolidation of prototype services and the test of their operational capacity. In
particular, the perimeter of the LMCS is extended, with a global component
(biogeophysical parameters), and thematic core information services.
The main mission of the land carbon core information service (LC-CIS) of geoland2
is to assess the impact of weather and climate variability on terrestrial biospheric
carbon fluxes, in the context of international conventions. The LC-CIS aims at
monitoring the global terrestrial carbon fluxes (e.g. to support reporting obligations in
the course of the Kyoto Protocol) and setting-up pre-operational infrastructures for
providing global products, both in near real time and off-line mode. A global multimodel carbon accounting system is developed, coupled with EO data assimilation
schemes. Emphasis is put on validation (in-situ data), with downscaling on reference
European countries (France, the Netherlands, Hungary). The C-TESSEL and
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SURFEX modeling platforms (of ECMWF and Meteo-France, respectively) are used
for production. The ORCHIDEE modeling platform (LSCE) is used for benchmarking
and validation purposes.
The ECWMF reanalysis (ERA-Interim) are used to build a global 20-y climatology of
carbon and water fluxes, LAI and vegetation biomass, in order to rank the near-real
time simulations. Gradually, EO data will be integrated in the modeling platforms, in
order to improve the atmospheric constraint on the model (e.g. downwelling solar
radiation from the EUMETSAT’s Land-SAF), analyze soil moisture and vegetation
biomass (e.g. assimilate the EUMETSAT’s ASCAT soil moisture product and
SPOT/VGT and/or MODIS LAI estimates). Finally, EO data will be used for model
verification (e.g. land surface temperature).

ON THE COUPLING STRENGTH BETWEEN THE LAND
SURFACE AND THE ATMOSPHERE
Fei Chen and Ying Zhang
National Center For Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO, USA
feichen@ucar.edu

A number of studies used climate and weather models to investigate the interactions
between soil moisture and precipitation and some of them identified several “hot
spots’ in terms of strong coupling between soil moisture and summer rainfall (e.g.,
Koster et al., 2004). Nevertheless, Ruiz-Barradas and Nigam (2005) argued that a
somewhat too-tight coupling between land-surface and the atmosphere (manifested by
too large evaporation) might lead to a wrong relationship between soil moisture and
precipitation. These seemly contradicting results reveal the importance of presenting
land-atmospheric interactions and naturally raise a question: what is the right coupling
between the land surface and the atmosphere? This study addresses this fundamental
issue by investigating two specific questions: 1) what is the coupling strength between
the land surface and the atmosphere over different land-cover types? and 2) to which
degree the Noah land surface model (LSM), widely used for examining landatmospheric interactions in regional and global models such as in the above
mentioned studies, is able to correctly represent this coupling? We used multi-year
data for selected sites of the AmeriFlux network across a wide range of land-cover
and climate regimes to reconstitute the surface exchange coefficient, Ch, which
governs the transport of sensible and latent heat fluxes from the surface to the
atmosphere. For spring and summer seasons, results show a general trend of stronger
coupling for land cover with tall canopy (e.g., forest) than that for shorter vegetation
such as cropland and grassland. Although seasonally averaged values of Ch vary over
different forest sites (depending on their elevation), they are eight or ten times larger
than those over short vegetation sites. The Noah LSM underestimated (overestimated)
values of Ch for forest (short vegetation), implying an insufficient (too efficient)
coupling for tall canopy (short canopy). A large part of such discrepancies is due to
the treatment of the roughness length for heat and moisture in Noah. A number of
model simulations were conducted by experimenting different formulations to relate
the roughness length for heat and moisture to roughness length for momentum. The
results show that with modest adjustment of coefficients in current formulations the
Noah LSM is able to reproduce the observed Ch and surface fluxes.
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A CLIMATIC AND BIOCLIMATIC ASSESSMENT OF THE
COMPACT CITY: A CASE STUDY OF “MELBOURNE 2030” –
AUSTRALIA
Nadine D’Argent(1), Jason Beringer and Nigel Tapper(2)
(1) School of Geography and Environmental Science, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria,
3800, Australia
(2) School of Geography and Environmental Science, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria,
3800, Australia
nmdar2@student.monash.edu.au

Global population trends project that people living in urban areas will increase to 60%
by 2030 (UN, 2006) yet only 0.2 % of the earth’s surface is covered by urban areas
(WHO, 2004). As a result of urbanisation pressures, many cities worldwide including
Melbourne, Australia have adopted the compact city planning approach. In terms of
urban planning, compact cities are considered a sustainable urban form and many
westernised cities have adopted the compact city planning approach, which aims to
concentrate urban growth and infrastructure within high density mixed used centres
(Skinner 2006; Williams 2007). Although viewed as a sustainable urban form, higher
density urban areas exhibit high diurnal temperatures than surrounding rural areas a
phenomenon referred to as the Urban Heat Island UHI. The UHI effect is also
superimposed upon projected global climate change and the combination of these
modifies the urban micro-climate as well as altering human thermal stress.
Understanding of urban climates within the compact city urban morphology is
considered a great importance in creating a comfortable and healthy urban
environment to which an increasing number of urban dwellers will be exposed to in
the future.
Since, previous studies have not considered the sustainability of the compact city from
an urban climatic perspective there is a need to understand the implications of the
compact city on urban micro-climatic processes and whether this will induce human
thermal stress. Therefore this study will assess the microclimatic impacts and
associated outdoor human thermal environmental impacts resulting from proposed
changes in urban morphologies (ie. high density mixed used activity centers) as
highlighted in the Melbourne 2030 compact city plan. This will be achieved by
simulating microclimatic information via the ENVI-met three dimensional microscale
numerical modelling suite and validated against fieldwork measurements. The
expected outcome of this study may potentially assist in developing policy
suggestions for improving Melbourne’s urban microclimate, an aspect which is have
not yet been considered in Melbourne’s planning policy initiatives.
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A MULTI-MODEL ENSEMBLE FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF
LAND SURFACE STATES OVER CONTINENTAL SOUTH
AMERICA
Luis Gustavo de Goncalves(1), Joao Mattos(2), Dirceu Herdies(2), Luiz Sapucci(2)
(1) Earth System Sciences Interdisciplinary Center (ESSIC) – University of Maryland
Hydrological Sciences Branch, Code 614.3 – NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(2) Centro de Previsão de Tempo e Estudos Climáticos (CPTEC) - Instituto Nacional de
Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE)

Soil states control energy and water budget at the surface, affecting weather and
climate through the planetary boundary layer. Soil moisture, in particular, is a key
variable that controls the partitioning between sensible and latent heat flux,
modulating precipitation. Moreover, the overlying boundary layer can be affected by
soil moisture anomalies when persisting for enough period of time. Several studies
have showed the influence of surface processes in the South American atmospheric
circulation and precipitation patterns. However the absence of a comprehensive
observation network over that region represents a disadvantage on determining and
quantifying memory and coupling between land surface and atmosphere. Therefore,
land surface studies in South America rely mostly on remote sensed and modeled
results making soil states become model dependent. In order to minimize the model
dependency factor, this work presents results from an ensemble of five land surface
models (NOAH, CLM, MOSAIC, SSiB and SiB3) used for climatic characterization
for the past 30 years of soil moisture and temperature over South America.
Atmospheric reanalysis from different centers (i.e. ERA-40, NCEP-2, CPTEC/SARR
and MERRA) were downscaled to be used to force the land surface models at 10Km,
3-hourly resolutions. The soil and vegetation parameters are generally those used by
the NASA Land Information System (LIS) and alternatively from local sources.
The simulations were performed at the Center for Weather Forecast and Climate
Studies (CPTEC from its Portuguese acronym), a division of the Brazilian National
Institute for Space Research (INPE from its Portuguese acronym). CPTEC/INPE is an
operational center that performs weather forecast and climate simulations over the
continental South America and adjacent Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. In recent years,
in collaboration with the Hydrological Sciences Branch at NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) and University of Arizona, CPTEC/INPE has contributed to
establish a South American LDAS (SALDAS) to improve the lower (land surface)
boundary conditions for its atmospheric models. SALDAS provides the capability to
integrate results within the robust land surface modeling and data assimilation
infrastructure (LIS) that has already been developed at NASA/GSFC. Two sets of
runs were made for this study: first, using reanalysis data to characterize the
climatological states at coarse resolution and secondly models were forced using
SALDAS datasets from 2000 until present at higher resolution. The operational
atmospheric model used at CPTEC is the ETA model with domain over the entire
continent at a resolution of 20Km.
The resulting surface states derived from the five land surface models are rescaled and
used as initial conditions for atmospheric models simulations at CPTEC/INPE. The
resulting spread among the different models is used as a measure of uncertainty in the
initial states and the relationship between soil states and regional circulation patterns
(e.g. South American Monsoon and South Atlantic Convergence Zone) is
investigated. The results were also used to apply techniques already in use over North
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America to estimate frequency, duration, intensity and variability of current
occurrences of drought and compare with climatological patterns. In this study, a
special attention is given to the La Plata basin where simulations were performed at
higher resolution than the standard runs (i.e. up to 1Km). In addition, comparisons
between current and historical events are performed and the model forecasts are
evaluated for drought and streamflow purposes.

DIAGNOSIS OF LAND-ATMOSPHERE DYNAMICS AND THE
ATMOSPHERIC WATER CYCLE THROUGH MODEL
EMPIRICAL CORRECTION
Tim DelSole(1), Paul Dirmeyer(2), Mei Zhao(3)
(1) George Mason University
(2) Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies
(3) Center for Australian Weather and Climate Research
dielsole@cola.iges.org

A new method for investigating coupled land-atmosphere interactions is presented.
The method is to apply an empirical correction technique to distinct components of a
climate model, and then examine differences between forecasts of the model with and
without the empirical correction. The correction technique is based on adding a time
dependent term to the tendency equations that subtracts the estimated tendency error
at every time step, based on comparison to reanalysis as ground truth. The tendency
error is estimated based on a large sample of short integrations of the model from
observed initial states. This methodology can be interpreted more generally as a series
of data assimilation experiments in which only certain components of a coupled
model are assimilated at a time. We apply the empirical correction to components of
the atmosphere and land surface prognostic equations separately, and also together.
Sea surface temperatures are specified.
The results suggest that the land-atmosphere coupling in midlatitudes can be
understood from straightforward water balance considerations. Moisture injected into
(removed from) the soil is manifested as an anomaly in moisture and temperature the
atmosphere directly above, which in turn advects downstream and affects the
atmosphere in the downwind regions to produce precipitation anomalies. The
coupling in the deep tropics involves a more complicated change in circulation. The
regional circulation, including precipitation, is sensitive to perturbations and has no
obvious relation to corrections in the atmosphere or land.
Furthermore, we investigate the impact of the empirical correction on the simulation
of the water cycle (note that the prognostic equation for atmospheric humidity is not
corrected in any of these experiments). We use a method of estimating the surface
source regions of atmospheric moisture that supply precipitation to any given region
over a specified period of time based on quasi-isentropic back trajectories, observed
precipitation data and atmospheric winds, moisture content and potential temperature.
For “truth” we take a case where these estimates are made using atmospheric fields
from NCEP/DOE reanalysis). We then repeat the estimates using model output for
precipitation and atmospheric variables from cases with and without empirical
correction to find how errors in the atmosphere and land each affect simulation of the
global water cycle. The similarity of water cycle biases among different atmospheric
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models found in other studies suggests that our conclusions and methodology may be
broadly relevant to other models.

ROLE OF DRIZZLE PRECIPITATION IN LAND SURFACE ATMOSPHERE INTERACTIONS WITH A STATE-OF-THE-ART
AGCM
Marie-Estelle Demory, Pier Luigi Vidale
NCAS-Climate, University of Reading
m.e.demory@reading.ac.uk

Interactions between land surface and atmosphere occur at all spatial and temporal
scales, and are mainly regulated by the amount of radiation received at the surface,
and the intensity of the hydrological cycle. Water exchanges strongly depend on
precipitation location, amplitude and frequency, which modify the soil wetness state,
in itself involved in the feedback processes that return water to the atmosphere as
evapo-transpiration. Precipitation is not simulated properly in climate models, which
also disagree on the degree to which the land surface impacts on the atmospheric
state. The land surface – atmosphere feedback is weak in the Unified Model (UM),
the UK-Met Office global circulation model (GCM), compared to what is simulated
by other models. This has been explained by an insensitivity of the model boundary
layer evolution to soil moisture, together with an overly high frequency of drizzle
rainfall (0-1 mm/day). It has been suggested that this is what leads to relatively
invariant soil moisture dynamics and consequent low evaporation variability.
This study addresses the surface aspects of the hypothesis above, by examining first
how the drizzle precipitation distribution affects the land surface and by
understanding the mechanisms involved in the response of the land surface to
different precipitation events. In order to remove the feedback processes present in the
coupled model, we isolate the land surface model used in the UM (JULES) and force
it with synthetic data that re-shape the observed distribution of precipitation events,
simulating high frequency (drizzle) precipitation events. We present here two of the
simulations that we ran over the Alpine region, where the UM has been shown to
overestimate drizzle precipitation events, compared to a high quality observational
dataset. We show that total evaporation is generally larger when JULES is forced by
drizzle precipitation (compared to observed precipitation time series), especially in
early summer. As a result, the deep soil recharges less, which causes a soil water
deficit in summer and prevents plants from transpiring. The partitioning of total
evaporation is also affected: evaporation is largely dominated by evaporation of
canopy interception in response to drizzle precipitation, and this partitioning is also
overestimated when the model is forced with observed precipitation, compared to
other data (sites measurements or multi-ensemble GSWP2 data). Evaporation of
canopy interception is the fastest process involved in water exchanges between the
land surface and the atmosphere: it has an unconstrained response, which does not
depend on the soil state. Canopy interception depends on the maximum canopy
capacity, which is parameterised in JULES with a much larger value than what is used
in most other land surface models, causing JULES to overestimate mean interception.
By reducing the role of this process in the model, we show that soil moisture increases
and its seasonal cycle is amplified, giving a larger weight to the soil evapotranspiration response. Increased plant activity also indicates that deep soil moisture,
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involving longer-term processes, plays an increasing role in the land – atmosphere
interactions, which may strengthen the degree of coupling of this model when these
changes are applied in the GCM.
This second hypothesis is tested in the latter part of this study. After further
investigating the maximum canopy capacity value and validating the land surface
model over sites, we integrated these modifications into the UM to assess the relative
roles of the feedback processes. The version of the UM used is the standard N96
Hadley Centre atmosphere-only HadGAM1a AGCM. This version simulates a warm
bias over land, as well as excessive latent heat flux. By reducing the role of the
interception process in the AGCM, we focus on the chain of processes that control
plant activity, indicative of the potential for strengthening the interactions between the
land surface and the atmosphere. We concentrate our analyses on the relationship
between soil moisture and the surface energy balance, and show that the reduced
interception modulates the evaporative response to precipitation events, via plant
transpiration, in response to an increase in soil moisture variability.

BUILDING THE CASE FOR (OR AGAINST) LAND-DRIVEN
CLIMATE PREDICTABILITY
Paul Dirmeyer(1), Zhichang Guo(1), Randal Koster(2), Kaye Brubaker(3), Adam Schlosser(4)
(1) Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere Studies
(2) NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(3) University of Maryland College Park
(4) Massachusetts Institute of Technology
dirmeyer@cola.iges.org

Over the past several years, researchers at the Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere
Studies have examined the role of the land surface and land-atmosphere interactions
in climate variability on a range of time scales from synoptic to interannual. This
work has included both modeling and observational investigations, conducted both inhouse, in collaboration with colleagues and as part of several international modeling
experiments. In this work, recurring themes and regions of potential predictability
keep emerging. This realization had inspired a synthesis of results under the
assumption that, while the validity of any individual experiment can be questioned,
the “field significance” across many studies using a variety of models, methods and
data sets is creating a body of evidence that is passing the threshold of “beyond a
reasonable doubt.”
Evidence will be presented from modeling and observationally based studies that
weather and climate over certain regions of the globe are identifiably sensitive to the
state of the land surface. Thus there exists the potential to increase the skill of
predictions in these areas by systematic real-time monitoring of the land surface and
subsurface state and the use of that information for initializing forecast models.
However, there is also considerable evidence that our understanding of landatmosphere interaction is incomplete, and these models reflect this lack of
understanding. So the question remains: How much of the potential predictability
from knowledge of land surface states can be operationally harvested?
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LAND-HYDROLOGY AND NCEP SEASONAL FORECASTING
Michael Ek, Youlong Xia, Jesse Meng, Rongqian Yang, and Helin Wei
National Center for Environmental Prediction, Environmental Modeling Center, Suitland,
Maryland, USA
michael.ek@noaa.gov

With support from the Climate Prediction Program for the Americas (CPPA) under
the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/Climate Program Office,
land-hydrology processes and relevant issues in seasonal forecasting are included and
examined in models at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP).
The North-American Land Data Assimilation System (NLDAS) reduces errors in soil
moisture and surface energy budgets (often present in weather and climate models) by
using land-surface models run in an uncoupled mode driven by observed
precipitation, radiation, and other atmospheric forcings at the surface. Output from
NLDAS is used to monitor land-states in terms of soil moisture and other anomalies
and percentiles, and to provide input to seasonal hydrological forecasts as part of the
National Integrated Drought Information System. The NLDAS concept is extended to
the global domain as a Global LDAS (GLDAS) using the NCEP/Noah land-surface
model, providing superior land-states input for NCEP Climate Forecast System (CFS)
seasonal forecasts. Examining many reforecasts for both summer and winter seasons,
compared to the old CFS, upgrades to the Noah model and the inclusion of GLDAS as
a part of the CFS can improve seasonal forecasts of summertime precipitation and
other fields over the continental U.S. (CONUS). This is most evident during ENSOneutral years when large-scale tropical patterns (i.e. SST over the equatorial Pacific)
has a reduced influence compared to local land-atmosphere interactions over CONUS.
GLDAS is included in the current CFS Reanalysis and Reforecast (CFSRR) Project
(1979-present), where strict attention is paid to the components of the surface energy
and water budgets; GLDAS will be included as a part of the new operational CFS.

THE IMPACT OF LAND USE CHANGE ON THE CLIMATE IN
THE HADLEY CENTRE MODEL
Richard Ellis, Eleanor M Blyth
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Wallingford, U.K
rjel@ceh.ac.uk

There has been a growing interest in the impact of past and future land use change on
the climate system, especially with respect to water availability. Many modelling
experiments have been undertaken by a number of groups to examine the possible
impacts but the results have varied widely. The Land Use and Climate, IDentifcatnion
of robust impacts (LUCID) project aims to compare the output from a number of
climate models, forced with prescribed sea surface temperature (SST) and land use
data, to identify regional and global impacts of past and future land use change. This
allows the comparison of the impacts of changing SSTs and changing the land cover
use.
There are a number of standardised model scenarios as part of the experiment: past
land cover use with past SSTs, past land cover with late 20th century SSTs, late 20th
century land cover and SSTs, and finally late 20th century land cover with past SSTs.
The prescribed SSTs are derived from the Hadley Centre HadISST data set and the
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land cover data are derived using the potential vegetation map of Ramankutty and
Foley overlaid with a mask of agricultural land use. The agricultural mask is a
combination of the historical cropland Ramankutty, 1999 and pasture extent
Goldewijk, 2001. The results from each scenario are the mean values from five
member ensembles, each lasting 30 years after a 15 year spinup.
The results presented will analyse the change in 2m temperature, particularly the
relative influence of changes to the radiation balance, through changes to albedo, and
the energy balance through changes in the partitioning of net radiation into sensible
and latent heat fluxes. In many areas of the world precipitation has the strongest
impact of the lives of the population; results will be presented concerning the impact
of land use change on the regional precipitation patterns and intensity.
The Hadley Centre climate model is contributing to the LUCID project under the
auspices of the WATCH project. One aim of the WATCH project (which is funding
the involvement in LUCID) is to examine the available water in key regions, so
additionally the impact of land use change on available water and runoff will be
presented for SE Asia and Europe Of particular interest are the way different
representations of crops and phenology impact on the seasonal evolution of water
stores.
The final area is interest addressed in this work will be the relative magnitude of the
impacts from changes in SSTs and changes in the land cover use. The impact of land
use change and SSTs will be presented for a number of regions.
In summary, the regional and global modelled impacts of land use change on
precipitation, surface temperature and surface fluxes of energy will be presented.

QUANTIFYING LAND-ATMOSPHERE INTERACTION
THROUGH SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING
Craig R. Ferguson, Eric F. Wood
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ,
USA
cferguso@princeton.edu

Dennis Lettenmaier, in his Robert E. Horton lecture to the American Meteorological
Society at the 2008 (88th) Annual Meeting, suggested that understanding hydrologic
sensitivity to climate change should be viewed as a “grand challenge for hydrology”.
A significant obstacle to meeting this challenge is that of improving current
knowledge of land-surface-atmospheric interaction (also known as coupling). The
impact of atmospheric forcing (precipitation, radiation) on the land surface state may
be readily observed via surface water, surface soil moisture, and regional vegetation
composition. Conversely, the influence of the land surface state on the initiation,
development, and triggering of convective precipitation, is a much more subtle signal,
but with important implications for “hydrologic intensification” that may occur under
a changing climate.
In the past, coupling research has been based on the analysis of model outputs. Alan
Betts developed many of the coupling diagnostics using ERA-40. Randy Koster
identified soil moisture ‘hot spots’ for seasonal prediction. And inter-model variability
has been explored in-depth by the Global Land-Atmosphere Coupling Experiment
(GLACE) led by Paul Dirmeyer. Ultimately, GLACE concluded that the absence of
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an objective quantification of large-scale coupling strength from observational data
represented a “major obstacle to the evaluation of model performance”.
This study has the distinct objective of exploring the extent to which land-atmosphere
coupling and its variability can be studied through observations from satellite remote
sensing. To do so, the author exploits the growing, 30-plus year NASA Earth
Observations record, including measurements of surface meteorological (AIRS),
radiation (CERES), and vegetation (MODIS). Intermediate products including
microwave soil moisture (X-band) and remote sensing-derived estimates of
evapotranspiration were generated for use as inputs in final calculations of coupling
strength.
This study is developed around the following activities: (i) Developing a framework
through which to evaluate coupling ‘strength’ and ‘potential’ through remote sensing;
(ii) Identifying a subset of ‘golden days’ that exhibit strong coupling; (iii) Evaluating
the consistency of coupling metrics as they are applied across temporal scales; and
(iv) Assessing the robustness of spatial patterns in coupling strength over the 30-year
remote sensing record. Although the nature of the data allows for global application,
this study focuses on presenting a complete evaluation framework for coupling over
the continental United States (CONUS), where the existence of a high density in-situ
measurement network enables validation of the remote sensing products.
Specifically, the ‘strength’ and ‘potential’ for coupling are calculated using land
surface-lower atmosphere correlation measures of Betts, and the atmospheric regime
classification method of Kirsten Findell and Elfatih Eltahir, respectively. The spatial
pattern of coupling ‘potential’ over CONUS is compared with that produced using
data from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) project. The subset of
‘golden days’ is composed for the NASA Aqua observing period (6/2002-present)
using the mixing diagram approach of Betts’. The consistency of coupling metrics is
evaluated through time-averaging across daily-to-seasonal time scales. And, finally,
the historical robustness of coupling patterns over CONUS is evaluated using the
combined TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) and AIRS atmospheric
record, and Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR), TRMM
Microwave Imager (TMI), and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - EOS
(AMSR-E) microwave record. Any persistent patterns in coupling strength are intercompared with those calculated from the 50-year global model forcing dataset of
Justin Sheffield.
Findings from this study offer a) the potential to direct the siting of future atmospheric
and land-based campaigns targeted at land-atmosphere interaction and b) a potential
tool for evaluating the skill of atmospheric general circulation models.
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CONTEMPORARY CLIMATIC CHANGES IN NORTH
AMERICA AND NORTHERN EURASIA WITH FOCI ON
EXTREME EVENTS AND TRANSITIONS THROUGH
ENVIRONMENTALLY AND SOCIO-ECONOMICALLY
SIGNIFICANT THRESHOLDS
Pavel Ya. Groisman(1), Richard W. Knight(2), Olga N. Bulygina(3) and Vyacheslav N.(3),
Anna V. Meshcherskaya(4), Sergiy V. Ivanov(5), Zhaneldyk K. Akhmadiyeva(6), Nina A.
Speranskaya(7), Panmao Zhai(8), Karsten Shein(9)
(1) University Corporation for Atmospheric Research at NOAA National Climatic Data
Center, Asheville, USA
(2) STG, Inc., Asheville, North Carolina, USA
(3) Razuvaev Russian Institute for Hydrometeorological information, Obninsk, Russia
(4) Main Geophysical Observatory, St. Petersburg, Russia
(5) Odessa State Environmental University, Odessa, Ukraine
(6) Kazakhstan Scientific Research Institute of Ecology and Climate, Almaty, Kazakhstan
(7) State Hydrological Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia
(8) Headquarters, Chinese Meteorological Administration, Beijing, China
(9) NOAA National Climatic Data Center, Asheville, North Carolina, USA
pasha.groisman@noaa.gov

Contemporary climate models send several very different messages regarding changes
in the energy and water cycle over northern extratropical land areas that are leading to
climate extremes of different kinds: “disproportional rates of warming”, “when it
rains it pours”, “summer dryness”, “intensification of forest fires in the boreal zone”,
and others. All of these terms/slogans characterize several (although frequently
correlated among themselves) changes in occurrences of extreme events. We test the
validity of these statements for the regions of Northern Eurasia and North America
with a dense network of long-term time series of daily observations by quantifying
several lines of evidence of contemporary changes that have lead to changes in the
frequency (and intensity) of extreme events in high- and mid-latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere land areas. Among these extreme events are (a) very heavy rainfall
events, (b) prolonged no-rain intervals, (c) indices that characterize severity of the
“fire” weather, and (c) timing and magnitude of peak streamflow.
Special attention is paid to recent climatic changes in North America and Northern
Eurasia with a focus on characteristics of the seasonal cycle such as temperature
transitions through environmentally and socio-economically significant thresholds
(e.g., no-frost period, duration and “strength” of growing and cold seasons, frequency
and intensity of hot and cold spells) and energy accumulated indices that are
proportional to the societal need to cope with seasonal weather (e.g., heating-degree
and cooling degree days), and special characteristics of the season (e.g., frequency of
thaws in the cold season or severity and duration of “fire weather” in the warm
season, etc). These thresholds do not necessarily characterize extreme events, but
rather changes in their dates, duration, totals, or distribution within the year which
may affect society. For example, in the United States, we found that during the past
century a difference between the durations of vegetation and no-frost periods
systematically decreased, thus reducing the probability of “false spring” events over
most of the country. However, in the important agricultural region of the southeastern
US, this difference went up by 7 days per century causing an increase of the chances
of an unfortunate impact of late frosts on crops. Our analyses for North America
show increasing rates of changes in most of characteristics of the temperature
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seasonal cycle during the past few decades. Some of these changes can be considered
as positive while others cause concern. In particular, in the area of the North
American Monsoon (southwestern US) we observe strong warming that together with
the precipitation deficit increases chances of detrimental weather conditions such as
extremely hot nights that affect human health, prolonged no-rain periods, and higher
values of the fire weather indices. Generally, the impact of hot nights on human health
(a relative frequency of heart attacks) is well established. Now, with minimum
temperature continuing to rise, this impact has become more severe everywhere in the
eastern and southern United States. During the past four decades, there was an
approximately 60% nationwide increase in the number of “hot nights” (with Tmin
>75°F or > 23.9°C) and in the densely populated northwestern U.S. the number of
such nights (usually very low before the 1960s) more than doubled.
The occurrences (a) of days with unusually high convective available potential energy
(CAPE) and/or (b) of prolonged periods with CAPE close to zero do not automatically
mean an occurrence of “extreme events”. However, these characteristics may serve as
necessary conditions for such events and their changes may provide clues about
changes in the frequency and magnitude of intense precipitation events and droughts.
We analyzed tails of CAPE and low troposphere humidity distribution, persistence
and systematic changes (trends) in occurrence of their anomalously high/low values
during several past decades using the North American Regional Reanalysis. The
corroboration of these changes with changes in precipitation extremes will be
discussed at the Conference.

PROCESSES DRIVING THE COUPLED SEASONAL CYCLE OF
SURFACE RADIATIVE FLUXES AND THERMODYNAMICS IN
A SEMI-ARID SAHELIAN AREA
Françoise Guichard(1), Laurent Kergoat(2), Eric Mougin(2), Franck Timouk(2), Pierre
Hiernaux(2) and Lina Mercado(3)
(1) CNRM (CNRS & Météo-France), Toulouse, France
(2) CESBIO (CNES/CNRS/IRD/UPS), Toulouse, France
(3) Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Wallingford, U.K
francoise.guichard@meteo.fr

Over land, observations have often pointed to strong but contrasted seasonal
fluctuations of the surface energy budget, shaped by a variety of distinct processes,
beyond the latitudinally-varying annual cycle of solar incoming radiation alone (e.g.
snow melt, cloud radiative forcing). In West Africa, surface fluxes appear as key
elements of the dynamics of the monsoon system developing over this major
continental region of the Tropics in Summer. Their modelling remains however a
critical issue, which has not been investigated much in the past, when data were
lacking. Data recently collected within AMMA [1] (African Monsoon
Multidisciplinary Analyses) allow to address this issue.
In this context, the aim of the present study is to assess the processes driving the sharp
variations of surface radiative fluxes observed in a semi-arid area of the Central Sahel
during the year, and, following [2], to identify their couplings with surface
thermodynamics. It is based on a multi-year dataset collected in the Malian Gourma
around 1°W-15°N, mostly in a grassland over sandy soil, which is the dominant
surface type of the area (a site referred to as Agoufou) - see [3] for more details.
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The Summer increase of surface net radiation, Rnet, is found to be strong (Fig. 1, top),
and mostly driven by modifications of the surface upwelling fluxes shaped by rainfall
events and vegetation phenology [4] (surface cooling and darkening), while the direct
impact of atmospheric changes on the total incoming radiation is limited to shorter
time scales in Summer (Fig. 1, bottom). This is due to partial compensations between
fluctuations in longwave and shortwave incoming fluxes.

Fig. 1. Time series of (top) surface net radiation, Rnet, and rainfall per event (bottom
bars) in 2003, the black line corresponds to a 10-day running mean and the dots to
24-h average values and (bottom) incoming radiative flux (upper curve) and outgoing
radiative flux (lower curve); the grey shaded area enclosed within the two curves
gives the magnitude of Rnet, and the top light-grey shading recalls the seasonal cycle
of the midday solar zenith angle.
Indeed, observations reveal astonishing radiative signatures of the monsoon on the
incoming radiative flux, as also emphasized by [5] for the Southern Sahel. The
incoming longwave flux does not reach its maximum during the monsoon season
when the atmosphere is the most cloudy and humid, but earlier, prior to the onset of
rainfall, as the dry and warmer atmosphere suddenly becomes moist. This feature
points to the significance of the atmospheric cooling during the monsoon season and
of the aerosol amounts in Spring. It also reveals that prior to the rainfall onset, the
monsoon flow plays a major role on the diurnal cycle of the low-level temperature,
linked to its radiative properties.
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Conversely, the incoming solar radiation at the surface increases slightly from late
Spring to the core monsoon season even though the atmosphere becomes moister and
cloudier; this again involves the high aerosol optical thickness prevailing in late
Spring and early Summer against a weaker shortwave forcing by clouds.
The climatological combination of thermodynamic and radiative variations taking
place during the monsoon eventually leads to a positive correlation between the
equivalent potential temperature and Rnet, which is broadly consistent with an overall
positive soil moisture-rainfall feedback at this scale.
Beyond these Sahelian-specific features, and in agreement with some previous
studies, strong links are found between the atmospheric humidity and the net
longwave flux, LWnet at the surface all year long, even across the much lower
humidity ranges encountered in this region. They point to, and locally quantify the
major control of water vapour and water-related processes on the surface-atmosphere
thermal coupling as measured by LWnet. Namely, they are found to be more tightly
coupled (LWnet closer to 0) when the atmosphere is moister and cloudier.
Observational results such as presented here provide valuable ground truth for
assessing models over a continental area displaying a challenging variety of surfaceatmosphere regimes throughout the year, from a desert-like to a rainy tropical-like
climate during the core of the monsoon. Indeed, the mechanisms emphasized by these
data do not all comply to existing conceptual schemes and are currently difficult to
simulate as will be illustrated with results from the ECMWF IFS [6].
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CONVECTIVE REPRESENTATION AND THE SOIL
MOISTURE-PRECIPITATION FEEDBACK
Cathy Hohenegger(1), Peter Brockhaus(1), Christopher S. Bretherton(2), Christoph Schär(1)
(1) Institute for Atmospheric and Climate Science ETH Zurich, Switzerland
(2) Department of atmospheric sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, USA
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Moist convection takes a key role in determining the summer precipitation climate
over Europe and effectively couples the land surface to the atmosphere. In this study,
we investigate the coupling between soil moisture, planetary boundary layer (PBL)
development, and convective precipitation. We employ a regional climate model
integrated with a cloud-resolving resolution of 2.2 km over a region of complex
topography for one full summer month. Our approach thus allows an explicit
representation of moist convection while fully retaining the interaction between the
land surface and the atmosphere. In a second step, we investigate the sensitivity of
this interaction to the way convective precipitation is parameterized in a lowerresolution regional climate model.
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In opposition to previous studies performed with lower-resolution regional climate
models, our cloud-resolving simulations sustain a negative soil moisture-precipitation
feedback over the considered region (more precipitation over dry soils). Wet soil
moisture conditions yield shallower PBLs, a consequent increase in low-level shallow
cumuli, but a decrease in deep heavily precipitating convective clouds. Indeed, the
clouds remain mostly trapped in the PBL due to the generation of too weak thermals
and to the existence of a layer of stable air sitting on top of the PBL. Moreover, it is
found that by employing a lower-resolution model with a convective
parameterization, a negative or a positive feedback can be simulated depending on the
specific design of the chosen convective parameterization. We suggest that this
finding has profound implications for the modeling uncertainty of extreme
precipitation events, soil-moisture memory, heat wave incidence and seasonal
predictability.

WORLD’S TALLEST ANGIOSPERM ACTS AS A CARBON SINK
Musa Kilinc(1), Jason Beringer(1), Lindsay Hutley(2), Nigel Tappe (1)
(1) Monash University
(2) Charles Darwin University
Musa.Kilinc@arts.monash.edu.au

Natural forests store vast amounts of carbon in the terrestrial biosphere, and play an
important role in the global carbon cycle. Given the significance of natural forests,
there is a lack of carbon accounting of primary forests that are undisturbed by human
activities. One reason for this lack of interest stems from ecological orthodoxy that
suggests that primary forests should be close to dynamic equilibrium for carbon,
where Net Ecosystem Production (NEP) approaches zero. However, recent results
from the northern hemisphere and tropics, using eddy covariance flux towers, indicate
that primary forests are a greater sink than first thought. The role of evergreen primary
forests in the Australian carbon balance remains uncertain. These Eucalypt forests
may function differently to their deciduous counterparts in the Northern Hemisphere.
In order to address the lack of carbon cycle studies for Australian native forests, an
undisturbed, 300 year old Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus regnans) ecosystem, located in
the Central Highlands of Victoria (Australia) was selected as a permanent study site to
investigate carbon and water budgets over diurnal, seasonal and annual cycles.
Mountain Ash trees are the world's tallest angiosperms (flowering plants), and one of
the largest carbon reservoirs in the biosphere, with an estimated 1900 tC.ha-1. A 110
metre tall micrometeorological tower that includes eddy covariance instrumentation
above and below the canopy was installed in August 2005. Analysis of NEP in 2006
suggests that the ecosystem acted as a moderate carbon sink of 3.7 tC.ha-1.yr-1, which
supports recent findings in the literature. Ecosystem Gross Primary Productivity
(GPP) was estimated to be 26 tC.ha-1. yr-1, of which 30% of GPP was partitioned into
the dense understorey vegetation system. We suggest that understorey vegetation or
uneven age structure in natural ecosystems may play an important role in carbon and
water dynamics, and may function remarkably different from monospecific
plantations. Natural thinning of Mountain Ash trees with age allows the understorey
vegetation system to develop and become more productive. Results from this study
indicate that temperate old growth forest ecosystems act as carbon sinks, and are able
to maintain their carbon sink status due to their uneven stand structure. Such baseline
carbon cycle research is essential if we are to accurately value and predict the carbon
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stored in natural forests. More emphasis should be placed on the sustainable
management of natural forests as they may represent a long term sink of carbon.

THE ROLE OF RIVER STORAGE IN THE SEASONAL
VARIATIONS OF TERRESTRIAL WATER STORAGE OVER
GLOBAL RIVER BASINS
Hyungjun Kim, Pat J. –F. Yeh, Taikan Oki, Shinjiro Kanae
Institute of Industrial Science, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
hjkim@rainbow.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Terrestrial hydrological processes play a significant role in the climate system,
primarily through the exchange of water and energy at the land surface, and terrestrial
water storage (TWS), i.e., the sum of soil moisture, groundwater, snow and ice, water
in biomass, and surface water in lakes, reservoirs, wetlands and river channels, is a
fundamental component of it. Despite its importance, the role of TWS in the global
hydrological cycle has received little attention relative to other hydrologic processes,
and there are no extensive networks currently in existence for monitoring TWS
changes. The Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission has
provided a unique new opportunity to monitor TWS variations from space. This has
allowed, for the first time, observations of the variations in total TWS at large river
basins to continental scales. However, while most of the previous studies
acknowledged that GRACE is monitoring total TWS, a critical evaluation of the
potential to isolate GRACE signals into individual TWS components has yet to be
conducted.
Among TWS components, river storage plays a significant role through the transport
of freshwater to the ocean, which affects the water balance of the oceans and forms a
part of the hydrological circulation on the Earth linking continents and oceans.
However, most of the previous GRACE hydrology application studies implicitly
assumed that soil moisture and snow water equivalent are the only major TWS
components. It is still not clear how significant river storage would contribute to the
total TWS variations in global river basins under different climates. In the present
study, we investigated the temporal variation of three major TWS components, i.e.,
soil moisture, snow water, and river storage by land surface modeling approach.
The modeling framework used in this study consists of MATSIRO, a land surface
model, and TRIP, a global runoff routing scheme. All atmospheric forcing variables
were generated based on the atmospheric reanalysis dataset provided by Japanese
Meteorological Agency (JMA) Climate Data Assimilation System (JCDAS). To
reduce simulation uncertainty, we performed ensemble land surface simulations by
using five different observed global precipitation datasets. Specifically, three groundbased observational products and two hybrid satellite products were retrieved from
Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC), Global Precipitation Climatology
Project (GPCP), and Climate Prediction Center (CPC). To obtain more accurate
streamflow simulation, the Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) technique was applied
with perturbed effective velocities, and the GRDC observed discharges were used to
determine the weights for each target basins, since it is highly correlated with local
topography. In order to compare how each individual component contributes to total
TWS variations, two new indices, Component Contribution Ratio (CCR) and
Component Exchange Intensity (CEI), are devised.
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From the total 178 global river basins, those with the size larger than 220,000 km2
were initially chosen for this study. We assume that the quality of streamflow
simulation also reflects to some extent the quality of its TWS simulation.
Accordingly, when comparing the model simulation with the observed daily discharge
data from Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC), basins in which the simulated
streamflow shows a low correlate coefficient (CC) (< 0.5), or a high Root-MeanSquared-Error (RMSE) (> 100 mm/month), or a worse CC and RMSE than the case
without runoff routing were excluded in this study. This results in the final 29 major
river basins.
Analysis considering river storage shows substantial error reduction in terms of the
coefficient of determination (CD) and the normalized root-mean-squared-error
(NRMSE, i.e., RMSE normalized by the amplitude of TWSA) except for the basins
where the contribution of river storage is weak. It is also found the role of river is
more significant in the basins where each water storage component intensively
interacts in the transition of seasons, or when the basins contain relatively large
amount of water in river networks. According to CCR of river storage and mean
ambient temperature, the basins are classified into five groups, and each criterion is
decided to make groups corresponding to climatic regions; dry, temperate, cold, wet,
and polar region.
The eight global major basins are selected considering climatic and geographical
balance for the subsequent analysis. All selected basins show well-reproduced
seasonal changes in both discharge and TWS simulations, and inter-annual variation
of TWS is also well captured. All basins show smaller amplitudes and one- to twomonths delayed high peak of simulated discharges compared to runoff without routing
in discharge simulations, which affects TWS in different manners through basins in
different climate regions. It is the most dominant water storage component in wet
basins (e.g., Amazon and Orinoco), and it acts as a “buffer” which smoothes the
seasonal variation of total TWS especially in snow dominated basins (e.g., Amur and
Yenisei). In temperate basins, soil moisture is the most dominant water storage
component, but river and snow water are still important. However, river storage effect
is rarely found, and soil moisture explains most of total TWS variations in dry basins.
Consequently, river water storage which has not received much attention in
hydrological modeling is a major water storage component along with soil moisture
and snow water storage. Without the representation of river storage component, TWS
simulation may not be able to properly reproduce the amplitude and seasonal variation
of observed GRACE TWS. Additionally, the indices developed in this study well
describe the dependency of basin characteristics in each water storage component
which in turn provides a criterion for geographical classifications and water resources
applications based on water storage characteristics.

QUANTIFYING IRREVERSIBILITY OF LAND SURFACE
PROCESSES AND THEIR SENSITIVITY TO GLOBAL CHANGE
Axel Kleidon, James Dyke, Fabian Gans, Lee Miller, Philip Porada, Stan Schymanski
Max-Planck-Institute for Biogeochemistry, Jena, Germany
akleidon@bgc-jena.mpg.de

Global changes, such as anthropogenic global warming or land cover changes, alter
processes at the land surface in several ways. At present, these changes are evaluated
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mostly with respect to their impact on surface temperature and, related, in terms of
changes in radiative forcing. While an enhanced atmospheric greenhouse effect leads
to a relatively straightforward warming of the surface, other aspects of global change
may not result in such clear relationships. Land cover changes, for instance, can
result in a higher surface albedo, which would tend to cool the surface, and in a
reduced ability to evaporate, which would result in a warming. These alterations of
the heating and cooling terms may therefore cancel to some extent. Hence, changes in
surface temperature may not capture the actual changes taking place at the land
surface.
What is not described by the surface energy balance, changes in surface temperature
and radiative forcing is the general irreversible nature of land surface processes.
While the surface energy balance captures the energetic nature of the land surface
akin to the first law of thermodynamics, the irreversible nature of land surface
processes are captured by the entropy budget, akin to the second law of
thermodynamics. Or, in other words, the energy- and water balance do the accounting
of fluxes, while the entropy budget tells us what is impossible, possible, and probable
to happen. Practically all Earth system processes are irreversible in their nature, and
reflects that these operate far away from thermodynamic equilibrium. These processes
utilize sources of free energy, perform physical work, dissipate free energy into heat,
and hence produce entropy in steady state. Entropy production, i.e. the rate by which
these processes operate to bring the system back to a state of thermodynamic
equilibrium, measures this irreversibility and can be quantified for radiative, heat, and
mass fluxes.
Here we introduce the application of the thermodynamics far from equilibrium to land
surface processes, describe why these processes are irreversible, how their
irreversibility is quantified, how they vary geographically for the present-day climate,
and how the irreversible nature of land surface processes changes with global change.
The processes we consider are radiative exchange, ground heat flux, exchange of
momentum, and the sensible and latent heat flux. Radiative exchange is irreversible
since incoming solar radiation is absorbed and subsequently emitted at lower
temperatures. The ground heat flux is irreversible since the addition of heat to and
removal of heat from the ground takes place at different temperatures. The removal of
momentum associated with frictional dissipation and turbulent transfer in the
atmospheric boundary layer is irreversible since it converts free, kinetic energy into
heat which cannot be converted back into kinetic energy. The irreversibility of the
latent heat flux/evapotranspiration originates from the mixing of saturated vapor near
the surface with the unsaturated air of the atmospheric boundary layer. Likewise, soil
water redistribution and runoff generation are directed to deplete gradients in
chemical potential (which correspond mostly to the commonly used matric and
gravitational potential in soil hydrology) and hence produce entropy.
We quantify these components of the land entropy budget using the Jena Surface
System (Jessy) land surface model using the ERA-40 reanalysis climatic forcing at the
global scale. The sensitivities of the entropy budget to atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations and land cover change is quantified with model simulations of an Earth
system model of intermediate complexity. We conclude that the entropy budget
complements the land surface energy- and water balances. The entropy budget allows
us to quantiatively state whether global changes make the land surface more or less
dissipative, that is, whether global change causes the processes at the land surface to
operate closer to or further away from thermodynamic equilibrium.
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CLIMATIC CHANGE AND GROUND WATER
Mobolaji Kolawole
bjfamilia@yahoo.com

There is a general consensus that climate change is an ongoing phenomenon. This will
inevitably bring about numerous environmental problems, including alterations to the
hydrological cycle, which is already heavily influenced by anthropogenic activity. The
available climate scenarios indicate areas where rainfall may increase or diminish, but
the final outcome with respect to man and environment will, generally, be detrimental.
Groundwater will be vital to alleviate some of the worst drought situations. The paper
analyses the main methods for studying the relationships between climate change and
groundwater, and presents the main areas in which hydrogeological research should
focus in order to mitigate the likely impacts.

GEOLAND2 - TOWARDS AN OPERATIONAL GMES LAND
MONITORING CORE SERVICE: MONITORING THE LAND
SURFACE AT GLOBAL SCALE
Roselyne Lacaze(1), Jean-Christophe Calvet(2), Etienne Bartholomé(3), Olivier Léo(4)
(1) HYGEOS
(2) CNRM-GAME (Meteo-France, CNRS)
(3) Joint Research Center, Terrestrial Ecosystem Monitoring Unit
(4) Joint Research Center, MARS Unit
roselyne.lacaze@medias.cnes.fr

The European GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) initiative
provides a political framework for future implementations of Services Centres in
charge of products and services related to environmental applications
(http://www.gmes.info). The project geoland2 (2008-2012), co-funded by the
European Commission (EC), constitutes a major step forward in the implementation
of the GMES Land Monitoring Core Service (LMCS), and addresses the 3
components (local, continental, and global) of the LMCS. The goal of geoland2 is to
prepare, validate and demonstrate pre-operational service chains and products that
will underpin the LMCS, and to propose and demonstrate a concrete functional
organisation of the LMCS.
The architecture of geoland2 is made of two different layers, the Core Mapping
Services (CMS) and the Core Information Services (CIS). The CMS produces “basic”
land state products covering a wide variety of thematic content, spatial scales from
local to global, and update frequency from 1 day to several years. The CIS are a set of
thematic elements that start from CMS products and other data sources to generate
“elaborated” information products addressing specific European policies.
The Biogeophysical Parameter (BioPar) CMS aims at setting-up pre-operational
infrastructures for providing regional, continental, and global variables describing the
vegetation state, the radiation budget at the surface, and the water cycle, both in near
real time and off-line mode. It takes a further step towards the visible integration of
European operational services (Eumetsat/LSA SAF, FP6/VGT4Africa, MARS Food),
and R&D projects (ESA/Globcarbon, FP5/Cyclopes, ESA/Globcover), and of national
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initiatives. The BioPar CMS is a user-driven service whose portfolio has been
designed to suit the needs of institutional users, future downstream services, and the
international science community involved in agri-environmental activities, natural
resources monitoring, the crop production, water management, and carbon cycle
modelling.
Three Core Information Services (CIS) are involved in global land applications. The
main mission of the Land Carbon (LC) CIS is to assess the impact of weather and
climate variability on terrestrial biospheric carbon fluxes, in the context of
international conventions. The LC-CIS aims at monitoring the global terrestrial
carbon fluxes (e.g. to support reporting obligations in the course of the Kyoto
Protocol) and setting-up pre-operational infrastructures for providing global products,
both in near real time and off-line mode. The objective of the Natural Resources
Monitoring in Africa (NARMA) CIS is to develop an environmental monitoring
capacity over African countries for the needs of the European Commission services
and for regional and continental EC partners in African countries. NARMA CIS
focuses on data analysis processes to identify the surface conditions for rangeland and
water management, and to set-up environmental indicators about the climate
variability and human impacts on forest, agricultural and pastureland areas. The
mission of the Global Crop Monitoring (GCM) CIS is to provide objective, near realtime crop assessment and yied forecasts in support to EC policies in the field
Agriculture and Food security. GCM CIS contributes to the development of preoperational techniques for the timely assessment of regional crop yield, crop area and
crop production at a global scale.
The presentation will present the concept, the objectives, the structure, and the
activities of research, development, and production of geoland2, of the BioPar CMS,
and of the global CIS in the European GMES context.

RESPONSE OF THE WEST AFRICAN MONSOON TO
REGIONAL SOIL MOISTURE ANOMALIES IN A GCM
Sally L. Lavender(1), Christopher M. Taylor(2)
(1) School of Earth Sciences, University of Melbourne, Australia
(2) Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Wallingford, UK
sallyl@unimelb.edu.au

Variability in soil moisture has the potential to feedback on the atmosphere and hence
rainfall, on a regional scale. In semi-arid regions there are strong interactions between
soil moisture and the atmosphere by evaporation. The role of soil moisture in the
intraseasonal variability of the West African monsoon (WAM) is investigated here.
The WAM is highly variable on the intraseasonal time scale with two dominant
modes of variability, one within the 25-60-day band and one with an average period
of 15 days. This study concentrates on the shorter 15-day variability. The 15-day
westward-propagating mode of variability over the Sahel, found previously in rainfall,
is detected in soil moisture observations. A set of AGCM experiments is performed to
analyse the influence of soil moisture on the WAM.
In a fully interactive soil moisture model a similar 15-day mode of soil moisture
variability is found to exist as found in satellite data. Precipitation anomalies lead
these soil moisture anomalies by 1-2 days. However, the 15-day westwardpropagating signal in precipitation is found to exist in the model, independent of soil
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moisture, as a purely atmospheric mode. Mechanisms for the existence of this mode
are inconclusive from this study but may be linked with convectively coupled Rossby
waves. Soil moisture does have an influence of a number of other atmospheric
variables and their westward-propagation. A cyclonic circulation at low levels
propagates at the same speed but northwest of the positive precipitation anomalies.
This results in an increase in the southwesterly flow to the west of the enhanced
precipitation, consistent with previous observational results and the proposed
mechanism of enhanced low-level moisture leading to increased precipitation.
Similarly an anticyclonic vortex occurs to the northwest of negative precipitation
anomalies leading to a reduced monsoon flow.
The model is then forced with a cycle of regional soil moisture anomalies based on
observations. The response is analysed using lagged composites of a number of
variables. Soil moisture anomalies are found to have an important feedback on the
climatology over West Africa, altering the moisture available for evaporation and
changing the partition between sensible and latent heat fluxes. Anomalously wet soil
results in an increase in latent heat flux, compensated for by a decrease in sensible
heat flux. This is associated with negative low-level temperature anomalies and
increased pressure. An anticyclonic circulation develops around the region of wet soil.
The anomalies in low-level circulation can then influence the convective anomalies
over the region. The influence of soil moisture on the dry physics of the model is
consistent with observational results. However there appear to be difficulties in the
representation of the moist physics of the model.

PARTITIONING OF CATCHMENT WATER BUDGET AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR ECOSYSTEM CARBON EXCHANGES
Dongho Lee(1), Joon Kim(1), Kwang-Sik Lee(2) and Sung Kim(3)
(1) Department of Atmospheric Sciences, Yonsei University, Seoul, 120-749, Korea
(2) Korea Basic Science Institute, Taejon, 305-333, Korea
(3) Korea Institute of Construction Technology (Sustainable Water Resource Research
Center), Goyang, Gyunggi-do, 411-712, Korea
joon-kim@yonsei.ac.kr

Spatially averaged annual carbon budget is one of the key information to understand
ecosystem response and feedback to climate change. Water availability is a primary
constraint of carbon uptake in many ecosystems and therefore the estimation of
transpiration (T) may serve as an alternative way to quantify carbon budget. To apply
this concept, we estimated long-term steady state water budget for the Han River
basin (~26,000 km2) in Korea and examined its implication for catchment scale
carbon exchanges. For this, the catchment scale evapotranspiration (ET) was derived
from long term precipitation (P) and discharge (Q) data. Then, using stable isotope
data of waters and hydrological and meteorological information, ET was partitioned
into its components such as evaporation from soil and water surfaces (ES), intercepted
evaporation (EI), and transpiration. Based on D and 18O of P and Q, ES was
identified as a minor component of ET in the study areas regardless of the catchment
scales. The result indicated that ET mostly comprises of T and EI both of which are
directly and indirectly related to plant productivity. Catchment scale interception was
estimated from empirical and theoretical relationships between EI and P. Based on
this steady state water budget, T was simply expressed as a function of P that may be
specific to catchments under study. For the Han River basin, the estimated annual T
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from 1969 to 2001 was 39~47% of annual P of which the proportion decreased with
increasing P. T further constrains catchment scale carbon uptake in terms of water
use efficiency (WUE), indicating that the carbon uptake could be constrained mainly
as a function of annual P. Even without reliable WUE, the amount of T can be used as
a relative measure for the strength and temporal changes of carbon uptake capacity.
The proposed relations provide a simple and practical way to assess the distribution
and strength of carbon sink where the carbon uptake is mainly controlled by the
variations in the precipitation regime.

THE INCORPORATION OF SURFACE LITTER LAYER IN
TEMPERATE DECIDUOUS FORESTS INTO CLIMATE LAND
MODEL (CLM)
Young-Hee Lee and Hee-Jeong Lim
Department of Astronomy and Atmospheric Sciences, Kyungpook National University, Korea
young@knu.ac.kr

We have described the inclusion of surface litter layer on top soil in climate land
model (CLM) and the impact of the surface litter layer on energy and water exchange
has been discussed in comparison with observations in temperate deciduous forest.
Due to low thermal conductivity and large porosity, the importance of peat in energy
and water exchange has been recognized in northern circumpolar regions where soil
carbon content is high. Although temperate soil does not have high soil carbon
content, surface litter layer plays an important role in water and energy exchange in
deciduous forest outside growing season when the litter layer is relatively thick. The
observed soil temperatures at 10 cm do not fall below the freezing point in even very
cold days, indicating insulating effect of surface litter layer in temperate deciduous
forest. In order to incorporate surface litter layer into the model, we have used the first
soil layer as surface litter layer. The depth of first soil layer in CLM is 1.75 cm, which
is comparable to the depth of surface litter layer in temperate deciduous forest outside
growing season. Thermal conductivity, hydraulic conductivity and maximum porosity
of the first soil layer have been modified to simulate surface litter layer.
Model results have been compared with observations over temperate deciduous forest
at Gwangnung in Korea. Inclusion of surface litter layer improves the simulation of
seasonal variation of water vapor flux by capturing the reduction of soil evaporation
in spring. And also it removes unrealistic sensible heat flux in very cold days which is
due to large thermal conductivity of mineral soil in original model. This study
suggests that surface litter layer in temperate deciduous forest need to be considered
as well as deep organic layer in Boreas forest in CLM.
Keywords: Climate land model, Surface litter, Temperate deciduous forest
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND NORTH QUEENSLAND’S TROPICAL
LOWLAND RAINFORESTS
Michael Liddell(1), Peter Franks(2), Paul Nelson(2), Cassandra Nichols(2)
(1) James Cook University
(2) James Cook University
michael.liddell@jcu.edu.au

Climate modelling results for Far North Queensland (Marine and Tropical Science
Research Foundation MTSRF Project 2.5ii.1) indicate that by 2070 the tropical
rainforests of the region will be stressed by higher mean annual temperatures and
reduced seasonal water availability. As the rainforests in the wet-dry tropics of FNQ
hold a large part of Australia's terrestrial forest biodiversity a long term study
commenced in 2001 looking at the influence of climate on the lowland rainforest at
Cape Tribulation. The aim being to gather some primary data on forest performance
using eddy covariance measurements and biometry.
The 1 Ha field site at Cape Tribulation is in pristine lowland rainforest (complex
mesophyll). Average rainfall is 4.0m and is strongly seasonal with 70% falling
between December and April. The soils are moderately fertile (moderate to high
levels of available P, K, Ca and Mg). Canopy cover in general is related to soil
properties, being highest in areas where soil is not rocky, exchangeable non-acid
cation content is high (>6 cmolc/kg) and exchangeable acidity low (<1 cmolc/kg).
In the drought years 2002 - 2003 the daytime carbon flux at the canopy crane site was
reduced by 20%. In contrast the forest evapotranspiration (as measured by the latent
heat flux) showed little change between the normal and drought years. Further
analysis of the latent heat flux data when converted to daily mm of evapotranspiration
for the last 6 years of data collection have indicated that the forest requires around
4.8mm/day of water to sustain evapotranspiration. The average daily input per month
from precipitation is generally more than sufficient to maintain forest productivity.
The exception is during the extended dry period where from July through to October
where the precipitation input is less than 4mm day. The most recent estimates from
MTSRF Project 2.5ii.i are that the extended dry period (July – October) will have a
reduced rainfall by 2050 of around 10%. The average rainfall at the moment for this
period is 1.3m, a 10% reduction in this amount takes the extended dry period rainfall
to 1.1m which is just outside the threshold (1.0m) where photosynthetic performance
of the forest will start to shut down. The latter has been gauged by examining the
relationship between the daytime carbon flux and water availability. It is likely then
that problems with forest productivity problems will begin to be observed around
2050 on a regular basis.
RAINFALL
2001
2002
2003
2004
(mm)
3992
1553
1270
3437
Wet +
Transition 1
820
1061
1220
886
Dry +
Transition 2
3108
2430
2554
4991
ANNUAL
(Jan-Dec)
Wet season: January to March; Dry season: August to October
Transitional 1: November to December; Transitional 2: April to July
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2005

2006

2007

2253

3306

2041

1073

2535

1344

2738

5945

4325

Stand replacement is a possibility for the lowland forests in North Queensland and recolonisation by schlerophyll forest is a distinct possibility in the Cape Tribulation
area.
Water use and climate tolerances are quite different between the two forest types and
the coupling between the forest and atmosphere once stand replacement commences is
likely to drive this towards completion. The change in stand productivity measured by
biometry over the last 5 years will be described. Every tree greater than 10cm
diameter-at-breast-height (dbh) was measured (height, dbh) in the plot in 2004.
Biometry will be used to convert the measured stand structure into above-groundbiomass (AGB). The re-census in 2009 will allow an analysis of the major drivers
behind changes in AGB of the forest at the species level to be understood. The
different dbh classes will be analysed to ascertain where the significant changes in
carbon are occurring and if any species appear to be performing poorly under the
current climate. These will be the first results to come out of a mid-2009 re-census of
the dbh plot.

THE ROLE OF GROUNDWATER IN LAND HYDROLOGIC
MEMORY
Min-Hui Lo and James Famiglietti
jfamigli@uci.edu

The representation of groundwater dynamics in land surface models has received
considerable attention in recent years. Most studies have found that soil moisture
increases after adding the groundwater component in land surface models due to the
additional groundwater supply to the root-zone. However, the effect of groundwater
on the soil moisture memory has not been explored thoroughly. Enhanced knowledge
of soil moisture memory processes can improve weather forecasting and climate
prediction on seasonal-to-interannual time scales. In this study we will investigate the
effects of water table dynamics and capillary fluxes in the NCAR Community Land
Model (CLM) hydrologic simulations in terms of soil moisture memory. A simple
lumped unconfined aquifer model was incorporated into the CLM, in which the water
table is interactively linked to the soil moisture model through the exchange of
groundwater recharge (i.e., soil drainage flux) and capillary rise at the bottom of the
soil column. Preliminary results show that soil moisture memory does not always
increase after adding the groundwater model. In some shallow water table regions of
the US, memory can even decrease. We further investigate why and what mechanisms
cause changes in memory behavior compared to no groundwater representation in the
land surface model. Understanding these mechanisms will help identify the affects of
deeper soil hydrologic memory processes on land-atmosphere interactions and climate
feedbacks.
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IMPACTS OF HISTORICAL LAND USE CHANGES BETWEEN
1700 AND 1850 ON WATER CYCLE OVER EURASIA
Jun Matsumoto(1), Ryoji Yamashima(2), Kumiko Takata(3)
(1) Tokyo Metropolitan University & JAMSTEC/IORGC, Japan
(2) Tokyo Metropolitan University, Japan
(3) JAMSTEC/FRCGC, Japan
jun@center.tmu.ac.jp

This study investigated the impacts of the historical land use changes induced by
extended cultivation between 1700 and 1850, mainly occurred in India, central China
and Europe, on regional water cycle and its seasonal changes over the Eurasia
Continent by utilizing an AGCM (Atmospheric General Circulation Model) of
MIROC (Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate) Version 3.2 with a land
surface scheme, MATSIRO (Minimal Advanced Treatments of Surface Interaction
and Runoff). Two numerical experiments were performed, 1700VEG and 1850VEG,
in which distribution of vegetation types in 1700 and 1850 was given as boundary
conditions, respectively. Other boundary conditions, such as sea surface temperature,
sea ice and CO2 were fixed at the present-day climatology. Each experiment was
conducted for 50 years, and the latter 40-year mean was utilized for analysis.
As a result, decreased precipitation in the Indian Subcontinent has been observed not
only from July to August, but also in other months, in particular, in May and October.
Wind speed at 10m becomes stronger throughout the year. Total evapotranspiration,
transpiration and interception evaporation decrease throughout the year. The
decreasing amount of total evapotraspiration from March to May (MAM) is greater
than that in other seasons. Evaporation from the ground decreases in MAM, while it
increases in other seasons. Soil moisture decreases throughout the year. Its decreasing
amount is greater in dry season than in rainy season. In particular, it decreases notably
in MAM. Sensible heat flux increased in MAM and decreased in other months. In
particular, its increase was at the maximum from April to May. As a result, Bowen
ratio was increased over the Indian Subcontinent in MAM.
As for seasonal changes of land conditions and water cycle over South China, it is
found that the decrease in rainfall in August is smaller than that in June and July. We
also found that rainfall amount from March to May and in October decreases. Wind
speed at 10m increases throughout the year, similarly that occurred in the Indian
Subcontinent. Total evapotranspiration, interception evaporation and transpiration
decrease throughout the year, which is also similar to the results in the Indian
Subcontinent. Evaporation from the ground, on the other hand, increases throughout
the year, in contrast to the marked decrease in MAM over the Indian Subcontinent.
Total evapotranspiration decreases by 0.5 mm day-1 throughout the year. Soil moisture
also decreases throughout the year, but the decrease in spring over South China is not
pronounced as that observed over the Indian Subcontinent. Sensible heat flux
increased from March to September, similarly to that over the Indian Subcontinent.
In Europe, near surface temperature and snowfall amount in January have changed
after the extended cultivation. These changes have probably received not only a local
effect by extended cultivation in Europe but also a remote influence from that
occurred over India and China. The increase of near surface temperature after
extended cultivation over England in January is consistent with the observational
temperature trend observed in England. However, observed temperature changed
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periodically between 1700 and 1850. Thus, it is considered climate changes between
1700 and 1850 cannot be explained only by extended cultivation during this period.
As such different impacts have been observed in the seasonal changes of water cycle
after the extensive land use changes among the Indian Subcontinent, South China and
Europe.

SOIL MOISTURE EFFECT ON THERMAL INFRARED
EMISSIVITY
Maria Mira(1), Enric Valor(1), Vicente Caselles(1), Eva Rubio(2), César Coll(1), Joan
Miquel Galve(1), Raquel Niclòs(3), Juan Manuel Sánchez(2), and Rafa Boluda(4)
(1) Department of Earth Physics and Thermodynamics, Faculty of Physics, University of
Valencia,
(2) Departament of Applied Physics, Escuela de Ingenieros Industriales de Albacete (EIIAB),
University of Castilla-La Mancha
(3) Fundación Centro de Estudios Ambientales del Mediterráneo (CEAM)
(4) Department of Vegetal Biology, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Valencia
Maria.Mira@uv.es

Although soil only holds a small percentage of the total global water budget, soil
moisture plays an important role in the global water cycle. Soil water content is a
crucial factor that controls the extent to which land surface acts as a source or sink of
carbon, and how the soil carbon store might change in response to climate change.
Thus the study of soil water content is an important factor in the climate system. Land
surface emissivity is a key parameter for determining long-wave surface energy
balance, which is strongly affected by the difference between land surface
temperature (LST) and sky brightness temperature. This difference is small outside
the 7-14 m atmospheric window region and any change in the emitted radiation
caused by emissivity variability is mostly compensated by changes in the reflected
sky radiance. However, the difference is the greatest within this atmospheric window,
in which it is possible to estimate land surface emissivities from multi-spectral
thermal infrared (TIR) remote sensing. Furthermore, if the emissivity is known, LST
can be accurately estimated from remotely sensed TIR radiance measurements. The
influence of soil type on emissivity is well-known from experimental studies.
However, until now, few published works have analyzed the soil moisture effect on
thermal emissivities. Its effect must be considered because it was recently assessed the
importance of an accurate determination of the TIR emissivity variation with soil
water content to permit accurate temperature retrievals, showing that errors up to 2 K
are due to soil moisture influence on emissivity.
For all these reasons, one of the scopes of the study we present here is to model TIR
emissivity dependence on soil water content. Different approaches are presented
according to the a priori information about the soil. The experimental results indicate
that when a specific retrieval procedure is applied to each soil, the accuracy of
retrieved emissivities from volumetric soil water contents is about 0.4%. When a
common retrieval procedure is applied, regardless of the soil type, similar accuracies
can be obtained for emissivity retrievals provided that ancillary data (i.e., organic
matter, clay and carbonates content of the soil) is considered. Furthermore, the study
shows the possibility of retrieving soil moisture from TIR emissivity estimates with a
reasonably good accuracy, compared to the expected accuracy that the European
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Space Agency (ESA)’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission will
retrieve in the near future (4% by volume). We consider that this study provides the
first database on the subject of water content effects on TIR emissivity of soils. Thus,
this work could be used to estimate thermal emissivities of moist soils with a wide
variety of textures, which has been difficult up to now due to lack of published data.
By providing a curve fit that quantitatively sets the soil moisture effect in emissivity
for a soil, we supply an a priori emissivity estimate as well as the expected range
which provides acceptable error bounds as inputs for energy flux models and LST
retrieval schemes from different sensors.

OBSERVATIONS AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF THE
CUMULUS-TOPPED BOUNDARY LAYER OVER THE LOESS
PLATEAU, CHINA
Masanori Nishikawa, Tetsuya Hiyama(2)
(1) Graduate School of Environmental Studies, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan
(2) Hydrospheric Atmospheric Research Center (HyARC), Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan
hiyama@hyarc.nagoya-u.ac.jp

The present study investigates the cumulus-topped boundary layer and the role of
topography in cumulus formation over the Loess Plateau in China with the use of
observations and numerical simulations. Relatively few studies have been conducted
on the cumulus-topped convective boundary layer compared to the cloud-free
convective boundary layer.
The temporal variations of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) over the Loess
Plateau are examined with a focus on the day-to-day variations in the diurnal
maximum ABL height. The half-hourly ABL height was determined from the vertical
profiles of turbulence intensity observed by a wind profiler radar. On days with
extensive cloud cover by stratiform clouds, the ABL was poorly defined, and an
estimate of the ABL height was not feasible. Accordingly, the ABL height was
estimated only for clear or partly clear days which were selected with the use of net
longwave and downward shortwave radiation observed at the surface. The maximum
ABL height varied significantly from day to day. In the afternoons of clear days,
cumulus clouds frequently formed and a deep cumulus-topped boundary layer
developed. The diurnal maximum ABL height reached as high as 3 km above the
surface, which was much higher than that estimated using a slab model with surface
heat fluxes. When the ABL grew to high altitudes and was topped by cumulus clouds,
the vertical gradient of potential temperature was relatively small above the ABL top.
This observation suggests that the atmospheric stability above the capping inversion
was sufficiently weak to allow cumulus cloud formation. Thus, the diurnal maximum
ABL height over the Loess Plateau depends not only on surface heat fluxes but also
on the atmospheric stability above the capping inversion.
Because the Loess Plateau consists of flat tablelands dissected by steep gullies, the
topography likely has non-negligible effects on cumulus formation over the Plateau
on the regional scale. Accordingly, ABL development was numerically simulated for
the clear days in which the cumulus-topped boundary layer grew to high altitudes.
With the use of a cloud-resolving non-hydrostatic model, simulations were conducted
with two sets of bottom boundary conditions: actual and flat terrain. Some of the
findings from the simulations can be summarized as follows: more cumulus clouds
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formed in the case with the actual terrain than in the case with flat terrain. Local
circulation developed with horizontal and vertical scales of several kilometers over
both the flat and real terrain. Over the flat terrain, the updrafts were systematically
distributed and were characterized by Rayleigh-Bénard type cellular convective
structures; downdrafts emerged around the updrafts. In contrast, over the actual
terrain, updrafts developed exclusively above the surface layer streaks that formed
over the windward slopes and the edges of the tableland. Water vapor was lifted nonhomogeneously by the local circulation on the windward slopes and on the edges of
the tableland. As a result, development of cumulus clouds at the top of the ABL was
evident only above these locations. Thus, the topography of the Loess Plateau has a
significant influence on cumulus formation over the Plateau.

MICRO CLIMATE CHANGE AND RISK TO
LIVELIHOOD SECURITY IN WESTERN HIMALAYA
B.W. Pandey
SBS Ev. College, Sheikh Sarai-II, University of Delhi, New Delhi, India 110017
bindhywasini@hotmail.com

The present study is an attempt to investigate and analyse the driving forces behind
the micro climate change, land use changes, shifting cropping pattern and concomitant
decreasing the mechanism of the life support resources of the local community of the
Upper Beas valley of the Western Himalaya. The study is based on both the primary
as well as secondary data. To collect the primary data for assessing the level of
temperature and rainfall anomaly and its impact on livelihood security, all the four
revenue villages along with their 22 hamlets were surveyed on the basis of Stratified
Random Sampling (SRS). Two hundred questionnaires were fulfilled along with the
physical investigations of the land, water and forest resources.
In the Himalayan geosystem, changing relationship between man and environment
have brought about irreversible changes in the ecosystem those of change in
temperature and rainfall regime which have affected the cropping pattern,
replacements of the forest and crops by paddy and millets and upward shift of the
agriculture. Changing glacial behaviour and increasing numbers of avalanches, and
over flowing rivers and streams. Most researchers’ efforts are directed towards
analysing the changes, which are often taken to be the results of increasing man and
livestock numbers and resultant pressure on the ever shrinking resource base.
“Natur Land Act 1886” of the Anglo-Indian Government had provided land to the
landless people of the Himachal Pradesh. This initiative of the Government was the
route cause of the ecological degradation and micro climatic change due to mass scale
deforestation, land use change uncontrolled, imbalanced and haphazard tourism
development in the Western Himalaya. Number of vehicles which were less than
thousand annually has increased more than twenty hundred thousand annually. The
present level of pollution has made large scale changes in the micro climate condition
which has shifted the cropping pattern from temperate orchards to tropical food
grains. The present research will provide a solution for forecasting and management
of micro climate change to protect the livelihood security and sustainability of
mountain ecosystem by establishing balance between climate and land, economy and
ecology, and public and private interactions.
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SULFATE GROUND WATER POLLUTION IN CENTRAL
INDIA
M. Rajak and K. S. Patel
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patelks55@hotmail.com

Ground water is an essential and vital component of our life support system.
The groundwater resources are being utilized for drinking, irrigation and
industrial purposes. There is growing concern on deterioration of ground water
quality due to geogenic and anthropogenic activities. The quality of ground
water has undergone a change to an extent that the use of such water is being
hazardous. Increase in overall salinity of the ground water and/or presence of
high concentrations of fluoride, nitrate, iron, arsenic, total hardness, etc. have
been noticed in large areas in several states of our country. In proposed work,
the contamination of ground water of Bametara area, Durg, Chhattisgarh,
Central India (latitude: 81°27’ - 81° 41’ N and longitude: 21°40’ - 21°48’E) has
been investigated as the area is suffering with salinity problem. Twenty ground
water samples were collected in December, 2006 as prescribed in the literature
and their ionic contents were analyzed by the ion chromatography. The mean
concentration of Cl-, NO 3 - , SO 4 2-, Na, Mg and Ca in the ground water (N = 20)
was found to be 523±115, 193±52, 1269 ± 305, 249±87, 61±10 and 491±83 mg
l-1 , respectively. The water was being very hard and having very high
conductance. The physical properties i.e. acidity, conductivity, hardness and
dissolved contents, and the contamination level of other common ions i.e. Cl-,
SO 4 2-, Na, K, Mg and Ca and their correlations are discussed. The sources of
ions in water and rating of water quality are described

EARTH SYSTEM VULNERABILITIES THROUGH CARBONCLIMATE INTERACTIONS
Michael R. Raupach(1,2)
(1) Centre for Atmospheric, Weather and Climate Research, CSIRO Marine and Atmospheric
Research, Canberra, Australia
(2) ESSP Global Carbon Project
Michael.Raupach@csiro.au

In an earth-system context, “vulnerability” may be defined as the added risk to global
wellbeing arising from a positive feedback in the earth system which amplifies
anthropogenic forcing or stress. The risk may arise from both natural processes and
those directly associated with human actions. This talk is focussed on vulnerabilities
from carbon-climate interactions.
Land and ocean carbon sinks presently provide a strong negative (stabilising)
feedback on the coupled carbon-climate system by removing more than half of the
total anthropogenic CO2 emissions, leaving an “airborne fraction” of less than 0.5 in
the atmosphere to contribute to radiative forcing and climate change. This fraction
has remained roughly constant for over a century, despite emissions having increased
by nearly a factor of 10. A first step in examining future carbon-climate vulnerability
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is to examine why the airborne fraction has been so stable to this point in the earth’s
post-industrial history. However, past stability does not ensure future stability.
Concern about the future vulnerability of carbon sinks is based on the identification of
several destabilising mechanisms that could weaken land and ocean carbon sinks,
with major consequences for the predicted magnitude and/or rates of future climate
change. There are also processes exerting stabilising influences. Significant terrestrial
mechanisms and drivers include influences of warming and drought in tropical and
temperate systems, land use change, nutrient limitation on land, responses to rising
CO2, and destabilisation of arctic organic-carbon stores with release as either CO2 or
methane. Ocean processes include those affecting the physical and biological pumps
transporting CO2 from ocean surface layer to the deep ocean. Recent evidence will be
used to evaluate the relative importance of these processes, and to compare them with
other major factors driving climate change including the trajectory of direct
anthropogenic forcing and aerosol effects.

LONG-TERM MONITORING OF CARBON AND WATER
CYCLES IN LARCH FOREST ECOSYSTEMS IN EAST ASIA
Nobuko Saigusa(1), Kentaro Takagi(2), Takashi Hirano(3)
(1) Center for Global Environmental Research, National Institute for Environmental Studies
(2) Field Science Center for Northern Biosphere, Hokkaido University
(3) Graduate School of Agriculture, Hokkaido University
n.saigusa@nies.go.jp

Larch, deciduous needle-leaf tree with high tolerance to cold climate, dominates an
extensive area of the northeast Eurasian continent (Russia, Mongolia, and northeast
China) as natural vegetation. Larch forests have a large carbon pool both aboveground (stems and branches) and below-ground (roots and soils), and the change in
the carbon cycle processes may cause significant effects on the seasonal and year-toyear changes in the atmospheric CO2 concentration in the northern hemisphere.
Therefore, long-term monitoring of carbon, water and energy exchanges between
larch forests and the atmosphere as well as that of biological processes will provide
important datasets to examine the relationships between various biological and
geophysical factors and to predict the carbon balance from local to continental scales.
AsiaFlux is a regional network of long-term monitoring sites, which collect data of
carbon dioxide, water vapor, and energy fluxes using micrometeorological method
(eddy covariance method) covering various terrestrial ecosystems in Asia. The
network was established in 1999, following the establishment of FLUXNET (global
network), and other regional networks such as CarboEuroFlux (Europe) and
AmeriFlux (USA). JapanFlux is one of the national research networks constituting
AsiaFlux with ChinaFLUX (China), KoFlux (South Korea), ThaiFlux (Thailand), and
other individual sites in Asia.
As one of JapanFlux’s intensive research programs, three larch forest sites have been
selected for long-term studies on how carbon, water, and energy exchange processes
respond to climatic changes and how the responses depend on tree age and the
recovery process from natural and artificial disturbances. The sites include forests
with different backgrounds, such as a young larch forest planted after clear-cutting, a
larch forest disturbed by a severe storm, and a mature forest where tree density is
decreasing. Detailed description of the sites is as follows.
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Teshio Carbon Cycle and Larch Growth (CC-LaG) Experiment Site (45° 03' N, 142°
06' E, 70 m above sea level) is located in northern Hokkaido. The forest was clear cut
in 2003 over 14 hectares, and subsequenctly saplings of hybrid larch (Larix gmelinii x
L. kaempferi) were planted. The site includes an entire catchment basin. The dynamics
of carbon, water and nutrient cycles as well as the eco-physiological functions of larch
trees associated with the growth of the trees are now being monitored. A large carbon
release to the atmosphere was observed during the year of clear-cutting due to
reduction of photosynthesis and enhanced decomposition of dead roots and soil
organic carbon. However, the emission in the harvest year rapidly decreased in the
following 4 years by the growth of young larch trees and also by increased
photosynthesis of dense forest floor species such as bamboo bush, (Sasa senanensis).
It took 5 years for this forest to reach a carbon equilibrium in annual base.
Tomakomai Flux Research Site (42º 44' N, 141º 31' E, 140 m above sea level) was
established in 2000 in a mature larch forest (L. kaempferi) of about 40 years old.
Intensive inter-disciplinary observations on carbon and water cycles were conducted
until 2004. However, due to strong typhoon winds of September 2004 that blew over
about 90% of the trees and as well as the two meteorological towers, now the
dominant vegetation of site changed to various species of grasses and shrubs. Larch
seedlings also have begun natural regrowing. A new observation system was installed
in the site to investigate how the composition of plant species changes after a large
disturbance and how carbon and water cycles recover from its damage.
Fuji Hokuroku Flux Observation Site (35º 26' N, 138º 45' E, 1100 m above sea level)
is located in a mature larch forest (L. kaempferi) of 45-50 years old at the foot of Mt.
Fuji. The flux measurement was started in 2006 as an alternative to the Tomakomai
Flux Research Site. Active studies are now conducted for technological development
of various gas flux measurement methods, including the ones for isotopic flux of CO 2
and other greenhouse gases such as methane.
The three larch forest sites provide useful information for our better understanding
and prediction of functional changes in carbon and water cycles associated with the
disturbance and regrowth of the larch trees. The dataset is essential for validation of
various ecosystem models and developing new remote sensing techniques to estimate
the distribution of terrestrial carbon budgets in Asia. Observational data from the
above-mentioned sites are available from the AsiaFlux Database.

USING OBSERVATIONAL DIAGNOSTICS OF SOIL
MOISTURE-CLIMATE INTERACTIONS AS CONSTRAINTS TO
IPCC CLIMATE PROJECTIONS
Sonia I. Seneviratne(1), Philippe Ciais (2), Markus Reichstein(3), Edouard L. Davin(1), Boris
Orlowsky(1), and Adriaan J. Teuling(1)
(1) Institute for Atmospheric and Climate Science, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
(2) Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de l’Environnement, Gif-sur-Yvette, France
(3) Max Planck Institute for Biogeochemistry, Jena, Germany
sonia.seneviratne@env.ethz.ch

Recent investigations suggest that land-climate interactions will play a major role for
projected climate change, in particular with regard to changes in climate variability
and extreme events (e.g. Seneviratne et al. 2006). Soil moisture is a key player in such
interactions, and is expected to impact changes in temperature and the occurrence of
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heatwaves, extreme precipitation events, as well as carbon uptake by vegetation (e.g.
Ciais et al. 2005, Reichstein et al. 2007, Seneviratne et al. 2009). There is, however,
significant uncertainty in the representation of the relevant processes in climate
models (e.g. Koster et al. 2004), in particular because long-term observations of soil
moisture and surface fluxes have been lacking in the past. This is gradually changing
thanks to the FLUXNET network (Baldocchi 2008) and the development of groundbased and remotely-sensed measurements of soil moisture.
In the present study, we investigate diagnostics that can be derived both from
observations and model data in order to evaluate the accuracy of soil moisture-climate
interactions in current models. The derived diagnostics are applied to IPCC AR4
simulations and used to constrain the related climate-change projections with regard
to changes in mean and variability of temperature and precipitation. Possible impacts
for biogeochemical exchanges and land carbon uptake are also addressed.
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THE IMPACTS OF LANDCOVER AND ATMOSPHERIC
FORCINGS ON REGIONAL CLIMATE CHANGES IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA
Justin Sentian(1,2) Robert MacKenzie(2) and Nicholas Hewitt(2)
(1) Universiti Malaysia Sabah, Malaysia
(2) Lancaster University, United Kingdom
j.sentian@lancaster.ac.uk

The importance of the effects of landcover change on global environmental change
has been increasing in the last few decades with the realisation that land surface
processes influence the dynamics of the atmosphere, and thus climate. Deforestation,
particularly in tropical regions, is one of the most important human activities that
changes the land-surface characteristics that may affect atmospheric circulation.
Based on a number of modelling and observation studies (see Lamptey, 2005;
Feddema et al., 2005; Adegoke et al., 2007), it has become clear that changes in land
cover play a significant role in local, regional, and global climate changes. South East
Asia (SEA) experiences a high variability of climate and is particularly vulnerable to
climate change. In this study, we explore the regional climate change responses to
landcover forcing, both alone and in combination with atmospheric forcing, during the
wet season (North East Monsoon: Dec-Jan-Feb) and dry season (South East Monsoon:
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Jun-July-Aug). In these sensitivity studies of the landcover effects on climate change,
it is assumed that, about 60% of the forested land in the region has been converted to
agriculture (mainly oil palm) and other types of landcover such as tropical grassland.
The latest generation of the Hadley Centre regional climate modelling system,
PRECIS (Providing Regional Climates for Impact Studies) was used to investigate the
climate change in the region for the A2 and B2 transient climate simulations (20702100) described in the IPCC's Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES). The
projected mean surface temperature for scenario A2 under present-day landcover was
27.5oC (wet season) and 29.8oC (dry season), which shows an increase of more than
2oC. An increase in surface temperature by 1.6oC (wet season) and 2.0oC (dry season)
was observed for scenario B2. Conversion of forested areas into agriculture, mainly
oil palm, shows a significant additional warming in the region for both scenarios A2
and B2, with much greater impacts during dry season. However, the effect produced
by landcover forcing alone in both seasons for both scenarios has resulted relatively
minor temperature responses over South East Asia (between 0.2oC to 0.4oC). In
addition, the projected mean total precipitation decreased by -0.6 mm/day (wet
season) and -0.4 mm/day (dry season) for scenario A2. For scenario B2 the mean total
precipitation also decreased by -0.4 mm/day during the wet season, but increased by
0.2 mm/day during the dry period. The additional effect of agricultural expansion
contributed a relatively small reduction to the total precipitation for both scenarios,
although with a greater impact during the wet season. Landcover forcing alone
produced a small increase in total precipitation in both scenarios and seasons, except
for a small decrease during dry season in scenario B2. The results of this investigation
demonstrate the importance of the effects of landcover forcing for future climate
studies and also raise important questions about the range of its influences on future
climate in other tropical regions as shown in other studies.
Table 1. Characteristic of climatic variables taken from the 30-year seasonal mean field over
Southeast Asia for Baseline (1960-1990), A2 and B2 (2070-2100) under present-day (PLC)
and modified future landcovers (FLC) during wet season (Dec-Jan-Feb, DJF) and dry season
(Jun-Jul-Aug, JJA).
Surface Temperature
(oC) [%]
DJF
JJA
25.3
27.2
Baseline
A2PLC
27.6
29.8
A2PLC-Baseline
2.3 [9.1]
2.6 [9.6]
SRES A2
A2FLC
28.0
30.0
A2FLC-Baseline
2.7 [10.7]
2.8 [10.3]
A2FLC-A2PLC
0.4 [1.5]
0.2 [0.7]
B2PLC
26.9
29.2
B2PLC-Baseline
1.6 [6.3]
2.0 [7.4]
SRES
B2FLC
27.2
29.4
B2
B2FLC-Baseline
1.9 [7.5]
2.2 [8.1]
B2FLC-B2PLC
0.3 [1.1]
0.2 [0.7]
Note: SRES – Special Reports on Emissions Scenarios
PLC – Present-day landcover
FLC - Future landcover
DJF – Dec-Jan-Feb (wet season)
JJA – Jun-Jul-Aug (dry season)
Climate Scenarios
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Total Precipitation
(mm/day) [%]
DJF
JJA
5.2
8.4
4.6
8.0
-0.6 [-11.5]
-0.4 [4.8]
4.8
8.3
-0.4 [-7.7]
-0.1 [-1.2]
0.2 [4.3]
0.3 [3.8]
4.8
8.6
-0.4 [-7.7]
0.2 [2.4]
4.9
8.5
-0.3 [-5.8]
0.1 [1.2]
0.1 [2.1]
-0.1 [-1.2]
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EFFECTS OF VEGETATION CLASSIFICATION AND PLANT
GROWTH SCHEME ON ATMOSPHERIC MODEL
SIMULATION - THE BCC_AGCM STUDY
Xueli Shi, Yanwu Zhang, Weiping Li, Tongwen Wu, Fang Zhang
National Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration
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With the development of the biogeochemical process schemes in the land surface
model and climate system models, the vegetation and plant growth processes are
described in more detailed and complex ways. There are currently several
landsurface/vegetation classification systems and related parameters applied in
various land surface process models, such as those of IGBP (International GeosphereBiosphere Programme) and different sub-systems in USGS (U.S Geological Survey).
Although these systems can present generally consistent land-surface distribution
pattern, significant differences exist between them (especially at the transient belts
and sparse vegetation regions), and their use in the land surface model and
atmosphere model can lead to different performances. Additionally, the dynamic plant
growth process also has important effects on the model results.
In our study, the newly developed general circulation model (BCC_AGCM) and land
surface model (BCC_AVIM) at the Beijing Climate Center were used to primarily
investigate the difference/impact of the different land type classification system on the
model performances. The BCC_AGCM is based on the NCAR/CAM2 and developed
by incorporating new dynamic frame and cumulus convective scheme (Wu et al., J.
Clim., 2008; Wu et al., Clim. Dyn., 2009), which has shown better capability to
capture the climatic features of precipitation and temperature. The BCC_AVIM is the
combination of the physical component of NCAR/CLM3 (Community Land Model,
Oleson et al.,NCAR/TN-461+STR, 2004) and biogeochemical processes of AVIM (the
Atmosphere-Vegetation Interaction Model, Ji, J. Biogeography, 1995), which can
account for the feedback mechanism between the plant growth and the changes in
morphological and dynamical parameters (e.g., leaf area index-LAI, albedo), which in
turn affect the instantaneous physical transfer processes (Li and Ji, Adv. Atmos. Sci.,
2001; Li W.P., et al., GEWEX News, 2006).
The numerical experiments are conducted with BCC_AGCM by using two different
vegetation classifications and related parameters in IGBP (used in original AVIM
system) and USGS (in CLM3 system), while keeping the others unchanged, i.e., the
model physical processes and soil properties. The simulation results with the IGBP
and USGS vegetation types are, respectively, noted as Exp_IGBP and Exp_USGS.
Additionally, the feedback mechanism schemes in Exp_IGBP are used to modify the
land surface LAI and albedo, as well as the physical process. The model simulation
periods are 1949-2004.
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The results indicate that the Exp_IGBP and Exp_USGS can both capture the general
climate features for both atmosphere and surface variables, but significant differences
exert. Especially, when using the feedback mechanism schemes of AVIM in the
Exp_IGBP, the model shows certain better performance in mean precipitation pattern,
but it simulated higher surface temperature and sensible heat flux compared with
observation and the Exp_USGS.
The results might imply that the vegetation type and relative parameters, as well as the
method to account for the plant growth are all important in model systems, and to the
more important, consistence between them are also very necessary and needed further
investigation.

THE IMPORTANCE OF SURFACE BOUNDARY FORCING FOR
SIMULATED SOUTH AMERICAN CLIMATE
Anna A. Sörensson(1), Patrick Samuelsson(2), Ulrika Willén(3), Claudio G. Menéndez(4)
(1) Centro de Investigaciones del Mar y la Atmósfera, CONICET/UBA, Buenos Aires,
Argentina
(2) Rossby Centre, SMHI, Norrköping, Sweden
(3) Rossby Centre, SMHI, Norrköping, Sweden
(4) Centro de Investigaciones del Mar y la Atmósfera, CONICET/UBA, Buenos Aires,
Argentina Departamento de Ciencias de la Atmósfera y los Océanos, FCEN, UBA, Buenos
Aires, Argentina
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Until recently most regional climate model (RCM) development has, for natural
reasons, been focusing on the regions of the models’ origin. Only during the last few
years, South American countries have acquired capacity to perform RCM
simulations longer than a few months and are starting to get more involved in the
climate modeling community. As an example of this tendency, the authors form part
of the South America - RCM intercomparison work package of the European
founded project CLARIS LPB.
In many cases, models that originally were developed for Europe or United States are
being run over the South American continent and modeling groups are becoming
aware of the problems related to transferring these models to South America. Few
climatological studies have been published up to this date, and results from multi
model ensemble experiments are virtually absent in the literature. In general the
models, although driven by reanalysis, show very large biases for variables like
precipitation and near surface temperature at a seasonal scale. Ensembles of models in
some cases show less biases as a result of cancellation of large errors, while in other
cases errors are similar among models. When driven by atmosphere-ocean general
circulation models (AOGCM), regional models inherit their erroneous representation
of the Intertropical and South Atlantic convergence zones. For realistic climate
change assessments including potential land use changes it is essential that both
RCMs and AOGCMs develop their performance over the South American continent.
There are several studies that confirm the importance of surface fluxes, and their
partitioning, on atmospheric variables like cloud-base, cloud field and short-and longwave radiation, vertical motion and precipitable water for tropical and sub-tropical South
America. Surface fluxes are highly dependent on the surface parameterization scheme
and on parameters such as soil depth, leaf area index, albedo and emissitivity.
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In this study we argue that erroneous surface forcing could be an important reason for
the poor results over South America. We present an ensemble of surface
parameterizations from the Rossby Centre regional Atmosferic model (RCA3), which
shows that local near surface temperature biases can be corrected with up to ten
degrees, and precipitation biases with several hundred percent by using land surface
data that are more realistic for tropical regions.
The ensemble presented here is based on the experience from replacing the land
surface data employed by the original RCA3 version used over Europe, to data from
Ecoclimap, which is a global land surface database with 1 km resolution that includes
all surface parameters needed for driving the land surface scheme. By implementing
Ecoclimap in RCA3, more realistic results of near surface temperature and monsoon
precipitation were achieved. We found that the most important factor is that in the
original RCA3 a constant rooting/soil depth of 2.2 meters was employed, which is
unrealistic for the large rainforest of the Amazon basin where observational studies
have found roots that reach several meters further down. Ecoclimap has a variable
rooting/soil depth which goes down to eight meters for the Amazon region, implying
a more realistic water storage that inhibits the soil to dry out during the dry
season.The leaf area index and albedo also differ between the original RCA3 datasets
and Ecoclimap and cause important differences in sensible and latent heat fluxes. The
ensemble is constructed by varying parameters like soil depth, leaf area index, albedo
and emissitivity to study the influence of each component to simulated climate. The
results are presented on both monthly and daily time scales and are compared to
gridded observational data as well as to in situ data.

THE POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF IRRIGATION ON REGIONAL
HYDROCLIMATE IN CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
Soroosh Sorooshian
CHRS University of California at Irvine, Irvine, CA92697, U.S
soroosh@uci.edu

The irrigation areas in California are about 40,000 ~ 50,000 km2 that mainly locate on
the Central Valley, and the Imperial Valley, where the precipitation is not enough to
satisfy with water requirements for the crop growths. Irrigation, which occurs before
soil moisture depletions are severe enough to reduce crop yield, is a main method to
keep up or increase the crop yield while it may change local climate conditions. Based
on the features of California soil textures and crops, Hanson et al. (2004) suggest a
series of steps of irrigation methods both to save water and to keep yield.
In this study, the parameters of soil and vegetation of Noah land surface model is
adjusted based on suggestions from Hanson et al (2004). Then the model is examined
in both offline and coupling-line in California. Taking the observations from
California Irrigation Management Information System (CIMIS) are ground truth, the
results from modified Noah are much improved in surface wind, temperature
humidity and soil temperature at both diurnal and monthly mean, in comparing with
those from the default Noah LSM. The modified model also reproduced well for the
irrigation water usage in comparison with multi-year mean.
NARR and remote-sensing data are also used as references in this study. The results
from NARR and default Noah cannot reproduce the spatial pattern shown from
remote-sensing temperature while the result from modified LSM can.
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Climate models suggest that rainfall is rather sensitive to soil moisture in particular
parts of the world. West Africa is one such ‘hotspot’ region, and the coupling between
the land surface and rainfall is one of the key topics being addressed by the African
Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses (AMMA) project. Analysis of a combination of
in situ measurements, satellite data and model simulations are now providing a new
perspective on mechanisms of land-atmosphere interaction in a soil moistureprecipitation hotspot.
The work presented here focuses on the impact of soil moisture on the initiation and
propagation of Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS). In the Sahel, long-lived, wellorganised MCS are responsible for 90% of the total rainfall, though their occurrence
is rather irregular in time and space. Because the vegetation cover is sparse, the
surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat are very sensitive to moisture in the top
centimetres of the soil, and hence to the occurrence of rainfall in recent days. The
combination of intense convective storms and sparse vegetation found in the Sahel
thus creates mesoscale patterns of surface fluxes which evolve continously throughout
the wet season.
During the AMMA Special Observing Period (SOP) in July and August 2006, a
measurement campaign using the UK BAe146 aircraft was executed with a major
focus being the impact of soil moisture patterns on the physical and chemical
properties of the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL). Areas around Niamey, Niger were
targeted using near real time surface temperature data from Meteosat imagery to
identify areas of wet (cool) and dry (warm) soil. Data are presented from an afternoon
flight on 1 August where the aircraft overflew wet and dry features on length scales of
up to 160 km. Above the wet soil, the planetary boundary layer was up to 3 K cooler,
3 gkg-1 moister and extended to only half the depth of nearby drier areas. Mesoscale
perturbations to the background flow were found, consistent with low level
divergence over wet soil and convergence in drier areas. The PBL temperature and
wind data were statistically coherent with the surface features on wavelengths down
to 20km.
Data from a flight on July 31 are also presented which provide a unique observational
glimpse of how soil moisture influences the development of a major MCS. The storm,
which had not been predicted, was triggered ahead of the aircraft along a strong wetdry soil contrast. The storm grew along the dry side of the soil moisture feature, in the
favoured location for soil moisture-induced PBL convergence. Once the MCS had
matured, it intensified over wetter soil, where aircraft observations indicated an
enhancement in PBL equivalent potential temperature of the order of 10 K relative to
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nearby drier areas. These observations suggest a positive feedback mechanism
between soil moisture and rainfall from mature MCS. A numerical modelling study of
a different storm during the SOP is shown which is consistent with the finding of
convective initiation over dry soil but intensification of mature MCS over wetter soils.
Findings from the above case studies are put in a broader context through analysis of
satellite data. Robust relationships are established between soil moisture and
convection based on imagery from a large number of events in different locations and
under different synoptic conditions. Passive microwave data from TRMM are
combined with thermal infra-red data from Meteosat to look at how soil moisture
influences storms at different stages in the convective life cycle. The atmospheric
context within which storms develop and evolve is documented by high-resolution
soundings and NWP analyses. The analysis shows a very strong soil moisture signal
on initiation of convection during the afternoon. New storms are strongly favoured
over dry soils, as compared to nearby wet areas, consistent with the July 31 case
study. The importance of different processes to account for the observed preference of
convective initiation over dry soil will be discussed. In particular, the roles of
circulations forced by soil moisture gradients will be examined and compared to
differences in atmospheric vertical structure over wet and dry soils (namely stability,
low-level humidity and other convective indexes). The study further shows how soil
moisture influences the properties of mature MCS. The results presented here will be
of considerable benefit for the testing of models and in particular, their depiction of
the coupling between soil moisture and convection.

THE ROLE OF LAND COVER IN CONTROLLING
TEMPERATURE VARIABILITY IN EUROPE
Adriaan J. Teuling and Sonia I. Seneviratne
Institute for Atmospheric and Climate Science, ETH Zurich, Switzerland
Ryan.Teuling@env.ethz.ch

The main focus of this study is to investigate the impact of land cover (primarily
forest vs grassland) on temperature variability. From model simulations, it is known
that soil moisture, through its impact on surface fluxes, impacts summer temperature
variability at regional and larger scales [1]. Soil moisture control on surface fluxes is
also known to be a function of climate [2]. On smaller scales, the impact of soil
moisture on surface fluxes strongly depend on land cover conditions and plant
behavior [3,4]. Here we investigate if and when local land cover-induced soil
moisture conditions impact air temperature and its variability, and what the impact is
of patch size in relation to boundary layer mixing.
Data from Fluxnet stations (which are mainly located in forests) is combined with
data from operational weather stations (which are mainly located in grassland
regions). Observations of latent heat fluxes are used to quantify inter- and intraanual
variability in flux partitioning as related to soil moisture conditions, as well as their
impact on screen-level conditions (humidity, temperature). The study focuses on
Central and Western Europe, a region which experienced several recent summer
heatwaves. Also, future climate projections predict an increase in the intensity and
frequency of summer heatwaves. The feedback of soil moisture conditions on the
atmosphere is believed to have contributed significantly to past heatwave severity in
this region [5].
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ANTHROPOGENIC DISTURBANCES OF TERRESTRIAL
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Monsoon Asia, home of more than half of world’s population: the people of South,
Southeast and East Asia, has experienced one of the most rapid changes in the past
decade and is likely to undergo further rapid development in the coming years. Landcover/land use changes (LCLUC) in Monsoon Asia are being powered by demand for
food for its growing population and by the transition from a largely rural society to
one in which more than half of its people are expected to live in cities within two
decades. To address biogeochemical and hydrological consequences of LCLUC, we
developed and applied the Dynamic Land Ecosystem Model to investigate LCLUCinduced changes in terrestrial carbon and water cycles in monsoon Asia in the past
300 years and quantify relative importance of different land uses. We also examined
the interactive effect of LCLUC and climate change/variability on terrestrial carbon
and water cycles in the 20th century. Our study also identified gaps and limitations in
existing information that need to be investigated in the future to improve our
understanding of carbon and water cycling and our ability to estimate terrestrial
carbon and water fluxes in this region. Much uncertainty exists in how LCLUC
caused by urbanization, deforestation/afforestation, desertification and biofuel
production may affect local, regional and global climate and further influence the
provision of goods and services by terrestrial ecosystems in the region of Monsoon
Asia. To explore the complex interactions among land use, ecosystems and monsoon
climate, we develop and apply an integrated Regional Earth System Model (IRESM),
which includes the submodels of terrestrial ecosystem and carbon cycle, climate
system and economy system, and land use/land cover change.
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LAND-ATMOSPHERE FEEDBACKS AFFECTING THE
MONSOON ONSET OVER THE INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT
Obbe Tuinenburg, Cor Jacobs, Ronald Hutjes
Wageningen UR, The Netherlands
Obbe.Tuinenburg@wur.nl

Following the convective triggering potential-humidity index (CTP-HIlow)
framework by Findell & Eltahir [1], the sensitivity of atmospheric convection to soil
moisture conditions is studied for the Indian sub-continent. This sensitivity will be
studied for current and future irrigation patterns, in order to predict the influence of
large scale irrigation on the water cycle.
To test the validity of the framework for India, the same mixed layer slab model [1]
has been used to predict boundary layer development over India. We analyze whether
category limits (CTP and HI-low values) similar to those found for the US [2] are also
valid for the soil moisture - atmosphere feedbacks in India.
Using atmospheric sounding data from 1980-2008, the seasonal and spatial variations
in feedback strength have been assessed. The advantage of these soundings is their
high vertical resolution and thus their good description of the atmospheric profile.
However, the spatial density at which these soundings are measured is limited over
India. Therefore, in parallel we also assessed the feedbacks in India using the same
CTP-HI-low framework on the ERA40 dataset, which has the advantage of a better
spatial resolution. A prior validation exercise for the USA showed that using ERA40
data, despite its limited vertical resolution, could well reproduce the results of [2].
The patterns of feedback strengths thus obtained have been analyzed in relation to the
onset of the monsoon system. In the southern parts of India, there is a one-month
period before the start of the monsoon where soil moisture positively feeds back to
precipitation, whereas in northern India this positive feedback period is only about
one week before the monsoon. In the region of the Ganges plains, where large scale
irrigation is present, the positive feedback occurs about two weeks before the
monsoon onset, suggesting that large scale irrigation may induce an early monsoon
onset.
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SIMULATION OF URBAN HEAT ISLAND DISTRIBUTION
CHANGES FROM LAND USE CHANGE BY USING MM5
(MESOSCALE MODEL VERSION 5)
Laras Tursilowati
Centre for Application of Atmospheric Sciences & Climate
National Institute of Aeronautics & Space (LAPAN-Indonesia)
laras@bdg.lapan.go.id

This study aims to observe changes in the distribution of Urban Heat Island (UHI)
with the wind patterns and modify the land cover changes from a vegetation area to
non-vegetation area or urban area by using MM5 (Mesoscale Model version 5). MM5
model is a non-limited areas hydrostatic model with the topography that is designed to
simulate or predict meso-scale circulation of the atmosphere. This model was
developed by Penn State University and NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric
Research) as one of the operational model used by the U.S. National Weather Service
(NWS) for weather forecasting. Data used as boundary conditions and initial
condition data is AVN / gfs with data resolution up to 0.9 km x 0.9 km with a
dynamic downscalling. Grid with the Land Use previous form of the Crop / Grs.
Mosaic, Crop / Wood mosaic, Grass and replaced with the Urban Land, and then run
to change the urban heat island (temperatures at 2m). A case study taken in the area of
dense population that is in Jakarta (5.9S-6.7S, 106.4E-107.3E) and the Bandung basin
area (6.4S, 7.2S, 107.1E-108E) and surrounding areas. Results of research studies
with the Bandung area and surrounding land after the modified land use seen clearly
that the urban heat island is marked with high temperatures (3020K – 3080K, or 290C
– 350C) in the central city region (6.8S-7S, 107.3E -107.7E). Meanwhile, rural areas
(district) tend to be more cold temperature. Jakarta area for the urban heat island
(indicated by the temperature more than 3020 K or 290C) was modified before seen in
the center of Jakarta (6.1S-6.4S, 106.80E-107.10E), after the modified land use seen
the expansion of heat island in the center of Jakarta on the (6.1S-6.5S, 106.6E107.1E).
Keywords: Urban Heat Island, MM5, downscaling, Land Use.

OBSERVING INTRASEASONAL CHANGES OF PLANT
GROWTH BY ULTRASONIC DISTANCE SENSOR WITH
SURFACE HEAT BUDGET
Kenichi Ueno(1) and Toru Kashiura(1), Shigenori Haginoya(2)
(1) Univ. Tsukuba, Japan
(2) Meteorological Research Institute, Japan
kenueno@sakura.cc.tsukuba.ac.jp

Herbal plant height change was automatically observed by the ultrasonic distance
sensor in the observatory of Meteorological Research Institute, Tsukuba science city.
Influences of plant growth to surface hydro-meteorological elements and surface heat
budget fluctuation were evaluated through May to December 2008. The distance
sensor detected two major layers indicated by the canopy with stepwise growth stage
which did not relate to the change of meteorological factors. Height of the strong
signal layer relatively changed at 0.1m lower than the actual plant height. Monthly
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scale growth rate of the plant height estimated by the distance sensor and the manual
measurements was almost equal. Daily heat budget was calculated by the Bowen ratio
method. Ratio of latent (sensible) heat to net radiation has increased (decreased) with
the growth of vegetation. Namely, automatic measurement by the ultrasonic distance
sensor is useful to grasp the long term changes of plant growth to compare with
surface heat budget.

IMPACT OF CROP GROWTH ON THE LAND SURFACE
EXCHANGE PROCESSES IN EUROPE
C. Van den Hoof(1), P.L. Vidale(2)
(1) Belgian Nuclear Research Centre, Belgium
(2) Department of Meteorology, University of Reading, UK
c.m.j.vandenhoof@reading.ac.uk

It is estimated that approximately one-third of the land surface in Europe is used for
crop production. The increasing demand for food and forest products, in conjunction
with climate change, is expected to significantly alter the terrestrial ecosystem, and by
consequence the energy, water and carbon fluxes between land and atmosphere. In
order to evaluate the sustainability issues that we will face in the near future, there is a
need to understand the relationships between crop production, land surface
characteristics and energy and water cycles.
In this study, these relationships are analysed using the Joint UK Land Environment
Simulator (JULES). JULES was originally designed to represent the land surface in
UK meteorological and climate models. Its scheme includes the full hydrological
cycle and vegetation effects on energy, water and carbon fluxes. This model however,
only simulates land surface processes in natural ecosystems. To represent crop
growth, development and harvest, crop modules were added to JULES. Since most of
the crop modules were derived from the crop model SUCROS, the resulting model
was denoted JULES-SUCROS. JULES-SUCROS incorporates crops and natural
vegetation within a single modelling framework without discontinuity in the
photosynthesis-assimilation scheme when switching from natural vegetation to annual
crops.
Prior to any model adaptation however, the sensitivity of JULES to morphological
and physiological differences between natural vegetation and crops has been
investigated by reparameterising a natural grass into a crop. To this end, JULES was
forced with observed time series of LAI, height and rooting depth. So far the model
was run over a single grid in France with winter wheat as crop. Wheat is the most
abundant crop type worldwide and is extensive throughout Europe. The results of the
conversion from natural grass to crop show that there is a distinct overall increase in
annual soil moisture content after conversion to cropland. Important water savings are
made after harvest due to the strong decrease in evapotranspiration during the summer
on a bare crop field. The anomalies in soil moisture content during fall caused by
substituting natural grass with crops are significant when compared to the seasonal
variability. This soil moisture increase remains through fall and results in a decrease
in winter infiltration and drainage. The changes in the energy and water balance after
conversion are mainly due to the changes in growing season, and in particular the
evaporative seasons, between both vegetation types.
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Next, we converted the cropland, as parameterised in JULES, into the more dynamic
cropland, as modelled in JULES-SUCROS. In the latter, the timing of crop emergence
depends on the prevailing meteorology and crop requirements. The development rate
is determined by temperature, and the growth rate of each organ (root, stem, leaf and
storage organs) is a function of phenological stage, partitioning of assimilates to
organs and environmental conditions. The biophysical parameters LAI, height and
rooting depth, which are making the link between the vegetation and the land surface,
are dynamic and consistent with the growth and development of the crop organs.
Compared to the more static crop of JULES, the impact on the land surface and fluxes
of a shift in crop emergence is less important for the dynamic crop. The same
behaviour was noted under climate change conditions. At the level of the individual
organs, the impact of changes in environmental conditions differs from one organ to
another. For example, under changed climate, the crop tends to produce less biomass
due to the shorter growing season and the lower water availability. The grain
production however does not suffer from these new conditions simply because the
grain filling period takes now place earlier in the year when there is less water stress.
JULES-SUCROS is still under development but it can be interfered that the impact of
crop growth and development on fluxes is important in particular in the way it
interferes with the land surface and atmospheric conditions. A change in the pattern
of the growing season has an important impact on the hydrological cycle. This in turn
might feedback on weather and climate. Therefore simulations without a dynamic
crop growth structure might strongly bias the effects of changes in atmospheric
conditions on the land surface. To evaluate this at a broader scale, the study is now
extended to whole Europe. JULES-SUCROS is tested on other sites for several
consecutive years to evaluate the sensitivity to changes in environmental conditions,
crop type, and seasonal and inter-annual variability. This is achieved by making use of
the data collected in the framework of the Fluxnet and CarboEurope projects.

LAND ATMOSPHERE COUPLING DIAGNOSED FROM A
REGIONAL CLIMATE MODEL INTEGRATION FOR WESTAFRICA
Bart van den Hurk(1), Erik van Meijgaard(2)
(1) KNMI, PO Box 201, 3730 AE De Bilt
(2) KNMI, PO Box 201, 3730 AE De Bilt
hurkvd@knmi.nl

Land-atmosphere coupling exists at a wide range of spatial and temporal scales.
Hydrological coupling involves (a) the direct feedback of the atmosphere to surface
evaporation, (b) the sensitivity of soil moisture to precipitation, evaporation and
runoff, (c) the development and fuelling of convective clouds and precipitation, (d)
the memory exerted by the soil water reservoir, and (e) the spatial organization of
atmospheric moisture in response to gradients in the surface conditions. Various
diagnostics have been derived from models and observations, but usually these
analyses focus on one or a few spatial or temporal dimensions.
The West-African monsoon area is a climate zone in which mutual land-atmosphere
coupling is a strong component of the hydrological cycle. Model analyses
demonstrate this area as a ‘hotspot’ for land-atmosphere coupling. Also observational
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analyses show a strong sensitivity of atmospheric hydrological properties to the land
surface state.
In this study a regional climate model simulation over West-Africa, covering a 17-yr
historical period, is analyzed with respect to a wide variety of coupling diagnostics.
First, areas and seasons of strong land-atmosphere interaction were diagnosed from
the requirement of a combined significant correlation between soil moisture,
evaporation and recycling ratio. The northern edge of the West African monsoon area
during JJA and SON, and an area just north of the equator (Central African Republic)
during MAM were identified. Further analysis in these regions focused on the
seasonal cycle of the Lifting Condensation Level (LCL) and the Convective
Triggering Potential (CTP), and the sensitivity of CTP and near-surface dewpoint
depressions to anomalous soil moisture. From these analyses it is apparent that the
atmospheric mechanisms are in place to explain the high degree of land-atmosphere
interaction in these areas.
All model diagnostics are in principle observable, which opens the pathway to a true
evaluation of model feedback properties from observations.

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN DRY-AIR ENTRAINMENT,
SURFACE EVAPORATION AND CBL DEVELOPMENT
Chiel C. van Heerwaarden, Jordi Vilà-Guerau de Arellano, Arnold F. Moene, Albert A. M.
Holtslag
Wageningen University
chiel.vanheerwaarden@wur.nl

This study addressed the effects of dry-air entrainment on the surface evaporation and
the development of the convective boundary layer (CBL), through associated
feedbacks mechanisms. We used a simple mixed-layer model coupled to the land
surface with the Penman-Monteith equation to reproduce the essential physics of the
coupled land-atmosphere system.
First, we studied the physical properties of the feedbacks in the coupled landatmosphere system. This produced a framework that enables us to separate the effects
of dry-air entrainment from the other feedbacks in the system. Using this framework,
we derived simple equilibrium expressions for the evaporative fraction ($EF$) and the
Priestley-Taylor parameter $\alpha$ and showed that the expressions are valid, but
only over wet surfaces is the evaporation able to approach equilibrium on a semidiurnal time scale. Nevertheless, over dry land surfaces the expression is still a good
indicator of the enhancement of surface evaporation by dry-air entrainment.
Second, we studied the impact of dry-air entrainment on the evolution of the surface
fluxes and atmospheric properties throughout the day for a wide range of atmospheric
conditions. The most important finding of this study is that dry-air entrainment
enhances surface evaporation significantly under all conditions, but to different
degrees. More specifically, dry-air entrainment has more influence on the surface heat
fluxes at low potential temperatures (275 - 280 K) than at higher potential
temperatures (290 - 295 K). This is because under cooler conditions the feedback in
which dry-air entrainment is contained is the most dominant one. The analysis shows
that dry-air entrainment is the process which creates a poor correlation between
relative humidity and evaporation at the surface.
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By modifying the surface heat fluxes, dry-air entrainment has a major effect on CBL
height and relative humidity at the top of the CBL. An increase in evaporation by dryair entrainment results in a relatively large reduction of the sensible heat flux, as the
latent heat flux is normally larger than the sensible heat flux over vegetated surfaces.
As this is the driving force of CBL growth, dry-air entrainment potentially reduces the
CBL height by hundreds of meters compared to a situation in which the free
troposphere contains more moisture. The interactions of dry-air entrainment and
surface fluxes lead to nonlinear responses of the relative humidity in the CBL top
(RHtop). The value of this variable falls if there is more dry-air entrainment.
However, the response of RHtop to an rise in initial temperature is nonlinear. In
situations characterized by a dry free troposphere, this leads to an increase of RHtop,
since a reduction in dry-air entrainment outcompetes all other feedbacks. However,
under a moist free troposphere the RHtop decreases if temperature increases, because
dry-air entrainment is of minor importance under these conditions.
Third and last, we compared the relative importance of free tropospheric moisture
conditions with land surface properties vis-\`{a}-vis the values of surface fluxes and
CBL properties. The surface resistance, which is related to vegetation and soil
moisture, is found to be the most sensitive parameter in the determination of the
surface fluxes and the CBL height. However, the free tropospheric moisture content
still has a significant effect on the surface fluxes. Regarding the relative humidity at
the CBL top, the effects of free tropospheric moisture conditions largely outcompete
the effects of land surface conditions.
Our results thus contain an important message for modellers. To reproduce realistic
surface fluxes and CBL properties it is essential not only to have correct land surface
properties and temperature profiles, but it is also fundamental to have accurate
moisture profiles and to represent dry-air entrainment properly. For studies regarding
cloud formation, it is essential to understand that dry-air entrainment determines
whether a rise in temperature enhances or surpresses cloud formation. If the free
troposphere is dry, a temperature rise enhances the possibility of cloud formation,
while it reduces this possibility if the free troposphere is moist.

RECONSTRUCTION OF DROUGHT THROUGH MULTIMODEL ENSEMBLE SIMULATED SOIL MOISTURE OVER
CHINA DURING 1950-2000
Aihui Wang
Nansen-Zhu International Research Center, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences
wangaihui@mail.iap.ac.cn

Drought is the severe nature hazard, and more frequently occurs during last century.
According to its impacts, the depictions of drought are associated with different
quantities. The deficiency of soil moisture is usually used as the index to describe the
agriculture drought. Due to the measurement difficulties, land surface/ hydrological
models are helpful to produce the long-term soil moisture data sets. Because of the
tremendous disparities among models, single model products may not be accurate to
represent the variations of soil moisture. Comparing with single model, multi-model
ensemble is a more ideal way to generate soil moisture for the drought identification.
We have successfully reconstructed major drought events over continental U.S.
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during 1920-2003 using the soil moisture simulated by a multi-model ensemble
system.
China has been also experienced many severe droughts during the second half of 20th
century. In this work, to assess the characteristics of agriculture droughts, four land
surface/hydrological models were used to retrospectively simulate soil moisture over
China for the period 1950-2000. They include: a) the Variable Infiltration Capacity
model (VIC), b) the Community Land Model version 3.5 (CLM3.5), c) the NOAH
Land Surface Model, and d) a hybrid of CLM 3.5 with the VIC soil hydrology
scheme. Using a common gridded atmospheric forcing data, all simulations were
performed at 0.5 horizontal resolutions. Limited in situ station measurements were
used to compare with models’ simulations. Monthly simulated soil moisture was
converted to percentiles using Weibull plotting position statistics, and the percentiles
were then used to represent drought severities and durations. An ensemble method,
based on an inverse mapping of the average of the individual model’s soil moisture
percentiles, was also used to combine all models’ simulations. A cluster algorithm is
applied to characterize spatial extent and temporal duration of drought. Other
statistical methods, such as Mann-Kendall nonparametric trend analysis and cross
correlations, are also used to identify the spatial and temporal variations of drought.
Major results are: 1) the spatial patterns, severities, and duration of major drought
events were identified by all four models and ensemble during the period 1950-2000
over China. 2) The models’ simulations are in more agreement with each other over
the relative flat areas than over mountainous areas. This suggests the model soil
hydrological parameterizations over complex terrain are more problematic compared
with relative flat regions. 3) The variations of drought derived from the multi-model
ensemble soil moisture are comparable with data analysis results based on the station
observed precipitation. 4) The trends of soil moisture have distinctly seasonal and
regional variations. The trends during the warm seasons are generally prominent than
during cold seasons, and over northwestern China are prominent than over
southeastern China. Furthermore, analyses of the relationship between precipitation
and soil moisture show that the variations of soil moisture are highly associated with
lower frequency of precipitation. The autocorrelation of soil moisture time series
show that the soil moisture has much prolong memory over northwest China than over
eastern China. Given nonexistence of a comprehensive, national network of soil
moisture monitoring instruments, the products of the multimodel simulations might
provide a better way to study the long term hydrological variations of land surface,
especially in studies of drought, than using a single model.

SOIL MOISTURE-PRECIPITATION FEEDBACK INFERRED
FROM SATELLITE DATASETS
Guojie Wang, Albertus Johannes Dolman, Richard A. M. de Jeu
Hydrology & Geo-environmental Sciences Department, Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences,
VU University, Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
gwang@falw.vu.nl

Land-atmosphere coupling (generally referred to as soil moisture-precipitation
coupling) amplifies the climate variability in many sensitivity experiments. Soil
moisture plays a critical role in the land-atmosphere coupling due to its partitioning of
available surface radiation between sensible and latent heat flux. Theoretical studies
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suggest two preferred states of continental land-atmosphere system, dry and hot or
cool and wet, initialized by soil moisture condition; and this process induces a
bimodal distribution of soil moisture PDF in continental warm season. In a modeling
framework, the recent GLACE study identified with a dozen of state-of-the-art
AGCMs that strong soil moisture-precipitation coupling exists typically in monsoontype precipitation regimes and continental transition zones between dry and wet
climates such as central US, African ITCZ and central Asia. However, due to high
lack of soil moisture observations, such coupling has not yet been observationally
confirmed.
We use a newly-developed soil moisture dataset inferred from satellite images
(AMSER-E) and remote sensed precipitation (GPCP) to investigate the soil moistureprecipitation coupling. The study is confined spatially to globe and temporally 20032007. In our analysis, the coupled manifold technique is used to isolate the
precipitation manifold forced by previous-day soil moisture in JJA; and the coupling
strength is measured by the ratio of the forced precipitation variance by previous-day
soil moisture to the total precipitation variance. We consider only the ratio values
which are significantly different from zero at the 1% level. For each grid point, we
tested the null hypothesis of getting as high or higher variance fractions through a
Monte Carlo bootstrap method (10000 repetitions). This observational estimation of
land atmosphere coupling strength reveals several distinct hot spots in the west North
America, equatorial Africa, the Sahel and subsahel, India, China and central Asia,
most of which are consistent with the experimental prediction of GLACE and with
ratio values ranging from 10~30%. Strikingly, there is also a very strong signal in the
Mediterranean area and central Europe, which is absent from the GLACE prediction.
The phase association and the associated principal components between two fields are
exacted by a SVD analysis performed to the forcing soil moisture and forced
precipitation manifold. The hot points identified in this analysis are spatially
differentiated into a wet regime and a dry regime. The wet regime resembles a global
summer monsoon system, where soil moisture forces a wetter and wetter climate due
to a positive land-atmosphere feedback and the successive atmospheric water supply
by monsoon. This suggests that the land-atmosphere feedback is coupled to ocean
influence, and all continental summer monsoon regions of the globe are
manifestations of coupled ocean-land-atmosphere interactions. The dry regime, where
the positive feedback of land-atmosphere system forces a drier and drier climate,
exists over the winter monsoon regions where it is water-limited in JJA and nonmonsoon regions of Northwest US, the continental Mediterranean area and central
Europe.
One limitation of this local coupling analysis, also of GLACE experiment, is it
doesn’t evaluate the coupling of land-atmosphere at seasonal timescale. The landatmosphere coupling can be more complicated and dynamical at seasonal timescale
where monsoon operates. The Sahel monsoon system and the Indian monsoon system
are selected in our study to investigate the dynamic coupling between soil moisture
and precipitation, soil moisture leading precipitation three months. Over the Sahel,
soil moisture forces about 28% of the total precipitation variance; while over India,
soil moisture forces about 20% of the total precipitation variance. Soil moisture and
precipitation show an out-of-phase association at seasonal timescale, which indicates
the existence of dynamic coupling, involving a negative feedback, between soil
moisture and precipitation. The underling processes within this land-atmosphereocean system is that dry soil increases the ocean-land contrast strengthening the
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monsoon, or visa verse. At seasonal timescale, phase transition of soil moisture
anomaly regulates the monsoon system.

LAND COVER CHANGE DUE TO AGRICULTURE
DEVELOPMENT OVER THE NORTHEAST CHINA SINCE MID17TH CENTURY AND ITS CLIMATE IMPLICATION
Wei-Chyung Wang(1), Xuezhen Zhang(2), Xiuqi Fang(2), and Yu Ye(2), Jingyun Zheng(3)
(1) Atmospheric Sciences Research Center, State University of New York, Albany, NY
(2) School of Geography, Beijing Normal University, Beijing
(3) Institute of Geographical Sciences and Natural Resources Research, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Beijing
wang@climate.cestm.albany.edu

Northeast China consists of three provinces (Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning) and the
eastern part of Inner Mongolia Municipality, covering an area of 1.228 million km2
(about 12.8% of the total area of China). The topography is characterized by: a large
Central Plain surrounded by mountain ranges; San Jiang Plain in the Northeast; and
Inner Mongolia Plateau in the west. This region is influenced by East Asia monsoon
with the characteristics of hot-wet summer and cold-dry winter. The annual
precipitation decreases from 1000 mm in the east to 400 mm in the west, of which
about 2/3 occurs in summer (June-August).
The land cover/use Information compiled from Chinese historical documents (gazettes,
government archives, literatures, and travelling notes) indicate that the Northeast China
around mid-17th century was mainly grassland in the central Plain and the western
Plateau; and woodland in the mountain ranges surrounding the Plain. Agriculture
activity started in late 17th century. By the beginning of this century, satellite
observations indicated that the total cropland area reached ~ 0.36 million km2 (29.6%
of the Northeast China), with 62, 32, and 6% of the area converted respectively from
grassland, woodland, and swamp. Data from ground-based observations showed rapid
increase during the 20th century, with the combined cropland area of Heilongjiang, Jilin
and Liaoning provinces (60% of Northeast China) increased from ~0.7% in 1683,10%
in 1908, to 23% in 2002. Note that it has been recognized that the ground-based reports
has the tendency to have smaller estimate than the corresponding satellite observations.
Such a large-scale change in land cover/use associated with agriculture development
can substantially alter the surface albedo, for example, causing the value to decrease in
grassland-cropland conversion and to increase in woodland-cropland conversion.
Although the climatic implications of land cover/use changes were studied in the past,
they were either based on the assumption of potential natural vegetation (an index for
vegetation that would most likely exist under the present environment), or mainly
confined within a small part of Northeast China without focusing on the effect of
agriculture development.
In this study, three aspects are considered. First, changes in land cover/use since mid17th century derived from historical documents were used in conjunction with data from
satellite and ground-based observations of recent years to illustrate changes in its
spatial distribution attributed exclusively to agriculture development. Secondly, surface
albedo changes corresponding to land cover/use changes were calculated and used in
studying changes in solar radiation forcing. For example, during noontime in July, the
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surface heating associated with surface albedo changes in grassland-cropland and
woodland-cropland conversions are calculated to be +16 and -24 Wm-2 for clear sky,
and +12 and -16 Wm-2 for averaged cloudy sky. Finally, we used the Weather Research
and Forecast (WRF) model to conduct two types of simulations using the surface
albedo corresponding to the present-day and the mid-17th century. Differences in
climate (temperature, precipitation, circulation, etc.) reflect the effect of changes in
surface albedo. Since we need to consider the issue of regional climate variability (the
noise) versus climate changes (the signal) attributed to the changes in surface albedo,
ensemble simulations for both types of simulations were carried out to ensure that the
model climate responses are statistical significant.

GLOBAL AND TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
HYDROCLIMATE/VEGETATION BIOPHYSICAL PROCESS
INTERACTIONS
Yongkang Xue(1,2), Fernando De Sales(1), Ratko Vasic(3), C. Roberto Mechoso(2), Akio
Arakawa(2), Stephen Prince(4)
1. Department of Geography, University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA).
2. Department of Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences, UCLA.
3. NCEP/NOAA
4. Department of Geography, University of Maryland
yxue@geog.ucla.edu

A global and seasonal assessment of vegetation biophysical process (VBP) effects on
the hydroclimate system has been made based on general circulation models of the
atmosphere (AGCM) coupled to different land models, which are physically based
models and include either comprehensive, or partial, or minimal VBP representations.
The models have been extensively tested and comprehensively evaluated in climate
studies and model comparison projects, such as PILPS and GLACE. Observed
precipitation is applied to assess the VBP effect. The global and seasonal VBP effects
are expressed by changes in simulated precipitation errors (bias and RMSE) by the
coupled atmosphere/land models in reference to observations.
The AGCM results indicate that the vegetation/atmosphere interaction has substantial
impact on global water cycle. In the AGCM simulation, VBP reduces the annual
precipitation RMSE by 42% and bias by 62% over land, which equals to about 40%
land precipitation. In the monsoon region VBP has strongest impact. VBP reduces the
annual precipitation RMSE by 58% and bias by 72% over global monsoon regions,
which equals to about 35% observed precipitation. This impact is about 10-20%
higher than over other land regions. The partial VBP effect (excluding soil moisture
and vegetation albedo) reduces annual precipitation bias over monsoon region that
equals to about 13% of observed precipitation. Among monsoon regions, West Africa,
South Asia, East Asia, and Amazon regions have largest impact while southeast Asian
monsoon and North American monsoon have the least impact due to strong air/sea
interactions and narrow land mass there. The temporal characteristics are also
investigated. The impact mainly manifests in spring, summer, and fall with different
regions having different primary seasons, depending on regional climate
characteristics and geographic conditions. It is also found that the partial VBP plays a
great dominant role within VBP in the high latitude region, which account for about
80% of the full VBP effect there. For the predominantly oceanic southern hemisphere,
no significant Partial VBP effects were found over most areas. Studies using higher
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resolution atmospheric models and better validated biophysical models over these
regions are needed to further explore these issues further in the Southern Hemisphere.
The major characteristics of VBP effects on surface energy and water balance as well
as their interactions at different regions are also analyzed. The analysis of surface
energy and water budgets showed that the change in evaporation induced by VBPs
was the dominant factor in modulating the surface energy and water balance. The
VBP/cloud interaction had great influence on the net radiation at the surface, which
was dominated by the net longwave change in the VBP experiment. In the monsoon
regions, the changes of surface evaporation and moisture flux convergence (MFC)
were in phase, and both contributed to the atmospheric water cycle change. In mid
and high latitudes, surface evaporation dominated the atmospheric water cycle. This
study was restricted to VBP impacts at continental and seasonal scales. The
conclusions may be different in other spatial and temporal scales.
This study uses comparisons of model simulations with observations to show
quantitatively that VBP feedback is a major component of the global water cycle over
land. Adequate representing this VBP feedback in global climate change and
prediction studies is critically important.

SIMULATION OF FLOODPLAIN INUNDATION DYNAMICS
WITH A HIGH RESOLUTION GLOBAL RIVER ROUTING
MODEL
Dai Yamazaki(1), Taikan Oki(1), Shinjiro Kanae(2)
(1) Institute of Industrial Science, the University of Tokyo
(2) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Technology
yamadai@rainbow.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Terrestrial water circulation by rivers plays important roles as a component of climate
systems and as a part of freshwater supplying system for human activities. In order to
understand terrestrial hydrological cycle, many Global River Routing Models
(GRRM) have been developed in recent two decades. However, the finest resolution
of current GRRMs is limited to 50km. Under such a coarse resolution, the micro-scale
topography, which dictates surface water dynamics such as the floodplain inundation,
is difficult to be accounted for in GRRMs. Therefore, the present GRRMs are neither
able to consider sub-grid scale effects like overflow from river channel to the
floodplain nor to realistically represent channel water depth or flooded areas, which
are essential for both hydrological studies and river managements. In this study, we
introduce a progressive method to incorporate the effects of micro-scale topography
into a GRRM in order to explicitly represent floodplain inundation dynamics in a
global scale. Floodplain inundation dynamics is simulated with a high resolution (8km
grid resolution) GRRM and the simulated inundated area is validated against the
satellite observations.
The micro-scale topography is extracted from the 1km resolution DEM (SRTM30
datasets) and the flow direction map of Global Drainage Basin Databases (GDBD).
The GDBD flow direction map indicates the direction of water flow, or the
downstream cell, for each 1km cell in a raster format. The 1km-resolution elevation
from SRTM30 is linked to GDBD cells by the spatial interpolation, and then
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aggregated to create a global river-topography dataset in a relatively coarse resolution
(8km or coarser).
The framework of this new GRRM is explained in the following sections. Notable
advances from most of the current GRRMs are (1) the consideration of water storage
in floodplains, (2) explicit representation of flooded area in the global scale, (3)
automatic derivation of a river network map which enables the high resolution
implementation of GRRMs, and (4) the introduction of diffusive wave equation in the
flow calculation.
First, the micro-scale topographic information is parameterized for each GRRM grid.
Following the flow directions map, GDBD cells are divided into several catchment
units each represents the drainage area of a GRRM grid. Here, one catchment and one
GRRM grid are assumed to correspond to each other. For each grid, river channel and
floodplain are defined as two distinct reservoirs which are connected in the way that
the flooded water spilled out from river channel can be stored in the floodplain. River
channel morphology is determined by empirical parameters; on the other hand,
floodplain topography (which describes the relation among floodplain storage, water
depth and flooded areas) is objectively extracted from GDBD and SRTM30 datasets.
Therefore, the flooded area within each grid cell can be diagnostically calculated from
the water volumes in the river channel and floodplain.
Second, horizontal water transport is simulated with a river network map and a river
routing. The river network map indicates the downstream grid of each grid. Here a
novel algorithm is developed to derive the river network map automatically from the
flow direction map of GDBD, so the high resolution modeling (up to 8km grid
resolution) is made possible. Flow velocity and discharge for each grid is determined
by the diffusive wave equation considering water surface gradient and water storage
in each reservoir. To reflect the differences in water depth and boundary roughness
between river channels and floodplain, the water flux is calculated separately for each
reservoir. Moreover, the introduction of diffusive wave equation makes it possible to
represent the backwater effect, which can not be negligible for flat river basins such as
the Amazon basin where the floodplain inundation is highly dynamical.
The input water flux (runoff) of the developed GRRM is from a land surface model
simulation with an ‘off-line’ coupling between them. for each timestep, runoff is input
into non-inundated grids and the P-E (precipitation minus evaporation) is added to
inundated areas. For the grids where the non-inundated and inundated areas co-exist
together, both runoff and P-E are added to the two reservoirs according to the
proportion of their areas.
Using the newly developed GRRM, high-resolution hydrological simulation can be
executed. The simulated river discharges are compared with in-situ observations at the
daily time scale. It is found that the previous models without floodplain dynamics
overestimate the peaks of flood discharge for almost all river basins because of the
unrealistic assumption that the height of river embankment is infinite in previous
models. In contrast, the newly developed GRRM model shows a reasonably well fit to
observed discharges as a result of the inclusion of floodplain dynamics, which store
flooded water and decreases river water depth at peak floods. In additional to
floodplain storages, we also found that the introduction of diffusive wave equation is
necessary for the cases of rather flat river basins like Amazon.
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With the consideration of the sub-grid scale river morphology, the newly developed
GRRM can represent the dynamics of inundated floodplains which expand or contract
along with river channels. The inundated area simulation is validated with the satellite
observations. It is found that the simulated spatial floodplain inundation mimics
pattern to the corresponding observations. Also we found that the annual average and
seasonal variation of inundated areas agree well with the observations.
In summary, with the improved river discharge simulation at the daily time scale and
the first representation of floodplain inundation in the global scale, we can conclude
that the GRRM developed in this study is a versatile tool for hydrological studies and
water resources management.

MODELING OF N2O AND NO EMISSIONS FROM SOILS IN
TERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS
Xiaojuan Yang and Atul Jain
Dept. of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Illinois
xyang5@uiuc.edu

Nitrous oxide (N2O) is not only one of the most important greenhouse gases, it is also
involved in the depletion of stratospheric ozone. Nitric Oxide (NO) is a chemically
active gas involved in tropospheric photochemistry and ozone regulation. Soils under
natural vegetation and agriculture are one of the main sources of N2O and NO through
nitrification and denitrification processes. Current estimates of N2O and NO emissions
on regional to global scales are based on the upscaling of limited measurements from
specific measurement sites, which have large uncertainty because of the heterogeneity
of the soils and the seasonal and interannual variability in climate.
Here a geographically explicit process-based terrestrial carbon-nitrogen cycle
component of the Integrated Science Assessment Model (ISAM) with a fully dynamic
nitrogen cycle is used to estimate N2O and NO emissions from terrestrial ecosystems.
In addition, the impacts of increasing CO2, climate change, N deposition, and land use
change on the emission of N2O and NO from soil from 1765 to 2000 are investigated.
The ISAM model includes all the major nitrogen dynamics processes such as
immobilization, mineralization, leaching, nitrification, denitrification, volatilization
and N uptake by plants. In addition, a N gas model was developed in ISAM to
estimate nitrogen trace gas such as N2O and NO during nitrification and
denitrification. Controls over nitrification and associated N2O and NO emissions are
soil texture, soil NH4 content, soil moisture content, soil temperature and soil pH.
Controls over denitrification and associated N2O and NO emissions are soil
heterotrophic respiration rate, soil NO3 content, soil water content, and soil texture.
The N cycle submodel is calibrated and validated here with extensive field data from
the Trace Gas Network (TRAGNET). TRAGNET includes N gas fluxes data from 29
sites in United States, which include grassland, forest, and cropland areas
encompassing a gradient of climate conditions and soil properties.
In comparison to field measurements, the model is able to capture the temporal trends
and magnitude of the N2O emissions quite well. Generally the climate and soil
moisture control on N2O and NO emissions are reflected in the simulations, and well
in accordance with the observations. The high emissions of N2O during spring time at
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some sites however are not captured by the model. This could have been caused by
the model’s inability to capture the dramatic changes of soil water content when snow
melts at that time. The calibrated and validated model was applied on the global scale
to study the sources of N2O and NO from terrestrial ecosystems. Our preliminary
results show that global emissions from soils are 6.2 Tg N and 7.6 Tg N yr -1 for N2O
and NO respectively in pre-industrial time. Our results also show that tropical forest
and tropical savanna are the major sources of N2O and NO, while there are very low
emissions at high latitude regions, which are consistent with both measurements and
previous modeling studies. Our preliminary results also show that N2O and NO
emissions are sensitive to climate change, but not to CO2. In addition, N deposition
and land use change have led to the large increase of N2O and NO emissions.

CHANGES IN THE ASIAN MONSOON CLIMATE DURING 17001850 INDUCED BY PRE-INDUSTRIAL CULTIVATION
Tetsuzo Yasunari(1,2), Kumiko Takata(2,3), and Kazuyuki Saito(2,3)
(1) Hydrospheric Atmospheric Research Center(HyARC), Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
(2) Frontier Research Center for Global Change(FRCGC), JAMSTEC, Japan
(3) International Arctic Research Center(IARC), University of Alaska Fairbanks, USA
yasunari@hyarc.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Land-surface condition is one of the important elements for determining the monsoon
climate. In monsoon Asia, where more than 50% of the world population is
concentrated, land use/cover change has remarkably occurred due to agricultural
development particularly since the 17-18th century. Particularly in India and China the
forested area decreased from 40-50% to 10-15% of the whole territories mainly due to
cultivation and urbanization in 1700 through 1850). Here, we examined the impact of
the land use/cover change on the Asian summer monsoon activity during this period,
by using a General Circulation Model(GCM). In this pre-industrial period,
anthropogenic increase of greenhouse gases and aerosls are negligible, and thus, the
land use/cover change is thought to be a unique human-induced forcing to climate.
We examined the actual impacts of land cover/use changes using a global historical
vegetation map reconstructed for the last 300 years. In the first half of the period,
from 1700 to 1850, intensive cultivation activities continually occurred over the
Indian subcontinent and over eastern China in Asia. Croplands in India have
continued to increase since the 17th century when the British East India Company
embarked upon the Mughal Empire. Croplands expanded explosively in China in the
1700's in response to the introduction of new crops (e.g., corn, sweet potato, peanut)
and to the rapid increase in population under the favorable economic policies of the
Qing Dynasty.
In the western Indian subcontinent and in southeastern China, the summer monsoonal
wind blows from the ocean to the land in the lower troposphere. Since winds usually
decelerate over land due to the large surface roughness, atmospheric moisture
convergence and hence precipitation are large in those regions. Most of the
agricultural cultivation during 1700-1850 occurred on forest, causing the surface
roughness to decrease due to the reductions in vegetation height and leaf amount
(specified as Leaf Area Index, LAI). As a result, the surface wind speed increased.
This effect reached the lower troposphere as seen in the changes in 850 hPa wind
field. That resulted in a reduction in the moisture convergence and the precipitation in
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the western Indian subcontinent (hereafter the IND region) and in southeastern China
(hereafter the SCH region). The reduction in precipitation reduced the surface soil
moisture and hence the local evaporation, creating a positive-feedback to further
precipitation reduction.
A vegetation change from forest to cropland resulted in an increase in the surface
albedo due to the decrease in LAI and the increase in leaf reflectivity. However,
effects of the increase in surface albedo were overshaded by a decrease in clouds in
the IND and SCH regions associated with the significant decrease in precipitation. As
a result, the net shortwave radiation (i.e., absorbed at the surface) was increased in
those regions. On the other hand, net shortwave radiation was decreased in the
northern part of eastern China (hereafter the ECH region) where the surface albedo
had increased and precipitation remained unchanged. That would decrease the surface
temperature in part of ECH region.
As a result of the overall changes in precipitation, temperature, and large-scale
circulation induced by agricultural development, a Tibetan anticyclone in the upper
troposphere weakened in 1850. The weakening of the Asian summer monsoon by
cultivation was also interpreted using a regional climate model. The North Pacific
high also weakened in 1850, which was associated with the weakened Tibetan
anticyclone. This weakening of the North Pacific high resulted in the slight increase in
moisture convergence in the ECH region, which countracted the slight decrease of
evaporation over there.
We compared our results to the available estimates of pre-industrial climate derived
from proxy data of the Himalayan ice core analysis, which are qualitatively and
quantitatively consistent with our simulated result. This high level of agreement might
be related to the "hot spots", one of which is located in India, where the impact of the
lower boundary conditions (e.g., soil moisture) on precipitation has been shown to be
very high. In contemporary times, changes in land cover/land use need to combine
with increases in greenhouse gases and aerosols to impact the Asian monsoon climate.
The results will be available in Takata et al. (Proc.Nat.Acad.Sci., 2009 in revision.)

ON THE PHYSICS AND DYNAMICS OF LAND-USE IMPACTS
ON THE MONSOON CLIMATE
Huqiang Zhang
Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research, Melbourne, Australia
h.zhang@bom.gov.au

Through an Australia-China climate change bilateral project, we have investigated the
potential impacts of land-use in the Asian monsoon region. This study is focused on
exploring uncertainties in climate model simulations of such impacts. Firstly, a series
of 55-yr integrations using a global model with multi land-surface configurations are
conducted which allow us to explore the degree of uncertainty in the model land-use
simulations caused by land-surface modelling itself and compare the model-simulated
land-use signal to its intrinsic variability. Results showed that imposed land-use
changes can alter regional climate simulated by the model, largely due to changes in
surface albedo and surface roughness. Such processes are affected in only a secondary
manner by different land-surface modelling configurations in this model with a weak
land-air coupling strength. Due to strong rainfall variations in the Asian monsoon,
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land-use impacts on the monsoon climate operate effectively under two different
regimes in its surface energy balance: radiation-controlled and evaporation-controlled.
We have also explored dominant atmospheric dynamical processes responsible for such
model-simulated impacts. The global model showed consistent signals of changes in
atmospheric low-level vertical profile and regional circulations responding to LUC. In
northern winter, the model-simulated rainfall reduction and surface cooling are
associated with an enhanced southward penetration of dry and cold air mass, which
impedes warm and humid air reaching the region for generating cold-front rainfall. In its
summer, an enhanced cyclonic circulation responding to LUC further blocks the
northeast penetration of southwestly summer monsoon flow into the region and results
in rainfall decreases and a surface warming. Furthermore, by comparing the global
model results with a set of high resolution regional climate model simulations with the
same land-use data, we have assessed uncertainty in such model results due to their skills
in simulating detailed monsoon circulations in the region. Contrasting the global and
regional model results, it reveals similar changes in winter rainfall but opposite features
in summer rainfall responses. In the global model, there is a cyclonic low-level
circulation pattern over the South China Sea and adjacent region, an unsatisfactory
feature commonly seen in other global climate models. With the reduction in surface
roughness following LUC, such a deficiency becomes more prominent which further
results in a weakened south/southwestly summer monsoon flow and rainfall reduction.
In contrast, in the regional model, its southwestly summer monsoon flow is further
enhanced due to the same process as reduced surface roughness. The enhanced monsoon
flow further pushes the East Asian monsoon rainfall belt more northward and increases
summer rainfall in the Yangtze River region. This study highlights the need for better
monsoon simulations in climate models to produce reliable climate change projections in
the region.
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TRENDS IN TROPICAL RAIN RATE DISTRIBUTION AND
AEROSOL INTERACTIONS
Long S. Chiu(1), R. Chokngamwong(2), Tseon Hei Har(2)
(1) Institute of Space and Earth Information Science, The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong SAR and Geography and GeoInformation Science, George Mason University,
Fairfax VA USA
(2) Institute of Space and Earth Information Science, The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong SAR
longchiu@cuhk.edu.hk

Variations and trends of the probability distribution function (PDF) of the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) pentad rainfall over the tropics are
analyzed separately over land and ocean for the period 1979-2007. Linear trend
analyses show that over the ocean, there are significant increase in the heavy rain and
light rain (drizzle) categories while a decrease is observed in moderate rain, consistent
with the trends found in tropical analysis. However, over land, light rain shows a
significant decrease, which is opposite to that over the ocean. Rainfall occurs more
frequently over tropical sea, while increasing occurrence of drought and heavy rain
are found over tropical land.
Monthly oceanic rain rates have been estimated using the Microwave Emission
brightness Temperature Histogram Technique (METH) (Wilheit et al., 1991; Shin and
Chiu, JAOT, 2008). The technique matches a monthly microwave brightness
temperature histogram to a mixed-rain rate distribution. Among the output rain rate
parameters from METH are the rain fraction, mean and standard deviation of the
conditional rain rate. From these parameters, the monthly rain rate PDFs can be
computed. The rain rate PDF from METH are analyzed for trends and variabilities.
The results are in general consistent with the GPCP pentad data.
The rain rate PDFs are further analyzed based on the amount of aerosol as indicated
by the aerosol optical depth (AOD) retrieved from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
SpectroRadiometer (MODIS). The 29-year averages of light rain and heavy rain
decrease with increase in AOD, especially for AOD > 0.5. Both light rain and heavy
rain show positive trends for all AOD categories but with decreasing magnitude. For
regions with AOD >= 0.5, heavy rain has the largest increasing linear trend. Heavily
polluted areas experience less occurrence of rainfall, as evidenced by the increasing
number of no rain occurrence in high AOD areas. The results suggest the suppression
of light rain by aerosols in highly polluted areas and the invigoration of intense rain
by aerosols. Specific case studies are carried out in the Sahara desert and in southeast
China. The total rainfall over the Saharan area show significant decrease over the past
29 years. Rainfall occurs less frequently for all rain rate bin values over the past 29
years with the fractional decrease up to 85%. The huge negative trends in the low rain
rate bins are responsible for the decrease in light rain spectrum over the whole land
area. For southeast China, a larger amount and a higher frequency of rainfall have
been recorded. This increase is higher than both the changes over sea or land. Heavy
rain occurs more frequently in this region over the past 29 years.
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THE IMPACT OF THE MESOSCALE CONVECTIVE SYSTEMS
(MCS) ON AEROSOL PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL
PROPERTIES, FOCUSING ON HYGROSCOPICITY, DURING
THE AMMA CAMPAIGN
S. Crumeyrolle(1,2), L. Gomes(2), P. Tulet(2), A. Matsuki(1,3), A. Schwarzenboeck(1), H.
Venzac(1), P. Laj(1), O. Laurent(1), G. Momboisse(1),(2), and T. Bourrianne(2)
(1) Laboratoire de Météorologie Physique, Blaise Pascal University, Clermont-Ferrand,
France
(2) Metéo-France, Toulouse, France
(3) Kanazawa University, Japan
S.Crumeyrolle@opgc.univ-bpclermont.fr

During the AMMA field campaign, the French ATR-42 aircraft flew with an aerosol
instrumental settings. Measurements taken on-board enabled us to observe and study,
first, the size and concentration characteristics and, further, the chemical properties. In
addition, one cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) counter was installed aboard the ATR42. These measurements were carried out to improve the knowledge of the
hygroscopic properties of aerosol in the West African region. In this study we will
focus on the impact of the mesoscale convective systems (MCS) on aerosols.
The study of the MCS is based on two flights, one before and another one after the
passage of a convective system. The flight plans being similar, the differences
observed on aerosol properties can be allotted to the MCS. The two cases studied are
those of 1st and 2nd of July and of 14th and 15th of August, 2006, respectively before
and after the monsoon onset. In comparing the CCN/CN ratio before and after the
MCS, we can observe an increase of the hygroscopic characteristics of the Saharan
Aerosol Layer (SAL) for the first case, and a decrease for the second case. This
discrepancy may be due to a difference of the aerosol chemical composition. During
the second case (August), the observations show more larger particles in the SAL
after the passage of the MCS, involving dust lifting up, and the presence of biomass
burning air masses, originating from South Africa, above the sampling zone. Dust and
biomass burning aerosols are well known as hydrophobic particles.
In order to better explain the differences between both cases, we will use the French
3D mesoscale model MesoNH. This model will allow us to better understand the
aerosols lifting up in front of the MCS due to a density courant and the aerosol
vertical distribution after the passage of the MCS.

THE APPLICATION OF 1D-VAR CLOUD MICROPHYSICS
DATA ASSIMILATION SYSTEM (CMDAS) FOR IMPROVING
THE CLOUD PARAMETERS RETRIEVALS OVER THE
MEDJERDA BASIN BY AMSR-E SATELLITE DATA
Mirza Cyrus Raza, Toshio Koike, Kun Yang, Tobias Graf
University of Tokyo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8656, Japan
craza@hydra.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp

Cloud amounts significantly control the earth’s radiation budgets through the change
in albedo for short-wave radiation and the out-going long wave radiation. Also, cloud
systems cause large radiative and latent heat evaporation cooling/heating to the
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atmosphere. Inhomogeneous diabatic heating associated with clouds produces
available potential energy and drives the atmospheric motion with various scales. In
numerical simulation models, shortcomings of cloud parameterization considerably
limit their predictability for short and medium-range predictions and bring large
uncertainties to climate projection. Therefore there is a need of higher-resolution
advanced regional models alongwith accurate inclusion of cloud microphysical
processes for reliable weather forecasting and climate prediction, which requires a
reliable specification of the initial atmospheric conditions.
Therefore to have accurate estimate of the spatial distributions and temporal variations
of the cloud microphysics parameters, we need to develop a variational data
assimilation system for cloud microphysics based on satellite observations. The
selection of variational data assimilations scheme in the present research is also due to
its characteristics of offering the possibility of achieving the optimal performance of
Kalman filters with the computational efficiency of sub optimal methods. Also
variational methods do not explicitly evaluate the large error covariance matrices
which are propagated by Kalman filters. Instead, variational algorithms
simultaneously process all of the data within a given time period (or “assimilation
window”) and the adjustment process is simultaneous. The adjusted states at all times
are influenced by all of the observations over the assimilation window.
It is believe that the initialization and forecast of the state variables of the variational
cloud microphysics data assimilation system for warm and cold cloud processes might
be improved by the assimilation of remotely sensed data. Therefore having such
intention in mind, an efficient algorithm of one dimensional variational (1DVAR)
Cloud Microphysics Data Assimilation System (CMDAS) has been developed to
solve the initialization of the state variables using available in-situ and satellite
observations over the ocean by considering the integrated cloud liquid water
(ICLWC) and integrated water vapor (IWV) content as assimilation parameters.
The general framework of CMDAS includes the Lin Ice cloud microphysics scheme
as the model operator, a 4-stream fast microwave radiative transfer model in the
atmosphere as observation operator and a heuristic minimization approach called
Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE), which is capable of minimizing the cost function
without using an adjoint model (gradient vector).
CMDAS is applied over the Medjerda Basin by using Advanced Microwave Scanning
Radiometer (AMSR-E) satellite data in Tunisia. CMDAS assimilates satellite
microwave radiometer data set of AMSR-E at channels of 89.0H GHz & 23.0H GHz
and retrieves ICLWC & IWV. The potential of the CMDAS is investigated to modify
the cloud properties by considering the assimilation parameters of ICLWC and IWV
and to introduce the heterogeneity into the initial state of the atmosphere. The
modeled results of CMDAS with the observed AMSR-E Tb 89.0H GHz and 23.0H
GHz values identify clearly their effects on the cloud distribution mapping and show
the comparable structure of cloud system with cloud fraction image of AIRS having
resolution of one degree. CMDAS has improved the performance of cloud
microphysics schemes significantly by the intrusion of heterogeneity into the external
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System Final
global gridded analysis data (GFS-FNL, which resultantly improved atmospheric
initial conditions.
CMDAS has potential to assimilate passive microwave remote sensing observations
into the cloud microphysics scheme and whose output can be used to improve initial
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conditions of the atmospheric model. By the downscaling manner, initial conditions
for local grid scale model can be obtained for having reliable precipitation forecast
over the ungauged basins. In near future, CMDAS application and validation over the
land could be further performed by coupling it with a land data assimilation system
(LDAS). Adequate estimates of land surface variables could be obtained with this
system by providing detailed spatial patterns of precipitation and quantitative
precipitation data to the soil moisture data assimilation. Furthermore, it is also
possible to perform the sensitivity analysis under different weather events to see
which has more potential to produce the better initial conditions and how much these
improved initial conditions will have positive impact on the reliable estimation of
precipitation by using the non-hydrostatic regional atmospheric models.

DO AEROSOLS INFLUENCE PRECIPITATION ON A LARGE
SCALE? ONE LOOK ON POTENTIAL AEROSOL IMPACT ON
HYDROLOGICAL PATHWAYS
Anders Engström(1), Annica Ekman(2), David Noone(3)
(1) Department of Meteorology, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
(2) Department of Meteorology, Stockholm University, Stockholm, Sweden
(3) Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder, USA
anderse@misu.su.se

Aerosol impacts on climate are often divided into two different categories: the direct
radiative impact due to the inherent ability of aerosols to scatter and absorb sunlight
and the indirect radiative impact which arises due to the important role aerosols play
in cloud and precipitation formation. Recent studies have suggested that clouds
developing in regions with a high aerosol loading might precipitate less, thus
increasing the lifetime of the cloud (the second indirect effect). However, it has also
been suggested that deep convective clouds might experience an increase in
precipitation due to invigorated updrafts caused by a heavy loading of aerosols.
The present study examines the potential aerosol impact on hydrological pathways by
studying satellite retrieved water isotope ratios derived from the Tropospheric
Emission Spectrometer (TES). Lighter isotopes of water vapour (H2O) preferentially
evaporate whereas heavier isotopes (HDO) preferentially condense. The isotopic
composition of ocean water is known and thus by studying the ratio of HDO and H2O
it is possible to investigate which hydrological process dominate over a certain region
and link these to the conditions that prevail when condensation occurs in clouds. The
question we ask is: Can differences in the isotopic composition of water vapour over
regions dominated by precipitation be linked to differences in the day-to-day aerosol
loading? We focus on the periods of DJF and JJF 2005-2008 over the Amazon and
Asian monsoon region where aerosol effects on precipitation are thought to be
pronounced. Water isotope ratios are compared with the aerosol optical depth (AOD)
history calculated by using 5-day back trajectories and AOD retrievals from the
MODIS instrument onboard the Aqua and Terra satellites.
We hope to conclude whether aerosols may act to change the isotopic fractionation
when condensation occurs and aim to investigate if such a fractionation can be
translated into actual changes in rainfall rates over tropical regions. A possible impact
from aerosols on the isotopic composition could be an important part in quantifying
aerosol effects on precipitation on a global scale.
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IMPACT OF AEROSOLS OVER THE PRECIPITATION IN INDO
- GANGETIC PLAINS
Hashmi Fatima, H. C. Upadhaya and O. P. Sharma
Centre for Atmospheric Sciences, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi
hashmifatima@gmail.com

The effect of anthropogenic emissions from activities, such as fossil fuel, biomass,
and biofuel burning; transportation; and land-clearing; have a profound impact on the
climate system. The impact of these activities is manifested in observed changes in
temperature, precipitation, sea-level rise, melting of glaciers, air quality, health, and
agriculture yields, to name a few. The obvious question to ask is the role that these
different processes play in affecting climate and what action could one impose to
curtail or constrain adverse human induced impacts on climate. Greenhouse gases
have long been studied, as they play a major role in changing climate. But over the
past 10–20 years, aerosols have emerged as the other big contenders in climate change
studies. This work focuses on the current understanding of the effects of aerosols on
climate, with an emphasis on the thermodynamical and direct and indirect aerosol
effects.
Several different nucleation mechanisms have been proposed to explain atmospheric
sulphate aerosol formation, including binary nucleation of H2SO4 – H2O and ioninduced nucleation. However, the exact mechanism of new particle formation is still
uncertain. In the middle and lower troposphere, nucleation frequently occurs where
classical binary nucleation theory does not predict new particle formation. Ions are
effective nucleating agents and aerosol precursors because they form very stable
clusters. Here, we have compared the results of binary homogeneous nucleation with
ion induced nucleation mechanism. Ion induced nucleation mechanism gives new
particles formation in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. It has been
approved in our 5 years simulation experiments.
Estimation of the direct and indirect effect of anthropogenic sulphate aerosol from
Atmospheric General Circulation Model with cloud related properties and aerosol has
been done but there remain several uncertainties caused by the simplifying
assumptions, which were adopted. We have incorporated dust, sea-salt, soot particles
along with sulphate aerosols to make the model more comprehensive. The present
study uses the Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique model (LMD, version 3.3) for
studying the impact of aerosols on the Indian monsoons. The main objective of the
present study is to examine the radiative properties and impact of aerosols over the
precipitation in the Indo - Gangetic plains. Indo – Gangetic plains come under the
recently identified regional hotspots for field campaign data which are characterized
by heavy aerosol loading over large areas with abundant atmospheric moisture. Most
of the aerosols in the IGP region are absorbing species – black carbon from coal,
biofuel and biomass burning, as well as dust transported from the Middle East and the
Thar Deserts.
The simulations experiments are in progress for analysing the long term effect of
aerosols over the rainfall. It has been observed that both observations and modelling
studies show that pollution aerosol increase cloud drop concentrations and reduce
average drop size. However, the effects on precipitation on the ground are much more
difficult to quantify as once the precipitation process is altered, the dynamics of
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clouds and mesoscale systems also change in a nonlinear way. Thus the effects of
aerosols on precipitation become much less predictable.

AEROSOL, CLOUDS, PRECIPITATION AND SELFORGANISATION OF STRATOCUMULUS
Graham Feingold(1), Hailong Wang(2)

(1) NOAA/Earth System Research Laboratory, Boulder Colorado, USA
(2) CIRES and NOAA/Earth System Research Laboratory, Boulder Colorado, USA
graham.feingold@noaa.gov

Satellite imagery of marine stratocumulus regions often reveals the existence of
cellular structures that appear to be manifestations of self-organizing properties of the
cloud field. These striking features present themselves as either bright cloudy cells
ringed by darker edges (closed cells) or dark cellular regions ringed by bright cloudy
edges (open cells). The starkly different reflectance patterns associated with these
cellular structures are of great interest from the perspective of planetary albedo.
Observations (Stevens et al., 2005; Sharon et al., 2006) and modeling studies (SovicJovcic and Stevens, 2008; Xue et al. 2008; Wang and Feingold, 2009) have implicated
aerosol particles, particularly those that act as cloud condensation nuclei, as one of the
controls on the self-organizing properties of stratocumulus. Non-precipitating clouds
that typically exist in regions of higher background aerosol loading prefer the closed
cell state, while cleaner precipitating clouds favour the open cell structure.
We will present large eddy modeling simulations over domains on the order of 100
km that explore the processes associated with the formation and growth of open cells.
We will use these results to test conceptual models of the structure of open and closed
cellular boundary layers. Finally, we will explore the boundary region between clean
and polluted regions and show how aerosol gradients can generate mesoscale
circulations that play a major role in determining cloud microphysics and
morphology.
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THE EFFECT OF TURBULENCE ON CLOUD
MICROSTRUCTURE, PRECIPITATION FORMATION AND THE
ORGANISATION OF STRATOCUMULUS AND SHALLOW
CUMULUS CONVECTION
Charmaine Franklin
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The effect of aerosols on clouds remains one of the largest sources of uncertainty in
climate studies and many of the complex aerosol-cloud interactions are associated
with cloud microphysical processes. To enable greater confidence in climate
projections one of the processes that requires a quantitative analysis is the second
indirect aerosol effect, which is the effect from enhanced aerosol concentrations in
clouds suppressing drizzle and prolonging cloud lifetimes. To be able to quantify this
effect with any real certainty, the cloud microphysical processes must be accurately
represented in global climate models, in particular the autoconversion process, which
describes the collision and coalescence of small cloud droplets to form larger
raindrops. Studies have demonstrated how changing autoconversion schemes in
models can decrease the globally averaged second indirect aerosol effect by 60%,
highlighting the need for increased understanding and a more accurate
parameterisation of autoconversion. Recently a double moment warm rain
parameterisation has been developed that includes the effects of turbulence (Franklin
2008, JAS). This parameterisation has been implemented in a large-eddy model to
investigate the impact of turbulence effects on shallow cloud microstructure and
morphology. Understanding cloud microphysics in shallow clouds is important for
quantifying the aerosol effect on climate because the albedo effect of low clouds is
greater than their greenhouse effect, which could reduce global temperatures with
increased aerosol loading.
Large-eddy simulations of shallow cumulus convection and stratocumulus show that
different precipitation-dynamical feedbacks occur in these regimes when the effect of
turbulence is included in cloud droplet collisions through the processes of
autoconversion, accretion and self-collection. Turbulence has a greater effect on the
simulated precipitation rates in the shallow convection case, where the higher
turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rates produce a more rapid conversion of cloud
water to rain water. The much weaker dissipation rates in the stratocumulus case,
however, also show a marked change in the simulated precipitation when the effects
of turbulence on microphysical processes are included in the model. Both cases
produce greater evaporation rates of rain water, which cause a change in the
thermodynamics of the subcloud layer and increase the horizontal variability and
turbulent kinetic energy in this region. In both cases the lower and more variable
cloud fractions associated with the turbulence simulations suggests that the
evaporation of the enhanced precipitation plays an important role in reorganising the
circulations. In the stratocumulus case the enhanced evaporation leads to stronger
circulations, greater variability and turbulent kinetic energy throughout the boundary
layer. Thus for this case, the turbulence effects on cloud microphysical processes has
a positive feedback on the generation of precipitation. The opposite is true for the
shallow convection case. While the subcloud layer of the shallow convection
simulation features enhanced turbulent kinetic energy in the turbulent case, within the
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cloud layer the increased rain water produces a net latent heating that reduces the
entrainment and subsequently the buoyancy production of turbulent kinetic energy.
This results in a reduction of turbulent kinetic energy throughout the cloud layer,
particularly in the upper levels where the enhancement of rain water production by
turbulence effects predominately takes place. Sensitivity tests show that by including
the turbulence effects on the cloud microphysical processes overcomes the need to
artificially reduce aerosol loading to obtain realistic precipitation rates.
Sensitivity studies for the stratocumulus case where the cloud droplet number
concentration is varied show agreement with the conceptual model that greater aerosol
loading, as manifested in greater cloud droplet number concentrations, suppresses
precipitation formation and leads to larger cloud fractions. Other studies have shown
that increased precipitation in stratocumulus clouds can lead to a reduction of liquid
water path and cloud fraction. While the same result was found in this study for the
cloud fraction, the liquid water paths for both the non-turbulent and turbulent
simulations do not show a montonic decrease in liquid water path as cloud droplet
number is decreased and therefore, precipitation is increased. The inclusion of
turbulence effects on the cloud microphysical processes reduces the cloud fraction but
increases the liquid water path in the drizzling stratocumulus clouds considered in this
case study. This means that previous studies of aerosol effects on clouds and
precipitation that have not considered these turbulence effects may have
overestimated the cloud fractions and underestimated the liquid water paths and
precipitation rates.

IMPACT OF BIOMASS BURNING AEROSOL ON THE
MONSOON CIRCULATION TRANSITION OVER AMAZONIA
Rong Fu, Yan Zhang, Robert Dickinson
The University of Texas at Austin, Department of Geological Sciences
rongfu@jsg.utexas.edu

We will report the results from ensemble simulations of a regional climate model
(RegCM3), forced by aerosol radiative forcing estimated by MODIS- GOCART. The
simulated circulation and rainfall patterns agree generally well with observations.
The simulations suggest that aerosols, mostly produced by biomass burning, can work
against the seasonal monsoon circulation transition, thus re-enforce the dry season
rainfall pattern for Southern Amazonia. Within the smoke center in Southern
Amazonia (where aerosol optical depth > 0.3), strongly absorbing smoke aerosols
stabilize the lower troposphere by warming the top of aerosol layer and by reducing
solar radiation and temperature at the land surface. Warming above the smoke layer
also occurs by increased subsidence promoted by the enhanced thermodynamic
stability in the smoke layer. These changes not only stabilize the entire lower
troposphere, but also increase the surface pressure in the smoke center and so weaken
the southward surface pressure gradient between northern and southern Amazonia that
drives the moisture transport to southern Amazonia. Consequently, an anomalous
moisture divergence occurs in the smoke center in southern Amazonia and an
anomalous convergence occurs in northwestern Amazonia (5 S-5 N, 60 W-70 W).
This anomalous circulation pattern re-enforces rainfall in northwestern Amazonia, and
dryness within the smoke center in the southern Amazonia. The increased
atmospheric thermodynamic stability, surface pressure, and divergent flow in
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Southern Amazonia may inhibit synoptic cyclonic activities propagated from
extratropical South America, and re-enforce winter-like synoptic cyclonic activities
and rainfall in southeastern Brazil, Paraguay and northeastern Argentina. Evidently,
the radiative effect of the aerosols impacts local atmospheric thermodynamic stability,
leading to change in the large-scale circulation pattern that appears to re-enforce the
dry season rainfall pattern.

BOREAL FORESTS, AEROSOLS, CLOUDS AND CLIMATE –
CLOSING THE FEEDBACK LOOP
Laurens Ganzeveld, Ruud Janssen, Pavel Kabat
Earth System Science-Climate Change (ESS-CC), Wageningen University and Research
Centre, P.O. Box 47, 6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands
laurens.ganzeveld@wur.nl

It has been hypothesized that the aerosol being formed from oxidation of Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs) emitted by vegetation is involved in an important
negative feedback mechanism which may influence the response of the boreal forest
to climate change [1, 2]. When VOC’s are oxidized into Secondary Organic Aerosol
(SOA) they will lead to an increase in the number of Cloud Condensation Nuclei
(CCN) and thereby change cloud properties, such as the albedo. This may cause a
change in the surface energy balance and temperature, which in turn directly affect
VOC emission whereas an indirect affect on VOC emissions is imposed by a change
in vegetation productivity.
In a first effort to close the feedback loop, we have used a conceptual model which
contains descriptions of all parts of the feedback in the simplest possible way.
Herewith we were able to perform a semi-quantitative analysis of this feedback
mechanism with an emphasis on the various timescales involved in this feedback.
We will present the outcomes of this model regarding the influence of this feedback
loop on the surface radiation balance and the productivity of the boreal forest and
discuss how this feedback may influence the resilience of the boreal forest to climate
change.
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DETECTION OF CLIMATE HAZARDS (DROUGHT) OVER
INDONESIA BASED ON THE ANALYSIS OF SST DATA
ANOMALY OVER INDO-PACIFIC REGION
Eddy Hermawan
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Jln. Dr. Djundjunan No. 133, Bandung 40173, Indonesia
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As we know, Indonesia is one of the most important region in the Equatorial place,
since this region is mostly covered by the very active or deeply convection that we
call as the Indonesia Maritime Continent (IMC). This is very unique continent, since
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Indonesia is located between two greet continent (Asia and Australia) and two greet
ocean (Pacific and Indian). Consequently, the surface meteorological elements in this
region is characterized by “Monsoon Climate” that should be considered as part of the
oscillation in the coupled ocean/land/atmosphere system, which involves the largest
continent and the largest ocean. This monsoon climate has typical rainy (December,
January, February) and dry season (June, July, August). In this present study, we
mainly focused on a very long drought that already occurred in 1982, and 1997,
respectively. It indicates that a very long drought almost occurred every 15 years
period. Since, drought is triggering by the combination of both phenomena (El-Niño
and Dipole Mode Positive) coming together in the same time, we suspect those
phenomena should be investigated more clearly. The other one is we found that the
Intra Seasonal Variability (ISV), especially of the characteristics and mechanism of
Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) that oscillate between 30-60 days should be in
investigated more, since only from MJO event we can select how long exactly impact
of those phenomena coming to Indonesia. The complexity the mechanism of those
phenomena (El-Niño, Dipole Mode, and MJO), especially on the rainfall variability
over Indonesia will be discussed in this present study.
Keywords : El-Niño, Dipole Mode, and MJO

IMPACT OF BLACK CARBON ON REGIONAL CLIMATE
OVER SOUTH-EAST ASIA AND VIETNAM IN NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS
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Asia is the region of the great source global black carbon (BC) emission and this trend
is expected to increase in the near future. BC stands after only carbon dioxide (CO2)
in the list of climate change contributors. BC can directly absorb solar radiation or
mix with other aerosols to form atmospheric brown clouds which absorb incoming
solar radiation and prevent it from reaching the surface, warming the atmosphere.
Clouds contain BC also prevent longwave from leaving the surface, warming the
ground. The relatively high-resolution and detailed physical parameterizations offered
by regional climate model are particularly suitable to describe the complexity of
aerosol processes.
Thus, in this study, the Regional Climate Model version 3 (RegCM3) is used to
investigate the possible effect of BC on regional climate in South-east Asia and
Vietnam. RegCM3 is integrated continuously from 01 January 2000 to 01 January
2001 over a large domain extending from 15S to 42N and from 75E to 135E with the
resolution of 54 km. Based on climate forcing (direct and feedback radiative forcing)
and the sources (biomass burning and fossil fuel combustion) of BC, four experiments
are established, responsively.
The influence of BC aerosol on the atmospheric radiation transfer, air temperature,
and rainfall are analyzed. The simulation results show that BC aerosol induces a
positive radiative forcing at the top of the atmosphere, and a negative radiative forcing
at the surface in this region. The feedback radiative forcing intensifies these effects.
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Consequently, the near surface temperature (T2m) is almost increased in case of
feedback radiative forcing but decreased somewhat in case of only direct radiative
forcing experiment. The effect of BC on precipitation is in the contrary situation. In
general, anthropogenic BC warms the surface more strongly than biomass burning
BC. However, its impact on rainfall is in different and complex ways for China, India
and Indochina peninsula whose great BC loading.

AN OVERVIEW OF FIELD CAMPAIGN FOR DUST AEROSOL
EFFECT ON SEMI-ARID CLIMATE OVER NORTHWEST
CHINA
Jianping Huang(1), Jinsen Shi(1), Wu Zhang(1), Jianrong Bi(1), Si-Chee Tsay(2), Zhanqing
Li(3), Hongbin Chen(4), Qiang Ji(3), Xin Wang(1), Zhongwei Huang(1), Beidou Zhang(1),
Guoyin Wang(1), Lei Zhang(1)
(1) College of Atmospheric Sciences, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, China
(2) Laboratory for Atmospheres, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland,
USA
(3) Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, University of Maryland, College Park,
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(4) Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China
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Arid and semi-arid areas comprise about 30% of earth surface. Changes in climate
and climate variability will likely have a significant impact on these regions. Semiarid region over Northwest China is a special semi-arid land surface and part of dust
aerosol source. To improve understanding and capture the direct evident of the impact
of dust aerosol on semi-arid climate, the 2008 China-US joined field campaign are
conducted. Three sites involved this campaign, including one permanent site (SemiArid Climate & Environment Observatory of Lanzhou University (SACOL)) (located
in Yuzhong, 35.95 N/104.1 E), one SACOL’s Mobile Facility (SMF) (deployed in
Jintai, 37.57º N/104.23ºE) and the U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation
Measurements(ARM) Ancillary Facility (AAF mobile laboratories, SMARTCOMMIT) (deployed in Zhangye, 39.08ºN/100.27ºE). This study presents a
description the objectives, measurements, and sampling strategies for this joined
campaign. Preliminary observation results are also reviewed. Major dust episodes
captured during the campaign was investigated. Our results suggest that dust may act
have acted to exacerbate drought conditions via indirect/semi-direct effect and a
process of atmospheric stabilization. The dust aerosols warm clouds, increase the
evaporation of cloud droplets and further reduce cloud water path, the so-called semidirect effect. The semi-direct effect may play an important role in cloud development
over arid and semi-arid areas of East Asia and contribute to the reduction of
precipitation.
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AEROSOL EFFECT ON ICE CLOUD PARTICLE SIZE AND
ASSOCIATED PRECIPITATION: ANALYSES FROM MULTISATELLITE OBSERVATIONS
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The composition of the atmosphere has undergone dramatic changes in the past few
decades due to human-influenced activities. The quasi-exponential growth in world
population and industrialization has led to rapid increases in fossil fuel, bio-fuel, as
well as biomass burning emissions of aerosols. Numerous models have predicted that
these aerosols can affect the climate system indirectly by changing cloud properties,
such as the cloud particle sizes, and therefore affect condensation and evaporation
rates, latent heat release, collision coalescence efficiency, cloud reflectance, lifetime
and precipitation. However, the exact magnitude of these aerosol influences is still
quite uncertain. One of the main reasons for the large uncertainty of the aerosol
indirect effect is that it is extremely difficult to observe. Because clouds and aerosols
both scatter light, aerosols cannot be easily detected by satellite sensors when they are
inside or near clouds. One way to infer the presence of aerosols insider or near clouds
is to use another observable pollutant as a “proxy” for aerosol. One such aerosol
proxy is carbon monoxide (CO). CO and aerosols are both produced by incomplete
combustion that occurs, for example, in forest fires, coal burning power plants, and
fossil fuel powered automobiles. CO in the upper troposphere (UT) can be measured
by Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) inside UT ice clouds because the typical cloud
particle sizes are much smaller than the microwave wavelength. However, such
aerosol proxy can only be used with caution. For example, aerosols have removal
processes such as scavenging and wet deposition in rainy conditions that CO doesn't.
Also, the amount of CO in the UT is influenced not only by surface emission sources,
but also by the strength of convection.
This study examines the relation between UT CO and aerosol optical thickness (AOT)
to address whether the changes in CO loadings indicate the AOT changes. The ice
cloud effective radius (Re) and associated precipitation are also analyzed to
investigate the possible aerosol effects on ice clouds. The CO is from the Aura MLS,
AOT and Re are from Aqua MODIS, and precipitations are from TRMM 3B42
dataset. The analyses cover the period from August 2004 to December 2008. We
focus our analysis on five regions where CO and AOT concentrations are generally
high, namely South America (SAM), Southern Africa (SAF), northern-central Africa
(NAF), South Asia (SAS) and East Asia (EAS). Although AOT is generally positively
correlated with CO, there is considerable month to month variability in the AOT and
CO relations. We find that there are three categories of AOT-CO relations: “high COsensitivity”, “moderate CO-sensitivity”, and “CO-insensitivity”. For the high COsensitivity case, AOT increases rapidly with CO, especially when CO loading is high,
and the polluted cloud defined by high CO values are generally have smaller Re and
weaker precipitation than the clean clouds defined by low CO values. The high COsensitivity case corresponds to the biomass burning seasons over SAM and SAF. For
low CO-insensitivity case, AOT changes little with increasing CO, and thus the
polluted and clean clouds defined by the CO loading shows insignificant differences.
The low CO-insensitivity case corresponds to wet rainy seasons in SAM and SAF,
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most seasons in EAS except August and September, and during April-December in
NAF. The moderate CO-sensitivity case is between the high CO-sensitivity and low
CO-sensitivity, in which the AOT-CO correlation is positive but the increase of AOT
with CO is moderate. The moderate CO-sensitivity case appears in all seasons in SAS
and during the January-March intense biomass burning period in NAF, where smaller
Re and weaker precipitation are also observed for polluted clouds than for clean
clouds.
The categorization of CO-AOT relations appears to be related to aerosol composition.
In the high CO-sensitivity category, aerosol composition is dominated by both sulfate
and smoke associated with biomass burning, and there is no high frequency rainfall
which can wash out aerosol but not CO. In this case, CO is a reasonably good index of
AOT. For regions/seasons dominated by dust aerosol (such as NAF in summer and
EAS in winter) and anthropogenic sulfate aerosol (such as EAS in general), AOT and
CO bears little correlation; thus they fall into the low CO-sensitivity category.
Considering the globe as a whole, for the same amount of ice water content, the
polluted clouds tend to have smaller Re and weaker than the clean clouds, indicating
that increasing aerosol may reduce ice cloud particle size on the global average.
Our analysis further shows that in the high CO-sensitivity case, the Re-IWC-CO/AOT
relation can be represented by an empirical two-term (IWC and CO) parameterization,
in which the ice cloud Re depends both on the ice water content (IWC) and CO. In
low CO-sensitivity case, the Re depends mainly on the IWC term but has little
dependence on CO, and thus the empirical model reduces to a one-term (IWC
dependent) formula.

INTERACTION BETWEEN AEROSOLS AND HYDROLOGICAL
VARIABLES
Reza Khanbilvardi, Shayesteh Mahani and Brian Vant Hull
NOAA-CREST at the City College of the City University of New York (CUNY)
rk@ce.ccny.cuny.edu

Changes in climate conditions, which impact precipitation formation and intensity, are
cased by fluctuations in the amount of energy emitted by the sun, aerosols, and human
activities. The present study focuses on investigating the impacts of various types,
thickness, and density of aerosols on cloud and precipitation formation and sun energy
variability at global scale. Aerosols affect radiative forcing both directly, by scattering
and absorbing incoming solar radiation, and indirectly, by affecting the cloud’s optical
and microphysical properties. By altering cloud microphysics, aerosols can cause a
decrease in the precipitation efficiency, an increase in cloud lifetime, and an increase
in the amount of clouds. Remote sensing information, mostly from MODIS Collection
5 Level 2 atmospheric products, and in-situ based observations are used to investigate
the relationship between Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) and hydrological variables. To
study the effect of aerosol on average cloud optical depth, test-case analysis has been
performed indicating competing effects of aerosols on cloud microphysics and
dynamics. Two test areas over Canada and Siberia were selected to make use of the
wide range of aerosol loading due to forest fire smoke for June 15 – September 30 of
2002 – 2004. In order to have the same sun-satellite angles for two different locations
at the same time of day can the two study sites are selected at the same latitudes. Only
cloudy pixels with a minimum optical depth of 8 and cloud top temperature above 270
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K were selected to reduce errors due to surface contamination and ice
misclassification. Cloud optical thickness, cloud drop effective radius, and cloud
liquid water path versus AOD variability was examined of for 3 Water Vapor (WV)
levels. All three variables are seen to increase with AOD at low aerosol loading,
followed by a steady decrease. This initial increase may represent cloud rainout,
which simultaneously reduces cloud size (hence smaller cloud drop radius from less
developed clouds) and washes out aerosol. The steady decrease of all variables for
AOD > 0.2 would thus be the precipitation free signal. The experiment must be
repeated for areas with weather radar for this assumption to be tested. The comparison
between the two regions shows greater cloud development in Siberia for equivalent
environmental conditions, and greater response to the amount of available water
vapor. Interaction between AOD and Cloud Liquid Water Path (CWP) has been also
studied for a 10 × 10 degree study area located at north eastern United States and for
summers 2006 – 2008. Beside the temporal and spatial restrictions, for retrieving only
daytime and land products, data were screened based on sun and satellite angles to be
close to zenith, warm cloud top temperature, cloud fraction, and cloud thickness to
select only thin clouds for reducing the effects of uncertainties. The preliminary
results of both studies indicate as the aerosol loading increases, the average CWP
shows initial sharp decrease followed by moderate continuous decrease. At this time it
cannot be determined whether the aerosol is affecting the clouds, or the clouds
affecting the aerosol, or a combination of both. Future work will include precipitation
history to try to separate the mutual influences of the variables.

EUROPEAN INTEGRATED PROJECT ON AEROSOL CLOUD
CLIMATE AND AIR QUALITY INTERACTIONS (EUCAARI) –
MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS DURING THE FIRST 24 MONTHS
Markku Kulmala, Ari Asmi, Hanna K. Lappalainen, and the EUCAARI team
EUCAARI Project Office, Department of Physics University of Helsinki,
P.O.Box 64, 00014 UHEL, FINLAND
Markku.kulmala@helsinki.fi

Background
The European Integrated project on Aerosol Cloud Climate and Air Quality
Interactions, EUCAARI, is the 6th Framework programme funded by European
Commission (10 million euro) for 2007-2010. EUCAARI project is coordinated by
the University of Helsinki and has 48 partners.

EUCAARI objectives
The objectives of EUCAARI are (I) Reduction of the current uncertainty of the impact
of aerosol particles on climate by 50% and quantification of the relationship between
anthropogenic aerosol particles and regional air quality, and (II) Quantification of the
side effects of European air quality directives on global and regional climate, and
provide tools for future quantifications for different stakeholders. EUCAARI will also
contribute to technological developments in the aerosol measurements, enhancing
future experiments and air-quality monitoring networks.
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Major achievements during the first 24 months
During the first 24 months EUCAARI community has published ca 200 peerreviewed journal articles on their work in EUCAARI, especially in a special issue in
journal Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics. The results are ranking from
observations of neutral clusters to establishment of global measuring networks. The
articles range from new aerosol modules in GCMs to quantum chemical calculations
of effect of ammonia to nucleation and field measurements of long-range transport.
The EUCAARI is organized around 5 elements: (1) Emissions and Formation, (2)
Transport and Transformation, (3) Climate and Air Quality Effects, (4) Infrastructure
and (5) Impacts and Integration, whose progress is summarised below.
Element-1 Emissions and Formation: New instruments capable of detecting and
estimating the number concentrations of neutral clusters in different atmospheric
environments have been developed. Homogeneous nucleation experiments for the
sulphuric acid-water system, sulphuric acid-water-ammonia system and systems
including both sulfuric acid and organic compounds has completed. Studies on the use
of quantum chemical methods in studies of sulphuric acid-related nucleation
mechanisms has been completed. Plant chamber system to investigate the formation
of biogenic secondary organic aerosol has been completed. Reaction pathways,
chemical kinetics and thermodynamics of organic aerosol formation and aging from
biogenic and anthropogenic hydrocarbons and oxygenated derivatives has determined
experimentally. A kinetic model framework for aerosol surface chemistry and gas
particle interactions has been established. The measurements are used and compared
with simulations using the near-explicit Master Chemical Mechanism (MCM).
An anthropogenic particle number emission inventory and a method for
parameterizing the effect of sub-grid scale aerosol dynamics on aerosol number
emission rates have been established. A new European inventory of EC and OC for
2005 has been made.
Element-2 Transport and Transformation: 2008-2009 measurement year has been
initiated by a series of instrument inter comparisons held within EUSAAR/EUCAARI
joint activity. EUCAARI has also refined the methods for source apportionment of
organic aerosol. Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) activation experiments performed
for a variety of aerosol systems. An extensive review of the state of the art of aerosol
and cloud retrieval using satellite data, for the instruments used in EUCAARI has
been performed. Recently, the CN numbers produced by GLOMAP model were
evaluated against a number of global field sites as in the earlier studies comparison
was concentrated on stations in Finland and central Europe A regionally-nested
version of GLOMAP is under progress. This will allow for studying secondary
aerosol formation in a smaller scale.
Element-3 Climate and Air Quality Effects: A new instrument to study ice nucleation,
the Zurich Ice Nucleation Chamber (ZINC), has been built. In preparation to the
EUCAARI Intensive Observation Period, large-eddy simulations (LES) simulations
have been coupled for the first time with the diurnal cycle. The inorganic aerosol
thermodynamics, the secondary organic aerosol formation and the primary organic
aerosol dynamics modules used in the regional CTM PMCAMx have been improved.
Element-4: Infrastructure: The measurement network outside Europe in China, India,
South Africa, Brazil has been established. The Intensive Operation Period (IOP)
IMPACT campaign around the Cabauw region in May 2008 for various
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meteorological conditions (cloudy and clear sky) has been successfully completed.
Selection of stations for Lagrangian one year observation network based on extensive
trajectory analysis has been made.
Element-5: Impacts and Integration: The development of emission scenarios on a
global basis and for the most important sectors in society, up to year 2030, in
collaboration with IIASA has been performed. Area analysis of the radiative forcing
and climate response of specific economic sectors has been carried out using the
ECHAM5.5-HAMMOZ aerosol-chemistry-climate coupled model for the period
1980-2005. The EUCAARI database for observations is on progress and is built on
previous developments at NILU. Two benchmark tests have been developed in a pilot.
These tests have been applied to the first simulations from the EUCAARI models and
old model simulations being held in the AeroCom database.
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GLOBAL OCEANIC PRECIPITATION AND ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO WATER VAPOR
Christian Kummerow
Colorado State University
kummerow@atmos.colostate.edu

The Goddard Profiling (GPROF) algorithm has recently been upgraded to use a
database constructed from a combined radar/radiometer algorithm using the TRMM
observations. The database is constructed in a very conservative manner, using the
TRMM radar rainfall solution as a first guess and modifying this solution only when
necessary to achieve consistency with the radiometric observations. The new rainfall
algorithm has been run on a number of different passive microwave sensors and they
all agree extremely well. This serves to verify that the algorithm is robust and not
sensitive to individual sensor details. This presentation will examine the performance
of this algorithm relative to the TRMM radar and in-situ estimates in different water
vapor environments. The algorithm agrees very well with radar rainfall estimates over
the range of observed water vapor. A closer inspection of the rainfall systems
observed in different water vapor environments, however, reveals that details of the
rainfall profiles are quite dependent on the large-scale water vapor environment.
Biases can easily be introduced if the variations of rain structure are not accounted for
in the retrievals. This may help account for some of the discrepancies in recently
reported results looking at correlations between changes in rainfall and water vapor.
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DO CHANGES IN HOURLY PRECIPITATION EXTREMES
SCALE ACCORDING TO THE CLAUSIUS-CLAPEYRON
RELATION?
Geert Lenderink, Erik van Meijgaard
KNMI
lenderin@knmi.nl

Changes in precipitation extremes under greenhouse warming are commonly assumed
to be constrained by changes in the amount of precipitable water in the atmosphere.
One step further, it is often argued that changes in precipitation extremes scale
according to the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) relation, which determines the saturation
specific humidity as a function of temperature and predicts a 7 % increase in intensity
with each degree temperature rise. This hypothesis is based on the following
arguments. First, the relative humidity of the atmospheric remains approximately
constant as climate changes, and hence the amount of water vapor (or precipitable
water) scales with CC. Second, the intensity of precipitation extremes is constrained
by the amount of water vapor already in the atmosphere, and the local recycling of
moisture through surface evaporation does not play a significant role. Third, the
strength of the atmospheric dynamics leading to precipitation extremes does not
change considerably as climate changes. While there is reasonable support that the
first two arguments are to a good approximation valid, the third one is generally
questioned. Since the latent heat release increases as the intensity of the rainfall
formation strengthens, the dynamics of convective cloud is also likely to become
stronger. This may not only results in a strengthening of individual storm clouds, but
could also lead to large scale circulation changes for example of the Hadley
circulation. But here we focus on convective storms.
Could we derive relations between temperature and rainfall intensity, in particular for
convective events, from observations? Since we are mainly interested in convective
storms, with a lifetime of a few hours, we focus on the hourly time scale and use a
100 year long time series of hourly precipitation at De Bilt (The Netherlands).
Binning the hourly precipitation in bins of 2 degree based on the daily mean
temperature we obtained scaling relations of precipitation extremes as a function of
temperature. (We note that daily maximum temperatures yield similar results). In the
analysis we only consider hours with rain. This is because on a daily time scale there
is a strong relation between temperature and rainfall probability. In summer, for
example, days with high temperatures are likely to be dominated by high pressure
systems, and are therefore also likely to be dry. For the climate change signal, the
increase in temperature is primarily caused by the greenhouse effect, and circulation
changes are playing a secondary role. (We note that the impact of circulation changes
in different GCM projections of the future summer climate for the Netherlands ranges
from insignificant to considerable.)
The procedure described above results in a well defined scaling behavior of extreme
hourly precipitation as a function of temperature. For the 90th and higher percentiles,
this scaling obeys the CC relation for daily mean temperature below approx. 12
degree, but increases to a double CC relation (14 % per degree) for higher
temperatures. Results for the summer period only show a double CC relation for
almost the entire temperature range. Similar results are also obtained from
observations in Belgium and Switzerland. Daily intensities show much weaker
dependencies, in summer generally smaller than the CC relation. The results
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demonstrate that temperature dependencies of the rainfall intensity in convective
storms could be much larger than the CC relation predicts, which may have important
consequences for climate change.

LUNG FUNCTION IN SUBJECTS EXPOSED TO CRUDE OIL
SPILL INTO SEA WATER
Sultan Ayoub Meo(1), Muhammad Mujahid Khan(2)
College of Medicine, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
sultanmeo@hotmail.com

Background
Oil spill in sea water represents a huge environmental disaster for marine life and
humans in the vicinity. The aim was to investigate the effect of duration of exposure
to polluted air environment on lung function in subjects exposed to crude oil spill into
sea water.

Subjects and Methods
The present study was conducted under the supervision of Department of Physiology,
College of Medicine, King Khalid University Hospital, King Saud University,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. This was a comparative study of Spirometry in 31 apparently
healthy, non smoking, male workers, exposed to crude oil spill environment during
the oil cleaning operation. The exposed group was matched with similar number of
male, non smoking control subjects. Pulmonary function test was performed by using
an electronic Spirometer.

Results
Subjects exposed to polluted air for the period greater than 15 days showed a
significant reduction in Forced Vital Capacity [FVC], Forced Expiratory Volume in
First Second [FEV1], Forced Expiratory Flow in 25-25% [FEF25-75%] and Maximal
Voluntary Ventilation [MVV].

Conclusion
Polluted air environment due to crude oil spill into sea water causes impaired lung
function and this impairment was associated with dose response effect of duration of
exposure to crude oil spill into sea water.
Key words: Lung function, Oil spill, Crude oil, Tasman Spirit

A MODELLING CASE STUDY OF MIXED PHASE CLOUDS
OVER THE SOUTHERN OCEAN AND TASMANIA
Anthony E Morrison, Steven T Siems, Michael J Manton and Alex Nazarov
steve.siems@sci.monash.edu.au

The cloud structure associated with two frontal passages over the Southern Ocean and
Tasmania is investigated. The first event, during August 2006, is characterised by
large quantities of supercooled liquid water and little ice. The second case, during
October 2007, is more mixed phase. The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model is evaluated using remote sensed and in-situ observations within the post
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frontal airmass. The evaluation concludes that WRF reproduces with sufficient skill
the cloud structure over this region of the world. The evaluated cases are then used to
numerically investigate the prevalence of supercooled and mixed phase clouds over
Tasmania and the ocean to the west. The simulations produce marine stratocumulus
clouds with maximum heights of between 3 and 5km. These are capped by strong
temperature and moisture inversions. When the inversion is at temperatures warmer
than -10 C, WRF produces wide spread supercooled cloud fields with little glaciation.
This is consistent with the limited in-situ observations. When the inversion is at
higher altitudes, allowing cooler cloud tops, mixed phase clouds are more common.
The simulations are further explored to evaluate any orographic signature within the
cloud structure over Tasmania. No consistent signature is found between the two
cases. This suggests that the observed and simulated cloud structure is representative
of the broader Southern Ocean.

CLIMATE EFFECTS OF AEROSOLS: A LINK TO CLOUDINESS
AND PRECIPITATION
Teruyuki Nakajima
Center for Climate System Research, The University of Tokyo
teruyuki@ccsr.u-tokyo.ac.jp

It has been long since we have a common recognition that aerosols exert a significant
effect on the earth's climate. Aerosols can change the radiation budget, temperature,
cloudiness, precipitation etc, especially in the world's regions of large aerosol
emission. Recent studies have shown that there are many pathways for aerosols to
affect the earth's climate system (Nakajima and Schulz, 2009; Chap 17, Clouds in the
Perturbed Climate System, Eds., J. Heintzenberg and R.J. Charlson, MIT Press).
Classical direct and 1st indirect effect (Twomey effect) are of most well studied and
significant phenomona as manifested through GCM modeling and satellite remote
sensing. The IPCC AR4 evaluated that the total of the two effects is as larger in
magnitude than -1 W/m2, though there are still large uncertainty of ±50% or so. Also,
several examples of the 2nd indirect effect (lifetime effect, Albrecht effect) have been
shown by satellite remote sensing. GCM evaluations showed that we need a longer
cloud lifetime with increasing aerosols to simulate the satellite-observed statistics of
the liquid water path (LWP) of low-level clouds as a function of column aerosol
numbers (Na) or aerosol index (AI). Aerosol effects to the cloud fraction then started
being investigated by several studies such as MODIS analyses over the Atlantic.
Apart from the above mentioned traditional studies, recent studies are exploring
aerosol effects on the cloud stratification and/or convective cloud formation
mechanisms. Such aerosol effects are then effective to change the precipitation
mechanism. The Twomey effect itself does not work in some cases, especially active
convective clouds in humid atmosphere over land which show an anti-Twomey effect,
i.e., increasing in the cloud droplet size (CDR) with increasing aerosol loading. A
very low-level clouds sometimes show a reduction of LWP, an anti-Albrecht effect,
with increasing aerosols because of enhancement of evapolation of smaller droplets
and change in the atmospheric stability. Semi-direct effect of decreasing cloud
fraction with increasing aerosols over Amazon Basin seems to be related with changes
in evapolation process and atmospheric stability. These studies suggest that dominant
aerosol effects vary from region to region of the globe. Precipitation types (cold and
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warm rains), hence, seem to be strongly affected by aerosols and show regional
differences. However, it should be noted that such regional differences in precipitation
are very complicatedly related with aerosols, since the precipitation mechanism is
mainly controled by very delicate balance of buoyancy of airmasses. In addition to
change in the driving force of precipitation due to changes in the cloud optical
properties and dynamics in the cloud region, precipitation is affected by a large
surface cooling by an aerosol direct effect over aerosol emission regions that causes a
2ndary-induced general circulation of global scale which furthermore causes very
complicated cloudiness and precipitation changes in regions far from the emission
regions.
In this talk we like to study these various mechanisms of aerosols making use of
general circulation models and regional and global meso-scale cloud models to
compare with observation by satellite remote sensing and surface radiation
observation.

IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING OF THE INFLUENCE OF DUST
AEROSOLS INDEX ON THE CLIMATE SYSTEM OF SUDANOSAHEL REGION IN THE FACE OF THE CHANGING CLIMATE
J. N. Okpara , A.C. Anuforom, I.D. Nnodu and J.E. Ukeje
Nigerian Meteorological Agency P.M.B .615, Abuja, Nigeria.
Julie_ukeje@yahoo.co.uk

Mineral dust aerosols from semi-arid and arid regions are known to play important
role in climate system by directly and /or indirectly affecting the radiation fluxes and
nutrient cycle (IPCC, 2001). Also, certain meteorological conditions favours dust
sources activation. It is against this backdrop, the study attempts to examine the
influence of inter-annual variability of mineral dust Aerosol Index (AI) on the climate
system of Sudano-Sahel region of Nigeria, using Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
Aerosol Index (TOMS-AI) satellite observations. Analyses of 35-year TOMS Aerosol
Index data and 60-year climatic data using Kendall’s Rank Correlation tests technique
revealed that inter-annual variability and trend exist in the time series of these
parameters over the region. The average TOMS AI for 2001 – 2004, was approx. 24%
higher than that of the 1979 - 1984. These results show that in the region, atmospheric
dust loadings in recent years are generally higher than those of previous three
decades, indicating an increasing trend. It is further observed that the TOMS-AI
increases with a decreasing precipitation but, has a direct relationship with
temperature. It is further observed that the region’s mean annual precipitation for
1971 – 2001 was 15.5% lower than the mean for 1940 – 1970. The decreasing trend
of precipitation resulted in the southward shift of the isohyets, hence creating aridity.
Further result shows that climate change may enhance the recurrence of
meteorological situations that forces diurnal cycle for dust source activation; that
could make the region more vulnerable to desertification. Socio-economic
implications of this may ensue in poor crop yields and acute food shortage in the
region and attendant problem of migration of the indigenes who are mainly nomads
down to the coastal region of the country.
Keyword: TOMS Aerosol Index (AI), precipitation Variability and trend, Isohyets,
desertification, satellite imagery, atmospheric dust loading
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ATMOSPHERIC PRECIPITATION CHANGE IN THE LOW AND
HIGH TATRAS
Marian Ostrožlík
Geophysical Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Dúbravská cesta 9, 845 28
Bratislava, Slovak Republic
geofostr@savba.sk

Climatic changes are the most discussed topic in recent years as they have a great
influence on the surface hydrology. A great attention is paid to the problem of the
long-term variability of atmospheric precipitation lately, because the precipitation
belongs to the responsive indicators of climatic changes. A special attention is paid
not only to the extremes anomalies of precipitation, but also to the reasons which
cause these effects. Precipitation regime in Slovakia has been significantly changed in
the 20th century. It was probably due to by changes in the atmospheric circulation
above Central Europe. Possible changes in the air pressure fields above Europe and
the North Atlantic in the 21st century can essentially influence the position and
variability of the polar frontal zone as well as the general circulation patterns. This is
a factor which determines many characteristics of the climatic system, including
precipitation.
Measurements of precipitation at Chopok ( = 48 56 N, = 19 35 E, h = 2004 m
a.s.l.), Skalnaté Pleso ( = 49 12´ N, = 20 14´ E, h = 1778 m a.s.l.), and Lomnický
štít ( = 49 12´ N, = 20 13´ E, h = 2634 m a.s.l.) have been started in 1941 and
with the interruption within the 2nd World War carry on up to this day. The
measurements are carried out by the standard rain gauge with the receiving area of
500 cm-2 three times a day in the climatic terms 7, 14, and 21 h of the middle local
time. Data of precipitation (R 0.1 mm) during the 1955-2007 period are used at the
study of time series in the Low and High Tatra Mts. Fifty-three year time series of
precipitation, the different altitude, as well as the distinguished topographical
conditions at the mentioned observatories enable to study the temporal a spatial
variability of precipitation in three different altitudes.
By processing of the extensive experimental material many statistical characteristics
of the precipitation in the Low and High Tatra Mts were obtained, for example:
average, median, extreme values, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, etc.
Some of them have been yet evaluated and published in numerous works. Obtained
results showed that the precipitation at the investigated sites is abundant and frequent.
Extreme values confirmed that the precipitation is a very changeable meteorological
element which varies in wide ranges. Some differences could be explained by
different conditions of cloudiness in these positions.
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DETERMINING SENSITIVITY THRESHOLDS BETWEEN
AEROSOL SIZE DISTRIBUTION AND COMPOSITION FOR
CLOUD DROPLET PARAMETERS USING A MARKOV CHAIN
MONTE CARLO BASED APPROACH.
Daniel Partridge(1), Jasper Vrugt(2), Annica Ekman(3), Peter Tunved(1), Armin
Sorooshian(4)
(1) Department of Applied Environmental Research, Stockholm University
(2) Earth and Environmental Sciences Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
(3) Department of Meteorology, Stockholm University
(4) Chemical Sciences Division, Colorado State University
Daniel.Partridge@itm.su.se

The indirect aerosol effect poses one of the largest uncertainties in modelling our
future climate. Understanding the underlying physical processes in cloud-aerosol
interaction is crucial for the accurate modelling of aerosol impacts on the climate
system. Anttila and Kerminen (2007) showed, using the probabilistic collocation
method (PCM) as a sensitivity analysis tool, that unless the particle surface tension or
mass accommodation coefficient of water is strongly reduced due to the presence of
surface active organics, then the parameters describing the aerosol size distribution
are generally more important than the particle chemical composition. This
corroborates the article in Science (Dusek et al., 2006) that argues size is more
important than chemistry for the cloud-nucleating ability of aerosol particles.
Aerosol-cloud interactions involve non-linearities which are inherently difficult to
understand through modelling studies. Isolating the dependence on activation and
growth of individual parameters is not straightforward and thus special analysis
methods are needed which take into account the non-linearity of the system. We aim
to improve on the aforementioned studies through the use of an efficient Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method by using a self adaptive Differential Evolution
learning strategy within a population-based evolutionary framework (DREAM)
(Vrugt et al., 2008,2009). DREAM has been shown to be generally superior to other
adaptive MCMC sampling approaches for the study of systems involving nonlinearity,
high dimensionality, and multimodality. It is therefore extremely well suited to the
purpose of this investigation. We couple DREAM to a simple adiabatic cloud parcel
model as this type of model is efficient to run and offers the possibility to study, at a
low computational cost, the impact of key parameters with a minimal number of
degrees of freedom without otherwise influencing the final result.
In order to test the sensitivity of aerosol properties within this framework we will
compare the model to aerosol-cloud measurements collected during a flight campaign
along the coast of California. We will also perform simulations using long term
ground measurements from the EUSAAR aerosol network with selected stations to
represent marine, continental, and urban sites for east and west Europe.
This investigation will expand on the concept in the study of Anttila and Kerminen,
2007 to the entire aerosol size distribution range, and focus on determining actual
thresholds in specific relation to Twomey parameters such as droplet effective radius
and number. A key objective is to provide results that are more practical for global
modelers by identifying parameter thresholds and how they vary in relation to each
other. This will facilitate for global-scale modelers to know when and how to account
for aerosol effects e.g. when developing new cloud parameterisations.
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This study aims to answer and/or expand the knowledge with respect to the below
outlined points:
Simultaneously improve the understanding of the complex interactions
between these processes within current cloud models, in order to gain a better
insight as to where they are lacking in comparison to observations. E.g.
Which are the dominating limiting and growth factors for cloud droplet
concentrations?
Does size matter more than chemistry?
How important is competition for water between different aerosol size
distributions for the formation for CCN?
The subsequent role competition plays with respect to the first indirect
effect.
Compare the sensitivity in models to aerosol effects to that seen in
observations. How important are variations in aerosol number and
concentration for the accuracy of a cloud model? Can quantitative numbers on
this be put for different environments?
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AEROSOL WATER SOLUBLE IONIC POLLUTION IN
CENTRAL INDIA
K. S. Patel(1), S. Gupta(1), J. F. Aguilera(2), E. Y. Funes(2)
(1) School of Studies in Chemistry, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University, Raipur492010, CG, India
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Rapid urbanization and industrialization in India has resulted tremendous air
pollution with significant environmental and health damage.
The mass
distribution of coarse (PM10 ) and fine particulate matter (PM2.5 ) exceeded
several folds higher to the permissible limits of 50 and 15 µg m-3 , respectively in
several Indian cities. In present work, the mass distribution of major eight water
soluble ions (i.e. SO4 2-, NO3 -, Cl-, Na+, K+, NH4 +, Mg2+ and Ca2+) in the PM10
and PM2.5 aerosol particulates in the most industrialized location of central
India: Raipur (capital of Chhattisgarh state) is described. The PM 10 and PM2.5
samples were collected by using the Partisol Speciation Sampler (USA) over 47mm nylon filter at height of 10-m from the ground level in residential site of
Raipur city (Dagania) for duration of 18 months (June, 2005 – Dec., 2006). The
sampling period was 24 hrs (6.00 am - 6.00 am) duration with sampling
frequency of generally once in a week, except rainy season. The annual (June,
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2005 - May, 2006) mass distribution of PM10 and PM2.5 (n = 44) was ranged
from 28 - 464 and 9.0 - 207 µg m-3 with mean values of 196 34 and 93 16 µg
m-3 , respectively. Analytical technique, ion chromatography was used for
monitoring of the water soluble ions i.e. SO4 2-, NO3 -, Cl-, Na+, K+, NH4 +, Mg2+
and Ca2+ in the extract. The annual mean mass distribution of water soluble ions
i.e. PM10 SO4 2-, PM2.5 SO4 2-, PM10 NO3 -, PM2.5 NO3 -, PM10 Cl-, PM2.5 Cl-, PM10 Na+,
PM2.5 Na+, PM10 K+, PM2.5 K+, PM10 NH4 +, PM 2.5 NH4 +, PM10 Mg2+, PM2.5 Mg2+ ,
and PM10 Ca2+ , PM2.5 Ca2+ in the ambient air was found to be 8.23±1.17,
7.05±1.00, 5.16±0.99, 3.24±0.66, 4.20±0.64, 3.75±0.60, 1.98±0.27, 1.65±0.17,
1.82±0.35, 1.53±0.30, 1.29±0.35, 2.41±0.56, 0.54±0.07, 0.25±0.04, 6.33±1.19
and 1.76±0.49 µg m-3 , respectively. The mass concentration, seasonal variations,
correlations and sources of ions i.e. SO4 2-, NO 3 -, Cl-, Na+, K+, NH4 +, Mg2+ and
Ca2+ in the PM are discussed.

CAIPEEX: THE FIRST ACPC MAJOR CAMPAIGN FLYING IN
CONTRASTING AEROSOLS AND CLOUD CONDITIONS ALL
OVER INDIA: OVERVIEW AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Daniel Rosenfeld
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
Daniel.rosenfeld@huji.ac.il

Aerosols have both radiative and cloud-mediated important impacts on the energetics
of the climate system. The respective roles in deep tropical convective clouds have
been addressed in the review of Rosenfeld et al. (2008), which laid the theoretical
foundations for the Aerosol-Cloud-Precipitation-Climate (ACPC) initiative. The
interest in the climate impacts of pollution aerosols came conspicuously into global
awareness some 10 years ago (1999) with the INDOEX project, which took lace over
the oceans around and to the south of India. The stated goals of INDOEX were to
assess the radiative effects of sulfates and other continental aerosols on the regional
and global climate. This led to the interest in the Atmospheric Brown Cloud and
extensive research about its possible impacts on precipitation and monsoon
circulation. Most of this research was done based on satellite measurements of aerosol
properties. The cloud-mediated dimension has been practically absent until now in
this hot spot of the world.
The recognition that understanding cloud-aerosol interactions is essential for
understanding the rainfall patterns and the latent heating of the atmosphere that drives
the monsoon circulation has prompted the Indian Institute for Tropical Meteorology to
initiate CAIPEEX (Cloud Aerosol Interactions and Precipitation Enhancement
Experiment). The experimental design is relying on the insights that have been the
basis to the ACPC initiative. This is evident by the close cooperation with ACPC, as
manifested by the presenter of this overview providing the scientific guidance for the
program and taking active part in the aircraft measurements and analyses.
The aircraft measurements include aerosol chemical, optical, CCN and IN properties,
cloud drop and hydrometeors types and size distributions, and thermodynamic
properties of the atmosphere. The aircraft will measure the aerosols in the air that
feeds into the base of the convective clouds, and will conduct vertical profiles in the
tops of growing convective clouds up to the height where all cloud water is exhausted
to either over the Amazon (Andreae et al., 2004) and in California (Rosenfeld et al.,
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2008), aerosols dominate the precipitation forming processes and heights for onset of
significant precipitation.
The measurements of CAIPEEX Phase-I will occur between 15 May to 20 September,
for encompassing both pre-monsoon and monsoon conditions. The flights will
document the contrast between the pre-monsoon and monsoon regimes in the Ganges
plains and at the foothills of the Himalaya. The rainy western slopes of the Ghats
during the SW monsoon will be contrasted with the downwind dry slopes of the
Deccan Heights. The clouds over the Tar Desert will be contrasted to the clouds over
the rainiest place on Earth, Cherrapunji. Clouds over ocean will be contrasted to
clouds over land and similar aerosol conditions. The contribution of sea spray aerosols
to enhancing rainfall in polluted clouds will receive special attention. The aircraft
measurements will be augmented by greatly enhanced sounding launches and by
surface aerosol and remote sensing measurements where possible. Underflights with
the A-Train satellites will be synchronized.
I will come to the workshop straight from the field campaign and present some
preliminary results and insights.
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ANTHROPOGENIC AEROSOLS AND SOUTHERN
HEMISPHERE CLIMATE CHANGE: A MODELLING
PERSPECTIVE
Leon Rotstayn
The Centre for Australian Weather and Climate Research, a partnership between CSIRO and
the Bureau of Meteorology
leon.rotstayn@csiro.au

Climate modelling suggests that because the distribution of aerosols is highly variable
in space and time, anthropogenic aerosol forcing can actively drive changes in
atmospheric circulation. Possible impacts of anthropogenic aerosols in the Northern
Hemisphere include summertime floods and droughts in China, droughts in the Sahel,
and a weakening of the South Asian Monsoon.
Anthropogenic aerosol concentrations are much lower in the Southern Hemisphere
than in the Northern Hemisphere, and there have been relatively few studies of
possible effects of anthropogenic aerosol on Southern Hemisphere climate. However,
several climate modelling studies show a southward shift of tropical rainfall in
response to an aerosol-induced cooling of the Northern Hemisphere, which also
implies the possibility of effects on circulation and rainfall in the Southern
Hemisphere.
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We performed 20th Century transient simulations with a low-resolution version of the
CSIRO global climate model (GCM), designed to isolate the effects of anthropogenic
aerosols on recent climate change. The model has an interactive aerosol scheme,
which treats the sulfur cycle, carbonaceous aerosol, dust and sea salt. The results
suggest that anthropogenic aerosols (principally from the Northern Hemisphere) are
important for understanding late 20th-Century trends in the climate of the Southern
Hemisphere including rainfall changes over Australia, the structure of temperature
changes in the Indian Ocean and changes in the Southern Annular Mode. Changes in
inter-hemispheric ocean heat transport are important in modulating these responses in
our GCM; this emphasises the importance of using coupled ocean-atmosphere GCMs
in future studies of aerosol effects on climate.
We recently included the aerosol treatments in a high-resolution version of the CSIRO
GCM (Mk3.5). We found marked improvements in the simulation of Australian
climate variability in the updated model that includes the interactive aerosol scheme
(Mk3.6). In particular, the rainfall variability over eastern Australia associated with
the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is simulated better in the version with
interactive aerosols. We proposed a possible mechanism for the improved simulation
of rainfall variability in terms of the role of interactive dust in Mk3.6. By further
suppressing convection over eastern Australia during El Niño events, dust feedbacks
may enhance rainfall variability there, in tune with the model’s ENSO cycle. These
results suggest that – perhaps surprisingly – inclusion of aerosols may be important
for accurate modelling of Australian climate. Planned sensitivity studies with the
model are expected to provide insights into the reasons for the model’s improved
simulation of natural rainfall variability.

AEROSOL MEASUREMENTS OVER NORTHWEST CHINA
DURING 2008 CHINA-US JOINED DUST FIELD CAMPAIGN
Jinsen Shi(1), Jianping Huang(1), Wu Zhang(1), Xin Wang(1), Si-Chee Tsay(2), Zhanqing
Li(3), Hongbin Chen4, Qiang Ji(3), Jianrong Bi(1), Beidou Zhang(1), Lei Zhang(1)
(1) College of Atmospheric Sciences, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, China
(2) Laboratory for Atmospheres, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, USA
(3) Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland, USA
(4) Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China

To increasing our understanding of the physical and chemical properties of aerosol
over semi-arid region of Northwest China, the 2008 China-US joined field campaign
are conducted. Three sites involved this campaign, including one permanent site
(Semi-Arid Climate & Environment Observatory of Lanzhou University (SACOL))
(located in Yuzhong, 35.95 N/104.1 E), one SACOL’s Mobile Facility (SMF)
(deployed in Jintai, 37.57º N/104.23ºE) and the U.S. Department of Energy
Atmospheric Radiation Measurements(ARM) Ancillary Facility (AAF mobile
laboratories, SMART-COMMIT) (deployed in Zhangye, 39.08ºN/100.27ºE). This
poster presents a description the objectives, measurements, and sampling strategies
for this joined campaign. Preliminary observation results are also reviewed with a
particular focus on measurements of aerosol chemical composition as well as aerosol
mass spectrometry.
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PRECIPITATION IN WARM CLOUDS AND ITS
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO AEROSOL PERTURBATIONS
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Graeme L. Stephens(4)
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(3) CIRA, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado, USA.
(4) Department of Atmospheric Sciences, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado,
USA.
graham.feingold@noaa.gov

The intensification and variability in the global hydrologic cycle predicted in a
warmer planet may severely impact society in a multitude of ways including strains
on regional water resources, flooding, agricultural production, and societal
infrastructure. With a projected increase in global population, prediction of the spatial
distribution of precipitation is of growing importance. Decades of cloud physics
research has shown that aerosol particles are likely to affect the production of rain in
warm clouds. However, quantification of this effect has been challenging. This
motivates the need to determine the magnitude and regional nature of the effect of
pollution particles on precipitation.
We will present analyses based on modeling exercises and satellite remote sensing
that indicate that not all clouds are equally susceptible to aerosol perturbations. We
define precipitation susceptibility So as the change in rainrate R incurred by a change
in either aerosol or drop concentration N. The logarithmic derivative form (dlnR/dlnN) is used to reduce dependence on absolute values of R or N.
Both modeling and observations are used to calculate So for a range of conditions.
Modeling: Output from (i) a cloud parcel model (adiabatic and entraining) and (ii)
large eddy simulation of a field of cumulus clouds is used to quantify So. The models
include detailed calculations of droplet activation, condensation, and collisioncoalescence.
Observations: New remote-sensing observations of aerosol, rainrate and liquid water
path from the A-Train constellation of satellites are used to calculate So. Changes in
rainrate are calculated relative to perturbations in aerosol optical depth or the aerosol
index. Caution is taken in our analysis to (i) improve the consistency of physical
processes and their statistical significance by focusing on a particular meteorological
regime, and (ii) strengthen the case for causality by eliminating instances of rain
effects on aerosol (i.e. wet scavenging of aerosol prior to satellite overpasses).
Both model output and observations show very similar qualitative behaviour and
indicate the existence of 3 distinct regimes: 1) clouds with low liquid water path
(LWP) that produce very little precipitation and are not susceptible to changes in
aerosol; 2) clouds with intermediate LWP that exhibit progressively increasing
susceptibility to changes in aerosol with increasing LWP; and 3) clouds with high
LWP that generate rain regardless of aerosol and experience decreasing susceptibilty
with increasing LWP.
Our calculations point to regions of the Earth that are likely to be most affected by
increased aerosol loading in a changing climate. These are characterised by high
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variability in aerosol conditions, as well as liquid water paths of ~ 400 – 1000 gm-2.
The exact liquid water bounds of this highly susceptible regime are uncertain and
further work is required. Other parameters such as wind shear and giant cloud
condensation nuclei may also affect the precipitation susceptibility of clouds and they
too are being explored.

DOES IT RAIN MORE ON WEEKDAYS THAN WEEKENDS?
J. D. Tuttle, R. E. Carbone and D. Nychka
National Center for Atmospheric Research
carbone@ucar.edu

Bell et al. (JGR 2008) have reported midweek increases in summer rainfall over
portions of the United States as deduced from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring
Mission (TRMM) data from 1998 to 2005. The maxima tend to occur on Tuesday or
Wednesday while minima tend to occur on Saturday and Sunday. They hypothesize
that anthropogenic air pollution is the proximate cause of the observed weekly cycle.
The proposed physical chain of events is a midweek suppression of cloud-drop
coalescence and consequent early rainout in thunderstorms. Suppression of
coalescence may allow more water to be carried aloft where freezing releases
additional latent heat, creating stronger storms, and the production of large ice
hydrometeors. Seemingly stringent statistical tests were applied, which clearly
indicate statistical significance. Furthermore, it is commonly observed that surface
layer aerosol concentrations peak at midweek over large portions of the United States.
However, less is known about the weekly cycle of aerosol activation spectra when
acting as cloud condensation or ice nuclei, or the concentration and distribution of
aerosols above the surface layer where they are ingested into clouds and storms.
The authors of this study have published several dynamically-based climatologies of
summer rainfall over continents, the first of which (Carbone et al, JAS 2002)
employed data from the WSR-88D meteorological radar network. This study
eventually compiled a 12 year climatology of summer rainfall occurrence over the
United States (1996-2007). Since ground-based 10cm radar data acquired over a 12
year period of record afford some advantages and properties complementary to the
sampling characteristics of TRMM, we have embarked on a confirmatory study. The
native resolution of our dataset is ~2 km and 15 min, which was subsequently
averaged to 20 km and 1 h for the purposes of this study.
Our initial sampling of the WSR-88D dataset tended to confirm the findings of Bell et
al., especially over their most statistically significant area, the east-central states (area
B). We tested for the statistical significance of our results by two methods, Gaussian
variance-based tests, and rank ordered differences. These tests yielded similar results,
inferring a high statistical significance between Tuesdays and Saturdays over large,
coherent patches of the continent, one of which had a large intersection with Bell’s
area B. We were convinced that the midweek maximum was real for some sections of
the United States.
To further check our results we resampled the dataset randomly. That is, we produced
virtual “Tuesdays” and “Saturdays” comprised of random-day selections from the
time series at each location. Our expectation was that such sampling would reveal
local statistical differences, but not the large coherent areas of statistically significant
differences between the two “days”. We were astounded to find patterns emerge from
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the random samplings that were similar in character to the true Tuesday vs Saturday
rainfall differences. For 20 random realizations, the locations of “midweek increases”
appeared in various geographical regions with spatial coherence and statistical
significance. One such realization was as or more persuasive about area B “midweek
excesses” than that which the original true-day sampling had produced.
As of this writing we continue our calculations to better understand the relationship
between the local PDFs of rainfall amount and the occurrence of large coherent
regions with apparent day-of-week increases or decreases. Until the physical
interpretation of these rainfall statistics is better understood, we recommend
withholding judgment about the existence of a weekly cycle of rainfall and its
relationship to air pollution. It is our expectation that definitive statistical results with
physically based explanations can be presented in August.

ION CHEMISTRY AND FORMATION OF MOLECULAR IONIC
SPECIES IN AEROSOLS IN AN URBAN AREA OF CENTRAL
INDIA
Santosh Kumar Verma and Manas Kanti Deb
School of Studies in Chemistry, Pt. Ravishankar Shukla University, Raipur, 492010,
Chhattisgarh, India.
skvermask@gmail.com

This work focuses on size segregated atmospheric aerosol mass concentrations and
water soluble inorganic components in Chhattisgarh the central part of India.
Chemical characterization was carried out for aerosol samples collected in urban and
background area of Chhattisgarh region over a period of one year, using cascade
impactor type aerosol sampler. The detailed characterization of water soluble
inorganic components was performed by means of ion chromatography. Annual mean
of mass concentration for coarse and fine aerosols were monitored to be 238.1±89.9
g m-3 and 167.0±75.3 µg m-3 respectively This work deals with the seasonal
variation and meteorological influences of inorganic components of the aerosols like
NO3-, Cl- and SO42-, Mg2+, Na+, K+, Ca2+ and NH4+. The annual mean concentration of
the inorganic components were monitored to be 3.84±2.48, 8.91±2.74, 10.2±1.52,
2.61±0.59, 8.66±7.25, 4.65±1.75, 16.4±6.94 and 0.38±0.53 µg m-3 respectively in
coarse particles and 8.16±7.08, 6.83±3.55,46.5±32.8, 1.69±0.58, 7.41±3.55,
5.90±3.43, 10.2±2.98, and 8.76±7.67 µg m-3 respectively in fine particles, for the
above ions. The major ions were mainly in the form of NaCl > CaSO4 > K2SO4 >
MgSO4 > KCl > NH4Cl > Ca(NO3)2 > KNO3 > MgCl2 > Mg(NO3)2 > NH4NO3 >
(NH4)2SO4) in coarse aerosol particles and (NH4)2SO4 > K2SO4 > CaSO4 > NaCl >
NH4NO3 > CaCl2 > KNO3 > MgCl2 > Ca(NO3)2 > KCl > NH4Cl in fine particles.
Investigating on the monitoring of ambient air levels of atmospheric particulates were
developed around a large source of primary anthropogenic particulate emissions: the
industrial area and coal based power plants in province of the Chhattisgarh India.
Keywords: Water soluble ions; Molecular composition; Seasonal distribution; Source
identification; Meteorological factors.
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DEPLOYMENT OF AN AEROSOL – METEOROLOGICAL
OBSERVATORY: PROOF OF CONCEPT FOR THE CALWATER
EXPERIMENT
Christopher R. Williams(1), Kimberly A. Prather(2), Daniel Rosenfeld(3), Steven S. Cliff(4)
(1) University of Colorado at Boulder and the NOAA Earth Science Research Laboratory
(2) University of California at San Diego
(3) The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
(4) University of California at Davis
Christopher.Williams@colorado.edu

Introduction
Scientists from NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL) and the
Universities of California at San Diego (UCSD) and at Davis (UCD) have installed an
Aerosol – Meteorological (Aerosol – Met) observatory in the central California Sierra
Nevada to observe the aerosol content within individual raindrops and snowflakes.
This first-ever observatory combines NOAA's expertise in observing and diagnosing
the vertical structure of precipitation and its mesoscale meteorological forcing with
the University of California's expertise in observing and identifying the content and
size of aerosols inside the precipitation, including fingerprinting the aerosols and their
origins.
It has been hypothesized in the peer reviewed literature, albeit somewhat
controversially, that the amount of surface rainfall and snowpack in the California
Sierra Nevada has decreased by 10 to 20 percent over the past few decades due to
increased air pollution. Coordinated meteorological and aerosol measurements are
needed to better isolate the impact of pollution (aerosols) on the precipitation
processes from the naturally occurring meteorological processes. CalWater will
address the question: Does anthropogenic pollution reduce wintertime precipitation in
the Sierra Nevada, thereby causing a negative impact on California's annual water
supply?

CalWater Experiment
The Aerosol – Met observatory has been deployed as an "early start" component of
the "CalWater" experiment scheduled for the November 2009 - March 2010 winter
season. CalWater is sponsored by NOAA and the California Energy Commission and
includes the deployment of up to 4 Aerosol – Met observatories along the California
Sierra Nevada and at the California Coast, as well as equipment to measure the water
vapor budget in atmospheric rivers both on shore and along the coast. The primary
thrust of the CalWater "early start" project this winter is to investigate the role of
pollution (aerosols) on California's winter precipitation, which is a major contributor
to the state's annual water supply.

Early Start Activities
The Aerosol – Met observatory was installed about half-way up the slope of the Sierra
Nevada in the American River basin (ARB) at the Sugar Pine Reservoir. Observations
collected for NOAA's Hydrometeorological Testbed (HMT; see hmt.noaa.gov) along
the I-80 corridor from the base to the summit of the ARB are providing the
meteorological context to determine how much of the surface precipitation may be
caused by pollution modifying the precipitation processes versus how much of this
variability can be explained by naturally occurring atmospheric phenomena.
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During the 3 week “early start” campaign in late February to early March 2009, over
10 inches of surface rain and Snow Water Equivalent (SWE) accumulated at the
Sugar Pine Reservoir with up to 20 inches of SWE falling at higher elevations in the
Sierra Nevada. Meteorological instruments included a NOAA vertically-pointing Sband profiler (S-Prof) to observe the vertical structure of the precipitating clouds
systems including the height at which snow and ice particles melt into rain. A NOAA
surface meteorological station was positioned next to the S-Prof along with a NASA
Precipitation Measurement Mission (PMM) Parsivel disdrometer to observe the
raindrop size distribution of rain and snow reaching the surface.
Located next to the S-Prof was the University of California at San Diego Aerosol
Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer (ATOFMS) which provides high time resolution
measurements of the size and chemical composition of individual particles within the
atmospheric aerosol as well as the chemistry of aerosols within samples of snow and
rain reaching the surface. The University of California at Davis deployed an 8-stage
Rotating Drum Impactor (8-RDI) to measure size segregated and time resolved
elemental and mass particle composition of aerosols.

Initial Analysis
The analysis of the meteorological and aerosol chemistry from the early start
campaign has just begun. But initial analyzes of Aqua Aerosol Optical Depth at 550
nm and back trajectories suggest that the chemical composition of a snow event in the
Central Sierra Nevada can be traced back to Asian dust that was transported across the
Pacific. Also, initial analyzes suggest that an Atmospheric River event at the same
time was supplying moisture from the Tropics into California. While more in-depth
analysis and comparisons will be conducted before the conference, it appears that
moisture from the Tropics and Asian aerosols were influencing the snowfall in the
Central Sierra Nevada.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF A RADIATION FOG EVENT
SIMULATION WITH SINGLE-COLUMN MODEL
Xiaojing Zhang, Luc Musson-Genon, Bertrand Carissimo, and Eric Dupont
Research and Teaching Center for Atmospheric Environment, Chatou, France
zhang.xiaojing@cerea.enpc.fr

This study presents a detailed numerical simulation of a radiation fog event with a
state-of-the-art model. This study includes sensitivity analysis and validation with a
database from the ParisFog campaign, which took place in the south of Paris during
the winter 2006-2007. The database is divided into two parts. The first part is used for
assimilating the maximum of data collected (temperature, humidity, and wind
velocity) as possible to investigate the relative importance among the turbulence, the
radiation, and the microphysics for radiation fog simulation. The second part uses the
remaining data (LWC, visibility, and cloud droplet size spectrum) for model
validation. Special attention is given to the detailed and complete simulations and
validation technique used is to compare the simulated results using one-dimensional
version of the 3D computational fluid dynamical model Mercure Saturne with one of
the best collected in situ data during the ParisFog campaign. The present results will
be subsequently used for a statistical study of radiation fog events in forecasting mode
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over a long period. Several parameterizations for turbulence, nucleation, and
sedimentation have been described.
The comparison between the simulated and the observed visibility, in the singlecolumn model case-study, shows that the evolution of fog is properly simulated. The
analysis of the behavior of the different parameterized physical processes suggests
that the subtle balance between the various processes is achieved. This study also
shows that the fog evolution depends on the turbulent exchange coefficients, the
condition of cloud droplet activation, and the sedimentation velocity.
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FUTURE GENERATION OF INTEGRATED
OBSERVATION AND MODELLING SYSTEMS
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INTEGRATED GEOECOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEMS FOR
MIGRATION PROCESSES AND POLLUTION OF UNDERGROUND
WATER ECOSYSTEM REGION
Khalid R. Al-Momani
Jordan University of Science and Technology
momanki@just.edu.jo

Stocks and underground waters quality estimation in the region is one of the most
important components of the general estimation of the ecological condition of the
regional ecosystem. In its turn, for the effective solution of nature protection
problems, connected with studying and modeling of the underground water
conditions, geomigrations of polluting substances, the development and improvement
of methods of the underground waters quality forecast in regions with intensive
technological influence on water sources. (Substance geomigration means the process
of spatial substance moving in rocky thickness). Theoretical basis of geomigration is
the theory of mass transport in porous and fractured natural and artificial geomaterials
that is used not only in hydrogeology, but also in physical chemistry, chemical
technology and other sciences. Physical processes, that cause substance geomigration
in underground waters, are such processes as convection – substance transportation
with water during its movement, and diffusion substance transportation at presence of
substance concentration gradient. The role of these processes may be different,
depending on filtration speed, concentration gradient and other circumstances.
Migration is accompanied by dispersion of substance and may be complicated by
sorption, oxidation, restoration and other processes of physical and chemical changes
of the substance caused by the interaction with rocks and underground waters.
It seems obvious, that knowledge of the of the underground waters mode within the
limits of the examined region and, accordingly, the ability to predict on the basis of
this knowledge the development of these or that phenomena connected with their
influence on engineering constructions and vice versa the influence of the
anthropogenesis factors on underground waters represent great interest for realization
of design, building and exploit works by the appropriate organizations. For the
objective and all-round characteristic of water sources condition while executing
geoecological researches it is necessary to take into account the large volume of social
and ecological characteristics of natural and industrial targets (to take into account the
large amount of factors from various components of the ecosystem). These
characteristics are extremely various, they possess existential properties and that’s
why one of the most acceptable methods of the analysis is the approach that uses
cartographical computer information. Using computer technologies for the creation
of geoecological maps and their subsequent analysis on the basis of the coming new
data it is possible to operatively carry out the drawing up and updating of ecological
maps and to form ecological models with reference to the solution of various tasks
(ecological forecast, examination, …etc.)
This study examine and execute the analysis of the role of integrated geoecological
monitoring systems and the most frequently used mathematical filtration and mass
transportation models, which may be used for the description of migration of liquid
waste products in underground waters. Also, this study includes a case-study on the
northern part of Jordan at the region of Jordan University of Science and Technology
where this region was considered for the analysis using digital maps.
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REMOTE SENSING OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND
DROUGHT USING THERMAL IMAGERY FROM
GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES
Martha C. Anderson(1), William P. Kustas(1), John R. Mecikalski(2), Christopher R. Hain(2)
(1) USDA-ARS, Hydrology and Remote Sensing Laboratory, Beltsville, MD 20705
(2) Atmospheric Science Department, University of Alabama at Huntsville
martha.anderson@ars.usda.gov

Thermal infrared (TIR) remote sensing of land-surface temperature (LST) provides
valuable information about the sub-surface moisture status: soil surface temperature
increases with decreasing water content, while moisture depletion in the plant root
zone leads to stomatal closure, reduced transpiration, and elevated canopy
temperatures that can be effectively detected from space. Empirical indices
measuring anomalies in LST and vegetation amount (e.g., as quantified by the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; NDVI) have demonstrated utility in
monitoring drought conditions over large areas, but may provide ambiguous results
when vegetation growth is limited by energy (radiation, air temperature) rather than
moisture. A more physically based interpretation of LST and NDVI and their
relationship to sub-surface moisture conditions can be obtained with a surface energy
balance model driven by TIR remote sensing. In this approach, moisture stress can be
quantified in terms of the reduction of evapotranspiration (ET) from the potential rate
(PET) expected under non-moisture limiting conditions.
The Atmosphere-Land Exchange Inverse (ALEXI) model couples a two-source
(soil+canopy) land-surface model with an atmospheric boundary layer model in timedifferencing mode to routinely and robustly map fluxes across the U.S. continent at 510km resolution using thermal band imagery from the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellites (GOES). Use of time-differential measurements of surface
radiometric temperature reduces model sensitivity to errors in sensor calibration, and
atmospheric and surface emissivity corrections. For validation, the coarse-scale flux
estimates from ALEXI can be spatially disaggregated using TIR data from polar
orbiting instruments such as Landsat (60-120m) and MODIS (1km) – scales that
better resolve the flux observation footprint. Agreement between instantaneous model
fluxes and observations from several Ameriflux towers in the U.S. improves with
increasing model resolution particularly over heterogeneous sites, ranging from 25%
errors at 10km resolution (GOES), 20% at 1km (MODIS) and 15% at ~100m
(Landsat).
An ALEXI-derived Evaporative Stress Index (ESI), given by 1-ET/PET, shows good
correspondence with standard drought metrics and with patterns of antecedent
precipitation, but at significantly higher spatial resolution due to limited reliance on
ground observations. The ESI has several advantages for operational drought
monitoring applications. The TIR inputs detect drought conditions even under the
dense forest cover along the East Coast of the United States, where microwave soil
moisture retrievals typically lose sensitivity. Because it is based on a physical process
(ET), known to be important factor in regulating drought onset, the ESI can be
quantitatively verified with respect to surface flux and SM observations. The ALEXI
algorithm is diagnostic and does not require precipitation or soil texture information,
unlike many standard drought indicators such as the Palmer Drought Indices, the
Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI), and other drought indices based on rainfall or
soil water balance. Furthermore, ALEXI ET estimates inherently reflect impacts of
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irrigation and/or shallow water tables, which must be modeled or neglected in other
indices.
Being an independent means for assessing drought conditions, the ESI has significant
potential for enhancing the existing suite of drought monitoring products. Work is
underway to further evaluate multi-scale ET and ESI implementations over the U.S.
and other continents with geostationary satellite coverage.

VALIDATION OF FOUR SOIL WATER INFILTRATION
MODELS ON THE SLOPES AND CROPPING SYSTEMS ON
ELGON MONTANE ECOSYSTEM, EASTERN UGANDA
Yazidhi Bamutaze(1), Moses Makooma Tenywa(2), Mwanjalolo Jackson Gilbert Majaliwa(3)
(1) Department of Geography, Makerere University, P.O. Box 7062, Kampala, Uganda
(2) Makerere University Agricultural Research Institute Kabanyolo, MUARIK, P.O. Box
7062, Kampala, Uganda
(3) Makerere University Institute of Environment and Natural Resources, MUIENR, P.O. Box
7062, Kampala, Uganda
bamutaze@arts.mak.ac.ug or yazidhibamutaze@gmail.com

Water infiltration is an important element in the hydrology of mountain ecosystems
and is a critical factor in understanding runoff and soil loss patterns. Runoff and soil
loss are serious environmental problems, which are widespread and believed to be
increasing in the montane ecosystems of Uganda. Reliable quantitative knowledge
and information on the extent, rate, and magnitude of runoff and soil loss is therefore
needed in the design of strategies and policy options for sound soil and water
conservation. This information however requires long term measurements which are
costly in terms of resources and time especially in developing countries. Data on soil
water infiltrability is an important index of runoff and soil loss dynamics. In this
paper, we present results on water infiltration tests undertaken on Mt. Elgon in
Eastern Uganda to validate the applicability of four soil water infiltration models.
The infiltration tests were carried out using double ring infiltrometers in Annual and
Perennial cropping systems; across three slope gradient categories on the volcanic
soils of Mt. Elgon. The slope gradient categories were low gradients slopes (0-15%),
moderate gradient slopes (15-30%) and steep gradients slopes (>30%). In total, thirty
six (36) water infiltration tests covering two cropping systems, three slope gradient
categories and six replications were conducted at twelve geo-referenced sites. The
observed data from the infiltration tests were then fitted to four simple water
infiltration models; (1) Philips (1957), (2) Green-Ampt (1911), (3) Horton (1940) and
(4), Kostiakov (1932). To comparatively evaluate the performance of the applied
water infiltration models in reproducing the soil water infiltration process and
estimation of the steady state water infiltration, we used three methods i.e. (a) the
model bias based on the slope, intercept and standard error of the regression between
the predicted and observed water infiltration (b) the prediction bias denoted by the
coefficient of determination (R2) and (c) curve fitting hinged on elimination of non
significant equations and sign conditions.
Results show that steady state water infiltration rates are generally high, but highly
variable, ranging from 1.2 to 363.0 cm hr -1 across the study sites. The perennial
cropping system registered relatively higher mean steady state water infiltration rates
(117.1 cm hr-1) than the annual cropping system (108.3 cm hr -1), although no
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statistically significant difference was detected (P>0.05). The water infiltration rates
also increased with slope gradient with the highest mean steady state water infiltration
rate (155.6 cm hr-1) observed on the steep slopes. The results also demonstrate that the
slope gradient factor override the cropping systems in affecting the soil water
infiltrability. The performance of the applied water infiltration models was generally
good with mean R2 values ranging from 0.79 to 0.87, although all the models tended
to overpredict the water infiltration rates at most sites. the models also consistently
gave better R2 for the steep slope gradient sites. The over predictions were 61% for
Philips, 89% for Green-Ampt, 69% for Horton and 61% for Kostiakov. Overall, the
Philips and Kostiakov gave better results than the Horton and Green-Ampt models in
reproducing the infiltration process on Mt. Elgon.
Keywords: Water Infiltration, Infiltration Models, Cropping Systems, Volcanic soils,
Mt. Elgon

ASSESSING THE UNCERTAINTY OF LAND SURFACE FLUXES
DERIVED FROM OPERATIONAL ANALYSES, AND THEIR
COMPARISON TO REMOTELY SENSED ESTIMATES
Michael G. Bosilovich(1), David Mocko(2), Raghuveer Venukollu(3), Eric F Wood(3)
(1) NASA GSFC Global Modeling and Assimilation Office
(2) NASA GSFC GMAO Science Applications International Corporation
(3) Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Princeton University, USA
Michael.Bosilovich@nasa.gov

Operational numerical weather prediction systems assimilate tremendous amounts of
observations to produce global analyses of the atmospheric states. Since the systems
include significant contributions from the model components, physical fields, such as
the turbulent heat fluxes, can also be derived. However, the physical fields are
indirectly constrained by the data assimilation, and so subject to uncertainty in the
model parameterizations. Recently, 10 international operational analyses have been
collected and reprocessed through the Coordinated Enhanced Observing Period
(CEOP). Comparisons against independent observations (global precipitation and
outgoing longwave radiation) show that while there is significant range of the
individual analyses, the ensemble of analyses provide data closest the observations.
Here, we evaluate the collection of land surface turbulent heat fluxes. The data are
available for Oct 2002 – Dec 2004, at 6 hourly, daily and monthly intervals. An
ensemble mean and its variance have been computed. We will analyze the range of
analysis results at daily and seasonal time scales, and where possible compare with
existing observations.
Additionally these operational turbulent heat fluxes will be compared to estimates
from remote sensing for the period January 2003 – December 2004. The remote
sensing estimates are retrieved using two different algorithms: a surface energy
budget algorithm and a Penman-Monteith algorithm.
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MEASURING VEGETATION STRUCTURE WITH AIRBORNE
LASER ALTIMETRY
Ian Davenport(1), Jeff Walker(2), Robert Gurney(3)
(1) National Centre for Earth Observation, UK
(2) The University of Melbourne, Australia
(3) National Centre for Earth Observation, UK
ijd@mail.nerc-essc.ac.uk

We present work on developing remote sensing techniques to measure vegetation
structure on large planimetric scales using airborne laser altimetry.
Surface soil moisture has a strong impact on precipitation, and surface snow mass is
important for the communities which rely upon it for power, irrigation, drinking water
and can suffer from fire risk and flooding. Measurements of soil moisture and snow
mass on greater scales than a few metres are usually done by analysing passive
microwave radiation.
For soil moisture, the different dielectric properties of dry soil and water means that
the soil/air boundary emissivity is strongly dependent on the water content within the
top layer of soil, and measuring the surface microwave emissivity at 20cm
wavelength, via measuring the surface emission and temperature, allows an estimate
of soil moisture to be made, as planned for ESA’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity
Mission and NASA’s Soil Moisture Active/Passive Mission. The microwave band
around 1.6 GHz is generally preferred over other bands due to the relative
transparency of vegetation and clouds, and the deeper penetration into the soil surface,
allowing measurements to infer information from around 5cm down.
To measure snow mass, the difference in the microwave absorption of snow between
the bands 18GHz and 37GHz is exploited. For low snow mass, the microwave
emission of the soil at 18GHz is only slightly attenuated, whereas at 37GHz up to
around half of the microwave radiation emitted by the soil can be absorbed by a snow
layer. A simple relationship has been used for the past two decades to interpret the
difference between the radiation measured by satellites at these two microwave bands
as a measure of the snow layer on top of the soil.
Both of these techniques estimate water at the soil surface from remote sensing
platforms, at planimetric scales which, because of the radiation wavelengths involved
and size limits on aerial and satellite platforms, aggregate hundreds of square
kilometres into single measurements. At this scale, most observations will enclose
some amount of vegetation, usually enough to significantly contribute to the radiation
received by the instrument. To account for this, both techniques incorporate some
estimate of the effect of vegetation. For soil, vegetation is modelled as a uniform slab
covering the soil described by the two variables microwave optical depth and singlescattering albedo. For operational use, the SMOS processor will estimate vegetation
type and extent of coverage based on the classification of other remotely-sensed
optical data to subtract its effect from the signal. To remove the effect of vegetation
from snow mass estimates, it is assumed that vegetation radiates similarly at the two
wavelengths, therefore suppresses the difference between the observed bands in
proportion to its area, and a “forest factor” corresponding to the vegetated fraction of
the field-of-view area seen by the instrument is calculated from optical remotesensing and applied to the snow mass estimate.
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Both of these techniques are fairly crude in their representation of the structure of
vegetation, and the consequent accounting for the vegetation microwave contribution
will be similarly approximate, which is amongst factors contributing to a significant
documented disparity between snow mass as measured from satellite platforms and
the ground, and could similarly affect satellite instrument-based soil moisture
estimates when they start to be operationally made using SMOS in the next few
months. An improved characterisation of vegetation has the potential to improve the
accuracy of measurements of soil moisture and snow mass.
Measures of vegetation on the planimetric scale of hundreds of square kilometres has
typically been conducted using satellite-acquired multispectral data, classifying a
number of bands to determine vegetation type, or processing band combinations to
extract vegetation indices based on the magnitude of the characteristic “red-edge”
change in vegetation reflectivity that occurs at about 700nm wavelength in live
vegetation. While these techniques can be used to provide basic measures of
vegetation on a wide scale, they do not consistently correspond to vegetation structure
and mass, not least since measurements correspond only to the observable top canopy
layer.
Airborne laser altimetry has been used operationally for a number of years to
construct detailed models of topography with a resolution around a square metre,
covering areas a few hundred metres wide and several kilometres long depending on
the aircraft deployment details. A laser pulse is repeatedly pulsed at different points
on the land surface, and the returned light recorded, and combined with aircraft GPS
and attitude instruments to determine the point of reflection of the light. This is
usually processed to locate either the top of the canopy from the first significant return
or the ground from the last significant return from each pulse. By analysing the error
budget for one such system, we have been able to determine the soil roughness on the
centimetre scale. Further work showed that simple vegetation/laser interaction models
could be used to accurately predict the distribution of last significant returns from
maize and sunflower plants, suggesting that the information contained within return
pulses could be used to determine vegetation structure. Using airborne laser altimetry
data and ground measurements acquired in the Yanco region in the Murrumbidgee,
we show how much structural information can be derived from a system recording the
full light return from a laser pulse. Individual pulses rarely return light from the upper
canopy and close to the ground, however for extended objects such as tree canopies,
aggregating the information from adjacent pulses provides returns from throughout
the vertical structure, enabling a more complete model of the vegetation to be built up.
Further analysis will generalise the technique to enable its use both with new
complete profile-recording systems, and the large volume of existing data acquired
recording only time of first or last return.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A PLATFORM FOR REGIONAL COUPLED
MODELLING (MORCE) FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF
REGIONAL IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE: FOCUS ON
THE MEDITERRANEAN AREA.
Philippe Drobinski(1), S. Bastin(2), A. Anav F.d’Andrea(3), T.Dubos(3), F. Hafid(3), L.
Li(3), L. Menut(3), H. Omrani(3), K. Béranger(4), C. Lebeaupin(4), L. Mortier(4), N.
Viovy(5), T. Salameh(5), S. Szopa(5)
(1) IPSL/Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique
(2) ISPL/LATMOS
(3) IPSL/LMD
(4) IPSL/ENSTA/LOCEAN
(5) IPSL/LSCE
sophie.bastin@latmos.ipsl.fr

In the latest IPCC report (Climate Change 2007), all scenarii and models converge to
certify the drying of the Mediterranean basin in the context of climate change.
However, at local scales, the assessment of impacts of climate change is very difficult
due to the high geographic complexity of the Mediterranean basin (nearly-closed
oceanic basin, steep orography near the coasts, highly urbanised areas, contrasted
local climate), which enhances the role of interactions and feedbacks between the
different components of the coupled Earth system (i.e. atmosphere, land surface,
oceans) affecting geophysical and biological dynamics. The forecasting of extreme
events (intense rainfall and flash-floods during fall, severe winds, heavy swells,
droughts and biomass burning during summer) is tricky due to the lack of information
on the pre-conditioning of such events for which a hierarchy of non-linear processes,
even at very small scales, contributes. Thus, the assessment of regional impacts of
climate change needs the development of a platform of coupled modelling allowing
the quantification of the regional response of the coupled system to a large scale
forcing.
To achieve this goal, teams of Institut Pierre Simon Laplace (IPSL) involved in this
project are developing a coupled regional model (called MORCE which is a French
acronym for MOdélisation Régionale CoupléE) in collaboration with the french
Centre National Recherche Météorologique (CNRM) and Laboratoire Optique et
Biosciences (LOB). This platform will allow the coupling between the different
components of the Earth system (namely oceans, atmosphere and land surface) and
for the different processes (physical and bio-geo-chemical). Most of the selected
models are already developed by IPSL teams. These models are: NEMO-MED for
the oceanic model which is an adapted version of model NEMO for the Mediterranean
sea, LMDZ (the IPSL global climate model) and WRF (a non-hydrostatic mesoscale
model developed at the National Center of Atmospheric Research) for atmospheric
models, ORCHIDEE for land surface processes including biosphere processes,
CHIMERE which is a chemistry-transport model and two models for marine bio-geochemistry (PISCES and ECO3M). The particularity of this project turns on the variety
of the coupled components which should allow (i) the improvement of our
understanding of the mechanisms involved in the regional coupled system, (ii) the
study of the present Mediterranean climate, (iii) the regional predictions of climate
change at spatial (<10 km) and temporal (~10 years) scales allowing the study of the
regional climate variability, its possible trend, and above all, allowing the simulation
of extreme events (storms, intense rainfall, droughts, flash-floods, oceanic convection,
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pollution…) at scales pertinent for impact studies. This platform should bring a new
tool for doing exciting science, in particular in the framework of the HYMEX project
dedicated to the study of the Mediterranean climate.
In addition to the presentation of this platform, preliminary results of coupling
systems (not all components together) should be presented. In particular, the coupling
between WRF and NEMO-MED has already started, and the coupling between
ORCHIDEE-WRF-CHIMERE is also on-going. The financial support for this project
is granted by the Groupement d'Intérêt Scientifique (GIS) "Climat-EnvironnementSociété".

PAST AND FUTURE NON-CO2 EMISSIONS FOR IPCC AR5
Claire Granier(1), IPCC AR5 emissions working group: Jean-Francois Lamarque(2), Tami
Bond(3), Veronika Eyring(4), Mikiko Kainuma(5), Cathy Liousse(6), Aude Mieville(7),
Keywan Rihai(8), Martin Schultz(9), Michael Schulz(10), Steven Smith(11), David
Stevenson(12), John Van Aardenne(13), Detlef Van Vuuren(14)
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The goal of this presentation is to discuss the recently created emission datasets that
will be used in the AR5 (Assessment Report #5) of the IPCC (Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change) report under preparation. These emissions will be used as
boundary conditions for the air quality simulations from 1850 to about 2030, as well
as to calculate the concentrations which will be used in the coupled earth-system
models used in the climate simulations done over the 1850-2300 period.
Emissions of gaseous and particulate species (i.e. aerosols, aerosol precursors, ozone
precursors and ozone-destroying agents) from anthropogenic activities and biomass
burning have been defined over the full period, using the 2000 dataset for
harmonization of the past and current 1850-2000 emissions with the future emissions
determined by the Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs).
We will describe the methodology used to create the historical emissions using a
variety of existing datasets. In order to perform an evaluation and harmonization
across different emission datasets and different periods, the group agreed on
evaluating and providing the emissions for 13 sectors: shipping, aviation, land
transport, energy, solvents, waste, industrial processes, residential, agriculture waste
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burning, animals, savanna burning, deforestation, and natural emissions. For each
compound considered in this study, comparisons between available inventories have
been performed and will be discussed. Based on this evaluation, one dataset was
selected for each emission sector for each compound. A methodology was defined in
order to harmonize these different datasets over different regions, and ensure a good
consistency of the datasets over the full period.
Considerable attention has been given on creating the most up-to-date 2000 emissions
(combination of a variety of inventories) as an anchor point between past and future
emissions. For the definition of anthropogenic base year emissions, regional
inventories were used when available, i.e. for the United States, Europe and Asia. A
gridding methodology was also defined, and emissions at a 0.5x0.5 resolution will be
provided. Emissions of biomass burning are based on inventories defined for the
recent years using satellite observations of burned areas and active fires as well as
statistical data. Historical reconstruction of burned area distributions were used to
evaluate past emissions, and the methodology for obtaining a good consistency
between past and current emissions will be discussed.
Future emissions are generated by integrated assessment models. These projections
are calibrated to the consensus year 2000 inventory and are consistent with the four
underlying 21st century "representative concentration pathways" (RCPs) and their
associated economic, energy, and land-use changes.
It is expected that many modeling groups involved in the IPCC simulations will use
earth-system models including interactive models for the calculation of biogenic and
soils emissions. However, natural emissions from a few of these models will also be
provided, so that they can be used in chemistry-transport models as well.
We will also present the various ways such datasets are made available to the
community.

THE BEACHON PROJECT: INTEGRATING CYCLES AND
SCALES
Alex Guenther
National Center for Atmospheric Research
guenther@ucar.edu

The next generation of earth system models will attempt to fully simulate the coupling
between the physical, chemical, and biological processes in the earth system. The
overall goal of the Bio-hydro-atmosphere interactions of Energy, Aerosols, Carbon,
H2O, Organics & Nitrogen (BEACHON) project is a transformational advance in our
understanding of bio-hydro-atmosphere interactions and feedbacks that can be
incorporated into future earth system models. This is being accomplished by fostering
interdisciplinary research that addresses key scientific questions by integrating local
and regional model simulations with remote sensing, regional network observations,
and canopy to regional scale field studies. This includes investigations of atmospheric,
ecological and hydrological processes; surface fluxes of energy, aerosols, CO2, water,
and organic and nitrogen compounds; ecohydrological disturbances and other factors
that control the system, followed by efforts to improve their representation in earth
system models. The expected outcome is an improved ability to quantitatively
characterize the impact of land management decisions and unintended
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ecohydrological disturbances on biosphere-atmosphere exchange, and the associated
implications for ecosystem health, air quality and climate on time scales of months to
years. BEACHON has a regional focus on the water-limited landscapes of the
Southern Rocky Mountains of North America (including Wyoming, Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona) but is also linked to research efforts in other regions.
Conceptually, earth system connections and interactions are clear. However, the
processes controlling this coupled system are highly uncertain and not well quantified,
precluding the full incorporation of these processes into earth system models.
Although certain aspects have been investigated independently, an interdisciplinary
research effort, establishing and quantifying links between these processes and
potential feedbacks, is needed to determine whether the biosphere has significant
ability to control the earth system through interactions with the atmosphere and
hydrosphere. The BEACHON project will advance quantitative knowledge of these
earth system interactions using an approach that includes 1) the establishment of a
long-term field observatory suitable for canopy to boundary layer studies of biohydro-atmosphere exchange and interactions, including manipulative studies, 2)
enhancing existing flux tower networks with additional measurements including
biogenic VOC fluxes, 3) development, application and evaluation of regional airborne
flux measurements, 4) development, application and evaluation of earth system model
components (e.g., land-surface exchange, aerosol production, CCN activation), and 5)
education, outreach and knowledge transfer. These efforts are being linked to
community field campaigns and long-term observational networks throughout the
world.
This presentation will discuss the BEACHON approach for integrating measurements
and models on local to regional scales. In addition, initial results from BEACHON
observational and modeling activities will be presented and plans for model
development and community field campaigns in 2010 to 2012 will be described.
Preliminary observations at the BEACHON long-term observatory within the Manitou
Experimental Forest in Colorado indicate that this is an ideal site for investigating
new particle formation, oxidant sources and sinks, spatial heterogeneity of land
surface processes, and biogeochemical cycle responses to precipitation variability.

ESA’S NEW CONTRIBUTIONS TO AN INTEGRATED GLOBAL
OBSERVING SYSTEM
Paul Ingmann, Mark Drinkwater, Joerg Langen, Klaus Scipal, Michael Kern, Malcolm
Davidson
European Space Agency
Paul.Ingmann@esa.int

During the first half of the 1990s, the European Space Agency (ESA) had adopted a new
approach to Earth Observation. Previously, satellites had been either operational satellites
for meteorology, e.g. Meteosat, or research satellites with numerous instruments that
enabled a range of different, and often non-related investigations, e.g. Envisat.
According to the new approach, the scientific questions to be addressed should be the
starting point for the definition of the satellite missions and should be the driver for all
requirements to be fulfilled by the missions. This has been the philosophy behind
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ESA’s Living Planet Programme, with the Earth Explorers becoming the Earthscience missions.
The science and research element of the Living Planet Programme had been laid out
in the document ESA SP-1227 (ESA, 1998) and updated in the document ESA SP1304 (ESA, 2006).
The programmatic implementation of the strategy was formulated in the Earth
Observation Envelope Programme, which consists of an Earth Explorer component.
Satellite missions were divided into Core and Opportunity missions, where the former
are larger missions and the latter smaller missions. For both types of missions, the
user-driven approach was a fundamental guiding principle.
The selection of new Earth-science missions according to the new strategy started
from the original list of nine missions, from which the GOCE and ADM-Aeolus
missions were selected for implementation in 1999. For missions beyond these first
two, Calls for Proposals were issued resulting in the selection of CryoSat, SMOS and
Swarm as Opportunity missions, as well as EarthCARE as a Core mission.
Based on another Call for Ideas issued in March 2005 six candidate missions had been
selected for pre-feasibility study in 2007/2008. Three missions have been selected for
feasibility study in February 2009, namely BIOMASS, CoReH2O and PREMIER.
Both BIOMASS and, CoReH2O address major elements of the global carbon and
hydrological cycle, respectively. The BIOMASS mission addresses the major
uncertainties in the terrestrial carbon cycle including the spatial distribution of carbon
stocks, estimates of carbon emissions into the atmosphere due to human induced or
natural disturbances and estimates of carbon uptake by vegetation.The BIOMASS
primary mission objectives will be achieved through the exploitation of P-Band
polarimetric SAR observations where the retrieval of above-ground biomass will take
advantage of the sensitivity of P-band backscatter to biomass, as demonstrated by
airborne experiments, augmented by the polarimetric retrieval of tree heights. The
primary mission objectives of, CoReH2O aim at the retrieval of key geophysical
parameters to describe a snow pack. These are snow extent and snow water equivalent i.e.
the amount of water after instantaneously melting a snow pack. These observations will
advance data assimilation systems, improving the parameterization of snow and ice
processes in numerical weather prediction and climate models and improving the
understanding and modelling of land-cryosphere-atmosphere exchange processes.
The primary aim of PREMIER is to explore processes controlling the composition of
the mid/upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. PREMIER will observe trace gas,
particulate and temperature distributions in this region down to finer scales than any
previous satellite mission, which will also facilitate integration with measurements
made at higher resolution at particular locations and times by ground-based and
airborne instruments. The mission objectives call for 3D sounding of the mid/upper
troposphere and stratosphere by two complementary limb-sounders in infrared and
mm-waves. A limb viewing imager will support the sounders for cloud
decontamination and will allow derivation of the cloud / aerosol properties.
The potential contributions of these missions to an integrated global observing system
will be reviewed.
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MODELING EVAPOTRANSPIRATION USING SOLELY
REMOTE SENSING DATA
Nasreen Jahan, Thian Yew Gan
University of Alberta, Canada
jahan@ualberta.ca

Evapotranspiration (ET) is a key component of water cycle and plays an important
role in climate dynamics, ecosystem productivity and ecology. ET is mainly estimated
by using the standard ET estimation methods such as the Penmann- Monteith,
Thornthwaite, etc., even though the assumptions involved are not always
representative of the real situations. Sometimes these ET equations are modified with
different theoretical basis to generate global patterns of ET. However, many of the
traditional energy balance models of ET suffer from complexity and require explicit
characterization of numerous physical parameters (e.g., precipitation, soil moisture,
soil infiltration capacity, soil texture, etc.), many of which are difficult to determine
globally. In addition ground measurement of ET is often expensive and failed to
provide accurate turbulent fluxes to balance the surface energy components. The
advent of satellite technology has inspired the researchers throughout the world to use
remote sensing (RS) data to calculate ET. Nevertheless, many of the existing ET
estimation techniques using RS data are not satisfactory and they still depend on
limited ground observations. Therefore the primary goal of this study is to develop a
remote sensing (RS) algorithm for modeling ET (called R-ET) without relying on
ground measurement but solely on four remotely sensed variables, namely, Enhanced
Vegetation Index (EVI), Land Surface Temperature (LST), Near-infrared Albedo
(Albedo) and Gross Primary Production (GPP). At first, a statistical latent heat flux
(LE) estimation model has been developed based on those four aforementioned
predictors and then ET is calculated by dividing LE with latent heat of evaporation
(L).
The model was calibrated against the observed LE of Harvard forest (HF) and Morgan
Monroe State forest (MMSF) using nonlinear optimization algorithm SCE-UA
(shuffled complex evolution method developed at the University of Arizona). The
observed LE data were obtained from Ameriflux network while the model predictors,
except GPP, have been obtained from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS). The GPP data has been obtained from the R-GPP model
which is a solely RS based model [N. Jahan and T. Y. Gan, submitted, Journal of
Geophysical Research] based on remotely sensed ecosystem and radiation budget
variables from MODIS. The R-GPP model was highly appreciable in modeling GPP
and outperformed the primary RS data based GPP algorithm of MODIS.
The proposed R-ET model captured the seasonal dynamics of observed LE
successfully by modeling the 8 day-average LE with R2 = 0.85 and 0.84 for the HF
and MMSF, respectively. The model was validated against the LE measurement of
two other sites, Howland forest (HoF) and University of Michigan Biological Station
site (UMBS), which were not used in calibration. The R-ET model was also
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successful in modeling LE of these validation sites with R2 = 0.86 and 0.85 for UMBS
and HoF, respectively. Results from the R-ET model indicate that the root mean
square error (RMSE) of the 8-day LE averaged over the 4 study sites is only 16% and
its performance is more appreciable than some other existing models. Our results
suggest that the proposed model, based on solely RS data, is robust and valid for both
deciduous (HF, MMSF, UMBS) and evergreen forest (HoF) as well as for a wide
range of atmospheric and surface conditions.

AN INFRASTRUCTURE FOR MEASUREMENT OF THE
EUROPEAN CARBON CYCLE (IMECC)
Ernest Koffi(1), Peter Rayner(1), Morag Logan(1), Eero Nikinmaa(2), Thorsten Warnecke(3),
Maria Jose San(4), Ricardo Valentini(5), Armin Jordan(6), Michel Ramonet(1), Timo
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Modern approaches to observation and modelling of the terrestrial carbon cycle
require measurements at multiple scales and at multiple points in the interlocking
cycles of carbon and nutrients. Such measurements also need to be sustainable since
many of the important processes have long time constants. It is clear, therefore, that
measurement strategies must be integrated, cost-efficient and robust. Here we present
a prototype of such a system for Europe. The IMECC project aims to build the
infrastructure for a coordinated, calibrated, integrated an accessible dataset for
characterizing the function of the European terrestrial biosphere. Such an
infrastructure is necessary since the critical measurements are spatially dispersed.
Their interpretation, however, relies on precise knowledge of the spatial and temporal
structures of measured quantities. Thus the measurements must be of the highest
quality and precisely calibrated in order to be useful. They should also be wellplanned, that is subject to some coordinated and targeted experimental design and
should be accessible to a wide range of researchers. IMECC will deliver these
services to the range of measurements within various European projects. As an added
benefit, the improved measurements will also be increasingly compatible with the
range of global measurements. IMECC will not only provide these services for the life
of the project but will aid the development of strategies and techniques to streamline
this coordination into the future.
We will demonstrate the difficulties and advantages that come with such an integrated
approach, show examples of the routine provision of data and describe strategies for
making the infrastructure available to the wider scientific community.
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AN EVALUATION OF COMMUNITY LAND MODEL VERSION
3.5 - DYNAMIC GLOBAL VEGETATION MODEL OVER
DECIDUOUS FOREST IN KOREA
Hee-Jeong Lim, Young-Hee Lee
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The performance of Community Land Model version 3.5 - Dynamic Global
Vegetation Model (CLM-DGVM) has been evaluated with observations over
temperate deciduous forest in Korea. The used DGVM is the Lund-Potsdam-Jena
dynamic global vegetation model. To get the equilibrium carbon storage, the model
was integrated for 400 years from an initial condition of bare ground, using Seoul
meteorological station atmosphere data from 1994 to 2003, repeatedly. Annual mean
air temperature and precipitation amount are 12.9 °C and 1,517 mm, respectively. We
have run the model for the year of 2006 with equilibrium carbon storage, driven with
atmosphere data measured at Gwangneung forest and compared model output with
observations.
A comparison of LAI between model and observation indicated that the phenology
module poorly represented the timing of budburst, leaf fall and evolution of canopy
LAI in deciduous forest. Delayed senescence of about 4 weeks was noted. Also
simulated maximum LAI of 8.3 m2 m-2 was greater than observed value of 4.5 m2 m-2.
Simulated foliage mass, root mass and Sapwood mass were comparable the reported
values in other temperate deciduous forest, but heartwood mass was smaller than
reported value. In the second simulation, we have run the model with observed LAI
instead of using phenology formulation to exclude error due to poor phenology
formulation. The comparison of daytime mean CO2 flux between model and
observation indicated that model captured seasonal variation of daytime CO2 flux but
showed slight underestimation during the early summer. Simulated annual GPP and
NEE were 1523 gC m-2 yr-1 and -126 gC m-2 yr-1 which were similar magnitude to
reported values in East Asia. Despite using observed LAI, the model still resulted in
overestimation of the maximum LAI for the next year, which suggests that allocation
process is responsible for overestimation of maximum LAI. Other deficiencies of
CLM-DGVM have been also discussed.
Keywords: Carbon storage, CLM-DGVM, Deciduous forest, Phenology

GEIA: THE GLOBAL EMISSIONS INVENTORY ACTIVITY
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The GEIA (Global Emissions Inventory Activity) project is an integrating project of
the AIMES (Analysis, Integration and Modeling of the Earth System) project of the
International Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP). GEIA brings together people,
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analyses, data, and tools to quantify the anthropogenic emissions and natural
exchanges of trace gases and aerosols that drive earth system changes and facilitate
the use of this information by the research, assessment and policy communities. The
GEIA activities focus on six main topics, (1) emission inventories, (2) past and future
evolution of emissions, (3) exchanges land/oceans/atmospheres, (4) emission
modeling, (5) use of observation of driving variables, and (6) evaluation of emissions
Over the past few years, GEIA has establishes strong links with the ACCENT
(Atmospheric Composition Change: A European Network) European network.
This presentation will provide an overview of some of the latest efforts to access and
evaluate global and regional inventories of surface emissions and how to make this
information more readily available. The most recent activities of GEIA will be
reviewed, as well as the outcome of workshops that were organized within GEIA. The
GEIA-ACCENT web portal on emissions, which provides an easy access and detailed
information on existing databases of emissions will be presented. Several inventories,
either at the global or at the regional scale, are publicly available from the portal: they
include the distribution of gaseous and particulate compounds resulting from
anthropogenic, natural and biomass burning emissions. The compounds considered in
the data portal include ozone precursors (methane, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides,
a large list of non-methane hydrocarbons), greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide), aerosols and their precursors (sulfur dioxide, ammonia, black
carbon, organic carbon, particulate matter), organo-halogens, a few heavy metals and
persistent organic pollutants (POPs). Emissions for different periods are available,
covering the 1900 to 2030 period. The spatial resolution of the available inventories is
either 0.5x0.5 or 1x1 degree in latitude and longitude. Visualization tools are also
provided in the web portal. An intercomparison of the inventories available in the
portal has started, and we will present a selection of these comparisons, which involve
global and regional emissions.
Plans for the coming years will also be discussed. They include an update of the
overviews of state-of-the-science for man-made and natural sources: in 2002, GEIA
extended the usefulness of the GEIA emissions data by providing up-to-date
information on the status of knowledge about emissions of species into the
atmosphere. A new set of comprehensive reviews of emissions and global exchange
processes will be initiated during the next few months, which will consider different
chemical species, source types and time periods. Future plans include as well the
creation of a data base of papers and reports publicly available concerning emissions,
together with the initiation of wiki-based system for emission information exchange.
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A PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT TO THE SMOS SOIL
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Near-surface soil moisture content plays an important role in regulating the energy
and water balance at the soil surface. It is therefore a crucial variable for disciplines
such as meteorology, hydrology and climatology. In spite of the importance of soil
moisture observations, there is not yet a dedicated soil moisture mission in space,
although there are a number of soil moisture products becoming available from
sensors with non-ideal configurations for soil moisture monitoring, such as the
Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer (AMSR-E) and the Advanced Synthetic
Aperture Radar (ASAR). The first soil moisture dedicated mission, the European Soil
Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission of the European Space Agency (ESA),
has completed its ground testing and its launch is imminent (July 2009). SMOS will
use passive microwave technology at low frequency (L-band, 1.4GHz) which has
been demonstrated to give the best soil moisture response under a variety of
topographic and vegetation cover conditions. SMOS is expected to provide global
monitoring of near surface soil moisture with an accuracy better than 4%v/v.
The algorithm which SMOS will use to retrieve soil moisture from passive microwave
measurements relies on a microwave emission model (L-MEB) developed over the
past decade. However, its development has been mainly through tower-mounted
radiometers (resolution~10m) located primarily at European sites. Before the
algorithm can be applied to SMOS data globally, it is therefore imperative that the LMEB model be evaluated over a variety of land surface conditions. Moreover, the
accuracy of the SMOS algorithm needs to be assessed at resolutions typical of the
SMOS footprint,(40km) with a particular attention to the impact of land surface
heterogeneity which will be present at such low resolution. Land surface
heterogeneity affects the retrieval of pixel-average soil moisture through non-linearity
of the microwave emission model. The SMOS algorithm currently accounts for the
heterogeneity of the land surface within the pixel by using the L-MEB model to
simulate the microwave emission of different land cover patches, identified using high
resolution land cover maps.
This study has performed the first airborne evaluation of the SMOS algorithm over a
heavily instrumented site in a semi-arid region of Australia, composed mainly of
grazing land and a small percentage of Eucalyptus forest. The analysis focused on the
impact of land surface heterogeneity on soil moisture retrieval using the SMOS
algorithm. The study site was monitored for a 1-month period during the National
Airborne Field Experiment in 2005 (NAFE’05). High resolution aircraft L-band data
were collected over an area the size of a SMOS footprint (40km x 40km) and used to
simulate the observations soon to be available from SMOS. Concurrently, extensive
ground monitoring of soil moisture and land surface conditions was conducted for
verification of the SMOS algorithm and characterisation of the land surface
heterogeneity within the simulated SMOS footprints.
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This study has demonstrated that at SMOS resolution, soil moisture distribution in the
study area is driven by the distribution of land cover and soil texture, with sandy soils
and forested areas exhibiting consistently drier conditions than clay soils and areas
covered by grassland or crops. The impact of the heterogeneity of land cover, soil
texture and the associated soil moisture variability on the soil moisture retrieved using
the SMOS algorithm was then assessed using the simulated SMOS pixels. It was
shown that the heterogeneity of land cover and the soil moisture difference between
different land cover types are the strongest sources of error in soil moisture retrieval.
Although the SMOS algorithm accounts for the heterogeneity of land cover within the
pixel, this study has shown that the SMOS assumption of vegetation optical depth
being the same for different land cover types results in a dry soil moisture bias and
significant soil moisture errors, even in the presence of a modest fraction of forest
within the pixel (larger than 10% of the total pixel area). In the case of a 40-60%
fraction of forest, the SMOS algorithm results in a soil moisture error of 4.1%v/v with
a 3.1%v/v dry bias.
An alternative retrieval approach is proposed that relaxes the assumption of uniform
optical depth using a priori information on the optical depth of the forest fraction of
the pixel. It was demonstrated that even with a crude estimate of the optical depth of
forest the proposed approach is able to significantly reduce the error in soil moisture
retrieval due to land surface heterogeneity, allowing retrieval of soil moisture with
accuracy better than 2.8%v/v and negligible bias for the entire observation period.
The results presented are relevant to SMOS operational retrieval, since estimates of
the optical depth of forested areas can be routinely obtained from ancillary remote
sensing observations, such as Leaf Area Index.

THE STABLE ISOTOPE SIGNATURE OF WATER VAPOUR
NEAR SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
Stephen D. Parkes (1), Alastair G. Williams (1), Adrian Element (1), Matthew F. McCabe (2),
David W.T. Griffith (3)
(1) Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation, Australia
(2) University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia
(3) University of Wollongong, Wollongong, Australia
Stephen.parkes@ansto.gov.au

The stable isotopic composition of water vapour is determined from
evapotranspiration, condensation and mixing processes in the atmosphere. Monitoring
the stable isotopes in water vapour can therefore provide a continuous record of
changes in the atmospheric hydrological cycle. Incorporation of stable water isotopes
into weather and climate prediction models therefore has the potential to aid in their
evaluation and improvement, but requires the availability of continuous highresolution time series of quality isotopic data. With the introduction of new broadband
and laser technology it has become increasingly possible to collect such records at the
surface. These surface measurements have enabled the resolution of the large short
term variability in the atmospheric hydrological cycle.
Here we present high resolution in-situ stable isotopic measurements of water vapour
collected using low resolution Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) spectroscopy and a
Los Gatos instrument which is based on laser spectroscopy. The data were collected at
a site near Sydney, Australia. At the site there is a 50m meteorological tower, from
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which the FTIR and Los Gatos simultaneously sampled 3 heights (2, 10 and 50m)
over half an hour. The FTIR the data has been collected from November 2007 to
present, whilst the Los Gatos data has run alongside the FTIR since March 2009. To
aid with the interpretation of the stable isotope data, meteorological and radon (2 and
50m) measurements are also collected at the meteorological tower. Backward air
trajectory analysis and satellite-borne rainfall measurements (Tropical Rainfall
Measuring Mission - TRMM) are also provided to help discern the source of isotopic
variation in the time series.
An inter-comparison of the calibrated stable isotope data is shown for the two
instruments. The inter-comparison details the stability and instrument performance for
extended monitoring periods. Performance of both instruments is comparable to that
of standard Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometers (IRMS). In addition to the intercomparison between the two measurement techniques, an analysis of the FTIR data is
presented. The time series shows large isotopic signals, with rapid changes of up to 20
and 80‰ over a few hours for 18O and 2H, respectively. To help understand the
source of these large isotopic signals the inter-relationships between the 2H and 18O
isotopes and meteorological conditions are explored. Backward air trajectory analysis
and satellite-borne rainfall measurements (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission TRMM) also provide insight into the processes that lead to these large signals. The
data indicates that the large isotopic signals are the result of synoptic forcing,
illustrated by the sudden change in the direction of the backward air mass trajectory.
By combining the isotope data, backward trajectory analysis and the satellite rainfall
data, it is shown that the major driver of the magnitude of the isotopic signals during a
change in air mass trajectory is the difference in the rainout history of the residing air
mass and of the “new” air mass moving through. The ability of this high resolution
isotope data to accurately track short term changes in the atmospheric hydrological
cycle makes it an ideal dataset to evaluate the ability of climate and weather
predictions models to capture these rapid changes.

MULTI-SCALE HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL MODELING,
LAND DATA ASSIMILATION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION
WITH THE LAND INFORMATION SYSTEM
Christa D. Peters-Lidard (1), Sujay V. Kumar (2), Joseph A. Santanello, Jr. (1), Rolf H.
Reichle (3)
(1) Hydrological Sciences Branch, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland, USA.
(2) SAIC/Hydrological Sciences Branch, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland, USA.
(3) Global Modeling and Assimilation Office, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Maryland, USA.
Christa.Peters@nasa.gov

The Land Information System (LIS; http://lis.gsfc.nasa.gov; Kumar et al., 2006;
Peters-Lidard et al., 2007) is a flexible land surface modeling framework that has been
developed with the goal of integrating satellite- and ground-based observational data
products and advanced land surface modeling techniques to produce optimal fields of
land surface states and fluxes. As such, LIS represents a step towards the next
generation land component of an integrated Earth system model. In recognition of LIS
object-oriented software design, use and impact in the land surface and
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hydrometeorological modeling community, the LIS software was selected as a cowinner of NASA’s 2005 Software of the Year award. LIS facilitates the integration of
observations from Earth-observing systems and predictions and forecasts from Earth
System and Earth science models into the decision-making processes of partnering
agency and national organizations. Due to its flexible software design, LIS can serve
both as a Problem Solving Environment (PSE) for hydrologic research to enable
accurate global water and energy cycle predictions, and as a Decision Support System
(DSS) to generate useful information for application areas including disaster
management, water resources management, agricultural management, numerical
weather prediction, air quality and military mobility assessment.
LIS has evolved from two earlier efforts – North American Land Data Assimilation
System (NLDAS; Mitchell et al. 2004) and Global Land Data Assimilation System
(GLDAS; Rodell et al. 2004) that focused primarily on improving numerical weather
prediction skills by improving the characterization of the land surface conditions.
Both of GLDAS and NLDAS now use specific configurations of the LIS software in
their current implementations. In addition, LIS was recently transitioned into
operations at the US Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) to ultimately replace their
Agricultural Meteorology (AGRMET) system, and is also used routinely by NOAA’s
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)/Environmental Modeling
Center (EMC) for their land data assimilation systems to support weather and climate
modeling. LIS not only consolidates the capabilities of these two systems, but also
enables a much larger variety of configurations with respect to horizontal spatial
resolution, input datasets and choice of land surface model through “plugins”. As
described in Kumar et al., 2007, and demonstrated in Case et al., 2008, and Santanello
et al., 2009, LIS has been coupled to the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
model to support studies of land-atmosphere coupling be enabling ensembles of land
surface states to be tested against multiple representations of the atmospheric
boundary layer. LIS has also been demonstrated for parameter estimation as
described in Peters-Lidard et al. (2008) and Santanello et al. (2007), who showed that
the use of sequential remotely sensed soil moisture products can be used to derive soil
hydraulic and texture properties given a sufficient dynamic range in the soil moisture
retrievals and accurate precipitation inputs. LIS has also recently been demonstrated
for multi-model data assimilation (Kumar et al., 2008) using an Ensemble Kalman
Filter for sequential assimilation of soil moisture, snow, and temperature. Ongoing
work has demonstrated the value of bias correction as part of the filter, and also that
of joint calibration and assimilation. Examples and case studies demonstrating the
capabilities and impacts of LIS for hydrometeorological modeling, assimilation and
parameter estimation will be presented as advancements towards the next generation
of integrated observation and modeling systems.
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COMBINING MODELS AND DATA ON THE GLOBAL CARBON
CYCLE: FUSION OR CONFUSION
Peter Rayner
peter.rayner@lsce.ipsl.fr

In this talk I will review the state of the art of terrestrial carbon cycle data
assimilation, particularly as it applies to the large scale. This approach of using formal
estimation techniques to constrain biosphere models has been active for nearly a
decade but progress has been slower than we at first thought. By analyzing the current
attempts I will try to explain why this might be the case. It seems that, at the moment,
these assimilation attempts are mainly acting to falsify our current models, that is to
demonstrate that our inability to match multiple sets of observations comes from
structural deficiencies in the model not bad choices of parameter values. This is
already useful but suggests limits on how we should apply such studies. It also
suggests that we must take the imperfections of our models more seriously. On a more
positive note I will describe approaches to combine atmospheric concentration and
surface flux measurements with models which do appear to produce consistent results
at regional scales and try to draw lessons for the large scale.

GLOBAL HIGH RESOLUTION MAPPING AND ASSIMILATION
OF SOIL MOISTURE OBSERVATIONS FROM THE SMAP
RADAR AND RADIOMETER
Rolf Reichle(1), Wade Crow(2), Randal Koster(1), John Kimball(3), Dara Entekhabi(4),
Jared Entin(5), Tom Jackson(2), Joel Johnson(6), Kent Kellogg(7), Kyle McDonald(7),
Mahta Moghaddam(8), Susan Moran(9), Eni Njoku(7), Peggy O’Neill(1), J. C. Shi(10), Leung
Tsang(11), Jakob Van Zyl(7)
(1) NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, USA
(2) USDA Agricultural Research Service, Beltsville, Maryland, USA
(3) University of Montana, Missoula, Montana, USA
(4) Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
(5) NASA Headquarters, Washington D.C., USA
(6) Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA
(7) NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, USA
(8) University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA
(9) USDA Agricultural Research Service, Tucson, Arizona, USA
(10) University of California, Santa Barbara, California, USA
(11) University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA
Rolf.Reichle@nasa.gov

The Soil Moisture Active and Passive (SMAP) mission is being developed by NASA
for launch in 2013. SMAP is one of four first-tier missions recommended by the U.S.
National Research Council Committee on Earth Science and Applications from Space
in 2007. SMAP builds on concept development and risk-reduction studies carried out
for the earlier Hydros mission. The primary science objectives of SMAP are to
enhance understanding of land surface controls on the water, energy and carbon
cycles, and to determine their linkages. Moreover, SMAP high-resolution soil
moisture mapping has practical applications in weather and seasonal climate
prediction, agriculture, human health, drought and flood decision support. In this
paper we provide an overview of planned SMAP data products and potential
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applications. In this context we focus on the assimilation of SMAP observations for
the generation of the SMAP Level 4 Surface and Root-Zone Soil Moisture (L4_SM)
product.
The SMAP mission makes simultaneous active (radar) and passive (radiometer)
measurements in the 1.26-1.43 GHz range (L-band) from a sun-synchronous lowearth orbit. Measurements will be obtained across a wide swath (1000 km) using
conical scanning at a constant incidence angle (40°). The radar resolution varies from
1-3 km over the outer 70% of the swath to about 30 km near the center of the swath.
The radiometer resolution is 40 km across the entire swath. The radiometer
measurements will allow high-accuracy but coarse resolution (40 km) measurements.
The radar measurements will add significantly higher resolution information. The
radar is however very sensitive to surface roughness and vegetation structure. The
combination of the two measurements allows optimal blending of the advantages of
each instrument. SMAP will be able to provide global 10 km blended radarradiometer soil moisture data with 2 to 3 day refresh rate. Soil-vegetation freeze/thaw
products in boreal latitudes will be provided at 3 km resolution with 1-2 day revisit.
SMAP directly observes surface soil moisture (in the top 5 cm of the soil column).
Several of the key applications targeted by SMAP, however, require knowledge of
root zone soil moisture (~top 1 m of the soil column), which is not directly measured
by SMAP. The foremost objective of the SMAP L4_SM product is to fill this gap and
provide estimates of root zone soil moisture that are informed by and consistent with
SMAP observations. Such estimates are obtained by merging SMAP observations
with estimates from a land surface model in a soil moisture data assimilation system.
The land surface model component of the assimilation system is driven with
observations-based surface meteorological forcing data, including precipitation, which
is the most important driver for soil moisture. The model also encapsulates knowledge
of key land surface processes, including the vertical transfer of soil moisture between
the surface and root zone reservoirs. Finally, the model interpolates and extrapolates
SMAP observations in time and in space. The SMAP Level 4 Soil Moisture product
thus provides a comprehensive and consistent picture of land surface hydrological
conditions based on SMAP observations and complementary information from a
variety of sources. The assimilation algorithm considers the respective uncertainties of
each component and yields a product that is superior to satellite or model data alone.
Error estimates for the Level 4 Soil Moisture product are generated as a by-product of
the data assimilation system.
The high spatial resolution (~10 km) of the combined radar-radiometer SMAP soil
moisture data products will allow the scientific community to address some of the
grand challenges regarding the role of water cycle in the climate system and to further
our understanding of climate variability and climate change impacts. The SMAP soil
moisture data products will be particularly valuable where water is often a limiting
resource.
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MOISTUREMAP: TOWARDS A SOIL MOISTURE
MONITORING, PREDICTION AND REPORTING SYSTEM FOR
SUSTAINABLE LAND AND WATER MANAGEMENT
Christoph Rüdiger(1), Jeffrey Walker(1), Damian Barrett(2), Robert Gurney(3), Yann
Kerr(4), Ed Kim(5), John Le Marshall(6)

(1) Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering, The University of Melbourne,
Melbourne, Australia
(2) Sustainable Minerals Institute, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia
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Accurate knowledge of current and future spatial variation in surface and root zone
soil moisture at high resolution is critical for achieving sustainable land and water
management. Monitoring and prediction of soil moisture status is essential to (i)
provide information on drought severity and extent to support relief claims for
drought exceptional circumstances, (ii) enable efficient irrigation scheduling, (iii)
improve flood, weather and climate prediction skill, and (iv) monitor water resource
impacts of global climate change. The fundamental limitation is that spatial and
temporal variation in soil moisture is not well known, nor easy to measure or predict.
Consequently, a prototype soil moisture monitoring, prediction and reporting system
is being developed for Australia, with the Murrumbidgee as the demonstration
catchment. The system will provide current and future soil moisture information and
its uncertainty at 1km resolution, by combining weather, climate and land surface
model predictions with soil moisture data from the European Space Agency's Soil
Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite scheduled for launch later this year; the
first-ever dedicated microwave soil moisture mission. A significant component of this
project is developing and testing the soil moisture retrieval algorithms to be used by
SMOS and verifying the SMOS data for Australian conditions, by means of a number
of airborne campaigns. The key elements of this project will develop and test
innovative techniques for monitoring, prediction and reporting of 1km resolution soil
moisture content from ground-, air- and space-based measurements for Australian
conditions. The ground based and air-borne data will be used for: (i) calibration and
verification of the SMOS satellite; (ii) development and verification of surface soil
moisture retrieval algorithm components of the SMOS Simulator; (iii) development
and verification of soil hydraulic property estimation; and (iv) verification of the 1km
surface soil moisture product from MoistureMap.
The Murrumbidgee River catchment is an 80,000km2 watershed located in southeastern Australia, with a large diversity in climatic, topographic and land cover
characteristics. This makes it an excellent demonstration test-bed for SMOS Simulator
and MoistureMap developments. The Murrumbidgee River Catchment has been
instrumented and monitored for soil moisture and supporting data for more than seven
years. The existing network of monitoring sites, data management systems, data sets,
and detailed knowledge of the catchment provide an ideal basis for the field work and
data requirements of this study.
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The soil moisture prediction model to be used is CSIRO Atmosphere Biosphere Land
Exchange (CABLE), a column model based on Richards’ equation that simulates
water and energy fluxes between a vertical profile of six soil layers, land surface,
vegetation and the atmosphere. This model is ideally suited to the assimilation
requirements of this project due to its prediction of surface and root zone soil moisture
together with surface soil and vegetation temperature, which are necessary for
radiance and thermal data assimilation. Moreover, its grid-based structure makes the
1km application relatively straight forward. We will use a Bayesian framework to
combine the SMOS and MODIS observations with the soil moisture knowledge
embodied in an ensemble of CABLE simulations.
In this presentation, we discuss the initial simulations with the land surface model
(CABLE) and also the established data assimilation scheme. Moreover, we present the
results from the first airborne campaigns to Central Australia and the Murrumbidgee
River catchment. Finally, the progress of the developments of the different projects is
presented, providing a first idea of the information that can be obtained from the
SMOS data sets.

THE ACCURACY OF GLOBAL SNOW MASS ESTIMATES
FROM PASSIVE MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS
Melody Sandells, Ian Davenport, Debbie Putt, Robert Gurney
National Centre for Earth Observation, UK
mjs@mail.nerc-essc.ac.uk

The measurement of snow mass on the ground is important for a number of reasons.
On the local scale, snow provides the main source of drinking and irrigation water for
large communities. It also affects the probability of wildfire, flooding and drought,
and is often employed as a source of hydroelectric power. On the global scale, the
longevity of snow cover is seen as an indicator of climate change and in some regions
a driver of atmospheric variability. Snow is also an important component of the global
hydrological cycle, as a seasonal and long-term storage system, and influences global
climate mass and energy dynamics. There is, however, reason to doubt the accuracy
of global measurements of snow mass. Ground-based snow-pit measurements are
consistently different from estimates from satellite-based systems, and global climate
models show notable variation in snow distribution from satellite measurements.
Whilst snow area coverage has been monitored from space since the 1960s, the
technique for the retrieval of snow mass, quantified as snow water equivalent, from
satellite platforms originates from work conducted in the late 1980s. It was noted that
snow absorption of microwave radiation is strongly dependent on wavelength, while
snow is nearly transparent to 18GHz radiation, it substantially attenuates 37GHz
radiation. Using a simple single-layer model of radiation emission of the soil-snow
system, and a number of assumptions regarding the snow characteristics such as
density and grainsize, a linear relationship linking the difference between these bands
and the mass of the snow layer was identified. This relationship has informed
operational snow mass retrieval from satellite-based instruments such as SMMR
between 1978 and 1987, SSM/I from 1987, and AMSR-E from 2003.
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A number of assumptions underlie the application of this technique, and the
deviations of reality from these assumptions affect its accuracy. We analyse here the
extent and effect of these deviations upon snow mass estimation from passive
microwave measurements, using the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT)
single-layer snow model originally used to formulate the technique and field
measurements of snow characteristics, and address how snow mass estimation can be
improved in the future.
Snow mass is usually described in terms of snow water equivalent (SWE), or the
depth of water that would result if the snow layer was reduced to liquid form. This is
typically about a third of the snow depth. The technique as originally devised is only
valid for snow with no liquid water content, as even small amounts of liquid water
completely block microwave radiation. Even for snow with no liquid water content,
the absorption approaches saturationabove 50-100cm, depending on grainsize, and the
relationship starts to become non-linear, and progressively less sensitive .
Consequently, the technique is theoretically only applicable to relatively thin snow
packs. The absorption of microwave radiation by snow is strongly affected by two
physical characteristics, density and grainsize. To relate the microwave difference to
snow mass, assumptions were made that the snow layer is a homogeneous block with
uniform, fixed density and grainsize. Field measurements made at NASAs Cold Land
Processes Experiment (CLPX) site in Colorado, USA in 2002-2003 indicate a large
variability in both of these properties, even for the shallow snowpacks measured in
the field campaign. Mean snow density is strongly dependent on SWE, ranging from
125 kgm-3 for thin, new layers up to over 250kgm-3 at the SWE retrieval limit.
Similarly, snow grainsize has a strong SWE dependence, and was measured in the
CLPX experiment to be between 0.4mm and 1.5mm in diameter . The Chang et al.
microwave difference / SWE relationship is based upon a fixed density of 300kgm-3,
and a fixed grainsize of 0.8mm diameter, and these differences from the assumptions
cause significant differences between the estimates and reality. Modelling soil/snow
emission with a Mie Scattering microwave emission model for snow indicates that
using the standard relationship between the microwave bands and SWE can give rise
to errors of a factor of 2-3. A comparison of the SWE measurements made at the
CLPX site to the measurements made by the SSM/I and AMSR-E instruments above
the CLPX site in Colorado confirm that significant errors would result from applying
the simple relationship currently used.
A revision in the approach to estimating snow mass on the global scale is needed,
including a better representation of the behaviour of snow. Snow grain size and
density are key factors, and should be better accounted for, which could be achieved
by estimation from other data sources, by modelling, or by combining the data sources
and physical models into a data assimilation framework.
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INTEGRATED LAND-OCEAN-ATMOSPHERE PROCESS
STUDIES OVER THE INDIAN REGION
P. Sanjeeva Rao
Department of Science and Technology, New Delhi, India.
psrao@nic.in

Land-ocean-atmosphere-biosphere interactions play an important role in modulating
the monsoon processes over the Indian region. Few regional-scale field observational
studies were implemented in India such as `Monsoon trough boundary layer
experiment (MONTBLEX), Land surface processes experiment (LASPEX), Bay of
Bengal monsoon experiment (BOBMEX) and Arabian sea monsoon experiment
(ARMEX)’ with the participation of multi-disciplinary scientists. Integrating all these
earlier field studies now planned a mega monsoon process studies as part of the Indian
Climate Research Program, as `Continental Tropical Convergence Zone (CTCZ)’ for
implementation in the Indian monsoon region. The CTCZ, or `Monsoon Trough over
Indian region’, is one of the important core components of the Asian monsoon climate
system. In other words the CTCZ determines the progress, active and weak phases of
rainfall activity in this region. The space-time variations in the CTCZ over the Indian
region are linked to the genesis, intensification and propagation of the monsoon
disturbances embedded in it. The role of mesoscale and synoptic scale organization of
clouds in making the weather systems self-sustaining over the subcontinent and
surrounding warm oceans needs to be investigated. Intensive study on the dynamics of
the geosphere - biosphere interactions, aerosols, green house gases, regional
hydrological features and their feed-back to the atmosphere during different epochs of
the CTCZ is the focus of this integrated observational study.
Field observational campaigns are being planned for implementation as collaborative
participation from all concerned institutions in India. Conventional weather
monitoring systems, weather satellite observational systems, meso-network of
automatic weather stations, boundary layer meteorological towers, network of aerosol
and atmospheric pollution monitoring systems, agrometeorological observing systems
(for soil moisture and soil temperature at different depths) and cloud microphysical
parameters using aircraft were proposed to collate multi-parameter observational
datasets during these experiments. Intensive observations on various components of
the hydrological cycle over some of the important river basins and sub-basins
(watersheds) to understand basic processes and their scale interactions are under
planning. Also, provide dedicated ship-based measurements to study the oceanatmospheric interactions during the peak monsoon period of July and August, 2009.
In this presentation an attempt will be made to discuss the scientific basis of the
CTCZ, highlight broad contours of the targeted areas, proposed meso-network of
automatic weather stations (AWS) surrounding the micrometeorological towers, upper
air observations, ocean-based observational systems (Ships, Buoys and Argo floats)
and proposed watersheds for intensive monitoring of soil-vegetation-atmosphere
interactions being implemented during the period 2009 to 2011 and follow up data
assimilation and modeling activities.
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INTEGRATED OBSERVATION, MODELLING AND DATA
ASSIMILATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS,
THERMODYNAMICS AND COMPOSITION
Adrian Simmons
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
adrian.simmons@ecmwf.int

Integration of observation and modelling is fundamental to improving the monitoring
and analysis of the climate system, the prediction of weather and air quality, and the
models used for both weather and climate prediction. This integration may take place
at a number of levels.
The principal integrating approach is through the process of data assimilation,
whereby information from recent observations is combined with information from a
background model forecast (or set of forecasts) that carries forward in time and
spreads in space information assimilated from earlier observations. The model state is
adjusted to improve its fit to observed values using statistically-based estimates of the
errors of the observations and background forecasts. The process enables information
on one model variable to be extracted from observations of another (wind from
measurements of temperature, or ozone from measurements of precursor species, for
example) and from observations that are related rather indirectly to one or more of the
model variables (measurements from satellite of spectral radiances or the bending of
GPS signals close to occultation, for example). It can make simultaneous use of a
wide variety of in-situ and remotely-sensed measurements, and be resilient to failure
of a single component of the observing system if there are diverse types of
observation from multiple platforms, as is the case for numerical weather prediction.
Data assimilation provides initial conditions for real-time model forecasts, and an
historical record of the evolving state of the modelled system. Its synthesis of the
available observations depends implicitly on the dynamics and physics of the
background-forecast model and on any dynamical or physical relationships built into
the error statistics. Its historical records have found widespread application when
derived from retrospective assimilation of long-term series of past observations using
a fixed production system, in the process named reanalysis. In particular, reanalysis
supplies verifying data for determining how well the models used to make projections
of future climate can reproduce recent climate. The assimilation process itself
provides feedback to the developers of the assimilating model, from the statistics of
the mismatches in the model’s daily comparison with observations.
Integration may also take place at a higher level, in the design of the observing system
to fit best the capabilities and needs of modelling and forecasting systems. This may
draw on assessments of the impacts of existing types of observation or of simulated
observations in idealised experiments. It typically includes specification of
requirements for ground processing and for telecommunication and archive systems.
Metadata on the quality control and perceived biases of assimilated observations
provides feedback to data providers and information that may be exploited in studies
of low-frequency variability and trends in the instrumental record.
Integration may alternatively entail the close coupling of components of the Earth
system that in the past were treated largely separately with minimal one-way driving:
atmosphere and ocean, or meteorology and atmospheric chemistry, for example.
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Aspects of the integrated approach will be illustrated with examples drawn from
ECMWF’s established activities in operational weather prediction and meteorological
reanalysis. The presentation will then focus on newer activities undertaken by
ECMWF and partner organisations as part of Europe’s Global Monitoring for
Environment and Security (GMES) initiative. GMES is fostering the development of
services for atmosphere, land and ocean that cover both the provision of space-based
and in-situ observations and the provision of monitoring and forecast information
based inter alia on modelling and data assimilation. Its pilot atmospheric service,
partially funded by the European Commission and complementary to existing weather
forecasting services, has recently completed the first phase of development of a
comprehensive modelling and assimilation capability for greenhouse gases, reactive
gases and aerosols integrated within the ECMWF global forecasting system. The
expanded system is being employed to produce near-real-time and retrospective
coupled global analyses and forecasts of atmospheric dynamics, thermodynamics and
composition. Ancillary systems infer corrections to the surface fluxes of carbon
dioxide and methane. The pilot GMES service also provides higher-resolution
regional air-quality forecasts: the global forecasts provide information from longrange transport of atmospheric pollutants to a set of nationally-developed regional airquality models run cooperatively over a common European domain. An overview of
progress will be presented and the next stages of development towards full integration
and operation will be outlined.

SOILDTS: USING DISTRIBUTED TEMPERATURE SENSING TO
MONITOR LARGE-SCALE VARIABILITY IN SOIL MOISTURE.
Susan Steele-Dunne(1), Nick van de Giesen(1), Martine Rutten(1), Scott Tyler(2), Chadi
Sayde(3), John Selker(3)
(1) Water Resources Management, Delft University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands
(2) Dept. of Geological Sciences and Engineering, University of Nevada, Reno, NV, USA,
(3) Dept. of Biological and Ecological Engineering, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR,
USA
s.c.steele-dunne@tudelft.nl

Due to its role in the water and energy balances at the land surface, soil moisture has
been identified as a key state variable in surface hydrology and land-atmosphere
interactions.
Soil moisture is a storage term in the water balance, determining how much incident
precipitation can infiltrate into the soil and how much will run-off or recharge the
groundwater. In the energy balance, it partitions the net radiation between latent,
sensible and ground heat fluxes. Thus, soil moisture determines how much water and
energy is available for exchanges with the atmosphere.
In the coming 5 years, ESA and NASA will launch the first dedicated satellite
missions (SMOS and SMAP respectively) to measure this critical state variable. Data
from these missions will be used to improve our understanding of the global energy
and water budgets. However, the value of the observations can only be determined
through a global network of independent in-situ soil moisture measurements over
varying soil and land cover types. Point observations of soil moisture are easy to make
using established methods such as time-domain reflectometry (TDR) and gravimetric
sampling. TDR is a useful method to make continuous, long-term measurements as it
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is non-destructive, and sensors can be installed at the site of interest. However,
monitoring large scale variability with TDR would involve installing a vast network
of sensors, which is logistically and economically infeasible.
Here, we will discuss SoilDTS, an experimental method of measuring soil moisture
based on Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS). In SoilDTS, inexpensive
telecommunications fiber-optic cable is used as a thermal sensor to measure soil
moisture. When laser light is sent through fiber-optic cable a small fraction of the
energy undergoes inelastic (Raman and Brillouin) scattering whereby light is
produced at frequencies higher and lower than the transmitted laser light. The
intensity of light at the shorter wavelength depends on the cable temperature, while
that at the higher wavelength does not. Consequently, their ratio provides a measure
of the cable temperature. Its capacity to produce accurate (<0.1K) measurements of
temperature at high resolution (1-2m) over long cables has made distributed
temperature sensing an increasingly popular tool in environmental monitoring.
In recent years, DTS has been used in a wide variety of applications including
monitoring lake temperatures, estimating the seepage in polders and measuring flow
into streams.
To measure soil moisture two to four fiber-optic cables, up to 5km in length, are
plowed into the soil and DTS equipment is used to measure their temperatures every
2m. Temperature changes can be due to the diurnal radiation cycle (‘passive DTS’) or
due to a heat pulse transmitted from the metal housing of one of the cables (‘active
DTS’). Heat transport between cables depends on the thermal properties of the soil,
namely thermal conductivity and thermal capacity, both of which are functions of soil
moisture. Observing the temperature in the cables therefore provides a way to
determine the soil moisture.
From June to September 2008, fiber-optic cables were used to monitor temperature at
5cm and 10cm depth at a field site at Monster in the Netherlands. Meteorological
data, as well as independent soil temperature and soil moisture profile data were also
recorded. Here, results from this preliminary passive SoilDTS study will be used to
outline the principles, challenges and advantages of passive SoilDTS.

USING MULTI-SCALE MODELING SYSTEMS TO STUDY THE
PRECIPITATION PROCESSES
Wei-Kuo Tao, J. Chern, S. Lamg, T. Matsui, B. Shen, X. Zeng, R. Shi

Laboratory for Atmospheres, NASA GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA
wei-kuo.tao-1@nasa.gov

In recent years, exponentially increasing computer power has extended Cloud
Resolving Model (CRM) integrations from hours to months, the number of
computational grid points from less than a thousand to close to ten million. Threedimensional models are now more prevalent. Much attention is devoted to
precipitating cloud systems where the crucial 1-km scales are resolved in horizontal
domains as large as 10,000 km in two-dimensions, and 1,000 x 1,000 km2 in threedimensions. Cloud resolving models now provide statistical information useful for
developing more realistic physically based parameterizations for climate models and
numerical weather prediction models. It is also expected that NWP and mesoscale
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model can be run in grid size similar to cloud resolving model through nesting
technique.
Recently, a multi-scale modeling system with unified physics was developed at
NASA Goddard. It consists of (1) a cloud-resolving model (Goddard Cumulus
Ensemble model, GCE model), (2) a regional scale model (a NASA unified weather
research and forecast, WRF), (3) a coupled CRM and global model (Goddard Multiscale Modeling Framework, MMF), and (4) a land modeling system. The same
microphysical processes, long and short wave radiative transfer and land processes
and the explicit cloud-radiation, and cloud-land surface interactive processes are
applied in this multi-scale modeling system. This modeling system has been coupled
with a multi-satellite simulator to use NASA high-resolution satellite data to identify
the strengths and weaknesses of cloud and precipitation processes simulated by the
model.
In this talk, a review of developments and applications of the multi-scale modeling
system will be presented. In particular, the results from using multi-scale modeling
system to study the interactions between clouds, precipitation, and aerosols will be
presented. Also how to use of the multi-satellite simulator to improve precipitation
processes will be discussed.

ASPECTS OF A CLIMATE OBSERVING SYSTEM: ENERGY
AND WATER
Kevin E. Trenberth
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder CO, 80307, USA
trenbert@ucar.edu

Adaptation to climate change that is guaranteed to occur from human activities
requires information. What are we adapting to and planning for? IPCC projections
correspond to particular emissions scenarios and are not initialized. Instead,
observations of all parts of the climate system and its forcings are essential to track
what is happening, why it is happening (attribution), and to initialize Earth system
models for climate prediction. Comprehensive analysis of observations, including data
assimilation and model initialization, must be extended to domains beyond the
atmosphere and include solar radiation, clouds, energy and water in ways that are not
currently done routinely. An example will be given of information that can be brought
to bear on the question of why 2008 is the coolest year since 2000 in global mean
temperatures in the context of water and energy flows through the climate system, to
highlight the possibilities and challenges ahead.
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THE AUSTRALIAN WATER RESOURCES ASSESSMENT
SYSTEM: BLENDING WATER CYCLE OBSERVATIONS AND
MODELS AT LOCAL AND CONTINENTAL SCALE
Albert van Dijk, Luigi Renzullo
CSIRO, Canberra
albert.vandijk@csiro.au

Prolonged drought in eastern Australia has exposed the lack of water balance
information required for timely response and adaptive water resources management.
A water division has been newly created within the Bureau of Meteorology with the
mandate to develop a range of water information services and the statutory power to
request observations from all relevant sources. Services will include yearly national
water accounts, scheduled and occasional water resources assessments that interpret
current and future water availability and trends in a historical context, and forecasts of
water availability over days to decades.
The Water Information Research and Development Alliance is a large collaborative
effort between CSIRO and the Bureau of Meteorology to develop the science,
technology and capability required to underpin national water balance observation and
modelling. A major challenge is to achieve the nation-wide coverage, currency,
accuracy, consistency and interpretation of water balance data that is required to
support policy and management at national as well as local scale. It requires a new
generation of integrated observation and modelling systems that can incorporate all
relevant observations. The measurement network is generally sparse in Australia and
therefore remote sensing plays a crucial rule alongside on-ground observations.
A first, pre-operational version of the Australian Water Resources Assessment
(AWRA) system has been developed. It includes features of land surface schemes but
expands this with additional observations and processes (e.g. lateral flows) derived
from modelling systems suitable for river and groundwater resource management, as
well as some novel eco-hydrological modelling theory. The system has been designed
with an emphasis on flexibility (e.g. modularity and variable spatial resolution) and
optimal model complexity. The latter was achieved by selecting, simplifying or
removing model components and degrees of freedom in existing process models
through formal statistical assessment of their ability to explain observations. Stream
flow gauging and flux tower evapotranspiration data as well as satellite observations
of greenness were used in model development, parameter estimation and crossvalidation. On-ground metering of water use, active and passive microwave satellite
observations of soil moisture and GRACE gravity measurements were used for
system evaluation and generally showed very satisfactory agreement. These and other
underutilised observations are guiding further system development and are considered
for formal assimilation going forward.
Forcing data for the current system include gridded daily rainfall and near-surface
meteorology (both derived at 0.05° for the continent by blending station data and
satellite observations) and vegetation mapping (derived from Landsat TM
classification). Vegetation vigour is a telling measure of water availability in
Australia’s mostly water-limited conditions, and is simulated by the model in forward
mode, whereas satellite observations of greenness can be assimilated sequentially in
analysis mode.
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Model-data fusion strategies that were tested include both sequential and nonsequential methods to adjust state, inputs, outputs or parameters. The scale of the
system required pragmatic consideration of the trade-off between accuracy gains and
the computational demands of alternative methods and observations. Testing
demonstrated that additional satellite observations can improve evapotranspiration
estimation in complimentary ways, but require additional observational models with
associated uncertainty. The quality of rainfall estimation imposes a basic limit on the
accuracy of water balance estimation.
Examples of AWRA evaluation and analyses over the period 1980-2008 are
presented. This period has seen reduced water availability in southeast Australia and
increases in northern Australia. Patterns of water balance (and land cover) changes in
space and time can be attributed to climate variability and trends and their drivers,
such as ENSO and IOD. Comparison of analyses and independent observations
identify additional processes that have a more localised effect on the water cycle,
including human and natural disturbance events such as land clearing and bush fires.
The model-observation system offers new opportunities to analyse land surface–
climate feedback processes and investigate scaling issues in global land surface
models. Current development priorities include: (1) greater accuracy in rainfall
estimation by blending in additional data (a greater fraction of the gauge network,
rainfall radar, satellite observations and climate reanalysis products); (2) increased
resolution and process detail in areas of strategic water resource importance (e.g. river
routing and regulation, regional groundwater system hydrology, incorporation of onground metering and high resolution remote sensing); and (3) strategies to efficiently
assimilate additional observations (including those relating to the surface energy
balance). The longer-term aim is to extend the modelling system to the global scale so
it can be integrated within the Australian Climate Community Earth System Simulator
(ACCESS), which will require coupling of water and carbon cycle process models
and observations.

OBSERVING GLOBAL AND CONTINENTAL TERRESTRIAL
WATER AND ENERGY BUDGETS USING SATELLITE
REMOTE SENSING
Eric F. Wood, Justin Sheffield, Craig Ferguson, Tara Troy and Ming Pan
Princeton University
efwood@princeton.edu

Quantifying the water and energy cycles over large scales through modeling and
observations is a fundamental goal of GEWEX. It is key to furthering our
understanding of the interactions of the land surface with the atmosphere and climate,
including characterizing the memories, pathways and feedbacks between key water,
energy and biogeochemical cycles, and for estimating the availability of water
resources, and the potential for hydrologic extremes such as floods and droughts.
However, obtaining water balance components from ground based measurements
alone remains a challenge, in terms of both accuracy and in achieving budget closure.
To overcome this, retrievals from remote sensing have the potential to provide
spatially continuous estimates over regional to global scales.
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An outstanding science question, however, is whether these individual component
estimates can be combined in meaningful ways and are of sufficient accuracy to
provide budget closure and thus give reliable information about the variation of the
terrestrial water cycle. To date, some components of the terrestrial water and energy
budgets have been estimated. Precipitation is regularly retrieved from polar orbiting
passive microwave sensors from both experimental (e.g. AMSR-E) and operational
(e.g. SSM/I sensors) platforms and can be merged with infrared data to provide high
resolution data. Near surface soil moisture states are available using TMI or AMSR-E
X-band measurements. Variations in land water storage that includes snowpack, soil
moisture and ground water can be derived from GRACE gravimetric measurements.
More recently, large scale evapotranspiration products are becoming available that,
for example, use NASA EOS radiation, surface temperature and land characteristics
within energy balance algorithms or Penman type equations.
In this presentation, we compute the terrestrial water and energy budgets for different
GEWEX RHP basins with a detailed focus on the Mississippi River basin using water
and energy cycle retrievals from satellite-based sensors. These retrievals cover all
budget components except for river discharge, which is used as a target for budget
closure. These components are compared to terrestrial budgets from land surface
modeling and reanalysis (NARR) and, as an additional constraint, atmospheric
budgets from remote sensing and reanalysis. Analyses of the seasonal cycle and nonclosure of the remote sensing based budgets provide indications of the consistency of
the budget estimates. The potential of using data assimilation where the retrievals are
merged with land surface model predictions to provide budget closure and improved
estimation will be presented. The extension to other RHPs, particularly northern
Eurasian basins as part of NEESPI and the Murray-Darling River RHPs, and the
strategy for extending this globally, will be presented.

INTRODUCTION OF SWING-2/CEOP-ICCS ACTIVITY
Kei Yoshimura(1), Christophe Sturm(2), David Noone(3)
(1) Scripps Institution of Oceanography, UCSD
(2) Department of Geology and Geochemistry, Stockholm University
(3) Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, CU Boulder
k1yoshimura@ucsd.edu

The isotope cross cut study (ICCS) contributes CEOP by facilitating isotope studies,
and to allow presently-non-isotope studies within GEWEX/CEOP to be enhanced by
knowledge of isotopic constraints. The ICCS includes modeling (both validation and
assessment), process studies from in situ and remote sensed data, and integration with
other CEOP Elements.
In ICCS, a modeling research group called Stable Water Isotope Intercomparison
Group (SWING) has been active. SWING aims to use water isotope information to
understand water cycle processes and to quantify their role in climate and climate
feedbacks. SWING incorporates an intercomparison of current state-of-the-art water
isotope general circulation models and related observational isotope data. It brings
together scientists with a common wide range of interest in both modeling and
measuring stable water isotopes (H218O, HDO) and its application to Earth system
problems with a special focus on atmospheric hydrologic balance and water
movement in the land surface.
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In November 2008, the second isotope model intercomparison experiment, SWING-2,
was launched. In addition to the objectives of the original SWING, SWING-2 focuses
on combining model simulations with observations and delivering a useful dataset for
both internal and external research communities. For this focus, several isotopic
AGCMs have run experiments with a spectral nudging technique, so that the
simulated results are directly comparable to existing observed datasets. Furthermore,
preliminary works on Kriging with external drift (KED) and Ensemble Kalman
Filtering (EnKF) have been underway to combine or assimilate the model results with
temporally and spatially scarce observation data.
The main deliverable from SWING-2/CEOP-ICCS will be a dataset of dynamically
consistent distributions of water isotopes in precipitation and vapor. This dataset will
be disseminated to end-users of isotopic information (hydrology, climatology,
limnology, terrestrial/aerial animal migration, anthropology, food tracing, and
forensics). The SWING-2 dataset would also provide a basis for the subsequent
inclusion of observations in stream-waters (GNIR), soil-moisture and vegetation
(MIBA), observations of HDO composition in upper atmospheric vapor from remote
sensing, and groundwater in the modeling framework.
The ICCS will continue encouraging research communities for the hydrological
cycles with integrated and traceable information through SWING-2 activity as well as
satellite remote sensing and in-situ observations. Particularly, recent advances in
satellite remote sensing observations of vapor isotopes, particularly HDO, have
dramatically increased the number of observed data, such as mid level atmospheric
vapor HDO by TES on Aura (Worden et al, 2007) and surface vapor HDO by
SCIAMACHY on Envisat (Frankenberg et al., 2009), etc. Although limitations still
exist in terms of spatial and temporal coverage, resolution, and accuracy, these data
have engendered greater understanding of the basic distribution of isotopes and the
physical process that drives the isotope distributions.
New instruments for laser mass spectrometry have shown great potential, too. Until
today the traditional mass spectrometric measuring process itself is an important cost
factor in monitoring the water isotopes on a global scale. Very probably this will
change soon, in particular by considerably cheaper and faster laser mass spectroscopy.
Even portable and sufficiently precise facilities are possible in the future giving
certainly a new dimension not only to ICCS and CEOP but also to general hydrometeorological communities.
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TOWARDS THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE DIGITAL
WATERSHED AND DEVELOPMENT OF A DISTRIBUTED ECOHYDROLOGICAL MODEL FROM WATERSHED TO BASIN
SCALES
Wanchang Zhang(1), Dong Zhang(2), Jiongfeng Chen(1, 2) and Yonghe Liu(1)
(1) Key Laboratory of Regional Climate-Environment Research for Temperate East Asia,
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, CAS, Beijing 100029, P.R. China
(2) International Institute for Earth System Science (ESSI), Nanjing University. Nanjing
210093, P.R. China
zhangwc@tea.ac.cn

Integration of spatial metero-hydrological, biophysical data to drive terrestrial water
circulation models requires not only that the data layers themselves be spatially
compatible, but also that they adequately resolve landscape attributes that the models
require. An advanced Infiltration Excess & Saturation Excess Integrated Dynamic
Water Yielding Mechanism to address the temporally and spatially varied water
yielding nature within the watershed located in different meteorological and
environmental conditions was firstly proposed. On the basis of this newly developed
mechanism, a fully distributed eco-hydrological model, aiming to overcome a
significant common shortcomings in lack of universally applicable water yielding
mechanisms in water generation processes of the current world widely used ones, was
constructed and programmed entitled as ESSI by means of remote sensing & GIS as
well as data mining techniques. In order to integrate a wide range of hydrological and
ecological processes, the model is designed around a hierarchical, modular structure
and uses a common state description throughout with the grid as the most basic
simulation unit.
Two study sites, one located at the arid, semi-arid region of the Heihe River Basin in
northwestern China and another in humid area of Yangtze River Basin in the Hanjiang
plain, have been selected to simulate water dynamics and hydrological processes at
watershed (several hundreds km2) to basin (10,000 km2) scales by integrating soils,
topographic, vegetation, and meteorological data with varying data resolutions and
levels of topographic aggregation. Preliminary simulations indicate that spatial
correlation of input variables with synoptic weather patterns is critical in determining
dynamic processes such as hydrologic outflow, soil moisture content and
evapotranspiration, yet is not always possible across large regions or heterogeneous
terrain. Simulation of hydrological processes at watershed to basin scales typically
requires both intensive and extensive biophysical and meteorological parameterization
of the earth's surface and atmosphere. Unfortunately, critical processes governing the
interaction between terrain surface-vegetation-atmosphere at spatial scales from local
to regional, and at temporal scales that range from instantaneous to seasonal, are not
easily incorporated into such models that require multiple data of fixed spatial or
temporal resolution as input at present. In order for the distributed models to
adequately describe or predict physical processes such as stream flow dynamics, input
data resolution must be compatible not only with the scale of actual hydrological
functioning, but also with the resolution at which interpretation of results is critical.
Remote Sensing, GIS and GPS integrated techniques provide a unique chance to deal
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with those knotty problems. The performance of the model were systematically
compared with those world widely famed suite of models, such as dynamic
TOPMODEL, AVSWAT2000 and HEC…etc., except the simulation accuracies of
our model in various hydrologic processes are evidently higher than those compared,
our model owns the following properties:
1) The model is designed around a hierarchical, modular structure and uses a common
state description throughout with the grid as the most basic simulation unit by fully
taking advantages of RS, GIS as well as data mining techniques, which favors the
modeling system in preparation of high resolution spatial driving meteorological
variables, generating and managing soil & vegetation database and automatically
delineate water routing schemes;
2) Taking the grid mess as the most basic simulation unit makes the modeling
architecture easily matched in space with RS, GIS and DEM dataset, this integrated
modeling framework provides a means of simulating both long and short term
hydrological processes and long-term ecosystem dynamics that can be directly
incorporated within atmospheric models;
3) Based on the newly developed infiltration excess & saturation excess integrated
dynamic water yielding mechanism, ESSI owns an excellent adaptability for ecohydrological simulation in various range of climate and environmental conditions;
4) Fully distributed simulating nature of the model enables it output more than 20
grided hydrological components with different time scales, which favors the model
for detailed hydrological and water resource management studies;
5) The modeling system can be used both for short and long term rainfall-runoff
predictions, and quantitatively analyses the water resource variations temporally and
spatially;
6) Model construction adopts modularized and integrated programming techniques
that enables the model to expand its functions easily by adding or modifying various
hydrological and ecological process functions, meanwhile the output hydrological
processes can be visualized at any simulation steps;
7) The modeling system was well packed with key modules developed under our own
independent intellectual property right, and of well-designed user friendly interface as
well as easy to operate in different purpose of eco-hydrological simulations.
The developed distributed eco-hydrological model (ESSI) can be served not only as
an excellent computing and simulating platform for watershed hydrological and water
environmental studies such as dynamic water circulation predictions over watershed,
sand load studies, nutrient transformation tracing, pollution dispersion, but also
provides the valuable scientific reference and basic tool for service of flooding,
drought disasters controlling, water resource rational utilization and exploration. It is
worthwhile for mentioning that this suite of model can be used as an excellent
modeling operator for hydrological four dimensional data assimilation studies.
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This presentation briefly reported the current progress of the ESSI distributed ecohydrological model as well as the research assigned to address the issues raised at the
application of the model from watershed to basin scale.

Fig. 1. Two study site representing humid watershed (right) and semi-arid basin (left)
selected for studies.
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